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PREFACE.vi

be condemned by a reference tef bin own precept*; or, on the

other hand, his preempts may bo undermined, through hi* own

failures in their application. Should tlii* take place In the

present instance, I have only to urge, with Horace in hi* A rt

Poetry, that a whetstone, though itself incapable of cutting, is yet

useful in sharpening steel. No system of instruction will com-

pletely equalize natural powers; and yd it may he of service

towards their improvement. A youthful Achilles may acquire

skill in hurling the javeun under the instruction of^a Chiron,

though the igaster may not bo able to compete with the pupil in

vigour of arm.

As for any display of florid eloquence and oratorical srimmoi),

my deficiency in which is likely to be remarked, it may hr

sufficient to observe, that if I had intended to pmctlrn any arts

of this kind, I should have been the less likely to treat of them.

To develop and explain the principle* of any kind <>f trick, would

be a most unwise procedure in any one who purposes to employ

it; though perfectly consistent for one whose object is to put

others on their guard agams^it. Tire juggler is the lad pcr*«n

that would let the spectators into his own seerd.

It has been truly observed* that “ genius begins where rules

end.” But to infer from this, as some seem disposed to do, that,

in any department wherein genius can he displayed, rules must

he useless," or useless t8 those who possess genius, i* a very noth

conclusion. What I have observed elsewhere concerning fstgir,

that “a knowledge of it serves to save a mute of ingenuity,"

holds good in many other departments also. In travelling t hrough

a country partially settled and explored, it is wise to make u«w ».f

t^srts, and of high-roads with direction-post#, as far as thaw will

stonont punj^se; and to reserve the guidance of the Gotnjma*

w% Stars to places where we have no other help*. In like

if;
towtotovtotild avail ourselves of rules as far as wo am receive

assistance from them; knowing that there will always be
cieni scope for genius in points for which no rules can be
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In respect, however, of such mutters m are treated of here and

in the Ehmmts of logic, it has been sometimes maintained!

or tacitly assumed, that all persons accomplish spontaneously, and

all, equally well, everything for which any rules have been, or can

be, laid down ;
and that the whole difference between better and

worse success depends entirely on things independent of instrao*

tion, and which are altogether the gift of Nature. I con only

reply that my own experience law led me most decidedly to an

opposite conclusion : a conclusion which*! think is also established

by Hcvcral’of the instances given ta this and in the other Treatise-

Person# not wanting in ability, or in knowledge of their subject,

aro frequently found cither to have fallen into some fallacy, or to

• have weakened the force of what they had to nay, or laid them-*

Stives open to ihisaj (prehension, or to have Committed some other

mistake, from which an attentive study of the precepts that have

been given might have saved them. There is hakoov a mmm
prbokpt in the Etemmts qf logic or in the present Work,

that ih sot I’KKquKXTj.Y viot,ATKD ju the compositions of men
nut deficient in tmltircd;ww* ; as is proved, in several instances,

by the examples adduced. And the precept# I allude to are such,

exclusively, a# it is possible to apply, practically, and—in the

strict sense—to follow. 2 mention this, because one may some-

times find precept#—(so called)—laid down, on various subjects,

of so vague and general a character m to bo ofm practical use;—

such a# no one indeed should depart from, but which no on# can

. be really guided by, because he can never take any step *» cm-
teqttmm of the enunciation of one of these barren truism*. If

e.g. we were to advise a sick man " to take whatever medidnee

were proper for him,* and to “use a wholesome diet,” or If m
were to bid an Orator " use forcible arguments, suited to the

occasion," we should be in fact only tolling fchenfto " go the right

way to work," without teaching them wliat is the right way. But

no such empty pretence of instruction will be fomftl, I trust, la

the present Treatise. . ,

As for the complaint sometimes heard, of “ fettering genius by
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systems of rules/* I shall offer some remarks on that, in the cinirar

of the Work,

It may perhaps be hardly neecssary to observe! that the

folk)wing pages Jtra designed principally for the iiiatrurtfon rtf

unpractised writers. Of such as have long been in the habit r*f

writing or speaking, those whose procedure has been conformable

to the rules I have laid down, will of worse have antiri tutted

most of my observation^; and those again who have prtnvoted

on opposite principles, will be* more likely to pass vmmmm
p m-

it were in self-defence, than laboriously to unlearn what they

have perhaps laboriously acquired, and to set out afresh **?» ii nem

system. But I am encouraged, partly by the result of cwjwrv 1

merits, to entertain a hope that the present Syftciu tuny pruftf^

useful to such as have their method of composition, itml tludi

style of writing and of delivery to acquire. Am! an Author

ought to be content if a work be found xu some instances not

unprofitable, which cannot, from its nature, be expected to |nu*

completely unccnsurcd.

Whoever, indeed, in treating of any subject, recommends

(whether on good or bad grounds) a departure from established

practice, must expect |o encounter opposition, This opposition

does not, indeed, imply that his precept* are right; but neither .

does it prove them wrmg; it only indicates that they arts nma

;

since few will readily acknowledge the pkns«on which they turn*

long been proceeding, to be mistaken. If a treatise, therefore,

on the present subjectwere received with immediate, imiwwJ, and
unqualified approbation, this circumstance, Chough it would not,

indeed, prove it to be errontww, (since it is conwivahic that the?

methods commonly pursued may bo altogether right,) yet would
afford a presumption that there was not much to he tmm$ Arum It#

On the other hand, the more deop-rwded ant! ipwkamlly
prevalent any error may be, the less favourably, at flint, will 1$$

refutation (though proportionally ilia more imjmtmnt) be to Uni
most part received.
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With respect to wlmt are commonly called Rhetorical Artifices

•—contrivances for u making the worse appear the better reason,”

—it would have savoured of pedantic morality to give solemn

admonitions against employing them, or to enter a formal dis-

claimer of dishonest intention ; since, after all/ the generality

will, according to their respective characters, make what use of a

book they think fit, without waiting for the Author’s permission,
* But wlmt I have endeavoured to do, is dearly to set forth

,
as far

as 1 could, (as Bacon does in his Esavy on Cunning,) these

sophistical tricks of the Art; and aft far "as I may have succeeded

in this, I shall have been providing the only effectual cheek to

the employment of them. The adulterators of food or of drugs,

and the coiners of base money, keep their processes a secret, and

cir&l no one so mttcli as him who detects, describes, and proclaims

their contrivances, and thus puts men on their guard
;
for “ every

one that death evil luiteth the light, neither cotnelh to the light*

lest his deeds should be made manifest.”

To the prevailing association of the term u Rhetoric/ with the

idea of these tlelusive contrivances, may he traced the opinion

(which 1 believe m also common) that the power of eloquence is

lost on those who themselves possess it; or at least that a critical

knowledge of the art of Composition fortifietymy one, in propor-

tion to his proficiency, against being affected by the persuasive

powers of another. This is undoubtedly true* as far as StiphUtiotd

skill is concerned, Tte better acquainted one Is with any kind

of rhetorical trick, the less liable he is to bo misled by ii The

Artifice*, strictly so called, of the Orator* are,

, » * « • Ike trick# by alright of hand,

Which, to admire, one should not understand;

and he who has himself been behind the scenes of a puppet-show,

and pulled the strings by which the figures arc moved, is not

likely to be much affected by their performance. Thirds indeed

one great rewmmendation of the study of Rhetoric, that it

fammhm the most effectual antidote against deception of this
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kind. But it is by no means true that acquaintance with ft)

Art in the nobler sense of the word,«-~not US- consisting 15

juggling tricks,—tends to diminish our sensibility tn^the mm

excellent productions of Art. The greatest proficients in tnnsi

gare usually the' most enthusiastic admirers of good mmk s th

best Painters and Poets, and such as are best vowed in th

principles of those arts, are in general (when rivalry is crnt of th

question) the most powerfully affected by paintings and by poctr)

of superior excellence, ft And none I believe are more open to th

impression of sound, honest, manly eloquence* than those wh

display it in their own compositions, and are capable of analysing

critically the mode in which its effects are produced.

I may add, that I have in one place (Part II. eh. 1* %JL
pointed out an important part of the legitimate art of the ormn

in respect of the minds of his hearers, as coinciding exactly will

the practice of a wise and good man in respect of lib own mind.

Several passages will be found in the following jsigca wide!

presuppose some acquaintance with Logic; but the greatest par

will, I trust, he intelligible to those who have not thin knowlwlgf

At the same time, it is implied by what I have said of that *Sdsrm?«

and indeed by thevejy circumstance ofmyhaving written on it, lint

I cannot hut consider him as undertaking a task of ttutittwtiwr

difficulty, who endeavours, without studying Logic, to liemtmt

thoroughly good argumentative writer.
*

It should be observed, however, that a eonaidcndilii portion <1

what is by many writers reckoned as 11 jNurt of laigb, him.

treated of by me not under that head, but In Part I, of tta prmtu

work.
1

.. It may be thought that some apology is fur th

1 1 bare recently been represented (while

tba sWb edition of this very work was
beforetbe public) as having declared the

making sach an Analysis

W tfo different kinds of
before the

ieadex. Snch amisapprehensionseems very

mnacc0aiitablf{ for If t*wM
i ifomfo fott? I

the Jtat peiwm that «wtr fewtefowd 11.

impossibility «f rnrnmMm WM*% at tft

same Urn* for pf^mm4 la for«« mmm
0M.
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frequent reference made to the treatise just mentioned, and,

occasionally, to some other works of my own* It appeared to me,

however, that either of the other two alternatives would have

been more objectionable; viz. either to omit entirely much that

was needful for the elucidation of the subject in hand; or, is

repeat, in the same or in other words, what had been already

published*

Perhaps some apology may also bo thought necessary for the

various illustrations, selected from several authors, or framed for

the occasion, which occur both in the present treatise, and in that

on Logic; and in which, opinions on various subjects arc inci-

dentally conveyed; in al^ of which, it cannot be expected that

qjmry one of my readers will concur* And some may accordingly

be disposed to complain that they cannot put these works into

the hands of any young person under their care, without a risk of

his imbibing notions which they think erroneous* This objection,

f have reason to believe, has been especially felt, though not

always explicitly stated, by the most decidedly autichristian

writers of the present day. But it should be remembered, that

Logic and Rhetoric having no proper subject-matter of their own,

It was necessary to resort to other departments of knowledge for

exemplifications of the principles laid down ^ and it would have

Imn impossible, without confining myself to the most insipid

truisms, to avoid completely all topics on vfblcb there exists any

difference of opinion# *
If, In the course of either work, I have

advocated any erroneous tenet, the obvious remedy is, to refute

it I am utterly unconscious of having In any Instance resorted

to the employment of fallacy, or substituted declamation fer

argument
;
but if any such faults exist, it Is easy to expose them*

JHor !• it necessary that when any book is put into the hands of a

young student, he should understand that he Is to adopt implicitly

every doctrine continued in it, or should not lie cautioned against

any erroneous principles which it may inculcate ; otherwise indeed.

It would he impossible to give young men wlmt is called a daesfeal

education, without making them Pagans.
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That I have avowed an assent to the evidence* <*f ( 'lsri-tiun

{that, I believe, is the point on which the greatest wirrnrw is fo

and that this does incidentally imply sonic censure ol those w

reject it, is not to be denied. But they again are nt'lilwrty,

and they are not backward in using their liberty.—to repel l

censure, by refuting, if they can, those evidences. And ns lo

as they confine themselves to calm argmnn)totS«si. and alwli

from insult, libellous personality, and falsification of facts,

earnestly hope no force will ever lie employed to silence the

except force of argument. 1 am not one of those Jealous low

of freedom, who would fain keep it all to themselves
; n«r <i<;

dread ultimate danger to the cause of truth from fair *r. ..?i , -I.,j

It maybe objected by some, that in the foregoing word* i ha

put forth a challenge which cannot lm accented
;
inasmuch itS

has been declared by the highest legal authorities, that “(‘hr

tianity is part of the Law of the Land;" and c*.n » qm-ntto a:

one who impugns it, is liable to prosecution. What i t the preci

meaning of the above legal maxim, I do not profess to det« rmin

having never met with any one who could explain it to me : b

evidently the mere circumstance, that we Irnvo a “ It* ligh.n 1

Law established,” does not, of itself, imply the {(legality of nrgnii

against that Rcligiqp. The regulations of Trade and of N* avig

tion, for instance, are unquestionably part of the Ism «f t!

Land; but the question of their expediency is frc. lv dl . tiM.. d, in

frequently in no very measured language,- nor did 1 ever lo ur

any one’s being menaced with prosecution for censuring them.
I presume not, however, to decide what stops might, legtdi

be taken; I am looking only to fact* and pndmbiUtb .« ; and
feel a confident trust, as well as hope (and that, founded on exp
rience of the past), that no legal penalties will, its fat, to- immm
by temperate, decent, argumentative maintained even of the mo
erroneous opinions.

Examples introduced by way of illustration, and to tl

'

'

i tea. v.„ te „**, a,
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incidental remarks on several points, I have now made (1840)

some additions, the chief part of which have been also printed

separately, for the use of those who possess earlier editions, To

some readers the work may appear to be, even yet, too scanty in

this respect; while others, again, may have thought even tb»

former editions too full, and too digressive* 'Rhetoric having, m
1 have elsewhere observed, (like Logie,) no proper subject*

* matter of its own, it is manifestly impossible to draw the lino

precisely between what docs, and what does not, strictly appertain

to it* I have endeavoured to introduce whatever may appear, to

the majority of students, relevant, interesting, and instructive,

I have only to add my acknowledgments to many kind friends,

to whose judicious suggestions and careful corrections I am

uRtubteri, both iif the original composition of the Work, and in

the subsequent revisions am! enlargements of it.
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RHETORIC,

INTRODUCTION.

§L
Of Rhotorio various definitions hm® been given by Different ^3i2uK

Titers ; who, however, seem rml no much to have disagreed in their «rkiwi«

rmcoptiona of the nature of the same thing, m to have bad different

lings in view white they employed the sum© term. Not only tlm

cml Rhetoric itself, but ahm thou© used hi defining if. have been

ikw* in various aense*; as may bo observed with respect to tint

ora u Art*' in Ck.Ve pmL* whore a discussion Is Introduced m to

to Applicability of that term to Rhetoric 5 manifestly turning on the

fforent senses in which 14 Art*
1 may he lmderstood*

To enter into an examination of all the definition* flat lava boon
vcin, would load to mmh uninteresting and tinin struct ivn verbal

ntrovoray. It t« sufficient to jmt the reader on his guard' against

0 common error of •u}»!»»*iug that 11 general term im* some real

jeet. properly corre.Hjuimling to it* independent of our miecfdiottit {

tlmt, consequently, some one definition in every case t* to he foutui

noli will comprehend every thing that [a rightly designated by that

in j
—mid that all others must ho emmmun: whereas, hi fact, it

II often happen* as in the present instance, that both the wider,

1 the more restricted sense of a term, will b* alike sanctioned by

1 (the only competent authority), and that tie* romoojm mv will t»
orreapondiug variation in the definitions employed $ none of which
iiapi may be fairly efiargoable with error, though turn* ean b§
med that will apply to every acceptation of the fern,

it m evident that in its primary signification* Rhetoric had refer* I

a to public alone, as Its etymology implies. |btt &*|
it of the rules for Speaking are of course applicant© tmmdtv to

Ming, an extension of the term naturally took place ; and wo find

n Aristotle* the earliest ayafemaffc writer on the subject whmm
ki have come down to us* including in Ida Treatise rules for such
tjKwUtua* as- were not. intended to be publicly recited.* And
« m far as relates to Speeches, profurly m called, h# takes, In

•ante Treatise, at one time, a wider, and at another, a ittort

rioted fbw of the subject t including under the term Rhetoric*
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in the opening of his work* nothing k»ymid ih«t finding of toj

Persuasion, as far as regards the mailer of wliat is ft|mk« n
afterwards embracing the consideration of Style, AnongHin-n
Delivery*

The Invention of Printing, 1 by extending the sjilwro of c*p

r
of the Writer, has of course contributed to the extension of
terms which, in their priminary signification, had rcf*?mirc to $
ing alone* Many objects are now' accomplished through the tin

of the Press, which formerly came under the exclusive prmk
the Orator

; an# the qualification* roquitito for success ore so
the same in both cases, that wo apply the term ** Klwiumi:
readily to a Writer as to a Speaker; though. Hvnci m
ered, it could only belong to the latter. Imb rd -

often attributed even to such composit ions,~ rv/, Histurical *
-—as have in view an object entirely different from any that
be proposed by an Orator; because mm fmrl of thcVttlca
observed in Oratory, or rules mmlogotis to these, mm ipplmfsl
such compositions. Conformably to this view, therefore
writers have spoken of Rhetoric as the Art of (‘ompeition. m
sally; or, with the exclusion of Foctry alone, it* embracing nil 1

composition.

A still wider extension of the province of Rhetoric l»«» h,
tended for by some of tho ancient writers ; who, thinking it m cc
to^mclude, as belonging to the Art, every thing that, could cot
to the atummentof the ohject proposed, introduced Intothoir *v*i
treatises on Law, Morals, Polities, Ac., on tint ground '

il
Knowledge of these subjects was requisite to enable a mart to *

.

wen on them; and even insisted on Virtue’ a* an caudal,pod
tion of a perfect Orator ; because a good character, which <•*»» ,

SiHSS.*****- “ *'*-% !»'* «— ».

4“of These notions are combated by Aristotle; who attribute, ,oisr.ew ettler to the ill-e„Uivated nndJLdi„ft ^maintained them, or to their arrogant and protending ,|i„Jrt,„
(<**«£>»«*) ; i.e. a desire to extol and magnify the Art th» vfessed. In the present day, the extravagance of such dJtrm,so apparent to most readers, that it would not be worth while tomuch pams in refuting them It is worthy oftmSWthe very same erroneous view is, even now. often taken «f 1.1

i;$e. keen considered by some is a khid of mmUm **f »«**«!
’ ground that Argument mm h# wmUmd mW^ot8’ aad m& «“«g» wU on » iyeet ihinb bn*

fttewfc ***«.
* a literary nation, the in-

cheap to
tffe atef

boon Am
whicktheyin&ctj

f IttML
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not understand ; and which lm« been complained of by others fur not

supplying any Mich universal instruction m its unskilful advocate*

one placed within itn province? nmh m in fuel tm om Art or Syst-

em can possibly afford.
i

?

The vrmf in precisely this mtm in respect of Rhetoric find of

}

iOgse 5 both being hiMrummiUtl art a : ami, m sue!*, apfdtmMtf t% '

arums kind of subject-matter, which do not properly mmm mmkt
betii,

Bo judicious an author as Qitincttlian would not have failed to

ereedve, hud he not been carried away by an inordinate veneration

ir Ida own Art, that m the pmuwmdon of building nmterm!» if* tm

Irt of the art of Architecture, though it In itiipnsMhto to build j

itlmut matorlhia, nth the knowledge of this subject* on which the
|

rotor is to apeak* conMiiutos no part of the art of Rhetoric, though
’

he e^ent ini to itn successful employment; and that though virtue*

id the good reputation it procure*, add materially to the Sneaker
1

*

Ihtenee* they are tm morn to he* fur that reftarm* considered *ft

longing to the Orator* m modi* than wealth, rank, or n good pewit,

nek manifestly have a temleney to produce the name effect

.

In the present day, however* the proviiica of Rhetoric, tit the

dent acceptation that would be reckoned admissible), comprehend*
<4 (-omposit ton in Prone;

1
'

its the narrowest mnm\ it would he

kited to ** Pcrstuisivc Speaking.
** #r nWieri

l propose irt the pfv-.eiu work to adopt n mitltllc course he twean
hi« two extreme point*; mid to treat of M Argumentative Tempo* Tr««ii«a

tm t

" tjtmrttMf/i ami ruvhtm /v /

v

: cotiHtdcring Uhetortc(tn conformity

It the very just and philosophical view of A mint In) m at* off- shoot

i* Logic,

remarked in treating of that Science, that Reasoning may lit

atdurud «iM applicable to two purnoata, winch I vent tired to

sgtmte respectively by the toruta ** Inferring/* and •* Profit#

|

lf

|
the mee?immmtri of the truth by iuvr nfoatbto* anil the

i of it to the *att«factjnn of mwtften and I there remarked, that

on, in hi* Oryamn* haa laid down rule# for the conduct of the

usr of these procerus* and that the latter belong# to the protlne#

thotorfo: and it was added, that to it\finr ia to he rogardii ti

proper oAte© of tl|e Philosopher, or the Judge p'—tojproro* of the

oeate* ft !• not, however* to he timioratoMd* that rbihiafipbieal th®*$mphp

;§ an to hi excluded from the elan# to which Rhetorical rofott um*wu
ipplicaUe 5 For the tMitbatapbar who ttiidertakea, by writing or #»*****«4.

king, to convey hi# notions to others* iwautm**, for the time

|* Urn character of Advocate of the doctrine* he maintains*

proem** of mmt he supposed completed, ami certain

unions arrived at by that prdemm* ht/um b begin* to impart

lias to other# in it treatise or lecture ; the object of winch must
time he to pnnm the jiistwasa of those oimchtsiun*, And in

: this, It# will net always And it mimihm to adhere to.'tlf
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same course of reasoning by which Itin own discoveries were original!

made ; other arguments mnv occur to him afterwards, inure clem

or more confine, or hotter adapted to the understanding of those Ii

addresses. In explaining. therefore, and establishing the truth, li

|may often have oeen.-dnii for rules of 11 different kind* from thoi

4‘mplnyed in its discovery, Accordingly* when 1 rnnuirkod, in th

work above alluded to, flint it is n common fault, for those engage
in Philosophical and Theological inquiries, t« forget their «>w

peculiar dike, and assume that of the Advocate, improperly, th

caution m to Im understood m applicable to the process of jformin

their mm opmmm

;

not, m excluding then* from Ailvocnfitig hy a
fair arguments, the conclusions nt which they have arrived by modi
investigation. But if tins ealiditl invest igat ion do wit take place i

the first in stance, m paina that they may bestow in searching ft

arguments, will have any tendency to ensure their attainment %

truth. If a man begin* (as k too plainly n frequent mode of pr«

ectcdmg) by hastily adopting, or atronj^ly leaning to, wane opinio

which suits lim inclination* or winch in sanctioned by «uiic **utlo»rit

that ho biimliy venerates, mol then studies wjtli the utmost ddij$nnft

not m an Investigator of Truth, but as an Advocate labouring I

prove his point. Ins talent#* and his researches. whatever ellect the

may produce in making convert#* to hi** notions, will avail nothing i

onhghtenmg lbs own judgment, and securing him from error/
f o#n/#W//o/i, howovnr, of the Arguuu utotiv,? kind* itiny he mn

Bitlcrcd (m has been above stated) m coming under the province \

Rhetoric. Ami this view of the subject k the less open to ohjcctioi

inasmuch as it ii not likely to lead to dimnsaftiottA flint can b# ileeinc

superfluous even by those who may choose to consider Kltetorie i

the meat restricted auitee, m relating only to ° Persuasive Sj.« aking

;

tduce it i§ evident ftrnt Argument must U\ in mml uami nt kiuH* tl;

bask of Pereuaeiou*

•

I propose then to treat, first and principally, of the Pkwtfy i

mtlm. Aroumenth, and of their Arnmgcim nt ; seeimdly, to lay down wm
* fiuki respecting the excitement and management of what at

commonly called the Pamom, {including every kind of FeelStij

Sentiment, 0^12 motion,) with a view tc* the Attainment of any oh]®
propos'd, principally, Persuasion, in the strict sense* if, the tl

\ tttmneing of the Wat,; thirdly, to offer mum remark* m §?f't»l

.
and* fourthly, to treat of Kum:uio,\,

| 2 .

gtgJTf. .

ft,may be expected that, before I proceed to tom t of tl*« Art i

: , aueitfoia t Aould. present the reader with a sketch nf its hktor
Mttik mwmpr k required to be said on this head* Immum tl

c'y'-';- Mho tat* oa 0» otTruU*,
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present is not one of those branches of study in which we can trace
j

with interest a progressive improvement from age to age. It is one,

on the contrary, to which more attention appears to have boon paid*

and in which greater proficiency is supposed to have been made, in

the earliest days of Science and Literature, than at any subsequent

period. Among the ancients, Aristotle, the earliest whose works aj

are extant, may safely be pronounced to be also the best of the

systematic writers on Rhetoric. Cicero is hardly to be reckoned ci

among the number; for he delighted so much more in the practice,

m
than in the theory, of his art, that he is perpetually drawn off from
the rigid philosophical analysis of its principles, into discursive

declamations, always eloquent indeed, and often highly interesting,

but adverse to regularity of system, and frequently as unsatisfactory

to the practical student as to the Philosopher, lie abounds indeed

with excellent practical remarks; though the best of them are

scattered up ana down his works with much irregularity; but his

precepts, though of great weight, as being the result of experience,

are not often traced up by him to first principles; and we are

frequently left to* guess, not only on what basis his rules are

grounded, but ir* what cases they are applicable. Of this latter

defect a remarkable instance will be hereafter cited,*

Quinetilian is indeed a systematic writer; but cannot be con- Q*

sidered as having much extended the philosophical views of his

predecessors in this department. He possessed much good sense,

but this was tinctured with pedantry ;— with that prctnmkm
?»<#, as Aristotle calls it) winch extends to an extravagant degree
the province of the art which he professes, A great part of his

work indeed is a Treatise on Education, generally ; in the conduct

of which he was no mean proficient * for such was the importance

attached to public speaking, even long aftej the downfall of the

Republic had cut off the Orator from the hopes of attaining, through
the means of this qualification, the highest political importance,

that he who was nominally a Professor of Rhetoric, had in fact the

most important branches of instruction entrusted to his care*

Many valuable maxims however are to be found In this author

;

but he wanted the profundity of thought and power of Analysis

which Aristotle possessed.

The writers on Rhetoric among the ancients whose works arc

lost, seem to have been numerous ; but most of them appear to

have confined themselves to a very narrow view of the subject; and
to have been occupied, as Aristotle complains, with the minor
details of style and arrangement, and with the sophistical tricks

and petty artifices of the Pleader, instead of giving a masterly and
comprehensive sketch of the essentials#

Among the modems, few writers of ability have turned their

m*i$«
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thoughts to the subject; and hut little lias been added* id the

respect of matter, or of system, to what the ancient* have left

Bacon. Bacon's “'Antitheta” however,-“-the Rhetorical cnmmm* phmm
are a wonderful specimen of acuteness of thought and point ml <

ciseness of expression. I have accordingly placed n frlvcfior

them in the Appendix. 7

Campbell. ft It were most unjust in this place to leave ummfived Dr. Cmnpbf
“Philosophy of Rhetoric;” a work which has not obtain* d imlm

;

Blair. high a degree of popular favour as Dr. Blair's mim enjoyed, hu
incomparably superior to it, not only in depth of thought i

ingenious original research, but also in practical utility
' to

student! The title of Dr. Campbell's work has pc rln*pa "doten
I many readers, who have concluded it to be more iikfiriirm nrid I

popular in its character than it really is. Amidst much liowcc
' ' that is readily understood by any moderately intelligent rcwl

there is much also that calls for some exertion of thought, win
the indolence of most readers refuses to* bestow. And if mu d
owned that he also in some instances perplexes hi* mulem hr bci
perplexed himself, and bewildered in tin* dmm*«Hon erf #pu-*fh»
through which he docs not clearly see his way. Hi* great drfn

,

which not only leads him into occasional errors, but Ivinr* many
bis best ideas hut imperfectly developed, is Ins ignorance rind uft
misconception of the nature and object of Logic ; mi which fa*n
remarks are made in my Treatise on that Science. Rhetoric |*,df
in truth an off-shoot of Logic, that Rhetorician uniat kl»*mr utidi
great disadvantages who is not only ill-acquainted with that svatrn
hut also utterly unconscious of bis deficiency.

I"'' •

'

.

* § 3 .

From a general vjew of the history of Rhetoric, two motion
naturally suggest themselves, which, on examination, will |«,< fi,ul)veryclosely connected together: first, what is the cause „f ||,
caretul and extensive cultivation, among the ancient*. of «n At

"w? *7,
moderns have comparatively neglected

; nr..l sect,.11,whether the former or the latter are to ho regarded as the wi>, r tthis respect;—m other words, whether Rhetoric h« m„th ate
diligent cultivation. •

<wiU'ati°n .

‘ t
?
1 ^rst t^ose questions, the answer gHnralh

the na
t
uro

,

of thfl
;

Government in the ancient d.-tuo
.

Cratlcal States caused a demand for public sneakers, anil f„r *«,.>

& £*“». aS

r
8h°Uld bo ttbh t0 **» innuonco not JJylhi!

t - 1 • P®jSons “ dispassionate deliberation, kit with a pnmiiwuoua ntMiti•*> - “ i

i‘“*
rtrt lh*‘ "»£SZ7£Z

it least hrmuvht. **« *hetmtrMMU «*f iiWrfi?

°lw\ br
r«ht after &. tl*« <M»»e of Ek,united

(though ma courtly form) hy the author of

7 See Appendix, [A.]

; 4,s:si4ti'on8

%

:
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d

the dialogue, on Oratory, which passes under the name of Tacitus:
“ What need is there of long discourses in the Senate, when the

best of its members speedily come to an agreement? or of numerous
harangues to the people, when deliberations on public affairs are

conducted, not by a multitude of unskilled persona, but by a single

individual, and that, the wisest V' n

This account of the matter is undoubtedly correct as far as It goes;,

but the importance of public speaking is so great, in our own, and
all other countries that are not under a despotic Government, that

the apparent neglect of the study of Rhetoric seems to require some
further explanation. Part of tins explanation may be supplied by
the consideration that the difference in this respect between the

ancients and wives is not so great in reality as in appearance.

When the only way of addressing the Public was by orations, and The a

when all political measures were debated in popular assemblies, the

characters of Orator, Author, and Politician, almost entirely coin- rwi«

elded; be who would communicate his ideas to the world, or would
gain political power, and carry his legislative ichemes into effect,

was necessarily a Speaker ; since, as Pericles is made to remark
by Thucydides, M one -who forms a judgment on any point, but

cannot explain himself clearly to the people, might as well have
never thought at all on the subject.*** The consequence was, that

almost all who sought, and all who professed to give, instruction, In

the. principles of Government, and the conduct ofjudicial proceedings,

combined these, in their minds and in their practice, with the study

of Rhetoric, which was necessary to give effect to all such attain-

ments; and in time the Rhetorical writers (of whom Aristotle makes
that complaint

} came to consider the Science of Legislation and of

Politics in general, as a part of their own Art,

Much therefore of what was formerly studied under the name of

Rhetoric, is still, under other names* as generally and as diligently

studied as ever. Much of what wo now call Literature or “ Belles

Lcttres,** was formerly included in what the aftekmts called Rhetor**

leal studies.

It cannot he denied however that a great difference, though less,

as I have Haiti, than might at first sight appear, does exist between

the ancients and the modems in this point that what is strictly and 7

properly called Rhetoric, is much less studied, at least less syste-

matically studied, now, than formerly. Perhaps tins also may Im in'"

mine measure accounted for from the circumstances which have been

jast noticed, Such Is the distrust excited by any suspicion of Elio- tow
torical artifice, that every speaker or writer who is anxious to carry ituSl

Mi point, endeavours to disown or to keen out of sight any superiority
JJJJ”'

of skills mi wishes to be considered as relying rather on the
#

# w Quid culm eptMSftt leagfo In Bmrnt, cam da ftopaWtcm non imtwrStl #fc nndtl
Mfttmttt*. cam nptmd cite mnrfeiitinutl diddn*m»t, w*d HupUniOwdum *, * t urmnf
quid, multi* spud popidam ctmeUadlai*, * Ttiuvydidi*, Hindi 1 1 . Hc« tit® Motto*
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strength of his cause, and the soundness of his views, than 01

ingenuity and expertness as an advocate* Hence it is, that
those who have paid the greatest anti the most aitoi
to the study of Composition and of Elocution* arc so fur
encouraging others by example or recommends firm tn ingiigc* m
same pursuit, that they labour rather to conceal and dboivow \

own proficiency; and thus theoretical rules are decried, ever
those who owe the most to them. Whereas among tho ancienti*
same cause did not, for the reasons lately mentinned, operate to
same extent; since, however careful any speaker might 'ho to «lis
the artifices of Rhetoric, properly so called, ho would tint ti© n^hm
to acknowledge himself, generally, a student* or a profieii nt, in
Art which was understood to include the elements of Politico! mimh

§4.
With regard to the other question proposed. viz. mirrrnin^

utility of Rhetoric, it is to ho observed that it divides itself iut..*n
first, whether Oratorical skill he, on tho whole, n public l.cm-tit,
evd; and secondly, whether any artificial system of Rules i*

«'

ducive to tjie attainment of that skill.

The former of these questions was eagerly debated ntmmg t

ancients; on the latter, hut little doubt seems to have
With us, on the contrary, the state of these questions »eem,
reversed. It seems generally admitted that skill in CompM-iii,,,, «m speaking, liable as it evidently is to abuse, is tt* be eon ddered
the whole, as advantageous to the PubHe; because that jiubdity
abuse is, neither m this, nor in any other case, to be eeitsidm-d
onclusive against the utility of any kind of art, faculty, or prof,sion ;—because the evil effects of misdirected power Ve«u»rl thS1 powers shouhlbe arrayed on the opposite idej-n.i I,mu,tou% having an intrinsic superiority over falsehood, may l«.tojprevad when the skill of* the contending parties ."Lll.

1

:,^ftemore hkety to take place, the more widely id. sk.li

left to th©
mint pm%wm> if tm

»
d of °W » mpmt uf this itratteli e

ewofcrIS¥fff draw on eh* wmne *$*; jo! ImZ* .ttr

mm wm$m*
k«MMtMM,d«IWMdk
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ducati on, arc at least left to acquire what they can by practice, such
school or collcgc-excrcises afford, without much care being taken

o initiate them systematically into the principles of the Art; and
hat, frequently, not so' much from negligence in the conductors of
duc&tiou, as from their doubts of the utility of any such regular
yetem.

It certainly must be admitted, that rules not constructed on BrfWm
road philosophical principles, arc more likely to cramp than to %$£?**
ssist the operations of our faculties ;—that a pedantic display of
oojmical skill is more detrimental in this than in any other pursuit,
ince by exciting distrust, it counteracts the very purpose of it;

—

bat a system of rules imperfectly comprehended,
%

or not familiarised

y practice, will {while that continues to be the case) prove rather
n impediment than a help; as indeed will be found in all other arts
kewirto ;- and that no system can be expected to equalise men
rhoHC' natural powers are different. But none of these concessions
t all invalidate, the positions of Aristotle ; that some succeed better
ban others in explaining their opinions, and bringing over others to «
bom; and that, not merely l»v superiority of natural gifts, but by
cquirod habit; and that consequently if we can discover th# causes
f this superior success*— the means by which the desired end is

ttained by all who do attain it,—we shall bo in possession of rules
apablo of general application ; which is, says he, the proper office

f an Arfc,
n Experience so plainly evinces, wlmt indeed we might

atu rally be let! antecedently to conjecture, that a right judgment
n any subject is not necessarily accompanied by skill in* effecting

eviction,—nor tho^ ability to discover truth, by a facility in

xplaining it,—that it might be matter of wonder how any doubt
bcnild over have existed as to the possibility of devising-, and the
tilitjr of employing, a System of Rules for ** Argumentative Com-
ositton

,>
generally; distinct from any system conversant about the

"

.ibject-matter of each composition.

I have remarked in the Lectures on Political Economy (Loci 9), Knowtdti

uifc “some persons complain, not altogether without reason, of the mm*\v R
rcvailing vjnomnrc of facts, relative to this and to many other {j^urae
tbjccts; and yet it will often be found that the parties censured,

tough possessed of less knowledge than they ought to have, yet
assess more than they know what to do with* Their deficiency in

pranging and applying their knowledge,— in combining facts,—and
UTeetiy deducing and employing general principles, shall bo greater

urn their ignorance of facts. Now to attempt remedying this fault

v Imparting to them additional knowledge, - to confer the advantage
r wider experience on those who have not the power of profiling by
tperienee, --is to attempt enlarging the prospect of a short-sighted

im by bringing him to the top of a bill.

® *<hr#g hri *%%*$% i$yw* MM, Bm>k I. Ok* I*
'

'

:i

''
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“ In the tale of Sandforcl and Merton* where the two ht

described as amusirig themselves with building a hovel wit

own hands, they lay poles horizontally cm the top, ami coye

with straw, so as to make a fiat roof; of course the rnitt

through ;
and Master Merton then advises to % mi mom

hut Sandforcl, the more intelligent hoy, remarks that m long

roof is flat, the rain must, sooner or later, soak through ; nr

the remedy is to make a now arrangement, find form the roof »

Now the idea of enlightening incorrect reasonem by additional

ledge, is an error similar to that of the flat roof ; it its merely

on more straw: they ought first to be taught the light way «f

the roof. Of course knowledge is necessary $ so i» straw to

the roof : but no quantity of materials will supply the want of ki

how to build.

“ I believe it to be a prevailing fault of the present day, not

to seek too much for Knowledge, but to trust to mTumnlai
facts as a substitute for accuracy in the logical prnrrsscts

Bacon lived in the present day, I am inclined to think he
have made his chief complaint against unmethodixed iwiitir

illogical reasoning. Certainly he would not have romphui
Dialectics as corrupting Philosophy. To .guard ww* ng»in
evils prevalent in his time, would ho to Fortify a fmu* u

battering-rams, instead of against cannon. But it h romw
that even that abuse of Dialectics which he complain * of* wm
an error connected with the reasoning process than one nrUhu
a want of knowledge. Men were led to false couchniom
through mere ignorance, but from hastily assuming the rone-
of the data they reasoned from, without sufficient grtmmK /
is remarkable that the revolution brought about m phthump
Bacon, was not $10 effect, but the cause, of increased knmvki*
physical facts ; it was not that men were taught tu think rwr
by haying new phenomena brought to light j hut m the vm
they discovered new phenomena in eotist^muay: of a new $y*tf
philosophizing.”

It is probable that the existing prejudices on the jm-irnt m
maybe traced in great measure to the imperfect or incmn ri m
of some writers, who have either confined their oft* mom u* It
minutiae of style, or at least have in some n^piri faihd u* i
sufficiently comprehensive view of the principle* of the Art. On
tinction especially is to be clearly laid down and cnroftdlv Impmmd by those who would form a correct Mm of thorn mimmdrn

: ;
^tmetion already noticed in the " *fL**wr M

*** tin Art. "An Art of ReMOR^’SfowhJ imp),
~f?Nr «* System of Rales W the ob*m«n«« of whkfi mm“

the Art “ R«wo»>»K M wettU imply a S,ofRtteto which every one does conform <whether fcmmf»elv or
meei» eo*reday: and such is Logie, considered « w Ar.
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In like manner ** mi Art of Composition ” would imply u a System
Rules by which a good Composition may be produced;’* "the

fc of Composition,”—-** such rules m even/ good Composition must
nform to,” whether the author of it had them in his mind or not.

the former character appear to have been (among others) many
the Logical and Rhetorical Systems of Aristotle's predecessors in

sc departments. He himself evidently takes the other and more
losopfiical view of both branches: as appears (in the case of

clone) both from the plan he sets out with, that of investigating

causes of the success of all who do succeed in effecting convic-

i? and from several passages occurring in various parts of Ins

itise; which indicate how sedulously he was on his guard to

form to that pkuu Those who have not attended to the impor-

t distinction just alluded to, arc often disposed to foci wonder, if

weariness, at his reiterated remarks, that "all men effect

suasion either in this way or in that;” “it is impomiMe to attain

h and such m object in any other way,” <fec,; which doubtless

'a intended to remind his readers of the nature of his design

;

not to teach an Art of Rhetoric, but the Art; not to instruct

rn merely how eonvietionWy/tf, be produced, but how it must.**

f this distinction were -carefully kept in view by the teacher and
the learner of Rhetoric, we should no longer hear complaints of

natural powers being fettered by the formalities of a Svstem;
e no such complaint can lie against a System whose rules are

tvn from the invariable practice of all who succeed in attaining

ir proposed object.

lo one would expect that the study of Sir Joshua Reynold's

tires would cramp the genius of the painter. No one complains

ho rules of Grammar as fettering Language; because it is under**

d that correct me is not founded on Grammar, but Grammar on

*eot use. A just system of Logie or of Rhetoric is analogous, in

respect, to Grammar. #

h» may still however sometimes hear --though less, now, than a

years hack—the hackneyed objections against Logie and Rhe-

3, and even Grammar also. Cicero has mm gravely cited (us

rtotie might have been also, in the passage just above alluded to,

is very treatise on Rhetoric) to testify that rhetorical ratal are

ved from the practice of Oratory, ami not mm wm%; and that

leqnently there must have heen—us there still So—such a thing

. speaker ignorant of those rules. A drayman, we are told, will

it a comrade by saying, " you're a pretty follow,” without having

at that lie is emfdoymg the figure called Irony; and may employ

ill
” and ** »ii«l ” correctly,’ without being able to ©Milam the

©ipl® that guides him* And it might have boon added, that

taps h# will go homo whistling a time, though ho docs not know
Qt'tfi.i f

.i . . .

-

1 ; *S
ty

,:

* *» Bm Appendix, Not# [AAj

A rightly
formed
system dooi
not cramp
the n&tur&i
power*.

Copula**
objection*.
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the name of a Note; that he will aitr hi* tire, without hmv
he is employing the first kind of Lever; 11 and that h« mil

kettle on it to boil, though ignorant of tho theory of Cnk»H<
all the technical vocabulary of Chpmi«try. In »horf, of
premises requisite for the ooncluaion confftulod f#r, tlm m
which there can bo no possible doubt, in dwelt on, and ©In
proved; and the other, which ia very disputable, in tadtly a
That the systems of Logic, Rhetoric, Grammar, Mimic, Mo
<fec. must have been preceded by tin? practice of speaking,
&c., which no one aver did or mn doubt, is eurtumfiy *tu§ii
hut that every system of which thin can bn said tmt»t mmm
he mere useless trifling, which ia at leant a parndon, in qtiieti
for granted; or, at least, is supposed to be nsilffheiiflv train
by repeating, in substance, the pwf* remark, ihai

' s
' f

*
:

wit . x

* • • * .ail a ftltcfnrtrwn** rub*
But teach him h«w to moor 1

h«« {<»•>}«
**

and by observing that, for tho imwt difficult point* „f ,jj
genius and experience must do every thing, and Svm.w’.
nothing.

* *

To this latter remark it might imr« been added, that
department can Systems of Art cpmlixc men <,f different tire
original ability and of experience ; or tench us t.» nccmidiidi i

is aimed at. No System of Agriculture can create I.aioi : «
tibe Art Mditary teach us to produce, like Cadmus, ,
out of the Earth j though Land, and Soldier*, are n* essential
praetee^of tbose^rts as the well-known prciiminnrv mltrnmi

Nor eau^u’l’
0
^’

1, If*
*» *'* »!« cMiit.nlNor cMi all tlie books that ever wens written bring t« a |, v,-lman of military genius and experience, a person of ordinarywho has never seen service.

J

_
As for the remark about ‘'naming rote** tool*.” whi.lt wiaUowanoe for poetical exagprathat - t,.«y admitted »« be Uv

JSSSSfSSgSsSS
““Cssrns&aS tejjassr,as
sssiss/ssastffitras ^sSsstargsr.
political Economy. and mm kkmm Z

m
f,

** m Ut

v as
,

remafog ^gBSS by «lnm nm tnliy tm
** mlm- mmm»
iiftli by- i

I - dWty
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i, it should he remembered, that if an inference bo thence drawn
10 uselessness of being thus provided with mimes, we must admit,

writy of reasoning, that it would bo no inconvenience to a
enter, or any other mechanic, to have no names for the several

ations of semintj, planing, boring , &o. in which he is habitually

iged, or for the tools with which ho performs them ; and in like

ner, that it would also be no loss to be without names—or *

out precise, appropriate, and brief names—for the various articles

ress and furniture that wo use,—for the limbs and other bodily

ns, and the plants, animals, and other objects around us;-—In
t, that it would be little or no evil to have a Language as imper-

ils Chinese, or no Language at all.

he simple truth is, TKciiNiCAb terms are a fart of Language. Technical

’ any portion of one's Language that relates to employments and
tMin#*

itions foreign from our own, there is little need to be acquainted

* Nautical terms, e,g. it is little loss to a laud-man to bo
rant of; though, to a sailor, they are as needful as any part of

page is to any one. And again; a deficiency in the proper

page of some one department, even though one wo,R are not

ly unconcerned in, is not felt as a very heavy inconvenience* *

If it were absolutely no disadvantage at all, then, it is plain the

» might bo said of a still further deficiency of a like character

;

ultimately wo should arrive at the absurdity above noticed,

—

uselessness of Language altogether.

ufc though thin is an absurdity which all would perceive,— Rttivmef

gh none would deny the importance of Language,—the full
hm*m^

nt and real character of that importance is far from being

Greatly understood. There are still (as is remarked in the Logic,

[hL § 5.) many,—though I believe not* near so many m a fair

» back,—-who, if questioned on the subject, wjpild answer that

use of Language is to commmkate our thoughts to each other;

that it is peculiar to Man ; the truth being that that use of

page is not peculiar to Man, though enjoyed%y him in a much
©r degree than by the Brutes; while that which does distinguish

from Brute, is another, and quite distinct, use of Language,

11 an mdmmmti of UmugMt—a system of General-Signs, without

h the Reasoning* procertA could not bo conducted. The full

stance, consequently, of Language, and of precise technical

page,—of having accurate and well-defined ** names for ontfs

can never ho duly appreciated by those who Stitt cling to ^
theory of #i Ideas;" those imaginary- objects of thought In the

l, of which ** Common-terms" are merely the names, and by

m -dL .which w© am supposed to be able to do what 1
^

am
inced k Impossible ; to carry on a train of Reasoning without

ate of Language, or of any General-Signs whatever. *

at each. In proportion as he the more fully embraces the doctrine

Tmdmlmnf ana consequently understands the real character of
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Language, will become tlio better qualified to estimate the im
of an accurate system of nomenclature.

Excises in The cbicf reason probably for tlio existing prejudice sgftiicomposi-
n;caj systems of composition, is to be found in the cramped,

' and feeblo character of most of such essays, Ac,, m are e
composed according to the rules of any such system. It *1:

remembered, however, in the first place, tl'mt these are
invariably the productions of learnm; it being usual for 0,
have attained proficiency, eithor.to write without thinking
rules, or to bo desirous, (as has been said,} and, by their tit

expertness, able, to conceal their employment of art. Sow
j

fair tojudge of the value of any system of rides, -those of » ,|

master for instance,—from tho first awkward aketchea of t

the art.

Still less would it be fair to judge of mm hv,4hh from
success of another, whoso rules ‘were framed /a* j* the
those oidinarily laid down for the use of students in I Vinmcdl
narrow, unphilosophical, and erroneous principle 1 .

2S3.
#f Bu

‘
.

tho circumstance which has mainly t, mb d to prod,
for the complaint alluded to, that in this* tli« ivvrm* u&um *

SScise,"
the Plan pursued in tho learning of other arts; in which it !

to begin, for tho sake of practice, with what is
contrary th| tyro has usually a harder task « .signed him. «m which he is less likely to succeed, than he will meet with

°1 a
f
°‘-

,

F°r H in «»‘lcninldc that it i* ,»«
t0 ®“d 61t.l l<,r propositi,,m. to maintain. wr argtto prove them—to know, m short, what to *ny> |,«m to *„

• hence it commonly happens, that an exorcise composed l ul l

jcls ko
r;,

“ “ w, a~«h
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ter thin,-—of composing in a stiff, artificial, and frigid maimer:
that tills habit will more or less cling through life to one who
been thus trained, and will infect all his future compositions,

0 strongly. It should seem, was Milton impressed with a sense of

danger, that he was led to condemn the use altogether of

ernes in Composition. In this opinion he stands perhaps
e among ail writers on education. I should perhaps agree with

r
if there were absolutely no other remedy for the evil in ques~

; for I am inclined to think that this part of education if con-

,ml m it often is, does in general more harm than good. But I

tonvhtced, that practice in Composition, both for hoys and young

, may be so conducted as to be productive of many and most
ntfal advantages.

he obvious and the only preventive of the evils which I have auction

1 speaking of is, a most scrupulous care in the selection of such
of#tt^<KSti*

ict# for exercises as are likely to he inicredhig to the student,

on which he has (or may, with pleasure, and without much toil,

lire) sufficient information. Such subjects will of course vary,

rding to the learner’s age and intellectual advancement; but

bad better be rather below, than much above him ; that is,

should never he such as to induce him to string together vague
trnl expressions, conveying no distinct ideas to his own mind,
M*eond.lmnd sentiments which ho docs not feel. Tie may freely

sphrnt indeed from other writers such thoughts as will take root

w soil of his own mind ; but be must never be tempted to collect

/ .ttjtri'i tin'll*. He must also be encouraged to express himself

orrert language indeed, but) in a free, natural, and simple style

;

h of course implies (considering who, and what the writer is

used to bo) Huen a style as,* in itself, would happen to levero

•ism, and certainly very unfit to appear in a hofk«

impositions on such subjects, and in such a style, would probably

•garded with a disdainful eye, as puerile, byathose accustomed
ie opposite mode of teaching, » But St should ho remembered
the compositions of boy* mud bis puerile, in one way or the

r; and., to a person of unsophisticated and sound taste, the truly

miptible kind of puerility would ho found in the other kind of

dies, Look at the letter of m intelligent youth to one of hi*

iiuiions, communicating intelligence of such petty matters as am
anting to both---describing the scenes he hm visited, and. the

’

latiohs he 1ms enjoyed during a vacation *, and you will see a picture

io youth himself- boyish indeed in looks and in stature— In

t m£ in demeanour; but lively, unfettered, natural, giving a

promise for manhood, add, In short, what a boy should Inn

; at a theme composed by the same youth, on ** Vitim cd
um vkimm, 9 *

or bmth mimihm me ttedil,** and you
turn a picture of th# same boy, dressed up in the garb, and
rdly aping the demeanour, of m old#rty man. Our anceatorf
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(and Btffl more recently, I believe, the continental nation^,) t

guilty of tbe absurdity of dressing up children m wigs, swords, Ih

fuckles, hoops, ruffles, and all the elaborate full-dressed finer,

grown-up people of that day.
14 It is surely rcnscmablo tlmt

analogous absurdity in greater matters also -among the rest in
•

part of education I am speaking of*— should belaid ftirnfo 5 md
r

should in all points consider what is appropriate to each ditto;

Classes Of
P
*The Subjects for Composition to be selected on the principle I

Sgfr
recommending, will generally fall under one of three classes : /

subjects drawn from the studies the learner » engaged m; rdnC

for instance, to the characters or incidents of any history be ftiitj

reading; and sometimes, perhaps, leading him W forestall by <

jecture, something which ho will hereafter come to, m tm fa

itself: secondly, subjects drawn from any conversation he may h

listened to (with interest} from his seniors, whether mhlrmmd

himself, or between each other: or, thirdly, relating to tho ami

meats, familiar occurrences, and every-day transactions* which

likely to hare formed the topics of easy conversation among

familiar friends. The student should not be confined exclusive!’

any one of those three classes of subjects* They should bo in

mingled in as much variety as possible. And the teacher she

frequently recall to his own mind these two eon shirnitions
; ft

that since the benefit proposed docs not consist in the infrb

value of the composition, but in the warm' to the jmpilV mi

it matters not how insignificant tho subject may be, if it will

interest him, and thereby afford him such exercise ; t

the younger and backwardor each student is, the more unfit he ’

be for a5^roo<ifpeculations ;
and tho loss remote must be the nultjt

proposed from those individual objects and occurrences which nlw

form the first beginnings of the furtrituro of the youthful niittih**

Drawing up It should be added, as a practical rule for all cases, whet he:

or skeletons

I

>g an exercise that is written for practice’ sake, or a comjtwtturn

Jeome real occasion, that an outline should bo first drawn out,-

hkeleton as it is sometimes called,— of tho substance of wfaut in

|be said. The more briefly this is done, ho that it does but oxh;

* Iclearly the several heads of tho composition, the bettor: bom*
jit is important that the whole of it be placed befortt tho uyn and •

|mind in a small compass, and bo taken itt an it wort at n glam
fond it should be written therefore not in -wtdenct*, but like? k ta

“Saadford and Marten”

ebservatiom te the

®t way
altar.

pofntto* oat any Awta la «t»# Umm
mmlmmwt BHtfetwr him alter m
write tttU-Hmmm+wm pitMm I

a mt t*s»mmmmUmi writ
by Mwmlft or tmmm. aw*rm,4 write*
mmk ft both kmmt ituf urn

iSiirCHW.W
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of contents^ Such an outline should not he allowed to fetter the

writer, if, in the course of the actual composition, he find any
reason for deviating from Ins original plan. I t should serve merely

as a track to mark out a path for him, not as a groove to confine

him* But the practice of drawing out such a skeleton will give a
coherence to the Composition, a due woportwn of its several parts, *

and a clear and easy arrangement or them ; such as can rarely be
attained if one begins by completing one portion before thinking of

the rest. And it will also be found a most useful exercise for a
beginner, to practise—if possible under the eye of a judicious

lecturer—the drawing out of a great number of such skeletons,

more than he subsequently fills up; and likewise to practise the

analysing in tlfe same way, the Compositions of another, whether

read or heard*

If the system which I have been recommending be pursued, with

the addition of sedulous care in correction—encouragement from

the teacher—and inculcation of such general rules as each occasion

calls for; then, and not otherwise, Exercises in Composition will he
of the most important and lasting advantage; not only in respect of

the object immediately proposed, but in producing dearness of

thought, and in giving play to all the faculties* And if this branch

of education he thus conducted, then, and not otherwise, the greater

part of the present treatise will, it is hoped, be found not much less

adapted to the use of those who are writing for practice
1

sake, than

of those engaged in meeting the occasions of real life*

§ 6 *

One kind of exercise there is,—that .of Debating-Societies,— m^tin
which ought not to be passed unnoticed, as different opinions prevail 8a0itU®1

respecting Its utility. It is certainly free from tlfe objections which

lie against the ordinary mode of theme-writing ; since the subjects

lisoussed are usually such as the speakers do •feel a real interest

In* On the other hand, it differs from the exercise afforded by the

practice of public-speaking on the real occasions of life, inasmuch as

ihat which is the proper object of true eloquence,—to carry one’s

mint,—to convince or persuade, rather than to display ability,—is

nore likely to to lost sight of, when the main object avowedly is,

o team to spoilt welt, and to show how well one can speak ; not, to

istabliih • certain conclusion, or effect the adoption of a certain

neaiure.

It is urged fa favour of this kind of exercise, that since in every

-rt a beginner must expect his first essays to be comparatively mibS
^successful, a man who has not had this kind of private practice

eforehand must kam speaking in the course of actual Wmoiro,
nd consequently at the expense 'of sundry failures in matters of

cal importance. •Compared with those who have learnt in Debating-

iodides, he wiE be like a soldier entering the field of battle ifirn*

o
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out previous drills and reviews, and beginning to use hid w<
and to practise his evolutions for the first time in actual comb
And there is undoubtedly much weight in this reason. J»

the other hand, it is urged that there are dangers to be aporch
from the very early practice of extemporary spenkmg, ev<

. occasions of real business; dangers which are of course mbs
where it is not real business that the speaker is occupied with*
When young men’s faculties are in an immature state, and"

knowledge scanty, crude, and imperfectly arranged, if the*
prematurely hurried into a habit of fluent elocution, they am ]
to retain through life a careless facility of pouring forth* ilbdig
thoughts in well-turned phrases, and an aversion tc^cattiiomt r
taon. For when a man has acquired that habit of ready extc
raneous speaking which consists in thinking extempore, hot!
indolence and self-confidence will indispose him for the toil of ,

fully preparing his matter, and of forming for himself by nram writing, a precise and truly energetic stylo ; and he will him
qualifying himself only for the “ Lion's part” 1* in the interimPyramus and Thisbe. On the other hand, a want of reariinei

SSSTffi snh- T who h». S3

_ /
n,^erence to tins subject, I cannot refrain from citing »valuable remarks from an article in the “ FAhhurgh

and renfl

AJolltIcl“ raU8t ®ft« talk and act before ho has thot
.. ‘

,

e “1ay ver7 dl-informed respecting a question *h notmaa about it may be vague and inaLurafo; ffZ*must, and if he is a man of talents, of tact, and of intraS*

set off by the graces of utterance and gesture vibrate for l .Emoment on the ear TTa ^ ^ ;
ywmw mr ft mti

chance of being detected It h° mfty b,und" without mi

escape unrefuted He finds Sf
1 ^ «

and IgislatS: he£ 1%£& *»
minutes, draw forth loud nl.n/Uf. l

mK' <*. <»r thinking

h.™ a*de SniXil LrlS. Z,' n O'" i"*a defence for a man who was
1

to b« J * lutarch. wp
tribunals. Long before thl dlJ^A* fufV* mw ,,f ,he A »»«*«!

.feu- E"J
i delighted with your »p^h th/fo

Jitbt

»

#£• .Srjt&Kl'emSt
» April,m
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time I read it; "hut I liked it less the second time, and still less the

third time ; and now it seems to ma to ho no defence at all/ * My
good friend/ said Lysias, * you quite forget that the judges are to

hear it only once/ The case is the same in the English parliament.

It would he as idle in an orator to waste deep meditation and long
research on Ins speeches, as it would be in the manager of a theatre

to adorn all the crowd of courtiers and ladies who cross over the
stage in a procession with real pearls and diamonds. It is not by 1

accuracy or profundity that men become the masters of great!
iSsemblics. And why be at the charge of providing logic of the
best quality, when a very inferior article will he equally acceptable ?

Why go as deep into a question as Burke, only in order to he, like

Burke, coughed down, or left speaking to green benches and red

joxea ? This has long appeared to us to be the most serious of the

wife which are to be set off against the many blessings of popular

government. It is a fine and true saying of Bacon, that reading

mikes a full man, talking a ready man, and writing an exact man,
Pho tendency of institutions like those of England is to encourage
cadiness in public men, at the expense both of fulness and of

xactnoss. The keenest and most vigorous minds of every genera*

ion, minds often admirably fitted for the investigation of truth, are

abitualiy employed in producing arguments such as no man of

mim would over put into a treatise intended for publication, argu-

ments which are just good enough to be used once, when aided by
uonfc delivery and pointed language. The habit of discussing

ucHtions in this way necessarily reacts on the intellects of our

blest men
;
particularly of those who are introduced into parliament

t a very early age, before their minds have expanded to full maturity,

'he talent for debate is developed in such men £p a degree which, "

> the multitude, seems as marvellous as the performances of an
alien wiproiuxoforo. But they are fortunate indeed if they retain

impaired the faculties which are required foreclose reasoning or

r enlarged speculation* Indeed we should sooner expect a greatS work on political science, such a work, for example, as the

of Nations,
f

from an apothecary in a country town, or from
1'

minister in the Hebrides, than from a statesman., who, ever since

i was one-and-tw<mty, had been a distinguished debater in the

ouse of Commons/* --ft./-
It may be said, however, in reference to the almv# remarks, that Ontortciu

ey do not prove any thing against the beneficial effects, with a

w to omiomal excellence {which is the point now in question),

riy practice in extemporary speaking, and accordingly, of that qu2nti<M.

forded by Debating-Societies. This excellence may indeed, we
lb suppose, be purchased at the expense of impairing the philo-

phteal powers, and, on the whole, deteriorating the mind ; but the

©sent question is m to the mere improvement of Oratory. I will

% indeed undertake to say that a mm may not obtain an earlier-

—
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introduction,

n„hana even a greater—proficiency in pnblic-Aponkmg <e*pc

ST^to SUdioto effect) by «cn'fici»K to °V«‘

other. But I doubt whether the ndvimtogc to ho gmnwl, even nl

a cost is not sometimes itself over-rated. One speaker may

over another, who is a sounder roasoner and a man of mhro gen

well-cultivated mind, an advantage more apmnnl than real

mav excite more admiration and bo meowed with gre»t««r pi

Sause, and yet may produce less conviction and Iom of Perm

influence : the words of the other may sink deeper. And ag

showy and fluent, hut superficial orator who. may seem n

moment to he carrying every thing before him triumphantly, n

amwered by those capable of discerning and e.vpn.-m^ any woa

in his arguments. Moreover, that which will " mdy hear

heard once,” may subsequently be rmd over calmly, ami its *

ness detected. There are, in short, but few caws m which ««

and well-digested knowledge, sound judgment, and clear and

arranged arguments, will not have great weight, even when op

by more showy but unsubstantial qualilications.
.

Although however I am convinced that an early-acquired «»

empty fluency is adverse to a man’s success ns an Orator, I wi

undertake to say, that, as an Orator, his attaining the very hi

decree of success will ho the more likely, from his powsap

most philosophical mind, trained to the most scrupulous «rrun

investigation. Inestimable in other respects ns such an «mdov

is, and certainly compatible with very .great eloquence I

whether the highest degree of it is compatibly with the highrM u

of general oratorical power. If at least that man is to He awn

the most perfect orator who* (as Cicero lays down) mn ajwnk tin

and most persuasively on any question whatever that tuny i*r

may fairly be doubted whether a fird-mte turn «*» U n fir*

orator

\

He may indeed speak admirably in a matter Ho ha

considered ; but wh&n any nm subject or new point h started

course of a debate, though he may take a justor vim of it *

first glance, on the exigency of the moment, than any ont> eW *

he will not fail,—as a man of more superficial ehrv«?n*m» *****

to perceive how impossible it must he to do full justice to a s-

demanding more reflection and inquiry ; nor can hit thm*fWii

himself fully on a level, in such a ease, with one of alutllowtw
’

who being in all cases less able to look beneath the surface «»f i

obtains at the first glance the best view h$mn take of any nt

.and therefore can display, without any mmI of artifice, that

unembarrassed confidence which can never ho, with equal
/TAmtMpA speak perfectly well,, in. abort, a man «m»*t (m

ftp the. bottom of the. subject j and to fed thlim ooo

urn the nature of the case, it it ImpoasIM# h# mall

inconsistent with the character of peat nroftj

“% a person who is a Bitie, and not vity,»mAr Ityo
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generality, will often to ablo to devise new and striking arguments
in defence of popular errors, though not to perceive that they arc
errors

; and will have just sufficient ingenuity to frame plausible
sophisms, and to express them forcibly, though not to detect them.
And this,—which will often conduce to his present success at least,—he will be likely to do with an air of natural earnestness which it

would have been hardly possible to put on, supposing him aware of
the unsoundness of what ho is saying. When llervey, the dis-
coverer of the Circulation, (by which he lost much of his practice,)
was^ decried by the Medical World, those doubtless argued best
against him, who really disbelieved his discovery. And when Dean
Tucker first pointed out that the separation of our American Colonies
would be no toss to the empire,—for which he was universally
derided* though now and for the last half century, the correctness of
his view is universally admitted,—the great orators of his day doubt-
less argued against him all the better from being themselves par-
takers of the general delusion.

To return to the practical question respecting Debating-Societies,
it would appear, on balancing together what can be said for and
against them, that the advantages they hold out, though neither
unreal nor inconsiderable, are not unattended by considerable

dangers, which should be very carefully guarded against, lest more
evil tlim good should be the result.

An early introduction to this kind of practice is especially to be Early

deprecated, for the reasons above stated ; and it should be preceded
not only

#

by general cultivation of the mind, but also by much
practice in wrkinff; if possible, under the guidance of a competent

m
instructor; an exercise which it is also most desirable not to aiscon-

tinue, when the practice of speaking extempore is commenced. And
the substance of what is to be spoken on each occasion should be,

after reflection, written down; not in the words designed to be
uttered, (for that would, instead of a help towards the habit of framing
expressions extempore, prove an embarrassment,) but in brief heads,
forming such an outline as in the preceding section has been recom-
mended { that m little as possible be loft for the speaker to frame at

the moment except the mere expressions. By degrees, when practice

shall have produced greater self-possession anti readiness, a less and *

less full outline previously written down will suffice ; and in time the

habit will be generated ofoccasionally even forming correct judgments,
and sound and well-expressed arguments, on the spur of the moment.
But a prmmUrre muHncm is more likely than the opposite

txtnund to lead to incurable faults. And all the dangers that attend

this kind of exercise, the learner who is engaged in it should fre-

quently recall to Jus mind and reflect on, that he may the better

guard against them. ; never 1 allowing himself, In one of these mock-
debates, to maintain any thing that he himself believes to be untrue*

or to use an argument which m perceives to be fallacious*
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The temptation to transgress this role will often 1m very n!

because, to such persons as usually form the majority in one of

societies,—youths of immature judgment, superficial, unci litil

cated,—specious falsehood and sophistry will often uptnrnr mi

to truth and sound reasoning, and will call forth louder pin

and the wrong side of a question will often afford room for »

captivating show of ingenuity, as to he, to them, more easily

tained than the right. And scruples of mn^riemv, retail

veracity and fairness, are not unlikely to be silenced by tin

sideration that after all it is no real battle, but a tournament

;

being no real and important measure to be actually decided on

only a debate carried on for practice-sake.

But unreal as is the occasion, and insignificant m may b

particular point, a habit may be formed which will not mml
unlearnt afterwards, of disregarding right reason, and Initli

fair argument. And* such a habit Is not merely detwing t-

moral character, but also, in a rhvUmcal point of view, if f m
speak, often proves hurtful. It has often weakened the effect,

far greater degree than most persons suppose, of what hm
written arid said by men of great ability ; by depriving it of
air of simple truthfulness which has so winning a force, mid i

it is so impossible completely to feign*



PART I.

OP THE INVENTION, ARRANGEMENT, AND INTRODUCTION,
OP PROPOSITIONS AND ARGUMENTS.

Ciiap. I.

—

Of Propositions.

§ 1 -

It was remarked in the Treatise on Logic, that in the process of

Investigation properly so called, vis. that by winch we endeavour to m& »rt

discover Truth, it must of course be uncertain to him who is entering ailtn™

on that process, what the conclusion will be to which his researches

will lean ; but that in the process of conveying truth to others by
reasoning, (ic. in what may bo termed, according to the view I have!

at present taken, the lifiMorieat process) the conclusion or concluJ

sions which are to be established must be present to the mind of hmf
who is conducting the Argument, and whose business is to fmd|

Proof# of a given proposition.

It is evident, therefore, that the first step to bo taken by him, isl

to lay down distinctly in his own mind the proposition or proposition^

to be proved. It might indeed at first sight appear superfluous even

to mention so obvious a rule; but experience shows that it is by no
means uncommon for a young or ill-instructed writer to content

himself with such a vague and Indistinct view of the point he is to

aim at, that the whole train of his reasoning is in consequence

affected with a corresponding perplexity, obscurity, and looseness.

It may be worth while therefore to give some hints for the conduct

of this preliminary process,—the choice of propositions. Not, of

course, that I am supposing the author to be in doubt what opinion

he shall adopts the" process of Investigation* (which does not fall

within the province of Rhetoric) being supposed to be concluded 5

but still there will often be room for deliberation as to the form in

which an opinion shall be stated, and, when several propositions are

to be maintained, in what order they shall bo placed*

On this head therefore I shall proceed to propose some rules t
Oonvioi

after having premised (in order to anticipate some objections or jSitrw

doubt® which might arise) one remark relative to the object to be

effected. |!hli i®, of course, what may be called, in the widest sense

* Lsele, Book IT. Chap. III. I SL
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of the word, Conviction ; but under that term are comprehend

first, what is strictly called Instruction ; and, secondly, Conviction

the narrower sense ; i.e. the Conviction of those who are either o:

contrary opinion to the one maintained, or who are in doubt whet!

to admit or deny it. By instruction, on the other hand, is common
meant the conviction of those who have neither formed an opini

on the subject, nor are deliberating whether to adopt or reject t;

proposition in question, but arc merely desirous of ascertaining wh
is the truth in respect of the ease before them. The former a
supposed to have before their minds the knm of the propositi*

maintained, and arc called upon to consider whether that ptmiicuk
preposition be true or false ; the latter are not supposed to kno
the terms of the conclusion, but to be inquiring wkM jrropomtion I

to be received as true. The former may be described, in logic*

language, as doubting respecting the Copula; the latter, respecting

the Predicate. It is evident that the speaker or writer is, relatively

to these last, (though not to himself,) conducting a process q

Investigation ; as is plain from what has been said of that subject
in the treatise on Logic,

The distinction between these two objects gives rise in tom*
points to corresponding differences in the mode of procedure, wine!
will he noticed hereafter ; these differences however are not sufficient

to require that Rhetoric should on that account bo divided into twe
distinct branches; since, generally speaking, though not universally,

the same rules will be serviceable for attaining each of these object#.

§ 2 ,

The first step is, as I have observed, to lay down (in the author*#
mind) the proposition or propositions to be maintained, clearly, and
in a suitable form,

#
He wlm strictly observes this rule, and who is thus brought to

view steadily the point he is aiming at, will be kept clear, in a great
degree, of some com!non faults of young writers; wm* entering m
loo wide a field of discussion, and introducing many pmjwadtinrm
fiot sufficiently connected ; an error which destroys the unity of the
composition. This last error those are apt to mil into, wm place

*Snity before themselves a Term instead of a Pwp^Mio^ki and Imagine

& : fcbai because they are treating form thing, they art dkmming cm
' question,

.

In an ethical work, for instance, om may bo treating of
mtw> while discussing all or any of those question# ;• " Whrndn
virtue consists ?

° “ Whence our notions of it arise V* u Whence
it derives its obligations ?

0
&<%; but if these question# were con*

fusedly blended together, or if all of them were treated of, within a
.

fbort rtepass, the most just remark# and forcible argument# would
lOMthejr interest and their utility, in so perplexed a composition.

Hearty ate to this fault is the other just mentioned, that of
1 entering on too wMe a field for the length of the work; by which
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ans the writer is confined to “barren and uninteresting generalities

;

s.y. general exhortations to virtue (conveyed, of course, In very

icral terms) in the space of a discourse only of sufficient length

live a characteristic description of some one branch of duty, or

some one particular motive to the practice of it. Unpractised

iposers are apt to fancy that they shall have the greater abun-

co of matter, the wider extent of subject they comprehend; but

erience shows that the reverso is the fact : the more general and
msive view will often suggest nothing to the mind but vague and
> remarks ; when, upon narrowing the field of discussion, many
resting questions of detail present themselves. Now a writer

is accustomed to state to himself precisely, in the first instance,

conclusions t5 which ho is tending, will be the less likely to

ent himself with such as consist of very general statements ; and
often be led, even whore an extensive view is at first proposed,

istributo it into several branches, and, waiving the discussion of

rest, to limit himself to the full development of one or two
;
and

applying, as it were, a microscope to a small space, will present

le view much that a wider survey would not have exhibited.

§ 3.

may be useful for one who is about thus to lay down Ms
ositions, to ask himself these three questions; first, What taT

fact? secondly, Why 8
(i.e. from what Cause) is it so? or, ha

r words, how is it accounted for? and thirdly. What Conso*

co results from it ?

le last two of these questions, though they will not in every

suggest such answers as are strictly to be called the Cause and
'Jonsequence of the principal truth to "he maintained, may, at

, often furnish such propositions as bear a somewhat similar

ion to it.

is to be observed, that in recommending the yriter to begin bj

g down in his own mind the propositions to be maintained, it

b meant to be implied that they are always to bo Mated first t

will depend upon the nature of the case ; and rules will hereafter

ven on that point,

is to be observed also, that by the words H Proposition
w

or
iortion,” throughout this Treatise, is to be understood some
man to be established for itself; not, with a view to an ulterior

usion : those propositions which arc intended to serve as

being called, in allowable conformity with popular usage,

meats; it being customary to argue in the cnthymcmatic form,

o call, for brevity's sake, the expressed premiss of an ontby-
i, the argument by which the conclusion of It m proved/

* See Login, AppwU* Article “Wwv,”
f * Logic, Book L|S,

Copiousness
of metier
furnished by
ft restricted
view.

tiOUftt
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Proper
province of
rhetoric.

Various
divisions of
Arguments,

Chap. ll.—Of Arguments,

The finding of suitable ahouiibjits to prove a given pint, am

skilful arrangement, of them, may be considered as the imme

and proper province of Rhetoric, and of that alone#*
^

The business of Logic is, as Cicero complains, to judge of t

merits, not to invent them: (“in mveniondis argumentis muta nk

est: iniudicandis, minium lonuax.”*) The knowledge, agai

in each case, of the subject in hand, is essential ; but it is oval

borrowed from the science or system conversant Shout that sul

matter, whether Politics, Theology, Law, Ethics, or any c

The art of addressing the feelings, again, docs not belong oxcmi

to Rhetoric; since Poetry has at least m much to do with

branch. Nor arc the considerations relative to Stylo and fcloc

confined to argumentative and persuasive compositions.
t

The s

I inventing and arranging Arguments is# as has been said, the

|
province that Rhetoric can claim entirely and exclusively#

# ^

Arguments are divided according to several different pnnci

i,e. logically speaking, there are several divisions of them,

these cross-divisions have proved a source of endless perplex

the Logical and Rhetorical student, because there is perhft]

writer on either subject that has been aware of their char

Hardly any thing perhaps has contributed so much to lease

interest and the utility of systems of Rhetoric, as the indistim

hence resulting. When in any subject the members of a di

are not opposed
,
[contradistinguished,] but are in fact foembe

different divisions, crossing each other, it is manifestly imputed

obtain any clear notion of the Species treated of ; nor will any 1

or ingenuity bestowed on the subject bo of the least avail, ti

original source of perplexity is removed ;—till, in short, the

division is detected and explained.

Arguments then may be divided,

First, into Irregular, and Regular, im, Syllogisms ; tlies

into Categorical and Hypothetical ; and the Categorical, into

gisms in the first Figure, and in the other Figures, Ac# &e.

Secondly, They are frequently divided into “ Probable,

“Moral,”] and “Demonstrative/
1
[or “Necessary.”]

stfftngely rh|)r i

Whethar th«*G dat# or# |«rvemt
(r s%. f . ^i a# says# tis utstor is to or joawi or wm uiat

WotJpr#to devise. Bat It mpect, no differ®**©**

« alike, thedo&s
*" '

fStoMr '

' .

;

feedmm-~liwsof
.oBUra —*
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iirdly, into tlie
4i Direct,” and the ** Indirect;” [or redudk> ad

rdum,]—ilio Deictic, and the Elcnetic, of Aristotle,

rnrthly, into Arguments from 44 Example,” from M Testimony,”
,

u Cause to Effect,” from u Analogy,
f
&e. <kc,

will be perceived, on attentive examination, that several of the

rent, species just mentioned will occasionally contain each other

;

a. Probable Argument may be at the same time a Categorical

unent, a Direct Argument, and an Argument from Testimony,
this being the consequence of Arguments having been divided

veral different principles

;

a circumstance so obvious the moment
distinctly stated, that I apprehend such of my readers as have
>oen conversant in these studies will hardly be disposed to believe

it could have been (as is the fact) generally overlooked, and
eminent writers should in consequence have been involved in

rieablo confusion. I need only remind them however of the

dote of Columbus breaking the egg. That which is perfectly

>us to any man of common sense, as soon as it is mentioned,
nevertheless fail to occur, even to men of considerable ingenuity,

will also be readily perceived, on examining the principles of

> several divisions, that the last of them alone is properly and Arg’umout#,

dy a division* of Arguments as such. The First is evidently a
ion of the Forms of stating them ; for every one would allow

the same Argument may be either stated as an enthymeme, or

jht into the strict syllogistic form
; and that, either categorically

ypc idiotically, <fcc. ; e.g.
il Whatever has a beginning has a

>; the earth had a beginning, tlrorcforo it lmd a cause ;
or, If

arth had a beginning, it had a cause: it had a beginning,” <fee,

r one would call the same Argument, differently stated. This,

fore, evidently is not a division of Arguments as such.

io Second is plainly a division of Arguments according to their Subnet*

rt-maUcr, whether Necessary or Probable, [certain or uncertain,]

athematies, e.g. every proposition that can stated is either

miutable truth, or an absurdity and self-contradiction ? while in

m iiffktrs the propositions which we assume are only true for

mst part, and as general rules ; and in Physics, though they
be true as long as the laws of nature remain undisturbed, the
adiction of them does not imply an absurdity; and the conelu*

,
of course, in each case, have the same degree and kind of

inty with the premises* This therefore is properly a division,

•f Arguments as such, but of the Propmimis of which they
it.

e Third is a division of Arguments according to the purpose Ftirpos** of
fhieh they are employed; according to the int&iMon of the Ars**»«**t**

tier; whether that be to establish 44
directly” [or 11 ostaneively”]

onclusion drawn, or [** indirectly”] by means of an absurd
usion to disprove one of the premises

; (i.e. to prove its contra*

JO since the alternative proposed in every ?j»1 Argument is#
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either to admit the Conclusion, or to deny 0110 of the Promi

Now it may so happen that in some cases, one person will choose

former, and another the latter, of these alternatives. It is probu

e.g. that many have heen induced to admit the doctrine of Tran

stantiation, from its clear connexion with the infallibility of

Romish Church ; and many others, by the very same Argnm
• have surrendered their belief in that infallibility. Again, Berk

and Reid seem to have alike admitted that the non-exiatenc

matter was a necessary consequence of Locke's Theory of Id

but the former was hence led, bomljkk , to admit and advocate

non-existence ; while the latter was led by the very same Argu*

to reject the Ideal Theory. Thus, we see it is possible for the

same Argument to be Direct to one person, and Indirect to anot

leading them to different results, according as they judge the orif

conclusion, or the contradictory of a premiss, to bo the more probi

This, therefore, is not properly a division of Arguments as n

but a division of the purposes for which they are on each occi

employed.

Arguments
The fourth, which alone is properly a division of Argument

as Buctt?
n 8

such, and accordingly will be principally treated of, is a div

according to the “ relation of the sumoet-matter of the premia
that of the conclusion." I say, **of the subject-matter," bee

the logical connexion between the premises and conclusion is

pendent of the meaning of the terms employed, and may be exhi
with letters of the alphabet substituted for the terms; but

relation I am now speaking of between the premises and eonciu
(and the varieties of which form the several species of Argumt
is in respect of their subjcct-rnattm* ; as e.g. m ** Argument
Cause to Effect" is so called and considered, in reference t<

relation existing between the premiss, which is the Cause, am
conclusion, which is the Effect ; and an u Argument from Exam
in like manner, from the relation between a known and m unk
instance, both belonging to the same class. And it is plain ihi

present division, though it has a reference to the subfcct-mati
the premises, is yet not a division of pmjmiliom conmdere
themselves, (as in the case with the division into ** probable'“

demonstrative, ") but of Arguments considered as such; for
we say, e.g. that the premiss is a Cause, and the conclusio
Effect, these expressions are evidently rdatimf and have no mei
except in reference to each other; and so also when we my th
premiss and the conclusion arc twopa/raUd cases, that very expjn
denotes their relation to each other.
^Inthe annexed Table I have sketched an outline of the a

here treated of.
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Two In distributing, then, the several kinds of Arguments, aeeor

Arguments, to. this division, it will be found convenient to lay down first

great classes, under one or other of which all can be brought

;

first, such Arguments as might have been employed-— riot as a
ments, but—to account,for the fact or principle maintained, suppo
its truth granted : secondly, such as could not bo so employed,
former class (to which in this Treatise the name of 44 A pric
Argument will he confined) is manifestly Argument from Cam
Effect; since to account for any thing, signifies, to assign the Ct
of it. The other class, of course, comprehends all other A rgume
of which there are several kinds, which will ho mentioned hereai
The two sorts of proof which have been just spoken of, Arist

seems to have intended to designate by the titles of <m for the lat

and her

i

for the former ; but he has not been so clear as conic
wished in observing the distinction between them. The only decii
test by which to distinguish the Arguments which belong to the <

and to the other, of these classes, is, to ask the question, 44 Sup]
ing the proposition in question to be admitted, would this statem
here used as an Argument, serve to account, for and explain
truth, or not ? ” It will then be readily referred to the former 01

the latter class, according as the answer is in the affirmative or
negative; as, e.g. if a murder were imputed to any one on
grounds of^his 44 having a hatred to the deceased, and an interns
his death,” the Argument would belong to the former class; boeat
supposing his guilt to be admitted, and an inquiry to be made 1
he can commit the murder, the circumstances just mentioned wo
serve to account for it ; hut not so, with respect to inch an Ar
ment as his 44 having blood on his clothes ;” which would there!
he referred to the other class.

And here let it be observed, onco for all, that when I speak
arguing from Cause to Effect, it is not intended to maintain the r
and proper efficacy of what are called Physical Causes to produce fcl

respective Effects, nor to enter into any discussion of the eontroven
which have Men raised on that point; which would bo foreign fr
the present purpose. The word 4

4

Cause,” therefore, is to ho uml
stood as employed in the popular sense; as well as the phrase
accounting for ” any fact.

1

ftSe -4s far
’ tllen

’ ?
s Cause, popularly speaking, has a tendency

to effect ipdaceI a certain Effect, so far its existence is an Argument
Causo 1)0 Mtffidmt* and no mm

m

E
f?

et in question follow® certainly; mi i

a?Pr?
ac^ fols » foe stronger foe Argument.

Argument which nroduoes (when short

Plausibility. W*** °f wHA li USUI*ycaHed the *P1mmble” On this subject Br, Campbeli has so:
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bl© remarks in his u Philosophy of Rhetoricf (Book I. § 5. Oh,

though he has been led into a good deal of perplexity, partly

t having logically analysed the two species of probabilities ho

ating of, and partly by departing, unnecessarily, from the

try us© of terms, in treating of the Plausible as something

"J,from the Probable, instead of regarding it as a specks of

bility.
6

s is the chief kind of Probability which poets, or other writers

aon, aim at ; and in such works it is often designated by the

natural.” 7 Writers of this class, as they aim not at prodne-

ilief, are allowed to take their “ Causes ” for granted, (ix« to

e any hypothesis they please,) provided they make the Effects

naturally ; representing, that is, the personages of the fiction

mg, and the events as resulting, in the same manner as might
icen expected, supposing the assumed circumstances to have

cal.
8 And hence, the great Father of Criticism establishes

,radoxical maxim, that impossibilities which appear probable,

bo preferred to possibilities which appear improbable. For,

justly observes, the impossibility of the hypothesis, as e.g, in

r, the familiar intercourse of gods with mortals, is no bar

kind of Probability (i.e. Verisimilitude) required, if those

,s are represented as acting in the manner men naturally

have done under those circumstances.

Probability/then, which the writer of fiction aims at, has,

> reason just mentioned, no tendency to produce a particular,

dy a general, belief ; i.e. not that these particular events

ly took place, hut that such arc likely, generally, to take

mder such circumstances;® this kind*of belief (unconsciously

lined) being necessary, and all that is necessary, to produce
fmpathetic feeling which is the writer’s object. In Argument-
Compositions, however, as the object of course is to produce

not mean, however, that every
which the term plausible ”

pply would be in strict propriety
probable as e.g. if we had fully
led Home story that had been told
an imposition, wo might utiil nay,
“ plausible ” tale; though, sub-

to the detection, the word “ pro-
would not be bo properly applied,
tainly common usage warrants*
>f “ probable ” in many case*, on
nd of this plausibility alone; viz.
juacy of some cause, known, or
• exist, to produce tue effect in
. I could have wished that there
i some other word to designate
ave called, after Dr. CamptudP#
, the “ plausible,” because it

38 suggests the idea of “untrue.”
Wy,” which- according to ety-
ought to be the suitable term, is

ed to denote the “probable,”

When however wo have clearly & fatal
the technical sense in which wp propose
to employ a curtain term, it may fairly ho
so taken, oven though not invariably
bearing that mum in common usage.

7 It is also important for them, though
not so essential, to keep clear of the im-
probable air produced by tho introduction
of events, which, though not unnatural,
have a great pmptrmtemnm <tf (frames
against them. The distinction between
these two kinds of faults is pointed out in
a passage in the Quarterly Review, for
which eco Appendix, [II. j

* For mtm remarks on fids point, see
the preface to a late (purified) edition of
the ” Tufas ef the <hnii.n

* On winch ground Aristotle contends
that the end of Fiction is morn Philo-
sophical than that of History, since it aims
at general, instead of particular, Truth.
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The
unnatural
mistaken
for natural.
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conviction as to tlie particular point in question, the Causes

which our Arguments are drawn must ho such as are either adapt

or may be proved, to he actually existing, or likely to exist.

It is worthy of remark, in reference to this kind of Probahi

the 41 Plausible’" or “ Natural”—that men are apt to judge an

situations, persons, and circumstances, concerning which the)

no exact knowledge, by applying to these the measure of the!

feelings and experience:™ the result of which is, that a c

account of these will often appear to them unnatural, ai

erroneous one, natural. JB.G. A person born with the usual e

ments of the senses, is apt to attribute to the blind-born, an

deaf-mutes, such habits of thought, and such a state of mind,

own would be, if he were to beemne deaf or blind, Sr to be left

dark: which would be very wide of the truth. That a man
blind would not, on obtaining sight, know apart, on seeing tb
ball, and a cube, which he had boon accustomed to handle

distinguish the dog from the cat, would appear to most p<

unacquainted with the result of experiments, much less u nati

than the reverse .

11 So it is also with those brought up fn

reference to the feelings and habits of thought of born-slaves ;

I:

civilized men, in reference to savages and of men living in So
in reference to one who passes whole years in total solitude. I

no doubt that the admirable fiction of Robinson Crusoe would
been not only much less amusing, hut, to most readers less a

ently wxtmolt if Friday and the other Savages had been reprea
with the indocility and other qualities which really belong to

Beings as the Brazilian Cannibals ; and if the hero himself had
represented with that half-brutish apathetic despondency, and
lessness about all comforts demanding steady exertion, whic
the really natural results of a life of utter solitude : and if h
been described as almost losing the use of his own language. Is

of remembering <the Spanish.
Again, I remember"mentioning to a very intelligent mu

description given by the earliest Missionaries to New SJtaJui
their introduction of the culture of wheat ; which he derided
absurd fabrication, but which appeared to me what might have
reasonably conjectured, The Savages were familiar with brei

jo See Part II. Ch. II. § 2.
Ubee an account, in a Note to the

First Senes of Essays, of a blind youth
couched by Mr. Cheselden.

This has, in various Ways, proved an
Obstacle to the abolition of slavery. It
has also caused great difficulty to somereadm o|the Book of Exodus.
J* fifth Lecture on Political

Oxtraot from which is sub-
Note 0,) X have

* usually given of
which are

generally received as perfectly «
though they are, as X have showr
m never were, or can bo realia
mean, in the English, not in the *

can. sense of the word “realise,

,
willm, means, will

^ “real,* to ** carry it mins
with tlie Aroerieaii* it means to

“
strong and vidd conception of i

acknowledge the want, fii our Ian
of a stale exp
toiss M betfce
ambiguity,
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form of ship-biscuit ; and accordingly, roots being alone culti-

i by them, and furnishing their chief food, they expected to find

0 roots of the wheat, tubers which could he made into biscuits.

' accordingly dug up the wheat; and were mortified at the

*e of their hopes. The idea of collecting small seeds, pulvoris-

;heso, and making the powder into a paste which was to bo

sued by fire, was quite foreign from all their experience. Yet
an unnatural representation would, to many, hare appeared

nore natural.

ich pains, therefore, must in many cases he taken in giving

explanations as may put men on their guard against this kind

stake, and enable them to see the improbability, and sometimes
impossibility, of what at the first glance they will be apt to

*d as perfectly natural; and to satisfy them that something
a they were disposed to regard as extravagantly unnatural, is

what might have been reasonably anticipated,

to way in which the unnatural is often made to appear, for a
natural, is, by giving a lively and striking description which is

ct in its several parts, and unnatural only when these are com-
1 into a whole

;

like a painter who should give an exact picture

English country-house, of a grove of Palm-trees, an Elephant
an Iceberg, all in the same Landscape. Thus, a vivid repre-

,tion of a den of infamy and degradation, and of an ingenuous
well-disposed youth, may each he, in itself, so natural, as to

off, for a time, the attention from the absurdity of making the
.rise out of the other.

1 the appropriate use of the kind of Argument now before ns,

sb is probably the eU6: of Aristotle,, though unfortunately ho
lot furnished any example of it,) some rules will he laid down
liter ; my object at present having been merely to ascertain the
*e of it. And here it may be worth while to remark, that though Employ*

re applied to this mode of Reasoning the title of ** a priori,” phmUf
lht

not meant to be maintained that all such arguments ai have ** priori

by other writers so designated correspond precisely with what
>een just described .

14 The phrase, “«jpriori” Argument, is

omo students, accordingly, partly
t view to keep clear of any arnbt-
;liat might hence arise, and partly
s sake ot brevity, have* found it uao-
idopfc, in drawing up an outline or
is of any composition, certain arid*
symbols, to denote, respectively,
lass of Arguments and ot lYoposi*
viz. A, for the former of the two
of Arguments just described, (to

« “A priori” or “ Antecedent.”
>ility,) and B, for the latter, which,
listing of several different kinds,
e denominated fc

* the Body of evi-
** Again, they designate the pro-
'll, which accountsfor the principal

and original assertion* by a small ** a,#l

or (I reek «, to denote tN identity in s«/>»

utamv with the Arunmint bearing tlm
symbol “A,” though employed for a
different purpose; viu not to rsfttMhh a
fact that is doubtful, hut to turottni for
one that h admitted. The proportion,
again, which results as a Consulpieuen or
C-omllnry from the principal «oe, they
designate by tlm symbol <!, There seems
to he Urn same convenience in the u-.e of
those symbols as Bogimns have found in
the employment of A, K, 1,0* to repm*
scuit the four kind* of ProiHnitioun ac-
cording to quantity anti quality.
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not indeed employed by all in the same sense ; it would, bov
generally be understood to extend to any argument drawn fro

antecedent or forerunner,
whether a Came or not; cjj. “the me

sinks, therefore it will rain.” Now this Argument being <

from a circumstance winch, though an antecedent, is in no sc

Cause, would fall not under the former, but the latter, of the d
laid down; since when rain comes, no one would account £o

phenomenon by the falling of the mercury; which they would
Sign of rain; and yet most, perhaps, would class this amonj
priori” Arguments. In like manner the expression, **a poster
Arguments, would not in its ordinary use coincide precisely, tl

it would very nearly, with the second class of Arguments.
The division, however, which has hero boon adopted, appea

be both more philosophical, and also more precise, and eonseqn
more practically useful, than any other; since there is so eas‘

decisive a test by which an Argument may bo at once roferr
the one or to the other of the classes described*

§ 3 *

Tbo second, then, of these classes, (viz*
44 Arguments drawn

such topics as could not be used to account for the fact, <S

question, supposing it granted,”) may bo subdivided into two k
which will be designated by the terms 44 Sign” and ** Example
By 44 Sign,” (so called from the of Aristotle,) is m

what may be described as an 44 argument from an Effect to a C
tion;”—a species of Argument of which the analysis is ns fol
As far as any circumstance is, what may be called a Condlto
the existence of a certain effect or phenomenon, go far it mi
inferred from the existence of that Effect; if it bo a Com
absolutely essential, the Argument is, of course, demonstrative]
the probability is the stronger in proportion as wo approach i<

case.
15

\ Of this kind is the Argument in the instance lately giwtfs i

is suspected as the perpetrator of the supposed murder, fm
circumstance of his clothes being bloody; the murder being
sidered as in a certain degree a probable condUhn of that ari
ance

; i.e. it is presumed that his clothes would not otherwise
been bloody. Again, from the appearance of ice, wo infer, deck;
the existence of a temperature not above frenzlng-point; that
perature being an essential Condition of the crystallisation of v

;

Among the circumstances which are conditional to any E
must evidently come the Cause or Causes; and if there be oul

may be demoi
t might result

mi hf a mtem it*

eta&l .to two isght. angles, 4o*
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r Causes, then the Argument is, at best, but probable* But it

> be observed, that there are also many circumstances which

i no tendency to produce a certain Effect, though it cannot exist

oid them, and from which Effect, consequently, tho^y may be

red, as Conditions, though not Causes; c*g< a man s ** being

. one day,” is a circumstance necessary, as a Condition, to his

mg the next;” but has no tendency to produce it; Im having

alivo, therefore, on the former day, may be proved from Mi
equcnt death, but not vice vet'sfo™

is to be observed, therefore, that though it is very common for

3ause to bo proved from its Effect, it is never so proved, m far
, as [5] it is a Cause, but so far forth as it is a condition, or

asary circuitstance.

Cause, again, may bo employed to prove an Effect, (this being

nrst class of Arguments already described,) so far as it hm a
mmj to produce the Effect, oven though it be not at all nmmury
; (i.e. when other Causes may produce the same Effect;) and

is case, though the Effect may be inferred from the Cause, the

o cannot be inferred from the Effect: e.g. from a mortal wound
nay infer death ; but not vice versa*

istly, when a Cause is also a necessary or probable condition,

diem it is the only possible or only likely Cause, then we may
3 both ways: e.g. we may infer a General's success from hm
m skill, or, his skill, from his known success: (in this, as in

ases, assuming what is the bettor known as a proof of what is

mown, denied, or doubted,) these two Arguments belonging,

ctively, to the two classes originally laid down*

id it is to he observed, that, in such Arguments from Sign as

last, the conclusion which follows , bgkcMy, from the premiss,

;
the Cause from which the premiss fottmm

,
physically, (Le. m a

*al Effect,) there are in this case two different kinds of tiequenm

sod to each other; e.g. “ With many of them God was not well

ed; for they were overthrown in the wilderness,” In Argu-
s of the first class, on the contrary, these two kinds of Sequence
(Unbilled

; i.e. the Conclusion which follows logically from the

iss, is also the Effect following physically from it tin a Cause

;

neral’s skill, e.g. being both the Cause and the Proof of Ms
;
likely to succeed.

fa however very common, In tho
ancHflof ordinary language, to imm-
« the Oauaosof phenomena, eironm-
j which every one would allow, on
sration, to ho not CauMOH, hut only
ions, of tho Effects in question ; «.//.

:d bo said of a tender plant, that it

stroyed in eonsequenee of not being
1 with a mat: though every one
mean to imply that the /rout do-

l it; this being a Cause too well
to need being mentioned; and that

which is spoken ofm the Cause, trf*. the
ftlwctuH! of a covering, being only the Con*
dition, without which Mur real Caw#
could not have operated.
How common ft is to confound a Sign

with a C.-aurie in apparent in the im ent>

ment men are prone to feel against the
prophets of evil; as Ahub “bated” the
Prophet Micaiah, and gave as a ivopou
** lm doth not prophesy good conemunif
nao, but evil.”

Lotties) *m«t

•vqwmm
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It is most important to keep in mind the distinction between i

two kinds of Sequence, which arc, in Argument, sometimes combi

and sometimes opposed There is no more fruitful source of

fusion of thought than that ambiguity of the language employe*

these subjects, which tends to confound together these two thi

so entirely distinct in their nature. There is hardly any argue

tative writer on subjects involving a discussion of the Cause

Effects of any thing, who has clearly perceived and steadily kej

view the distinction I have been speaking of, or who has esc*

the errors and perplexities thence resulting. The wide extent acc

ingly, and the importance, of the mistakes and difficulties an

out of the ambiguity complained of, is incalculable* Of all

“ Idola Fori,”
17 none is perhaps more important in'* its results,

dilate upon this point as fully as might ho done with advanii

would exceed my present limits ;
but it will not be irrelevant to <

some remarks on the origin of the ambiguity complained of, am
the cautions to be used in guarding against being misled by it*

The Premiss by which any thing is proved, is not necessarily

Cause of the fact’s being such as it is ; but it is the cause of

knowing,
or being convinced, that it is ho ; e.g* the wetness of

earth is not the Cause of rain, but it is the Cause of our knov

that it has rained. These two things,—- the Premiss which prodi

owr conviction ,
and the Cause which produces that of whim we

convinced,—are the more likely to be confounded together, in

looseness of colloquial language, from the circumstance that (as

been above remarked) they frequently coincide; an, e.g. when
infer that the ground will be wet, from the fall of rain which prod
that wetness. And hence.it is that the same words have come t<

applied, in common, to each kind of Sequence ; <up an Effect is

to “follow ” from a Cause, and a Conclusion to “follow ” from
Premises; the words “Cause” and “Reason,” are each apf
indifferently, bothrto a Cause, properly so called, and to the Frex
of an Argument; though “Reason,” in strictness of apeak
should he confined to the latter. “ Therefore,” “ hence,” 44 mi
quently,” &c., and also, “ since,” “ because,” and “ why,* 1

’ likewise a corresponding ambiguity.

The multitude of the words which bear tine double meaning
(

that, in all languages) greatly increases our liability to be misuse
it ; since thus the very means men resort to for ascertaining
sense of any expression, are infected with the very same amlrigit

e.g. ii we inquire what is meant by a “ Cause/" we shall bo
that it is that from which something “follows;” or, which is i

sated by the words “ therefore,” “ consequently,” <fee„ all w)
are as equivocal and uncertain in their sxgnrfioatio)

the ori^nal one. It is in vain to attempt ascertaining by
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ico the true amount of any commodity, if uncertain walpliln aro

>d in the opposite scale. Hence it m that so many writers* m
tigating the Cause to which any fact or phenomenon m to he

nited, have assigned that which is not a Causet hut only a

f that the fact is so ;
and have thus been led into an endless

of errors and perplexities.

veral, however, of the words in question, though employed

sriminately in both significations, seem (as was observed in the

of the word " Reason ”) in their primary and strict mnm to be

tied to one. “ A*!,” in Greek, and “ ergo,” 1* or ** Itaquo,” in

i, seem originally and properly to denote the Sequence of Effect

Cause; “ $»«,’* 18 and “ lgitur,” that of conclusion from pro-

u The English word <* accordingly" will generally he found to

spend with the Latin €< itaque.”

ie interrogative ** why/* is employed to inquire, cither, first, £/^‘***£
‘ Reasons,” (or ** Proof; ”) secondly, the ** Cause ;

” or thirdly,
'

‘object proposed,” or Final-Cause : <\g, first, Why are tho

is of a triangle equal to two right angles? secondly, Why are

.ays shorter in winter than in summer ? thirdly, Why are tho

s of a watch constructed as they are ?
m

is to be observed that the discovery of Cau$M belongs properly

e province of the Philosopher; that of 41 Reasmis,” strictly no

J, (i.e. Arguments,) to that of tho Rhetorician ; and that, though

will have frequent occasion to assume the character of the

•, it is most important that these two objects should not be

unded together.

§ 4.

1

Signs then there are some which ‘from a certain Effect or

omenon, infer the “ Cause ” of it; and others which, in like

ler, infer some “ Condition ” winch is not the Causa.

: these last, one species is the Argument frog* Testimony : the SJ2*2WJ
•

iss being the existence of the Testimony ; the Conclusion, the
* tt

. of what is attested
1

; which is considered as a “ Condition ” of

Testimony having been given; since it is evident that so far

as this is allowed, (ie. so far only as It is allowed, that the

mony would not have been given, had it not been true,) can
Argument have any force. Testimony is of various kinds ; and
possess various degrees of force,

21 not only in reference to Its

intrinsic character, but in reference also to tho kind of oancltt-

that it is brought to support.

tost Logical writers seem not to tie Locke has touched m this subject,
of this, as they generally, in Latin though slightly and wuntily. «»>«,
sea, employ “ergo” in the other “ In the testimony of other?*, w to In- wm*
It ia from the Greek if?*, “ in ridcred,- h The numlvr. 2, Tin* in ***#•

rity. X The tfkiil of the wit 4.

having & signtftcatioti of jUnsm The design of the author, whne it is u
widwioe; whence antimony out of n. book a 'l b*?

ee the article Why, In the Appen- consistency of the yarn and etmmuihioeo*
the Treatise on Logic. of the relation. 0. Contrary unmnwHUt*,"
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Matters of In respect of tliis latter point, the first and great distinction

JpinioS?
of between Testimony to mailers of Fact, and, to matters of Opin

or Doctrines.
„ . , .

The expressions “Matter [or Question] of I* net, and “ Ma
of Opinion/’ are not employed by all persons with precision

uniformity. But the notion most nearly conformable to ordir

usage seems to bo this ; by a “ Matter of Fact” m meant* somefel

which might, conceivably, he submitted to the senses; and al

which it is supposed there could he no disagreement among peri

who should be present, and to whoso senses it should he submitt

and by a “Matter [or Question] of Opinion ” is understood,

thing respecting which an exercise of judgment wogld ho called

on the part of those who should have certain objects before th

and who might conceivably disagree in their judgment thereupm
No greater This, I think, is the description of what people in general ini

about^facts, to denote (though often without having themselves any very c

opinions,
notion of it) by these phrases. Decidedly it is not meant, by tl

P *

at least who use language with any precision, that there in gro

certainty,
or more general and ready agreement, in the one case t

in the other. E.(4. That one of Alexander’s friends did, or

not, administer poison to him, every one would allow to bo a ones

offact; though it may ho involved in inextricable doubt i while

question, what sort of an act that was, supposing it to have ta

place, all would allow to he a question of opinion; though probi

all would agree in their opinion thereupon.
A^estion Again, it is not, apparently, necessary that a “Matter of Pa
which might in order to constitute it such, should have ever been actually i

hesubmitted mitted—or likely to be so—to the senses of any human Being ; o

senses
that it should be one which conceivably might be so submitted. 1

senses.
Whether there is a lake in the centre of New Holland,

there is land at the South Pole,*—-whether the Moon is inhabit©*

would generally be admitted to be questions of fad; although
one has been able to bear testimony concerning them ; and, in

last case, we are morally certain that no one ever will

?f
a
o
eS

ini

n
n

^e circumstance that chiefly tends to produce indistinctness

may*relate occasional inconsistency in the use of these phrases, is, that thei
t0 “ct8

‘ often much room for the exercise of judgment, and for diffbronc

opinion, in reference to things which are, thmmltm, matters ofj
E.Q. The degree of credibility of the witomm who attest any i

is, itself, a matter of Opinion
; and so, in respect of the degre

weight due to any other kind of probabilities. That there &, <

not, land at the South Pole, is a matter of Pact? that th© exist*
- of teid there is likely

, or unlikely, is matter of Opinion*
"-v and many other eases, different questions very do

r
connected, are very apt to be confounded together,^ and th# jw

on Fallacies, “ XrreleTant Qm&vmtmJ*
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m

aging to ono of thorn brought for**"! ftS

.f ^
°A M«o of aliened prophecy shall he <n question . me «• ™«

to have boon for-ctokt stall \» established an a fast I nm\ a «.

utterance of the supposed prediction before U» event . wj^J
perhaps bo assumci as proof of that which » in reality «noth« r

don, and a “question of , opinion who l»r the 3^
ihcoy related to the event m question ; and ag&m,

J™*™"

'

) merely a conjecture of human sagacity, or such as to Imply

& Testament, is evidently a question of 1-act
;

]»
'» w5 ' * ‘ r ""

Is imply w«A am! ««<* a doctrine, -however itiduhitnhlo t« may

ty appear t8 us,-is evidently a “mutter of opinion

; is to ho observed also, that, as them may W (a* I «»»« |U‘*
itfWf *#»

^

1 quostions of Opinion rdalim to Facts, so, them may a *0 *»’ »i.i»t»«*

rtious of Fact, relative to Opinions: f.C. that such ami such

lions wore, or were not, maintained at such a time ami place*

such and such persons, is a question of Fact
,

.

/lien the question is as to a Foot, it is plain we have to look

ifly to tli g honesty of a witness, hift accuracy »
ami lu» iticmui on

Ling information* When the question h about a nmttor of

nion, it is equally plain that his ability tofarm a jndymnit In m
to be taken into account ,

34 But though thin i« mhmtt* « hy all,

I very common with inconsiderate persons to overlook, m practice,

distinction, and to mistake as to, what it hh that, in emit

attested, Fads, properly so called* arc* wo should remember,

Ividuah; though tho term is often extended to amend mmnrntn
sciallv when these are well established* And again, the mmm
>ther circumstances connected with mnm event nr j»1m-imniHM*u.

often stated as a part of tho very fact attested*
^

If, for tmimm*

3rson relates his having found coal in a certain stratum ; or if

states, that in the East Indies he saw a number of pomotia who

, been sleeping exposed to the moon’s rays, afflicted with certain

lptoms, and that after taking a certain medicine they rwwwh
te is bearing testimony as to simple matters of facts but if it©

loros that tho stratum in question eonstantlp contains coal !--«**

t tho patients in question were so affected t« etmtapicitoG m the

m’s rays,—that such is the genital effect of them tn that duuat©**8

. that that medicine U a cure for such symptoms, it ft m\Am%
t his testimony,—however worthy of iwlib-~w born© to ft.

erenl kind ofconclusion ; namely, not an individual, but a
,

See Proface to voL iL of Tmntkthn

Testimony to matters of opinion
,lly receives tho name of Authority:
ih tern however h also often applied
n facts are in nwestion; m when wo
indifferently, “ tho account of this

transaction nmt* on this authority M—©r
** on iho'lWimony *d w*oU and
htM<»rwn.* # Hoo App* ftdu, AH*
'Authority/

su Httrh i*» tho it not

«il, Indio!' s»f th*m? uh*» hav** metad I** U*»

Kant Indie*.
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conclusion, and one which must rest, not solely m the veracity,

also on the judgment, of the witness*

character of Even in the other case, however,—when the question relate*
Witnesses, w]lat

*

j fl strictly a matter of fact,-—the intellectual character of

witness is not to be wholly loft out of the account, A man stron

.influenced by prejudice, to which the weakest men are ever the n:

liable, may even fancy lie sees what he does not. And some deg

of suspicion may thence attach to the testimony of prejudiced, thoi

honest men, when their prejudices are on dm same mde with tf

testimony

:

for otherwise their testimony may even he the strong

EG. The early disciples of Jesus were, mostly, ignorant, crcdulo

and prejudiced men ; but all their expectations,— all their ea

prejudices,—ran counter to almost every thing that they attest

They were, in that particular case, harder to he convinced if

more intelligent and enlightened men would have been. It is m
important, therefore, to reinember—what is often forgotten-—

t

Credulity and Incredulity arc the same habit considered in refiire

to different things. The more easy of belief any one is In respect

what falls in with his wishes or preconceived notions, the harder

belief he will be of any thing that opposes these, 5®

Number of Again, in respect of the number of witnesses, it is evident that,
ltnessetfi

otjier p0jn ts i)e ing equal,—many must have "more weight than o:

or a few; but it is no uncommon mistake to imagine many witnesi

to be hearing concurrent testimony to the same thing, whan in trt

they are attesting different things. One or two men may he hear]

f-y\
original testimony to some fact or transaction; and one or t

hundred, who are repeating what they have heard from these, m
he, in reality, only hearing, witness to their having heard it , and
•their own belief. Multitudes may agree in maintaining some aysh
or doctrine, which perhaps one out of a million may have con vine

himself of by research and reflection ; while the rest have assent

to it in implicit rchance on authority. These am not, in read
attesting the same thing. The one is, in reality, declaring that
and so is, as he conceives, a conclusion fairly established by ream,
pertaining to the subject-matter; the rest, that so and so is t

established belief; or is held by persons on whose authority th
rely. These last may indeed have very good ground for their held
for no one would say that a man who is not versed in Astronomy
not justified in believing the Barth’s motion; or that the ms
millions of persons who have never seen the sea, are credulous

•

/?

.

'

believing, on testimony, its existence ; but still it is to be.remembei
; ' that they are not, in reality, bearing- witness to the same thing

£S'3.

:

: ^ .-:V

:

testimony is manifestly, so far, the stronger; i

t§C\
,

v

imbrication being thus precluded* Slight ; -mdden:

's, ; \'cyd''’ir
\

.•

- '

-

,

• '
' Book 11. Chap. H. fi.
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herefore, and oblique '-oQttsions to any fact, have oftoii mtwti

weight than distinct format aaaertiotii of it. And* mmmmn
Ilusions will often go to indicate not only that list fact in Irm
at it was, at the time when so-alluded to* natorim* will ttndUn*

The account given by Herodotus, of X*rxo**§ cutting m

through the isthmus of Athos, which in ridiculed If Juvenal,*

sh more strongly attested by Thucydides in m inchl'toiU

n of a place “ near which some remains of the canal might ko
than if he had distinctly recorded his conviction of the instill

narrative*

dso, the many slight allusions in the Apostolic Email** to the

igs undergone, and the miracles wrought, by ih«ujd*m, m
familiar to the readers, arc much more decisive than dtstifiet

itions, narratives, or assertions, would have been,

jy, in that most admirable specimen of the invcttigntten of ^®**f*

rM
nd of evidence, the u Harm I*aulhwt

"
puts in a most tterdful

x against supposing that because it is on very minutepoints thin
***** "***

f argument turns, therefore the import,mm* of then# fount* In

shing the conclusion, is mnalLw The reverse, a# Im lastly

es, is the truth ; for the more minute, and ttitrinstcaliy trilling,

£ely to escape notice, any point is, the more doe* it praoluda ¥

>a of design and fabrication. Imitations of natural ub|«ctsf
—

3, for instance,—when so skilfully made ns to doooivo the
eye, are detected by submitting the natural and the nttiftcdut

microscope,

same remarks will apply to other kinds of Sign also. Tim
\Y and position of ilia nails in a man’s shoe, c*iriv>jum»lim? with
-mark, or a notch in the blade of .a knife, have lot! u» the
ion of a murderer.

Testimony of Adversaries,^including under thin (arm all Tsai****

ould be unwilling to admit the conclusion to which tbair"t«»ti- mtfm
tends,*—‘has, of course, great weight derivwbfmm that eirattm*
, ^ And as it will, oftenor than ' not, full under the head of
»i$nod,” ttuch minute research will often be needful, In order
w it out*

,

oral examination of witnesses, a skilful eross»#*a»l«er will
l"% to »*. #***'>?*

elicit from a reluctant witneas most important truth., wliiSt
** ,* , *‘,,‘

alificatus Athens, etquioquid 0r«f-
eia roendax

adit in hiutoril.”
Swift endeavoured (in Gntth

jya^fi to Laputa, And in w»m# of
is,) to east rid unde on smite «,f dt«

\
on which IJishop Atierhury’s

•*>Ip correspondence* was brought
him; the medium of proof hem#
illusions, in some of the ltd,tent, to
lap-do#; as if the importance of
&M6 were to be measured by the
importance of the fay* But

Swift wa* jm»!»ifcty to
hav© flUUm hinmeir into *wt* m *rr»rmm wm mulmvrnmm, $arpnti$»puntam^
toJf»d \m reader* into.

'

&'**• I b&v# m-u in $ pitOfauMh
amuimmtaliv# Wmb, » warning iitsrti
NfflitvA: toe &U**s#tt mw*ml *bmnm« mw*
tamed in the Art tat* * IVimm* <u App®n..
tux to the Isssict which h»*4ng no*** -

parded by any prmrfit of Uf»E«#a*tnip«,
may it# regarded m ammm lewbowajf i»

y1® lOMtatOer el tbsmmm
I have tli©r# adduced.
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the witness m desirous of concealing or disguising. There is anotl

kind of skill* which consists in so alarming, misleading* or hewild

itig an honest witness as to throw discredit on his testimony*,

pervert the effect of UJ* Of this kind of art* which may he eh

aeterised ns the most, or one of the most, base and depraved of

possible employments of intellectual power, I shall only make t

further observation. I am convinced that the most effectual me
of eliciting truth, is quite different from that by which an hone
simple-miiuhal witness is most easily ha filed and confused, I ha

seen the experiment tried, of subjecting a witness to such a kind

cross examination by a practised lawyer, as would have boon, 1

1

convinced, tbo most likely to alarm and perplex^many m bom
witness; without any effect in shaking the testimony; and afterwan
by a totally opposite mode of examination, such as would not ha

at all perplexed one who was honestly telling the truth, that sife

witness, was drawn on, atop by step, to acknowledge the utter falsi

of the whole#

Generally speaking, f believe that a quiet, gentle, and etraigl

forward, though full and careful examination, will he the me
adapted to elicit truth; and that the mnwcuvraq and the bro

beating, whirls arc the. most adapted to confuse an honest wttnei

arc just what the dbhoneM one is the best prepared for. The mo
the storm blusters, the more carefully be wraps round him tl

cloak, which a warm sunshine will often induce him to throw of,

Stiffumjr In any testimony {whether oral or written) that is unwilling

borne, it will more fr< fpmnfly consist in something inddmm
imjtlktf, than in a distinct statement. For instance, the general!

of men, who arc accost opicd to cry tip Chmimomitgn» as preferah

&
r

j
(m

/ trn

I
,tW

ndgjjt Moorildug that malum against him, in order to contort son

i ofjpr p“int. Thus, the testimony of tbo Evangelista* thftt
: 4|

! yifkrarb'a of Je.um were acknowledged by the unbelievers, m
I" /ohtlbut* d to magic* k confirmed by the Jews, in a work eaUf

•t^ JJjjwTohloth Jeacbu film M Cteneratioii of Joans;*') which mm
been compiled (at whatever period) from irmiitimm

Jb»m the temJird s since it m incredible that If those emdmmmt/4

S
im of Art, have been brought to hear witness* collective!

face to * # Elements of Logic,
0

) m the opposite aide; inn

each of them gives the preference to the latter, in tl

whatever *f may be,— in which he in most conversant,

burr, however* an adversary will be compelled dirtmetly :l
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diely put forth, and generally known, remain uncontradidcd,

appeal may fairly be made to this circumstance, as a confirmatory

;imony on the part of those acquainted with the matter, and
nested in it; especially if they are likely to be unwilling to

ht the conclusion ,
31

t is manifest that the concurrent testimony, positive or negative, Conmvrmt
several witnesses, when there can have been no concert, and

Testiraolly‘

scially when there is any rivalry or hostility between them,
ies with it a weight independent of that which may belong to

i of them" considered separately. For though, in such a case,

x of the witnesses should be even considered as wholly undcsorv-
of credit, still the chances might ho incalculable against their

agreeing in the same falsehood. It is in this kind of testimony
i the generality of mankind believe in the motions of the earth,

of the heavenly bodies, &c. Their belief is not the result of
r own observations and calculations; nor yet again of their

licit reliance on the skill and the goodiaith of any one or more
onomers; but it rests on the agreement of many independent
rival astronomers; who want neither the ability nor the will to

ct and expose each other’s errors. It is on similar grounds, as
Hinds has justly observed

,

32
that all men, except about two or

e in a million, behove in the existence and in the genuineness
tanuscripts of ancient books, such as the Scriptures. It is not
they have themselves examined theso; or again, (as some

2sent) that they rely implicitly on the good faith of those who
jss to Lave done so ; but they rely cm the concurrent and uncon-
Icted ^testimony of all who have made, or who might make

,
the

lination ; bojjh unbelievers, and believers of various hostile sects

;

erne of whomVould be sure to soiao any opportunity to expose %
orgeries or errors of his opponents. * * •*

*

:

iis observation is the more important, because many pbwdns
iable to be startled and dismayed cm its being pointed out to .

that they have been behoving something—as they are led to
ose—on very insufficient reasons; when the truth is perhaps
they have been mis-stating their reasons .

33
*

remarkable instance of the testimony of adversaries,—both

.

vo and negative,—has been afforded in the questions respecting %
*

-colonies.
^

The pernicious character of the system was proved* ***

rious publications, and subsequently, before two committees of .<*

louse of Commons, from the testimony of persons who were
Uy to that system : the report and evidence taken before those
(itfcees was published ; and all this remained uncontradicfced for

; till, on motions being made for tin abolition of the system
,

14

s Hinds on th© “ Inspiration of
tro.

n
nos on Inspiration,
3 Appendix, [D.]

u So® u Substance of a Speeoh on
Transportation, delivered In the House of
Lords, on tb© mx of May, 1840,** 6*
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Character
of things
attested,

Things in-
trinsically

Improbable,
the less

likely to be
feigned.

Things not
understood,
or not
believed, by
those who
attest them.

•- - CFi

persons had the effrontery to come forward at the eleventh horn
deny the truth of the representations given; thus pronouncin'
themselves a heavy condemnation, for having either left that repr<
tation—supposing they thought it false,—so long unrefuted, or
denying what they know to bo true.

Misrepresentation, again, of argument,—attempts to suppr “— > , *

evidence, or to silence a speaker by clnniour,- 'reviliii
;
and per

ality, and false charges—all these arc presumptions'" of the a
kind; that the cause against which they are brought, is, m
opinion of adversaries at least,—unassailable on the side of trufe]
As for the character of the particular things that in any ease ;

he attested, it is plain that we have to look to the probabilit
improbability, on the one hand, of their being real, and, on the o
hand, of their having been either imagined or invented by the pen
attesting them. 1

Any thing unlikely to occur, is, so far, the less likely to have 1
feigned or fancied; so that its antecedent improbability may so
times add to the credibility of those who bear witness to it.® d
again any thing which, however likely to take place, would not h
been likely, otherwise, to enter the mind of thorn particular pmwho attest to it, or would be at variance with their interest
prejudices, is thereby rendered the more credible. Thug as
been above remarked, when the disciples of Jesus record occurred
and discourses, such as were both foreign to all the notions, and
variance with all the prejudices, of any man living in those da

testimony
WS m°r6 es^ecla^ > » & strong confirmation of tl

? als
?/
m so

,
me cases, a strongly confirmatory atroumitv

witness spouJd appear not to believe, himself, or not
understand, the thing ho is reporting, when it is such as is, to

rlTtelllglbl

!
n
°I

incre
.

dible - KG- When an ancient histor
lecords a reports of certain voyagers having sailed to a disti

to that which they had boon accustomed to, and regards the accoi
fr°m DOt buin^ aWe to how suchVS

EV+hI
d
<?°

C

n
Ur

’ %a~reC(
f,minS at onco what we know tai“ th° S°utl>orn Hemisphere, and perceiving that he eould i
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6 account~have th« “ore reason for believing.The report thus becomes analogous to the copy of an inscrintiona language unknown to him who copied it.
P °n

JhZTrr^r0 ak°- °f * to mmuW Ssjhlt .

1

,

s
,
morally ««*•»» ho would have mentioned hadmmveatmg adds great weight to what he does say.Anditis to be observed 89

that, in many cases, sil/nce. omissic

Flacfeof "ersMjJJT*.-
on **A Christian

c£§Mry ® tb*
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mce of certain statements, &c. will hare oygii greater weight superior

l much that we do find stated. EM. Suppose we meet with Sogntivc*

othmg in a passage of one of Paul's Epistles, which indicates probabilities

. a certain degree of probability the existence of such and such
stom, institution, &c., and suppose there is just the same degree
>robability that such and such another custom, institution, or
t, which he does not mention any where, would have been
tioned by him in the same place, supposing it to have really

;ed, or occurred; this omission, and the negative argument
Iting, has incomparably the more weight than the other, if we
find that same omission in all the other epistles, and in every
>f the Books of the New Testament.

G. The universal omission of all notice of the office of Hicram
oerdotal priest) among the Christian ministers *7—of all reference

i© supreme Church bearing rule over all the rest®—of all

ion of any transfer of the Sabbath from the seventh day to the
>0—are instances of decisive negative arguments of this kind,

also, the omission of all allusion to a Future State, in those
of the writings of Moses in which ho is urging the Israelites

edienco by appeals to their hopes and fears ; and again, in the

5 of the early part of the Book of Job, in which that topic

not have failed to occur to persons believing in the doctrine,—

-

is a plain indication that no revelation of the doctrine wm
led to be given in those Books ; and that the passage, often

from the Book of Job, as having reference to the resurrection,

be understood as relating to that temporal deliverance which
mated immediately after; since else it would (as Bishop
urfcon has justly remarked) make $11 the rest of the Book
Eligible and absurd.40

ain, “although we do not admit the positive authority of
lity in favour of any doctrine or practice which wo do not find

oned by Scripture, we may yet, without inconsistency, appeal
negatively, in refutation of many errors. * * * * It is no
lent in favour of the Millennium, that it was a notion entertained
stin Martyr, since we do not believe him to have boon inspired,

3 may therefore have drawn erroneous inferences from certain

of Scripture: but it is an argument against the doctrine of
instantiation, that we find no traces of it for above six centuries;

gainst the adoration of the Virgin Mary, that in like manner it

tot appear to have been inculcated till the sixth century. It
* credible that the first Christian writers, who ware but men,
have made mistakes to which all mm are liable, in their

station of Scripture: but it is not credible that such important

Discourse on the Christian Priwt- Essay II. cm the "Kingdom of
tended to the Hampton Lectures, Christ,"
srn&rd’fl translation of Vitringa 44 Thoughts on the HalibutIn"
Synagogue and the Church." 44 Essaym a Future State" (First

Series.)
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Absence of
all records
of Savages
having
civilized

themselves.

doctrinos as Transubstantiation and the adoration of the Vi

Mary should have been transmitted from the Apostles, if we dm
trace of them for five or six centuries after the birth of

To take take another instance : I have remarked m the Lect

on Political Economy, (Lect. 5,) that the descriptions some wri

give of the Civilization of Mankind, by the spontaneous orl

among tribes of Savages, of the various arts of life, one by one,

to be regarded as wholly imaginary, and not agreeing with any tl

that ever did, or can, actually take place ; inasmuch as there i

record or tradition of any race of savages having ever civilized tb

selves without external aid. Numerous as are the accounts we h

of Savages who have not received such aid, wo do not bear, in

one instance, of their having ceased to ho Savages. And ag

abundant as are the traditions (though mostly mixed up with n:

that is fabulous) of the origin of civilization in various nations,

concur in tracing it up to some foreign, or sonic snperhun

instructor. If ever a nation did emerge, unassisted, from

savage state, all memory of such an event is totally lost#

Now the absence of all such records or traditions, in a ease wl

there is every reason to expect that an instance could be prodt

if any had ever occurred—this negative circumstance (in eonj

tion with the other indications there adduced) led me, many y
ago, to the conclusion, that it is impossible for mere Savage

civilize themselves—that consequently man must at some period 1

received the rudiments of civilization from a superhuman instruct*

and that Savages are probably the descendants of civilized x

whom wars and other aSiietive visitations have degraded .'i%

It might seem superfluous to remark that none but vary gar

rules, such as the above, can be profitably laid down ; and tin

attempt to supersede the discretion to be exercised on each mdivi

case, by fixing precisely what degree of weight is to be allow*

the testimony of such and such persons, would be, at least, us*

trifling, and, if introduced in practice, a most mischievous liindr

of a right decision. But attempts of this kind have actually
'

made, in the systems of Jurisprudence of some countries ; and
such results as might have been anticipated. The reader will

an instructive account of some of this unwise legislation in an ax

on “ German Jurisprudence” in the Edinburgh Ikvww

;

from w
an extract is subjoined in the Appendix.43

Testimony on Oath is commonly regarded as far more to be r

pa—other points being equal—than any that is not sworn to.
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>ver holds good, not universally, hut only in respect of certain

mediate characters between the truly respectable and the worth-

For, these latter will either not scruple to take a falsa Oath,

: they do, will satisfy their conscience by various evemom and

ocations, such as are vulgarly called
*
* cheating the Devil;”

j to give, substantially, false testimony, while they cheat (in

;y) themselves, by avoiding literal perjury. An upright man,
i, considers himself as, virtually, on his Oath, whenever he
is a deliberate solemn assertion; and feels bound to guard
tsfc conveying any false impression.

.t, even in respect of those intermediate characters/ the influence

l Oath in securing veracity, is, 1 conceive, fur less than some
)se. Let any one compare the evidence given on Oath, with

of those religionists who arc allowed by law to substitute a

mm Affirmation,” and ho will find no signs of the advantage of

u-testimony. Or, if he consider these religionists as, generally,

conscientious than the average, let him compare the evidence

lich we have such voluminous records) given before Committees

5 House of Lords, which is on Oath, with that before Commit*
f the Commons, which is not ; and ho will find about the same
rtion of honest and of dishonest testimony in each,

11, there doubtless are persons who would scruple to swear to a

ood which they would not scruple deliberately to affirm, But
ibt whether this proves much, in favour of the practice of

ing Oaths;—whether its chief effect is not to lower men’s
of the obligations to voracity on occasions when they are not

,th. The expressions which the practice causes to he so much
5 , of ** calling God to witness,” and,of “ invoking the Divine

lent,” tend to induce men to act as if they imagined that God
not witness their conduct unless specially ‘called on;”
hat He will not judge false testimony unless with our per*

n: and thus an habitual disregard for vcMcity is fostered*

ths were abolished—leaving the penalties for false*witness

aimportant part of our security) unaltered—I am convinced

on the whole, Testimony would be more trust-worthy than

1, since there are, as I have said, persons whose Oath—as
rs now stand—is more worthy of credit than their Word, this

istance must be duly considered in weighing the value of
mny.44

remark above made, as to the force of oonowrmd testimonies,

bough each, separately, might have little or none,
45 but whose

ntal agreement in a falsehood would be extremely improbable,

. Appendix. Note DDD.
3 observed by Dr. Campbell that
*rv©a likewise to be attended to on
feet, that in a number of concur-
limomes, (in cases wherein there

could have boon no previous concert,}
there h a probability distinct from that
which may Iks ternwd th* turn of the
probabilitU** rejudtin# from tlin Ultimo-
nice of the wituerne*, a probability which

''pi

C?«tt«irwsnt
of

other kinds.
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is not solely applicable to the Argument from Testimony, but
be extended to many arguments of other kinds also ; m whfc

similar calculation of chances will enable us to draw a conclui

sometimes even amounting to moral certainty, from a eombinatif

data which singly would have had little or no weight. EJL If

one out of a hundred men throw a stone which strikes a cei

object,
40 there is but a slight probability, from that fact alone,

lie aimed at that object; but if all the hundred threw stones w
struck the same object, no one would doubt that they aimed u

It is from such a combination of argument that we infer the e

ence of an intelligent Creator, from the marks of contrivance vji

in the Universe, though many of these are such as, taken sin

might well be conceived undesigned and accidental ; but that i

should aU be such, is morally impossible.

mutually
1 '08 h°ro ^ may observed that there may bo such a con

conarm a- rence of Testimonies or other Signs ail shall have very consider
tory

* weight, even though they do not relate directly to one indivi*

conclusion, but to similar ones, EM* Before the reality of aero!

[meteoric stones] was established as it now is, we should have 1

justified in not giving at once full credit to some report, resting

ordinary evidence, of an occurrence so antecedently improbable as

of a stone’s falling from thej&ky. But if twenty distinct accounts
reached us, from various parts of the globe, of a like phenomei
though no two of the accounts related to the same individual

4

at

still, we should have judged this a decisive concurrence
;
(and th

in fact the way in which the reality of the phenomenon was actc

established;) because each testimony, though given to an indivi

case, has a tendency towards the general conclusion in which
concur ; viz* the possibility of such an event ; and this being <

admitted, the antecedent objection against each individual cm
removed. The same reasoning applies to several of the 3

Testament Parables, as that of the Prodigal Bon, the Labourer
the Vineyard, the Rich Man and Lazarus, <fec«, each of which .

tains an allusion to the future Call of the 0entiles, so little obv
however that it would have been hardly warrantable so to inter
any one of them, if it had stood alone.

Great care is requisite in setting forth dearly, especially in
popular discourse, arguments of this nature: the generality of i

being better qualified for understanding (to use Lord Bacon’s wo
“particulars, one by one/’ than for taking a comprehensive 1

; a whole; 'and therefore in' a Galaxy of evidence, m it ma;

• even though, the witnesses
A'flkSiwttt «« to merit no-ggata
mmmim from chance,

3Ki£#£tS£ »fi£s

concert be exeladsd, there remah
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cl, in wliicli the brilliancy of no single star can be pointed out*

ustre of the combination is often lost on them*

mce it is, as was remarked in the Treatise on Fallacies, that Fallacy «r

sophism of “ Composition/' as it is called, so frequently mis-

men. It is not improbable, (in the above example,) that each

le stones, considered separately, may have been thrown at

>m ; and therefore the same is concluded of all, considered in

notion. Not that in such an instance as this, any one would
n so weakly; but that a still greater absurdity of the very

kind is involved in the rejection of the evidences of our

on, will be plain to any one who considers, not merely the

dual force, ^but the number and variety of those evidences.47

§ 5.

d here it may bo observed, that though the easiest jwpular
>f practically refuting the Fallacy just mentioned (or indeed SIrV;

¥t

'allacy) is, by bringing forward a parallel case, where it leads
ui*£

lanifest absurdity, a metaphysical objection may still be urged
it many cases in which we thus reason from calculation of

as; an objection not perhaps likely practically to influence any
mt which may afford the Sophist a triumph over those who
.able to And a solution ; and which may furnish an excuse for

jection of evidence which one is previously resolved not to

If it were answered then, to those who maintain that the

:so, which exhibits so many marks of design, might be the

>f lion-intelligent causes, that no one would believe if possible

3h a work as e.g. the Iliad, to be produced by a fortuitous

g together of the letters of the alphabet, the Sophist might
»go us to explain why even this last supposition should ho
ed as less probable than any other? since the letters of which
ad is composed, if shaken together at random, must full in

)rm or other
; and though the chances are millions of millions

against that, or any other determinate order, there itrepreemdy
ly chances against one as against another, whether more or
£ular. And in like manner, astonished as we should he, and
sed of the intervention of artifice, if we saw any one draw out
cards in a pack in regular sequences, it is demonstrable that
mces are not more against that order, than against my am
note order we might choose to fix upon ; against that one, for

p,
In which the cards are at this moment actually lying in

ividual pack. The multitude of the chances, therefore, ho
say, against any series of events, does not constitute it

tble ; since the like happens to every one every day. E. O.
wal||ag through London streets, on his business, meets

injfce tetroUaetlon to wtoto, &m Oh, III. f 4, of this
on rropaepy* wate* «tro»aiyth© Tmtine.
ire force of a multitude hi email
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accidentally hundreds of others passing to and fro on theirs

;

he would not say at the closo of the day that any thing improl

had occurred to him ;
yet it would almost baffle calculation to

pute the chances against his meeting precisely those very peri

fn the order, and at the times and places of his actually met

each. The* paradox thus seemingly established, though few n

he practically misled by it, many would bo at a loss to solve,

an effect may somotimos thus bo produced analogous to tha

what is sometimes, in war, called a “ barren victory ;
’ i.c. one w

has no direct immediate result, hut which yet will often produ

most important moral result, by creating an impression of mill

supenonty^

^^ any gUpposition is justly called improbablo

' from the number of chances against it, considered independe

but from the number of chances against it compnml with t

which lie against some other supposition. We call the drawing

prize in tho lottery improbable ; though there bo but five to

against it ; because there are mors chances of a blank : on

other band, if any ono were cast on a desert island under cin

stances which warranted his believing that the chances we

hundred to one against any one’s having been there before him

if ho found on the sand pebbles so arranged as to form distinctly

letters of a man’s namo, he would not only conclude it probable

absolutely certain, that some human Being had been there ; hoc

there would he milium of chances against those forms having

produced by tho fortuitous action of the waves. Yet if, instea

this , I should find some tree on the island such that the cht

appeared to me five to on‘o against its having grown there spon

ouslV, still, if, as before, I conceive tho chances a hundred t<

against any man’s having planted it there, I should at once re

this last as the more unlikely supposition.

So also, in the instance above given, any unmeaning form

which a number elf letters might fall, would not be called improl)

countless as the chances are against that particular order, be<

there are just as many against each one of all other unmet

forms; so that no one would be comparatively improbable; l

the letters formed a coherent poem, it would then be called ino

lably improbable that this form should have boon fortuitous, tb

the chances against it remain the very same ; because there

he much fewer chances against tho supposition of its having

the work of design. The probability in short, of any auppositi

estimated from a comparison with each of its alternatives,

inclination of the balance cannot he ascertained from knowin;

weifflrts in one scale, unless we know what is in the opposite

So also the pressure of the atmosphere (equivalent to about 3<

pounds on the body of an ordinary man) is unfelt, while it is eg

: on aH parts, and balanced by the air within the body; bat
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perceived, when the pressure is removed from any part, by the

amp or cupping-glass*

ie foregoing observations however, as was above remarked, are

onfined to Arguments from Testimony, but apply to all cmkw
tich the degree of probability is estimated from a calculation of

JOS.

r some further remarks on this subject the reader 1» referred

.7 of the Treatise on Fallacies,*
8 where the ** Fallacy of ObjeC*

” is discussed.

is most important to keep in mind the self-evident, but often*

tten maxim that Disbelief is Belief; only, they have reference
s* *****

pomte eoiMfymom* E.G, To disbelieve the real existence of
fcy of Troy, is to believe that it was feigned : and which con-

n implies the greater credulity, is the question to be decided.

me it may appear more, to others* less, probable* that a Greek
should have celebrated (with whatever cxnggerufbmi.) some «f
ats ofanus in which his countrymen had actually been engaged,
that he should have passed by all these, and resorted to such
re wholly imaginary,
also, though the terms “ infidel

” and f< unbeliever
,

art
only applied to one who rejects Christianity, it k plain that In
ieve its divine origin, is to believe its human origin : and which
requires the more credulous mind* is the very question at issue,

) proper opposite to Belief is either conscious hjmmtncc. or t$mrmrV
. And even Doubt may sometimes amount to a kind of Belief

j u
deliberate and confirmed Doubt, on a question that one 1ms »*W
led to, implies a ** verdict of iwt proven ;**-*'& MicfdmUhcm
.

sufficient evidence to determine cither one way or the other,
m some cases this conclusion would be accounted a mark of
ivo^ credulity. A man who should doubt whether there it

a city as Borne, would imply his belief in (what most would
it a moral impossibility) the pombilUy of sifts!* multitudes of
indent witnesses having concurred in a fabrication.
I worth remarking, that many persons arc of such a disposition f tuts*
)e nearly incapable of remaining in doubt on. any point that is

holly uninteresting to them. They speedily make up their "j"
on each question, and coma to wxw conclusion# whether thorn

m **

t
%
SOoiggQmdM for it or not. And judging—as tmn are apt
m ftl* matters—of others# from themselves, they usually

ht the most- solemn assurances of any one who profiles to b#
tat© of doubt on some question; taking for granted that if
> not adopt their opinion, you must be of the opposite,
ers again there are# who are capable of remaining la doubt si

;?
w_ reasons on each side icon* exactly Mmml; hut notm * Such a person, as soon as ht perceives any—the

« bofie# Book III.
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smallest—preponderance of probability on ^ono side of a quest

can no more refrain from deciding immediately, and with full <

viction, on that side, than he could continue to stand, after hm
lost his equilibrium, in a slanting position, like the fatuous towe

Pisa, And he will accordingly he disposed to consider m ackr

lodgment that there are somewhat the stronger reasons on one a

as equivalent to a confident decision.

The tendency to such an error is the greater, from the eircumsti

that there are so many cases, in practice, wherein it is essenti

necessary to come to a practical decision, even where there ar
s sufficient grounds for feeling fully convinced that it is the right

A traveller may be in doubt, and may have no mpans of deer

with just confidence, which of two roads he ought to take ; v

yet he must, at a venture, take one of them. And the like hap

in numberless transactions of ordinary life, in which wo are obi

practically to make up our minds at once to taka ono cours

another, even where there are no sufficient grounds for a full co:

tion of the understanding.

Decision The infirmities above-mentioned are those of ordinary minds.

wmominds. smaller number of persons, among whom however are to ha foe

larger proportion of the intelligent,, are prone to the opposite extr

that of not deciding, as long as there are reasons to be form

both sides, even though there may be a clear and strong prepo:

ance on the one, and even though the ease may be such as t<

for a practical decision. As the one description of men rush hi

to a conclusion, and trouble themselves little about promise?

the other carefully examine premises, and care too little for

elusions. The one decide without inquiring, the other in

without deciding.

§ 6 .

a
r

°?Jach
ive ®e^ore 1 dismfea the consideration of Signs, it may he worth

appioac .

>fco no^jC0 aT10tlier case of combined Argument different from t!

lately mentioned, yet in some degree resembling it. The eon
tion just spoken of is where several Testimonies or other j

singly perhaps of little weight, produce jointly, and by their <

deuce, a degree of probability far exceeding the mem of their a

forces, taken separately: in the case I am now about to notie

combined force of the series of Arguments results from the m
which they are considered, and from their progremne tends
establish a certain conclusion. E.&. One part of the law of

.

^hed the “vis inertm,” is established by the Argument allud
'

r
^y'thit a body set in motion will eternally continue in motio

' wdferm velocity in a right line, so far as it is not acted upon
ard or stop, accelerate or divert, its course,
which can come under our observation, son
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we have no opportunity of verifying the law by direct expert*

3; but we may gradually approach indefinitely near to the ca*o

osed; and on the result of such experiments our conclusion is

led. We find that when a body is projected along a rough

ice, its motion is speedily retarded, and soon stopped \ if along

ootber surface, it continues longer in motion ; if upon ice* longer

; and the like with regard to wheels, &c. f
in proportion m m

ually lessen the friction of the machinery ; and if we remove

•esistance of the air, by setting a wheel or pendulum in motion

r an exhausted receiver, the motion is still longer continued.

ing then that the effect of the original impulse is more unit

>
protracted, in proportion as we more and more remove the

diments to motion from friction and resistance of the air, we
>nably conclude, that if this could bo completely done, (which m
>f our power,) the motion would never cease, since what appear

3 the only causes of its cessation, would be absent**

gain, in arguing for the existences and moral attributes of the tVatrwiM

y from the authority of men’s opinions, great use may he made flf itiT”
1

like progressive course of Argument, though it has been often

looked. Some have argued for the being of a Owl from the

srsal, or at least, general, consent of mankind; and acme have
aled to the opinions of the wisest and most cultivated portion,

acting both the existence and the moral excellence of the Dotty*

nnot be denied that there is a presumptive force in each of these

iraents ; hut it may be answered, that it is conceivable* an
Ion common to almost all the species, may possibly be an error

[ting from a constitutional infirmity of the unman intellect

if we are to acquiesce In the belief of the majority, we shall ho
0 Polytheism; such being the creed of the greater part nml
though more weight may reasonably be attached to the opinion*

le wisest and best-instructed, still, as wo know that such inert

xot exempt from error, we cannot be perfect^ safe in adopting
relief they hold, unless we are convinced that they hold it in
zguence of their being the wisest and best-instructed *—-00 /ctr

1 as they^ are such* Now this is precisely the point which
be established by the above-mentioned progressive Argument,
ons of Atheists, if there are any such, are confessedly among
rudest and most ignorant savages; those who represent their
or Gods as malevolent, capricious, or subject to human passions
vices, are invariably to be found (In the present day at least)

ag those who are brutal and uncivilised; and among the moil
bed nations of the ancients, who professed a similar creed* tl*«i

3 enlightened members of society seem either to have rejected
aether, or to have explained away, the popular belief* The

)ae aFBaoon^ n Idols Tribes,*
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Mahometan nations, again, of the present day, who are <

more advanced in civilization than their Fagan neighbours, x

the unity and the moral excellence of the Deity ; but the n<

Christendom, whose notions of the Divine goodness are more

are undeniably the most civilized part of tho^ world, and ‘

generally speaking, the most cultivated and improved infce

powers. No

w

if we would ascertain, and appeal to, the sen

of Man as a rational Being, we must surely look to those wl

only prevail most among the most rational and cultivated, but i

which also a progressive tendency is found in men m propo\

their degrees of rationality and cultivation. It would b

extravagant to suppose that man’s advance towards § more in

and exalted state of existence should tend to obliterate tr

instil false notions. On the contrary, we are authorized to eo

that those notions would be the most correct, which men
entertain, whose knowledge, intelligence, and intellectual cull

should have reached comparatively the highest pitch of porf

and that those consequently will approach the nearest to the

which are entertained, more or less, by various nations, in pro
j

as they have advanced towards this civilized state.

Again, “if we inquire what is the lesson that Scripture is

lated to convey to mankind, we should look not to the cone!

adopted by the majority of mankind, but, to the conclusions U
which there has been more or loss tendency, In proportion a

have been more or less attentive, intelligent, and candid sea

in|p Scripture.
{i Before the Gospel appeared, we find all Legislators and Fi

phers agreed in regarding * human good universally/ as c

under the cognizance of the Civil Magistrate ; who according]

to have a complete control over the moral and religious corn!

the citizens.

“ We find again that, when the Scriptures were wholly tmre
all hut one in ten thousand of professed Christians, the dt

Rulers to wage war against Infidels and to extirpate Heretic

undisputed.
“ When the Scriptures began to he a popular study, but

studied crudely and rashly, and when men wore dazzled by
brought suddenly from darkness into light, intolerant principle

indeed still prevail, hut some notions of religious liberty beg
appear. As, towards the close of a rigorous winter, the ea
trees begin to open their buds, so, a few distinguished chars
begun to break the icy fetters of bigotry ; and principles of told
Were gradually developed.

" As the study,—and the intelligentstudy,—ofScriptureexiei
m the same degree, the opening buds, as it were, mad© contin
further advances. In every Age and Country, as a general
tolerant principles have (however imperfectly) gamed gt
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wherever scriptural knowledge has gained ground. And a presump-

tion is thus afforded that a still further advance of the one would

lead to a corresponding advance in the other,

Many other instances might ho adduced, in which truths of the

lighest importance may he elicited by this process of Argumentation

;

vhich will enable us to decide with sufficient probability what con-

sequence would follow from an hypothesis which we have never

sxperienced. It might, not improperly, be termed the Argument
1rom Progressive Approach.

§7.

The third kind of Arguments to be considered, (being the other Example

ranch of the
%
sccond of the two classes originally laid down, see

3,) may be treated of under the general name of Example ;

aking that term in its widest acceptation, so as to comprehend

,ie Arguments designated by the various names of^ Induction,

Ixperienee, Analogy, Parity of Reasoning, <fee., all of which are

ssentially the same, as far as regards the fundamental principles

am here treating of. For in all the Arguments designated by

icse names, it will be found, that we consider one or more, known,

dividual objects or instances, of a certain Class, as a fair samplef

respect of some point or other, of that Class ; and consequently

•aw an inference from them respecting either the whole Class, or

her, less known, individuals of it.

In Arguments of this kind** then it will bo found, that, xmiver-

ily, we assume as a major premiss, that what is true (In regard to

e point in question) of the individual or individuals which we
ing forward and appeal to, is true of the whole Class to which

ey belong
; the minor premiss next ’asserts something of that

lividual; and the same is then inferred respecting the whole
ass; whether we stop at that general conclusion, or descend from

me© to another, unknown, individual; in whiph last case, which
the most usually called the Argument from Example, we generally

lit, for the sake of brevity, the intermediate step, and pass at

3e, in the expression of the Argument, from the known, to the

known individual. This ellipsis however does not, as some seem
suppose, make any essential difference in the mode of Reasoning

;

i reference to a common Class being always, in such a case, under-

od, though not expressed ; for it is evident that there can be no
soiling from one individual to another, unless they come under
ie common genus, and are considered in that point of view ;

m
e.g.

See Essays on the Kingdom of Christ,
3 A. Appendix.
See Logic, B. IV, Oh. I. $ 1, In the
edition, uniform in size with tins,

s additional explanations liave been
a of the principles there kid down,
tber with answers to some objections

Chat have been recently started against
them.
& This view having recently hmn con-

troverted, I have introduced mtm addi-
tional confirmations of it into the k>t
edition of the “ Xoyk,” pp. 10 and ltd.
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Induction.

%

“Astronomy was decried at

its first introduction, as adverse

to religion:”

“ Geology is likely to

decried,” &c.

“ Every Science is likely to be decried at its first introduction

adverse to religion.”

This kind of Example, therefore, appears to be a compc
Argument, consisting of two Enthymemos : and when (as o

happens) we infer from a knftwn Effect a certain Cause, and ag

from that Cause, another unknown Effect, we then unite in

Example, the argument from Effect to Cause, and that from G(

to Effect. E.G. We may, from the marks of Divine bcnevolcne

this world, argue, that “ the like will be shown in the mx
through the intermediate conclusion, that “ God is benevolo*

This is not indeed always the case ; hut there seems to be in m
Example, a reference to sortie Cause, though that Cause may
quently be unknown ; e.g. we suppose, in the instance above gi\

that there is some Cause, though we may be at a loss to assigr

which leads men generally to decry a new Science.

The term “ Induction ” is commonly applied to such Argonm
as stop short at the general conclusion ; and is thus contradis

guished, in common use, from Example, There is also this a<

tional difference, that when we draw a general conclusion fi

several individual cases, we use the word Induction in the sing*

number ; while each one of these cases, if the application were m
to another individual, would he called a distinct Example. 1
difference, however, is not essential ; since whether the inference

made from one instance or from several, it is equally called an Ind
tion, if a general conclusion be legitimately drawn.
And this is to he determined by the nature of the subject-mail

In the investigation of the laws of Matter, a single experimc
fairly and carefully made, is usually allowed to be conelusr
because we can, then, pretty nearly ascertain all the eircnmstan
operating. A Chemist who had ascertained, in a single specie
of gold, its capability of combining with mercury, would not th:

it necessary to try the same experiment with several other speeime
but would draw the conclusion concerning those metals, universal
and with certainty. In human affairs on the contrary our une
tainty respecting many of the circumstances that may affect i

result, obliges us to collect many coinciding instances to warn
even a probable conclusion. From one instance, e.g. of the mmt
nation of an Usurper, it would not be allowable to infer the certain
or even the probability, of a like fate attending all Usurpers***

?:

bogle, “ On the Province of Reasoning,”
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experience, in its original and proper sense, is applicable to the Experience,

nises from which we argue, not to the inference we draw,
eily speaking, we know by Experience only the past, and what
passed under our own observation ; thus, we know by Rvpcncnee

, the tides have daily ehhed and flowed, during such a time ; and
i the Testimony of others as to their own Experience, that the

s have formerly done so; andfrom this experience, we conclude,
Induction, that the same Phenomenon will continue/5

Men are so formed as (often unconsciously) to reason, whether
, or ill, on the phenomena they observe, and to mix up their

rences with their statements of those phenomena, so as in fact

heorize (however scantily and crudely) without knowing it. If

will be at the pains carefully to analyse the simplest descriptions

hear of any transaction or state of things, you will find, that

process which almost invariably takes place is, in logical Ian*

to, this; that each individual has in his mind certain major-
mes or principles, relative to the subject in question ; that
rvation of what actually presents itself to the senses supplies
yr-premises ; and that the statement given (and which is reported
thing wvpcrknced) consists in fact of the conclusions drawn from
combinations of those premises,” 50

£.

G

.
“ A Fanner or a

loner will tell you that he * knows by experience ’ that such and
. a crop succeeds best if sown in Autumn, and such a crop again, if

i in Spring, And in most instances they will be rigid,; that is,

Experience will have led them to right conclusions, But what
have actually known by experience, is, the success or the

re of certain individual crops.

And it is remarkable that for many Ages all Farmers and
leners without, exception were no less firmly convinced—and #

inced of their knowing it by experience—that the crops would
r turn out good unless the seed were sown daring the increase
ie Moon: a belief which is now completely eroded, except in

i remote and unenlightened districts. m

Hence it is that several different men, who have all had equal,
ven the very same, experience,

—

Le. have been witnesses or
is in the same transactions,—will often be found to resemble
may different men looking' at the same book! one perhaps,
gh he distinctly sees black marks on white paper, has new
ted his letters; another can read, but is a stranger to the
uage in which the book is written ; another has an uiupmhUunee,

the language, but understands it imperfectly ; another is

liar with the language
, but is a stranger to the mijed of ilia

, and wants power, or previous instruction, to enable him fully
ke in the author’s drift

; while another again perfectly compm*
« the -whole*v

eetflfc article
#t
Experience ’* in the

ndix to the Treatise on Logie* fj
political Economy, Loot. II

L

m Lessons on Kcasomng.
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’

“ The object that strikes the eye is to all of these person;

same ; the difference of the impressions produced on the mir

each is referable to the differences in their minds.
“ And this explains the fact, that wo find so much discrepan

the results of what are called Experience and Oommon«scns<

contradistinguished from Theory. In former times, men kne

Experience, that the earth stands still, and the sun rises and

Common-sense taught them that there could bo no Antipodes, \

men could not stand with their heads downwards, like flies on

ceiling. Experience taught the King of Bantam that water <

not become solid. And (to come to the consideration of hr

affairs) the experience and common-sense of one of the most oi

vant and intelligent of historians, Tacitus, convinced him, that

;

mixed government to be so framed as to combine the olemcni

Royalty, Aristocracy, and Democracy, must ho next to impost®

and that if such a one could be framed, it must inevitably be
speedily dissolved.”

58

The word Analogy again is generally employed in the cat

Arguments in which the instance adduced is somewhat more re:

from that to which it is applied ; C.g. a physician would be sai

know by Experience the noxious effects of a certain drug on

human constitution, if ho had frequently seen men poisoned b
but if he thence conjectured that it would he noxious to some <

species of animal, he would be said to reason from analogy; the

difference being that the resemblance is less) between a man a

brute, than between one man and another; and accordingly

found that many brutes are not acted upon by some drugs wind
pernicious to man.

But more strictly speaking, Analogy ought to he distingui

from direct resemblance, with which it is often confounded, in

language, even of eminent writers (especially on Chemistry
Natural Historyy in the present day. Analogy being a 4 * re
blance of ratios,” 59 that should strictly be called an Argument 1

Analogy, in which the two things {viz, the onefrom which, and
one to which, we argue) are not, necessarily, themselves alike,

stand in similar relations to some other things
; or, in other w<

that the comnfon genus which they both fall under, consists

relation. Thus an egg and a seed are not in themselves alike,

bear a like relation, to the parent bird and to her future nesting
the one hand, and to the old and young plant on the other, re .

4

tively ; this relation being the genus which both fall under:
many Arguments might be drawn from this Analogy, Again,
fact that from birth different persons have different bodily eons
fens, in respect of complexion, stature, strength, shape, liahilit

particular d&ordcrs, <fee., which constitutions, however, are cap

$
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sing, to a certain degree, modified by regimen, medicine, &r»»

is an Analogy by which we may form a presumption, that tho

takes place in respect of mental qualities also; though it m
that there can be no direct resemblance either between body

nind, or their respective attributes.

this kind of Argument, one error, which is very common, ma
;i is to be sedulously avoided, is that of concluding the things in Analogy.

;ion to be alike, because they are A nrilorjous ;—to resemble each

• in themselves, because there is a resemblance in tbs relation

bear to certain other things; which is manifestly a groundless

mce.

metimes thejnistake is made of supposing this direct resemblance

1st, when it does not; sometimes, of supposing, or Hiphrelioatly

sonting, that such resemblance is asserted, when no mu *

1 i thing

ntended. One may often hear a person reproached with having

ared such and such a person or thing to this or, that, and with

g in so doing introduced a most unjust, absurd, and indecorous

arisen; when, in truth, tho object in question had not been,

srly speaking, compared to any of these things; an Analogy

laving been asserted. And it is curious that many persons nm
r of this mistake or misrepresentation, who arc, or ought to be,

iar with the Scripture-Parables; in which the words ** compare**

'‘liken’* are often introduced, where it m evident that there

have been no thought of any direct resemblance, A child of

ears old would hardly ho guilty of such a blunder ns to suppose

nembers of tho church are literally “like** plants of corn,—-*

,—fish caught in a, net,—and fruit-trees.

.other caution is applicable to the whole class of Arguments
Example; viz. not to consider the Resemblance or Analogy to

d further (ie. to more particulars) than it doe** The resent*

e of a picture to the object it represents, is direct ; but it extend*

irfcher than the one House, of frveiny, is concerned. In tho

>le of the unjust Steward, an Argument is drawn from Analogy,

commend prudence and foresight to Christians in spiritual

rns ; but it would be absurd to conclude that fraud was wont-
ed to our imitation ; and yet mistakes very similar to such a
rsion of that Argument are by no means rare,

*

Jhus, because a just Analogy has been discerned between the

polls of a country, and the heart of the animat body, it ha*
sometimes contended that its increased size is a di*aaae,—that

y impede some of its most important functions, or even be tho

of its dissolution.

a Copleston’s Inquiry intottm Dm- of that Dfaconrw, I have offered §om*
fNmmltymd Pr*CLcdinntion

% note additional remark* on tiro ; and 1
. 111 . Q. v . for a very aide differ- have* again ad vertwi to it O'htHiy in reply
on the aubjfepfe of Analogy, In the to soma pupa I*r ohjootitm* to I»r. fCltiip
of an analysis of Dr. Km#’a IM*~ in the J limitation on tin? J’roiimro m
n PMwttnctilm* (So® Appendix Kcaaonifi#, subjoined to tho Kkw»t*§f
In the preface to the last edition Logic, Vh, V. fl h
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Precautions
against
the above
mistakes.

Important
and unim-
portant
Resem-
blances and
differences
of cases.

Against both these mistakes our Lord’s Parables are guard'

two ways. 1st. He selects, in several of them, images the

remote possible from the thing to he illustrated, m almost every

;

except the one that is essential; as m the 1 arable leferrod to

above,-in that of the unjust judge and importunate widow,

2dlv He employs a great variety of images m illustrating

single point; iff. a field of com,-a net cast into the sea,-a
of mustard-seed,—a lump of leaven,—a feast,—a tieasuie hidd

a field, <kc. For as the thing to ho illustrated cannot have a <

resemblance, or a complete analogy, to all these different thing

are thus guarded against taking for granted that this is the

with any one of them. **

It may he added, that the variety, and also the extreme cm
ness of the images introduced, servo as a help to the memor

creating a multitude of associations

*

Our Lord has inscribed,

were, his lessons on almost every object around us.
#

And, moreover, mon are thus guarded against the mistake

are so prone to, and which, even as it is, they are continually fi

into of laying aside their common-sense altogether in judging o

matter connected with religion; as if the rules of reasoning i

they employ in temporal matters, were quite unfit to be appl;

^ifmaybe added, that illustrations drawn from things confide

remote from what is to he illustrated will often have the effect

“a fortiori ” argument: as in some of the Parables mat all tub

and in that where Jesus says, “ If ye then, being evil, know h

give good gifts to your children, keno much $noret
kc

#

So also in the Apostle Paul’s illustration from the Isthmia

other Games: “ Now they do it to obtain a corruptible crown

we, an incorruptible.” „
Sound judgment and vigilant caution are nowhere more call

than in observing what differences (perhaps seemingly smal

and what do not, nullify the analogy between two cases. Ai

same may he said in regard to the applicability of Preecden

acknowledged Decisions of any kind, such as Scripture-pre

&c.; all of which indeed are, in their essence, of the nati

Example; since every recorded Declaration, or Injunetioi

admitted authority) may be regarded—in connexion with the pi

to whom, and the occasion on which, it was delivered—as a l

case; from which consequently we may reason to any other p
ease; and the question which we must be careful m decului

he, whom, and to what, it is applicable* For, as I have s

ieemihgly. small circumstance will often destroy the analogy,

to make a precedent—precept, <fcc—inapplicable: and often,

'-pier hand; some difference, in itself important, may be point

between two oases, which shall not at all weaken the anah
"

‘ And thus tihere is a dan^
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eing misled bj specious arguments of tins description, which

> no real force, and also of being staggered by plausible objec-

i against such examples or appeals to authority, <fec, as are

sctly valid. Hence Aristotle observes, that an opponent, if ho

iOfc show that the majority of instances is on his side, or that

e adduced by his adversary are inapplicable, contends that they,

nnj rate , differ in something from the case in question.®
1

.

any are misled, in each way, by not estimating aright the

ee, and the kind, of difference between two cases. KG. It metals to
^

[d be admitted that a great and permanent diminution in the

itity of some useful commodity, such as corn, or coal, or iron,

ughout the •world, would be a serious and lasting loss; and

n, that if the fields and coal-mines yielded regularly double

itities, with the same labour, we should be so much the richer

;

!© it might be inferred, that if the quantity of gold and silver in

world were diminished one-lialf, or were doubled, like results

id follow ; the utility of those metals, for the purposes of coin,

g very great. Now there are many points of resemblance, and

y of difference, between the precious metals on the one band,

corn, coal, <fce., on the other; but the important circumstance

;ie supposed argument, is, that the utility of gold and silver (as

,
which is far the chief) depends on their value, which is

lated by their scarcity
;

or, rather, to speak strictly, by the

sulty of obtaining them; whereas, if com and coal were ten

s more abundant, (i.e. more easily obtained,) a bushel of either

d still be as useful as now. But if it were twice as easy to

ure gold as it is, a sovereign would bo twice as largo ; if only

as easy, it would be of the size of a. half-sovereign : and this

dos the trifling circumstance of the cheapness or dearness of

ornaments) would be all the difference. The analogy, there -

fails in the point essential to the argument.
gain, Mandeville’s celebrated argument against educating the MmMW§
aring classes, “ if a horse knew as much as a man, I would not

w*umw *

lis rider/’ holds good in reference to Slaves, or subjects of
ranny

;
governed, as brutes, for the benefit of a Master, not, for

own; but it wholly fails in reference to men possessing civil

ts. If a horse knew as much as a man,—ie. werea rational

g,—it would be not only unsafe, but unjust, to treat him m a
3. But a government that is for the benefit of the Subject, will

ie better obeyed, the better informed the people are as to their

interests,,
*

'

gain, the Apostle Paul recommends to the Corinthians celibacy *»jj|**

referable to marriage : hence some Religionists have inferred SPSKy,
this holds>good in respect of all Christians. Now in many
important points, Christians of the present day are in the same

tt-

A

m*** ri Book II, Chap. XXVIL
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condition as tlie Corinthians ;
hut they wore liable to plunder, e

and many kinds of bitter persecutions from their fcllow-c. izons;

it appears that this was the very ground on winch celibacy

recommended to them, as exempting them from many afflictions

temptations which in such troublous times a family would on

since as Bacon observes, “ Ho that hath a wife and clnldron

n-iven pledges to Fortune.” Now, it is not, bo it observed, or

intrinsic importance of this difference between them and us thal

question turns; but on its importance in reference to the ac

S1V
0n the other hand, suppose any one had, at the opening of

French Revolution, or at any similar conjuncture. axprenHod aj

hensions, grounded on a review of history, of the danger of anar

bloodshed, destruction of social order, general corruption of mo

and the long train of horrors so vividly depicted by T hucydid.

resulting from civil discord, especially in his account of the sod

at Oorcyro ;
it might liavo been answered, that tho example

not apply, because there is a great difference between tho Oreo

tho time of Thucydides, and the nations of modern Kuropo. »

and great, no doubt, are tho differences that might bo enumora

the ancient Greeks had not tho use of fire-arms, nor of the mam
compass; they were strangers to tho art of printing; their ar

war and of navigation, and their literature, were materially mflue

by these differences: they had domestic slaves ; they were inf

to us in many manufactures ;
they excelled us in sculpture,

The historian himself, while professing to leave a legacy of ins

tion for future ages 02 in tho examples of the past, admits tha

aspect of political transactions will vary from time to time in

particular forms and external character, as well as in the de

in which the operation of each principle will* on different eecai

he displayed;® but he contends, that “ as long m human n»

remains the $am2” like causes will come into play, and pro<

substantially, like effects.

In Corcyra, and afterwards in other of the Grecian States,

enormities, he says, were perpetrated as were the natural res

of pitiless oppression, and inordinate thirst for revenge on the

sors;—of a craving desire, in some, to get free from their fe

poverty, and still more, in others, to gratify their avarice by u

spoliation ; and of the removal of legal restraints from “ them
character of man,” (puatg) which, in consecpi

« eagerly displayed itself as too weak for passion, too stron

justice, and hostile to every superior,” 0* Nowthe question impi

Atm vtmTUpfm si, **>

& *%t r m
?Mw # r#ATm vm* Uftew * to,**) M ***** v
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; argument , is, are the differences between the ancient Greeks,

modem nations, of such a character as to make the remarks of

ydides, and the examples ho sets before us, inapplicable ? or

key (as he seems to have, expected) merely such as to alter the

nal shape (sfhs) of the transactions springing from similar

m passions ? Surely no mere external differences in customs,
the arts of life, between the ancient Greeks and the French
supposed disputant might have urged) can produce an emnikd
fundamental difference of results from any civil commotion : for

some new vital principle of Action must ho introduced and
lished in the heart;—something capable of overruling
vm) man’s ^natural character. “ As long as this remains the
” Urn b mvtv) jT, as the historian himself remarks,) substantially

ame results may be looked for.

;ain, when the French Revolution did break out, in all Its AH«r*di

rs, many apprehended that the infection would spread to iH’fwrcn

md. And there are not a few who are convinced at this day,
>ut for the interruption of intercourse between the two Countries
e war, and the adoption of certain other measures, we should
had a revolution, and one accompanied by nearly equal extra*
icios and atrocities. Now the justness of this inference must
arse depend on tho correctness of the M Analogy” in respect

3 points most important to the question. All history teaches
he probability of a revolution, and also the violence with which
onducted, depend, chiefly, on tho degree in which a People has
not only exasperated, but also degraded and brutalised by a
ourse of oppressive misgovernment, and partly on tho diameter
s people themselves (whether arising, from those or from any
causes) in respect of blind and precipitate rashness, gross
mce, and ferocity of disposition. In proportion as these
i exist, a nation Is more or less a heap of combustibles ready
eh fire from a spark, and to blaze into a fierce configuration*
ill number of persons endeavoured, with very little success, to
ide the English that they were nearly as much oppressed as
ranch had been : and the French were partly so far persuaded
i, that they laboured to kindle among us a conflagration, from
own. And on the other hand, there were (and still are) a
greater number who conceived the former condition of the
h People to be much nearer our own than in fact it was ;

—

ere to a great degree unaware of the full extent of misgovern-
under which that Country had long suffered, and of the
nt and degraded, as well as irritated state of the great mass
population; and who consequently saw no reason to feel

*&#*%&*• **> **fr rm *6f*w *W>
¥tfUP $4wt Ifcuoyd. Book iu* mo* S4.

1
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Analogy
between the
Jews of old
and at
present.
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confidence that an outbreak nearly resembling that in France r

not be apprehended here.
65

Again, “ the argument drawn from the Babylonian and

ancient States having employed Jews in civil capacities, wi

finding them disloyal, or experiencing any disadvantage from

national attachment, or their peculiar opinions and customs,

met by the reply, that the case of those ancient Jews is not pa

to that of Jews in the present day ; the former having not

guilty of the sin of rejecting the Messiah, but being professo

the only true religion then revealed.

“ My reason for saying that the above objection is irrelevai

that the whole question turns on the disr.rejHtnejf likely to

between the Jews and those of another religion; and that, m<

Judaism is not more hostile to Christianity, than ancient Juc

was to heathen idolatry. The religious opinions and observant

the Jews, in the days of Daniel for instance, do not appear (i

been urged) to have unfitted them for the civil service of Baby!

or Median princes. And as no one will contend that Daniel

the rest, were less at variance, in point of religion, with the idc

of Babylon, than the modern Jews are with Christianity,

inferred, (and surely with great fairness,} that these last are

for civil employments under Christian princes, as their ancei

under Pagan.
“ If the question were, what judgment ought to be formed

religious point of view, of the ancient and of the modem «

respectively, we should of course take into account the impe

w The following is an extract from a
very able Article in the Edinburgh Re-
view (October 1842) on Alison’s Europe:—
“ We do not comprehend the argument

which.attributes the crimes and impieties

of that unhappy timo to the demoralizing
effects of the Revolution itself. Sudden
anarchy may bring? evil passions and
infidel opinions to light: but we do not
understand how it can bring them into

existence. Men do not insult their religion
and massacre their fellow-creatures, sim-
ply became it is in their power. Tho
desire to do so must previously exist, and
in France we have every proof that it did
exist. We might give innumerable in-

stances of the cruel and vindictive temper
displayed from the most ancient times by
the lower classes in France. In the
Jacquerie, in the civil wars of the Bour-
tfutignons and Armagnacs, and in the sedi-
tions of the League and the Fronde, they

excited by slavery
6
md oppression,IB

i for Christianity, though more r®»
r acquired, had became, long before

. Evolution of 1789, as inveterate as
for: revenge. We shall Mve,

' words; one/varv
t of foe extent to whicl

expedition, he says—* They’ (the 1

soldiers) * not only cmvdttanftl the
tian faith as an on tiro fabrication, hi
tor the most part ignorant of it

elements. Eavaleth* has recorder
hardly one of them had ever bee
church, and that in Palestine the
ignorant even of the names of the
places in sacred history.’ till. 4llh

was in 17110, only ten years after tl

symptoms of popular innovation,
then, were JOJHH) full-grown mei
looted promiscuously from all n
France—-many of them well edi
and ail of sound mind ami both
appear to have fait about as much 1

in the religion of their ancestors as
of Brahma or Confucius. And

j

great majority of this army mm
been bom fifteen or twenty yearn
the first outbreak of the Hevolutlo
the very youngest of them mm
.passed rnelr childhood entirely un

' ancient r$0m* There cannot. «m
" &„ stronger proof that, long taft
royal authority was shaken, th<

- ... the French nation had 1

such thorough infidels, tut to be
||norani of the very existence of
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motion which the advent of Christ plaoes between the two.

. in a question respecting civil rights and disabilities, this dis*

tion is nothing to the purpose.
' To allege that the ancient

s at Babylon professed a true religion in the midst of falsehood,

that their descendants adhere to an erroneous religion in the

st of truth, does not impair the parallel between the two eases,

espcct of the present argument, so long as it is but admitted

ich no one denies) that the Jews are not now led, by their

pon, to entertain a greater repugnance for Christianity, than
r ancestors did, for Paganism,
.gain, to take an instance from another class of political affairs ; Amimr ef

manufacture of boot-sugar in France, instead of importing West tnrfMitiiiiK

an sugar at a fourth of the price, (and to the English corndawn
ly similar reasons will apply,) and the prohibition, by dm r.*uu*'*i

means, of British manufactures, in order to encourage home IiCWW‘1,

action, (i.c. the manufacture of inferior articles at a much
or cost,) <fce., are reprobated as unwise by some politicians,

i the analogy of what takes place in private life ; in which every
of common prudence prefers buying, wherever lie can got them
post and best, many commodities which he could make at home,
of inferior quality, and at a greater expense ; and confines h*»

labour to that department in which ho finds ho can labour to
best advantage. To this it is replied, that there it a great
rence between a Nation and an Individual. And so there is, hi

f
circumstances: a little parcel of sugar or cloth from a simp* i«

tderably different from a ship-load of either ; arid »<o»n, a
m is an object more important, and which fills the mind with a
cler idea, than a private individual; jt is also a more complex
artificial Being; and of indefinite duration of existence; and,
over, the transactions of each man, as far as he is left free* are
lated by the very person who is to be a gainer or loser by aach f

& individual himself
; who, though his vigilance is sharpened by

ast, and his judgment by exercise in his own department, may yjt
3e to be a man of confined education, possessed of no general
iples, and not pretending to be versed in philosophical theories

;

eas the affairs of a State are regulated by a Congress, rhamher
iputios, <fee., consisting perhaps of men of extensive reading and
dative minds. Many other striking differences might bo knit-
ted: but the question important to (ha argument, iV, dm* tlm
liency, in private life, of obtaining each commodity at the toast
and of

' the best quality we can, (hjmnd cm any of the airotim*
e$ in which an Individual differs from a Cmumimity ?
ese instances may suffice to illustrate the importance of eon*
ng attentively in each case, not,' what differences or rearm*

jfefijjLBlIL snafu* ssftlnst tailm that erwloti, 0*33*
4i4-4pr* ft have, nlum* brought forward anti rsrrkdpm&m who the wry mmmru I then «4*mw4

nearly on the yews’
1

'
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blances arc intrinsically the greatest, but, what are those tha
or that clo not, affect the argument. Those who do not fix

minds steadily on this question, when arguments of this class

employed, will often he misled in their own reasonings, and
easily"he deceived by a skilful sophist.

In fact it maybe said almost without qualification, that “ Wi,<

consists in the ready and accurate perception of Analogies." Wit
the former quality, knowledge of the past is nearly uninstrue
without the latter, it is deceptive.

The argument from Contraries, (ig hmnm,} noticed by Arisl

falls under tbe class I am now treating of ; as It is plain

Contraries must have something in common ; and ;t is so far

;

only as they agree, that they are thus employed in Argun
Two things are called “ Contrary/' which, coming under the i

class, are the most dissimilar in that class. Thus, virtue and
are called Contraries, as being, both,

il moral habits” and the
dissimilar of moral habits. Mere dissimilarity, it is evident, v
not constitute Contrariety: for no one would say that * 4

Virtu*
contrary to a * 4 Mathematical Problem;" the two things In

nothing in common. In this then, as in other arguments oi

same class, we may infer that the two Contrary terms ha
similar relation to the same third, or, respectively, to two c

sponding (i.e. in this case Contrary) terms; we may conjee
e.g. that since virtue may bo acquired by education, so may vie
again, that since virtue leads to happiness, so does vice to mim
The phrase “Parity of Reasoning," is commonly employe

denote Analogical Reasoning.
This would be tbe proper place for an explanation of several p

relative to “Induction, “Analogy," iic, which have bean tn
of in tbe Elements of Logic. I have only to refer the r<

therefore to that work, B. IV. Ch» L & V. ; and Appendix, a:

“Experience." r

§8.

Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, has divided examples into Real
Invented: the one being drawn from actual matter of fact ; tha c

from a supposed case. And he remarks, that though the hit
more easily adduced, the former is more convincing. If hoi
due care be taken, that the fictitious instance,—the supposed
adduced, he not wanting in probability, it will often be no leu
vincing than the other. For it may so happen, that one, or
several, historical facts may be appealed to, which, being neve
less exceptions to a general rule, will not prove the probabil
fee conclusion. Thus, from several known instances of feme
Mack tribes, we are not authorized to conclude, that black

mr generally, ferocious ; and in fact, many instance*
0# ^pugnt forward on the other side. Whereas in fee gup
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;e, (Instanced by Aristotle, as employed by Socrates,) of mariners

rosing their steersman by lot, though we have no reason to suppose

;b a ease ever occurred, we see so plainly the pnMtiftft/ that if it

occur, the lot might fall on an unskilful person, to the loss of

ship, that the argument has considerable weight against I lie

ctiee, so common in the ancient republics, of appointing inagin-

fces by lot*

[here is, however, this important difference; that a fictitious caw pihuiow*

ch has not this intrinsic probability, has absolutely wo weight

itever ; so that of course such arguments might be multiplied to

amount, without the smallest effect : whereas any matter of

; which is ^ell established, however nmcrotuitrihfc if, may seem*

some degree of weight in reference to n parallel case s and if

icicnt number of such arguments may fairly establish n general

, even though wo may l»a unable, after all, to account for flio

^ed fact in any of the instances. EJL No satisfactory reason ban
been assigned for a connexion between the absence of upper
'ng teeth, or of the presence of kmmf and rumunithut* but this

mces arc so numerous and constant of this connexion, that no
uralist would hesitate, if, on examination of a new aperies, ho
d those teeth absent, and the head horned* to pronounce the
ml a ruminant. Whereas, on the other band, the fable of tin*

tryman who obtained from Jupiter the regulation of the weather,
in consequence found Ins crops fail* does not go one step towards
ing the intended conclusion ; because that coimcfjttcucc is a nwm
aitous assumption without any probability to support it, In fart

assumption there, is not only gratuitous, hut is m direct centra*
m to experience ; for a gardener ha*, to a certain degree, tliii

nand of rain and sunshine, bv the help of his wntcrtftg'poC*,

;es, hot-beds, and flues; and the result is not the destruction of
rops.

lore is an instance of a like error in n tafa’of Cm»tbfrlsndP%
ded to prove the advantage of a public over n private education*
presents two brothers, educated cm the two plans* respectively

$

)rm@r turning out very well, ami the latter very ills' anti had
hole been matter of fact* a tuffietatt number of such \mtmm%
l have had weight as an Argument; but as it is a fiction, tend
won is shown why the remit should be such m represented*
t the supposed superiority of a piddle education* the Ar^uonmt,
ns a manifest fxtith printipn; and resemhlcH the iipiit oi outdo,
> well-known fable, to the picture of a man conquering & lion

j

It which might just as easily have been reversed, and which
have been so, had Mona been painters. It ia necessary*

>rt, to be able to maintain* either that ftoedt and awch m mmt
ituaHy take plane, or that, under m certain hypothesis* it would

to take

the other,hand it m important to observe* with roapeot to

#
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imaginary case, whether introduced as an argument, or merely

the sake of explanation, that, as it is (according to what 1 have
j

said) requisite that the hypothesis should he conceivable, and t

the result supposed should follow naturally from it, so, nothing m
is to he required. No fact being asserted> it is not fair that

;

should be denied. Yet it is very common to find persons, “ olt

out of ignorance and infirmity, or out of malice and obstinac

joining issue on the question whether this or that ever actui

took place ; and representing the whole controversy as turning

the literal truth of something that had never been affirm

[See treatise on Fallacies, Chapter III. §
“ Irrelevant c

elusion

:

n
of which this is a case.] To obviate this mistake n:

care must he taken than would at first sight seem necessary,

remind the hearers that you are merely sujqming a case, and
asserting any fact: especially when (as it frequently happens)

supposed case is one which might actually occur, and perhaps c

occur.

I can well sympathize with the contempt mingled with rndtgna

expressed by Cicero against certain philosophers who found f

with Plato for having, in a case he proposes, alluded to the fabu]

ring of Gyges, which had the virtue of making the wearer inviei

They had found out, it seems, that there never was any such rir

It is worth observing, that Arguments from Example, vvhei

real or invented, are the most easily comprehended by the young
the uneducated; because they facilitate the exercise of Abstract!

a power which in such hearers is usually the most impovffiet.
r
,

mode of reasoning corresponds to a gevmdvisal demonstration
means of a Diagram; in which the Figure placed before tbe lear

is an individual, employed, as he soon comes to perceive, aaai—though not an arbitrary sign

,

m—representing the whole cl

The algebraic signs again, are arbitrary; each character not b-

itself ah individual of the class it represents. These last there
correspond to the abstract terms of a language.

Under the head of Invented Example, a distinction is drawi
Aristotle, between Parabola and Logos. From the instance*
gives, it is plain that the former corresponds (not to Parable, in

sense in which we use the word, derived from that of Parabol
the Sacred Writers, but) to Illustration; the latter to Fable or 1

^Atque hoc loco, philosophl qutdam,
minime m&li illi quidem, sed non satis
aeuti, fiotam et commeuticiam fabularn
prolatain diount a Flatone: quasi vero
iil©,aut factum id esse, aut fieri potuisse
defendaf. Heecest vis hujus annuli etnn« exempli, si nemo sciturus, nemo ne

“*****'“ ''' '^udem jit, cum aHquld,

a sit semper ignotun^sisne
en posse. Quan-

rgent rustic® sane: negant“
f

* Hoc veposse, et in eo perstant,
quid valeat, non vident. Cum

The words* written or spoken i

language, are wWmty signs; the
actors of Picture-writingor HierogI;
are signs.
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the former, an allusion only is made to a case easily supposablo

;

the latter, a fictitious story is narrated. Thus, in his instance

ve cited, of Illustration, if any one, instead of a mere allusion,

uld relate a tale, of mariners choosing a steersman by lot, ami
lg wrecked in consequence, Aristotle would evidently have placed

fc under the head of Logos, The other method is of course

ferable, from its brevity, whenever the allusion can he readily

erstood: and accordingly it is common, in the case of wdUcnoim
os, to allude to, instead of narrating, them. That, c.g. of the

*se and the Stag, which ho gives, would, in the present day, be
ter alluded to than told, if we wished to dissuade a people from
tng in a too powerful auxiliary. It is evident that a like distinction

ht have been made in respect of historical examples; those cases

;h are well known, being often merely alluded to and not recited,

he word “ Fable” is at present generally limited to those fictions and

Inch the resemblance to the matter in question is not direct, but
ogieal ; the other class being called Novels, Tales, Situ" Those
mblances are (as Dr. A, Smith has observed) the most striking*

Inch the tilings compared are of the most dissimilar nature; as
be case in what we call Fables ; and such accordingly am
Tally preferred for argumentative purposes, both from that

imstaneo itself, and also on account of the greater brevity which
>r that reason, not only allowed but required in thorn. For a
e spun out to a great length becomes an Allegory, winch
rally satiates and disgusts; on the other hand, a fictitious Tale,

ig a more direct, and therefore less striking resemblance to

ty, requires that an interest in the events and persons should he
:cd by a longer detail, without whtclrit would be insipid. The
e of the Old Man and the Bundle of Sticks, compared with the

, may serve to exemplify what has been said: the moral
eyed by each being the same, viz. the strength acquired by
h and the weakness resulting from division; the latter fiction

d be perfectly insipid if conveyed in a few lines ; the former, in

ty-four hooks, Insupportable.
’ the various uses, and of the real or apparent refutation, of
aples, (as well as of other Arguments,) I shall treat hereafter;
; may he worth while here to observe, that I have been speaking
cample as a kind of Argument, and with a view therefore to that

)se alone ; though it often happens, that a resemblance, either
b or analogical, is introduced for other purposes; viz. not to
! any thing, but either to illustrate and mrpkdn one's meaning,
h is the strict etymological use of the word Illustration,) or to
e the fancy by Ornament of language : In which case it is usually
1 a Bmih: as, for instance, when a person whose fortitude,

trance, and other such virtues, are called forth by persecution*

0 A Novel or Tale may fee compared to a Picture ; a Fable, to a Divio#*
'
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and afflictions, is compared to those herbs which give out tl

fragrance on being bruised. It is of course most important

distinguish, both in our own compositions and those of oth<

between these different purposes.
.

I shall accordingly advert to 1

subject in the course of the following chapter*

Chat. IIL—Of the various me and order of the several Ends
Propositions cmd of Arguments in differed ernes.

51 -

Thb first rule to he observed is, that it should be consider

whether the principal object of the discourse he, to give withfact

to a candid mind,
and convey instruction to those who are read)

receive it, or to compel the assent, or silence the objections, of

opponent. For, cases may occur, in which the arguments to

employed with most effect will he different, according as it is

one or the other of these objects that wo are aiming at. It '

often happen that of the two great classes into which Argnme

were divided, the “ A priori” [or Argument from cause to effc

will be principally employed when the chief object m to instruct

Learner; and the other class, when our aim m to refute

Opponent, And to whatever class the Arguments we resort to n

belong, the general tenour of the reasoning will, in many respe»

be affected by the present consideration. The distinction in quest

is nevertheless in general little attended to. It is usual to call

Argument, simply, strong or weak, without reference to the pur

p

for which it is designed; whereas the Arguments which afford

most satisfaction tq a candid mind, are often such as would have 1

weight in controversy than many others, which again would be !

suitable for the former purpose. E.G* There are some of the Intel

evidences of Christianity which, in general, are the most satisfaet

to a believer’s mind, but are not the most striking in the refutai

of unbelievers: the Arguments from Analogy, on the other ha

which are (in refuting objections) the most unanswerable, are no'

pleasing and consolatory.

My meaning cannot he better illustrated than by an inata

referred to in that incomparable specimen of reasoning, Dr. Pah
JSorm Paidince, “ When we take into our hands the letters/* (

Paul’s Epistles,) “ which the suffrage and consent of antiquity h

ferns transmitted to ns, the first thing that strikes our attentio

fee afe of reality and business, as well as of seriousness and con

Hm* wMoh pervades the whole* Let' the sceptic read them* ,

L

be mot sensible of these qualities in them, the argument can have

weight.wife hpt»v - he be; if he perceive in almost every page
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Gjuag© of a mind actuated by real occasions, and operating upon
i circumstances

;
I would wish it to bo observed* that the proof

ch arises from this perception is not to bo deemed occult or

ginary, because it is incapable of being drawn out in words, or

being conveyed to the apprehension of the reader in any other

% than by sending him to the books themselves.” 70

Tiere is also a passage in Dr. A. Smith’s Theory of Moral Senti-

its, which illustrates very happily one of the applications of the

iciple in question. “ Sometimes we have occasion to defend the

priefcy of observing the general rules of justice, by the consider*

n of their necessity to the support of society. Wo frequently

r the young and the licentious ridiculing the most snored rules of

ality, and professing, sometimes from the corruption, but more
uontly from the vanity of their hearts, the most abominable

:ims of conduct. Our indignation rouses, ami wo are eager to

te and expose such detestable principles. But though it is their

nsic hatonilnoss and dctestablenesa which originally inflames ns

nst them, we arc unwilling to assign this as the sole reason why
ionclonm them, or to pretend that it is merely because wo our*

38 hate and detest them. The reason, we think, would not

jar to he conclusive. Yet, why should it not? if wo hate and
st them because they are the natural and proper objects of

ed and detestation ? But when wo are asked why we should
ict in such or such a manner, the very question seems to suppose

, to those who ask it, this manner of acting docs not appear to

> for its own sake the natural and proper object of those mmti*
bs. We must show them, therefore, tliat it ought to ho so for

lake of something else. Upon tins* account we generally cast

t for other arguments ; and the consideration which first occurs
i, is the disorder and confusion of society which would result

the universal prevalence of such practices.,* Wo seldom fail,

sfore, to insist upon this topic.” 71

may serve to illustrate what has bean just said, to remark that Fetwdstioiw

udgmant of the character of any individual is often not origi-

derived from such circumstances as we should assign, or mutd
uately set forth in language, In justification of our epfaitcm*

n we undertake to give our reasons for thinking that some
iduai, with whom wo are personally acquainted, is, or is not, a
eman,—a man of taste,—humane,—public-spirited, &t\ we of
e appeal to his conduct, or his distinct avowal of his own
ments ; and if these furnish sufficient proof of our assertions, we
dmitted to have given good reasons for our opinion: but it may
ill doubted whether these were, in the first instance at least,

easons, which led us to form that opinion* If we carefully and
dty examine our own mind, we shall generally find that our

* F. 403, n Fart II. see* il pp* ISI,mt ret I* ed. 1811
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judgment was, originally, (if not absolutely decided,} at least stroi

influenced, by the person’s looks-—tones of voice—gestures—eh
of expressions, and the like ; which, if stated as reasons for fora
a conclusion, would in general appear frivolous, merely because
language is competent adequately to describe them ; but which
not necessarily insuilicieiifc grounds for beginning at least to fora
opinion

; since it is notorious that there are many acute persons '

are seldom deceived in such indications of character.

, In all subjects indeed, persons unaccustomed to writing or d!s<

sion, but possessing natural sagacity, and experience in partial

departments, have been observed to be generally unable to giv
satisfactory reason for their judgments, even on points on which t'

ere actually very good judges. 7* This is a defect which it k
business of education (especially the present branch of it) to surmo
or diminish. After all, however, in some subjects, no language
adequately convey (to the inexperienced at least) all the indicati

which influence the judgment of an acute and practised ohsen
And hence it has been justly and happily remarked, that ** he m
be an indifferent physician, who never takes any step tor which
cannot assign a satisfactory reason.

”

§ 2.

It is a point of great importance to decide in each case, at
outset, in your own mind, and clearly to point out to the hearer,
occasion may serve, on which side the Presumption lies, and
which belongs the [onus prohandi] Burden of Proof For thou
it may often be expedient to bring forward more proofs than can
fairly demanded of you, it is always desirable, when this Is the ea
that it should be known , and that the strength of the cause she
be estimated accordingly.

According to th$ most correct use of the term, a * l Presumptio
in favour of any supposition, means, not (as has been someth)
erroneously imagined) a preponderance of probability in its favo

• but, such a pre-occupation of the ground, as implies that it m
stand good till some sufficient reason is adduced against it ; in she
that the Burden ofproof Yim on the side of him who would dispute

,

^us, it is a well-known principle of the Law, that every in

(including a prisoner brought up for trial) is to he %wmumml innoc*
till his guilt is established. This does not, of course, mean that
are to takefor granted he is innocent; for if that were the ease,
would be entitled to immediate liberation: nor does it mean that
is antecedently more likely them not that he is innocent ; or, that t

majority of these brought to trial are so. It evidently* means 01
th^ ^burden of proof” lies with the accusers that he is i

to imfm sm to prove his innocence, or to be dealt with as

8e* 1 ristole
’

s B. VI.
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al till he has done bo ; but that they are to briny; their charges

,t him, which if he can repel, he stands acquitted,

is again, there is a 44 presumption” in favour of the right of

dividuals or bodies-eorpomto to the property of which they

actual possession. This does not mean that they are, or are

kely to be the rightful owners: hut merely, that no man is to

;urbed in his possessions till some claim against him shall be
shed. He is not to be called on to prove his right ; but the

nt, to disprove It; on whom consequently the 44 burden of
* lies.

loderate portion of common-sense will enable any one to per- import,

and to show, on which side the Presumption lies, when once SJShnsim
ontion is called to this question ; though, for want of attention,

ten overlooked: and on the determination of tins question the pwbmuii
m *

character of a discussion will often very much depend, A
f troops may be perfectly adequate to the "defence of a fortress

b any attack that may be made cm it ; and yet, if, ignorant of
vantage they possess, they sally forth into the open field to

ter the enemy, they may suffer a repulse. At any rate, even
tg enough to act on the offensive, they ought still to keep
ion of their fortress. In like manner, if you have the
amption ” on your aide, and can but refute all tho arguments
t against you, you have, for the present at least, gained a
; but if you abandon this position, by suffering this Prtmump-
be forgotten, which is in fact tearing out one of perhaps
rongmt arguments, you may appear to he making a feeble
instead of a triumphant defence.

an obvious case as one of those just stated, will servo to
be this principle. Let any one imagine a perfectly turnip-
accusation^ of some offence to be brought against "himself;
•n let him imagine himself— instead of reply iyg (m of course
Id do) by a simple denial, and a defiance of his accuser to
io charge,— setting himself to establish a negative, - taking
lelf tho burden of proving his own innocence, by collecting -itl

umstances indicative of it that ho can muster: mi the result
>c, In many cases, that this evidence would fall far short of
king a certainty, and might even have tho eftent of raising a
n against him;'78 ho having in fact kept out of sight the
nt circumstance, that these probabilities m one scale, (bough
mt weight perhaps in themselves, are to bo weighed against
dy nothing m the other scale*

following are 1 a few of the cases In which it is important,
very easy, to point out where the Presumption lies,

i is a Presumption in favour of every adding institution,
: these' (we will suppose, the majority) may be susceptible of

n Hence the French proverb, « Q«i ^excuse,
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nirf

P* alteration for the better; but still the 44 Burden of proof” lie,

favour of him who proposes an alteration ;
simply, on the ground that s

institutions, change is not a good in itself, ho who demands a change *

show cause for it. No one is called on (though he may i

advisable) to defend an existing institution, till some argum
adduced against it; and that argument ought in fairness to

]

not merely an actual inconvenience, but the possibility of a e

for the bettor,

presump- Every book again, as well as person, ought to be pres

innocence, harmless (and consequently the copy-right protected by our c

till something is proved against it. It la a hardship to reqi

man to pi*ove, either of his book, or of his private life, that th

no ground for any accusation ; or else to he denied the protect

his Country, The Burden of proof, in each case?, lies fairly c

accuser. I cannot hut consider therefore as utterly unreasc

the decisions (which some years ago excited so much attenti

refuse the interference of the Court of Chancery in cases of p
whenever there was even any doubt whether the book pirated

not contain something of an immoral tendency.

Presump- There is a ‘ 4 Presumption ” against any thing pamdaxica
aPftradoS.

st
contrary to the prevailing opinion: it may bo true; but the B
of proof lies with him who maintains it ; since men are not

expected to abandon the prevailing belief till some reason is sh

Hence it is, probably, that many are accustomed to
“ Paradox ” as if it were a term of reproach, and implied absi

or falsity. But correct use is in favour of the etymological i

If a Paradox is unsupported, it can claim no attention; but if

it should he censured cm that ground ; hut not for being nm
true, it is the more important, for being a truth not gen
admitted. “ Interdum vulgus rectum vulet; cst ubi peceat.”
one often bears a charge of 44 paradox and nonsense^* brougl:

ward, as if there were some close connexion between the two*
indeed, in one sense this is the case ; for to those who are toe

or too prejudiced, to admit any notion at variance with those
have been used to entertain (retpd that, may appear non*
which to others is sound souse. Thus 44 Christ cracked ” wai
the Jcws, a stumbling-block, ” (paradox,) “and to the Greeks, ft

ness
;

” because the one 44
required a sign” of a different kind

any that appeared; and the others 44 sought after wisdom” in

schools of philosophy.

Accordingly there was a Presumption against the Gospel
sftmptas

,
feat announcement. A Jewish peasant claimed to he the pro

for.
ftn

deliverer, in whom all the nations of the Barth wore to be bl<

y

:

;' of proof lay with Him, No one could be fairly *m to admit his pretensions till He showed cause for believi
If He * 4 had not done among them the mrk$ which

other mm 'did^.feey had not had sin.
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, the case is reversed. Christianity cxiMn; and those who
be divine origin attributed to it, are bound to show some
\ for assigning to it a human origin: not indeed to prove that
>rigmato in this or that way, without supernatural aid; but
t out some conceivable way in which it might have so arisen,

indeed highly expedient to bring forward evidences to esta-

te divine origin of Christianity : but it ought to be more care-
3pt in mind than is done by most writers, that all this is an
>nt “ ex abundant!, ” as the phrase is,—-over and above what
dy be called for, till some hypothesis should be framed, to
i for the origin of Christianity by human means. The Burden
P, now

,

lies plainly on him who rejects the Gospel; which, if

not established by miracles, demands an explanation of tlm
miracle,—its having been established, in defiance of all

on, hy human contrivance.

Burden of proof, again, lay on the authors of the Reforma- ^
icy were hound to show cause for every change they advo*
and they admitted the fairness of this remusition, and
I the challenge. But they were not bound to show cause for

g what they left unaltered. The Presumption was, in those
on their side; and they had only to reply to objections,
portent distinction is often lost sight of, by those who look
‘doctrines, Ac., of the Church of England as constituted at
wmation,” in the mass, without distinguishing the altered
* unaltered parts. The framers of the Articles kept this in

their expression respecting infant-baptism, that it ** ought
leans to be r&aiml . They did not introduce the practice,
it as they found it; considering the -burden to lie on those
led its existence in the primitive church, to show when it

u

ase of Episcopacy is exactly parallel ; but Hooker mmm to
irlooked this advantage: he sets himself to prove the apo».
rin of the institution, as if Ins task had been to i^rmurn
hatever force there may be in arguments so adduced, it is

*7 *nust have far more force if the important Presumption
m view, that the institution had notoriously existed many
id that consequently, even if there had been no direct
for its being coeval with Christianity, it might fairly be at
posed to be so, till some other period should he pointed out
it had been introduced as an innovation.
case of any doetrhm again, professing to be essential parts Tnulittaa,
ospel-revolution, the fair prevmnplion is, that we shall find
iistinctly declared in Scripture. And again, in respect of
Is or prohibitions as to any point, which our Lord or his

e ambignoas employment of theologi*»*~t have offorni name n*
' divmj origin

a

great mark* in K*my II. *M>n the Kingdom
confused reasoning among of OWmf* $ X7t 4th edit*

g
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Apostles did deliver, there is a presumption that Chrktiar

hound to comply. If any one maintains, on the ground of Trm

the necessity of some additional article of faith (us for inafcanc

of Purgatory) or the propriety of a departure from the New 1

ment precepts (as for instance in the denial of the cup to the

in the Eucharist) the burden of proof lies with him. We a

called on to prove that there is no tradition to the purpose;—

less, that no tradition can have any weight at all in aw/ ease,

for him to prove, not merely generally, that there is such a th

Tradition, and that it is entitled to respect, but that then

tradition relative to each of the points which he thus main

and that such tradition is/ in each point, sufficient to establisl

point. For want of observing this rule, the most vague and

minable disputes havo often been carried on respecting Tra

generally.

It should ho also remarked under this head, that in m
question the Presumption will often he found to lie on di;

sides, in respect of different parties. Elk In the question be

a member of the Church of England, and a Presbyterian, or m
of any other Church, on which side does the Premimptio;

Evidently, to each, in favour of the religious community to

he at present belongs. He is not to separate from the Che

which he is a member, without having some sufficient real

A Presumption evidently admits of various degrees of sir

from the very faintest, up to a complete and confident acquies

Deference. The person, Body, of* book, in favour of whose decisions tl

a certain Presumption, is said to have, so far, “ Authority;**

strict sense of the word .

75 And a recognition of this ki

Authority,—an, habitual Presumption in favour of such a

decisions or opinions,—is usually called " Deference,”

It will often happen that this deference m not recognised by
party. A man will perhaps disavow with acorn all deforce

some person,—a son or daughter, perhaps, or an humble
panion,—whom he treats, in manner, with familiar superiority

the other party will as readily and sincerely renounce all prat

to Authority; and yet there may bo that "habitual Presum
in the mind of the one, in favour of the opinions, suggestions

of the other, which we have called Deference. These parties

ever, are not using the words in a different sense, but are ui

iS
of the state of the fact . There is a Deference ; but unmmei

teogaam Those who are habitually wanting in Deference towards s

w% tin&k entitled to it, are usually called 44 arrogant;'* the

being used as distinguished from m\t-conce&edf proud, mh

w Bee Article * Authority/ in Appendix to “ Elements of Dofic,”
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dnclred words. Such persons may ho described as having an
ill ami exclusive “ self-dcforenccL^

ourse the persons and works which are looked up to as high
[ties, or the contrary, will differ in each Age* Country, and
>f men. But most people are disposed,—measuring another
ir own judgment,—to reckon him arrogant who disregards
'iey deem the best authorities. That man however may most
tnd strictly be so called who has no deference for those whom
self thinks most highly of. And instances may be found of
araeter ; ix. of a man who shall hold in high estimation the
and knowledge of certain persons rating them perhaps
limsolf*—whose most deliberate judgments, even on matters
e most conversant with, he will nevertheless utterly set at

,
in each particular am that arises, if they happen not to

3 with the idea that first strikes his mind,
it is to be observed that admiration* ertn m* and auxurmm ArfmlwMin

ion* are quite distinct from ** Deference," and not necessarily 5?rtr*nc*,

aided by it, If any one makes what appears to us to be a
at remark, or if we acquiesce in what ho proposes on account
’easons he alleges, this is not Deference, And if this lias

ad many times, and we theneo form a high opinion of his
tins again neither Implies, nor even necessarily produces

ice 5 though in reason, such ought to he the result. But one
;on find a person conversant with two others, A, and B, and
mg A without hesitation as the superior man of the two; ami
any case whatever that may arise, where A and B differ in

,figment, taking for granted at once that B m In the right,

[ration, esteem, are more the result of a judgment of 9 r

t

<mil4# *f

erstanding; (though often of an erroneous one;) 44 Deference"
mmum

) depend onfeelings j—often, on whimsical and unaccountable
• « often yielded to a vigorous dSrum,~~to an ttutliorita*

d overbearing demeanour. With others, *of an opposite
3r» & soothing, insinuating, flattering, and seemingly stiomls*
neanour will often gain great influence. They will yield to
ho seem to yield to them

; >

the others, to those who §mm
to yield to no one. Those who seek to gain adherents to their ^

>r Party by putting forth the claim of antiquity in favour of
iota, are likely to be peculiarly successful among those of an
t disposition. A book or a Tradition of a thousand years
ears to be rather a thing than a permm

;

and will thence often
rded with blind deference by those who are prone to treat
^temporaries with insolent contempt, but who 4t

will not go
far© with an old man.” 7* They will submit readily to the

y of men who flourished fifteen or sixteen centuries ago, and
f now living, they would not treat with decent respect.

* Sbatopeare, Twelfth N%ht,
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liikww is
to imri tauter
|wn<*.

Mm nftm
0*lf- »lnc*lvnt

m if* iNtir

Mvtmm,

With some persons, again, Authority seems to act accord!

the law of Gravitation; inversely as the squares of the dmk
They are inclined to he of the opinion of the person who is ne
Personal Afhiion* again, in nmnv minds, generates Defer
They form a hahit of first, wwhhttj, secondly, htpiwj* and th

hdunrig a person to he in the right, whom they would he m
think mistaken. In ft state of morbid depression of spirits, the

cause hauls to the opposite effect. To a person in that state, '

ever he would he 41 sum* to think
n

appears probable; and
aequently there is a Presumption in his mind agahmt the oph
ineaHures, &*c. of those he is most attached to. That the deg
Deference felt for any one’s Authority ought to depend not o

feelings, but on our judgment, it is almost superfluous to ret

blit it is important to remember that there is a danger on both i

—of an unreasonable Presumption either on the side of our w!

or (ujniiwt them.

It is obvious flint Deference ought to he, and usually is, f

reference to particular points. One has a deference for hisphys
in questions of medicine ; and for his bailiff, in questions of fan

hut not vfcn rerm . And accordingly, Deference may he inisj

in respect of the nnhjai, as well as of the person. It is concei

that one may have a </<•" derive, of Deference, and an mem
ami a dfjkimnj of if, all towards the same person, but in reap

different points.

It is worth remarking, m a curious fact, that men are lial

deceive themselves ns to the decrees of Deference they feel to

various persons. Hut the case is the same {as I shall have oe<

hereafter to point out* 1
)’ with many other feelings also, inch as

contempt, love, joy, Ac*

;

in respect of which we are apt to ml

the mmkLum that such ami such an object dmmm pity, eont

&e* for the fading itself ; which often does not accompany

conviction, Ahd so also, a person will perhaps describe h

(with sincere good faith) as feeling great Deference towards

on©, on the ground of his bdimng him to bo miilimi to it

perhaps being realty indignant against any one elm who dot

manifest it.
1 Sometimes again, one will mistake for a ft©Ii

Deference Ids mnemrmm with another’s views, and admiral
what is said or done by him. But this, as has heart observed t

dots not imply Deference, if the same approbation would tiavi

bestowed on the same views, Mtppiwmg them slated and main
In an anonymous paper. The converse mistake is equally nr

A mm mayffbney that, in each case, he acquiesces in such a

views or suggestion* from the dictates of judgment, and ft

reasons given; (**4Vhttt she dots stems wm^tfvirtuoumist, iimn
bftft

n
j)® when yet perhaps the very same reasons, coming

ametitay would have been rejected,

*JtarlIS*<nuI» |i* n Mihoa*.
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3 is worth observing also, that though, as has been above ®f^£
ent*

arked, (Ch. II. § 4) questions of fad and of opinion ,
ought to liable to be

lecided on very different grounds, yet, with many persons, a th«n
sar 6 '

ament of facts is very little attended to when coining from one §JSewho«e
whose judgment (though they do not deliberately doubt his judgment is

city) they have little or no Deference. For, by common minds,
uudcrvaltte

above distinction, between matters of fact and of opinion, is but

arfectly apprehended. 79
It is not therefore always superfluous to

lavour to raise a Presumption in favour of the judgment of one

m you wish to obtain credit, even in respect of matters in which

;ment has, properly, little or no concern,

i is usual, and not unreasonable, to pay more Deference—other

ts being equal—to the decisions of a Council, or Assembly of any

,,
(embodied in a Manifesto, Act of Parliament, Speech from the

me, Report, Set of Articles, <fce.,) than to those of an individual,

il, or even superior to any member of such Assembly. But in

point,—and it is a very important one, though usually over-

ed,—this rule is subject to something of an exception ;
which

be thus stated: in any composition of an individual who is

led worthy of respect, we presume that whatever he says must
t some meaning,—must tend towards some object which could

be equally accomplished by erasing the whole passage. He is

ctecl never to lay down a rule, and then add exceptions, nearly,

together coextensive with it
; nor in any way to have so modified

explained away some assertion, that each portion of a passage

, he virtually neutralized by the other. Now if we interpret in

way anyybw^-production of several persons, we shall often be

uto mistakes. For, those who have bad experience as members
ly deliberative Assembly, know by that experience (what indeed

one might conjecture) bow much compromise will usually take

i between conflicting opinions, and what will naturally thence

t. One person, e*q. will urge the insertion of something, which

aer disapproves; and the result will usually be, after much
te, something of what is popularly called “ splitting the differ-

the insertion will be made, but accompanied with such llml*

as and modifications as nearly to nullify it. A fence will be
ed in compliance with one party, and a gap will be loft in it, to

fy another. And again, there will often be, in some document
is class, a total silence on some point whereon, perhaps, most
e Assembly would have preferred giving a decision, but could

gree what decision it should be.
. *

like character will often be found also in the composition of a
a individual, when his object is to conciliate aeverMpariies whose

. *

is a curious characteristic of some profusely.- for matters of opinion, while
older writers, that they arc accug- for facts they often omit to cite any.
to cite authorities,—and that most
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views are conflicting. He then represents, as it were, m hi;

mind, an Assembly composed of those parties.

Anyone therefore who should think lnmaelf bound in due deft

for the collective wisdom of some august Assembly, to interpn

joint-composition of it, exactly as he would that of a respc

individual, and never to attribute to it any thing of that par
inconsistent and almost nugatory character which the writing

sensible and upright man would be exempt from,*—any one,

who should proceed (as many do) on such a principle, would be

greatly misled .
80

It may be added, that the Deference due to the decisions

Assembly, is sometimes, erroneously, transferred to those of
individual member of it; that is, it is sometimes taken for gn
that what they have, jointly, put forth, m to be interpreted bj

he, in his own writings, may have said on the same points,

yet it may sometimes ho the fact, that the strong expressions

sentiments in his own writings, may have been omitted in the
production of the Assembly, precisely because not approved

1

majority in that Assembly.
Transfer- Jt is to be observed, that a Presumption may be rebutted

Burden of opposite Presumption, so as to shift the Burden of proof to tin
proof

’ side. A. G> Suppose you had advised the removal of some et

restriction: yon might be, in the first instance, called on to ta

Burden of proof, and allege your reasons for the change, <

ground that there is a Presumption against every Change,
you might fairly reply, “ True, but there is another Presui
which rebuts the former ; every Restriction is in itself an evil

therefore there is a Presumption in favour of its removal, un
can be shown necessary for prevention of some greater mil

:

%
not bound to allege any specific inconvenience ; if the rofetric

unnecessary, that is reason enough for its abolition: it® del
therefore are fairly called on to prove Its necessity.” m w

Again, in reference to the prevailing opinion, that the *

anael of John’s Gospel was the same person as the i

“Bartholomew” mentioned in the others, an intelligent frien
remarked to me that two names afford a “ prirna facie” Presui
o? two persons. But the name of Bartholomew, being a “
nymic, ’ (like Simon Peter’s designation Bar-J ona, and Jc
Surname of Barsabas, mentioned in Acts ; —he being probed
same with the Apostle “Joseph Barnabas,” <fce.,) affords a Ck
presumption that he must have had another name, to dintingui;

we must
g ea ear miard a^amst the converse-

of interpreting the Bible m if it
" joint-work of the

riter*. instead of, what it is,

8tt*WSRS“-

81 Bee “Charge# arid other
1

p. 447.

<£4»?Br
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m his own kindred. And thus we are left open to the arguments

iwn from the omission, by the other Evangelists, of the name of

,thanael,— evidently a very eminent disciple,— the omission by
bn of the name of the Apostle Bartholomew,—and the recorded

imacy with the Apostle Philip.

In one of Lord Dudley’s (lately published) letters to Bishop

plestone, of the date of 181 A, he adduces a presumption against Logic

> Science of Logic, that it was sedulously cultivated during the

periods when the intellectual powers of mankind seemed nearly

ralysed,—when no discoveries were made, and when various

ors were wide-spread and deep-rooted: and that when the mental
ivity of the world revived, and philosophical inquiry 'flourished,

1 Lore its fruits, Logical studies fell into decay and contempt,

many minds this would appear a decisive argument. The author

aself was’ too acute to see more in it than—what it certainly is— »

?
air Presumption. And he would probably have owned that it

?ht he met by a counter-presumption.

when* any science or pursuit has been unduly and unwisely fol-

red, to the neglect of others, and has even been intruded into non.

dr province, we may presume that a re-action will be likely to

me, and an equally excessive contempt, or dread, or abhorrence,
succeed,8* And the same kind of reaction occurs in every depart-

nt of life.
^

It is thus that the thraldom of gross superstition, and
annical priestcraft, have so often led to irreligion. It is thus
,t
u several valuable medicines, which when first introduced, were

claimed, each as a panacea, infallible in the most opposite dis-

ers, fell, consequently, in many instances, for a time, into total

use ; though afterwards they were established in their just esti-

tion/jmd employed conformably to their real properties *

1iU

So, it might have been said, in the present case, the mistaken
1 absurd cultivation of Logic during ages of great intellectual

kness^ might he expected to produce, in a subsequent ago of
aparative light, an association in men’s minds, of Logie, with the
a of apathetic ignorance, prejudice, and adherence to error; so
t the legitimate uses and just value of Logic, supposing it to
re py^ would be likely to be scornfully overlooked. Ouranees-
s, it might have been said, having neglected to raise fresh crops
corn, and contented themselves with vainly thrashing over and
r again the same straw, and winnowing the same chaff, it might
expected' that their descendants would, for a time, regard the

y operations of thrashing and winnowing with contempt, and
dd attempt to grind com, chaff, and straw, all together.’

Such might have been, at that time, a statement of the counter-
sumptions on this point.

Subsequently, the presumption in question has been completely

£ I dwelt on this subject in a Charge to the Diocese of Dublin, 18#,
04 Elements of Logic, Pref. p. x.
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Presump- done away. And it is a curious circumstance that the very p.

overthrown. to whom that letter was addressed should have witnessed so gr
change in public opinion, brought about (in great measure thr

Ms own instrumentality) within a small portion of the short int

between the writing of that letter and its publication, that the \

ground of Lord Dudley’s argument is cut away. During that i

val the Article on Logic in the ** Encyclopaedia Metropolit.

(great part of the matter of it having been furnished by Bi
Copleston) was drawn up; and attracted so much attention t

occasion its publication in a separate volume; and this has
repeatedly reprinted both at home and in the United Sfcat*

America, (where it is used as a text-hook in, I believe, every Co
throughout the Union,) with a continually increasing eircula

which all the various attempts made to decry the study, seem
to augment : while sundry abridgments, and other elomec
treatises on the subject, have been appearing with continu
increased frequency.

Certainly, Lord Dudley, wore ho now living, would not spec
the “ general neglect and contempt” of Logic at present ; thong
many branches of Science, Philosophy, and Literature, have gre
flourished during the interval.

The popularity indeed, or unpopularity, of any study, does
furnish, alone, a decisive proof as to its value: hut it is plain tb

presumption—whether strong or weak—which is based on the
of general neglect and contempt, is destroyed, when these 1

ceased.

4 It has been alleged, however, that u the Science of Mind” hm
flourished during the last- twenty years; and that consequently
present is to be accounted such a dark period as Lord Du
alludes to.

Supposing the statement to be well-founded, it is nothing to
purpose; since Lord Dudley was speaking, not, of any one sen
in particular, but of the absence or presence of intellectual cultivat
and of knowledge, generally ;—the depressed or flourishing condi
of Science, Arts, and Philosophy on the whole.
But as for the state of the 4t science of mind” at any given per

that is altogether a matter of opinion. It was probably considt
by the Schoolmen to be most flourishing in the ages which we
“ dark.

’
* And it is not unlikely that the increased attention bostov

of late years, on Logic, and the diminished popularity of tl

Metaphysicians who have written against it, may appear to
disciples of these last a proof of the low state (as it is, to Log
students, a sign of the improving state) of 41 the Science of Min

• V That is, regarding the prevalence at present of logical studies i

dark age,” this supposed darkness, amm turn a sign that these studies flourish only in a d
'

:Y\ *'
7 /

'*v ;

f ; -
v

: ••
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Again, there is (according to the old maxim of “pcritis credendum Prewmp-
st in arte sua”) a presumption, (and a fair one,) in respect of each ^Sn*t tS
aestion, in favour of the judgment of the most eminent men in the learned,

apartment it pertains to;—of eminent physicians, e.g. in respect of
.edical questions,—of theologians, in theological, <fcc* And hy this

’csumption many of the Jews in our Lord’s time seem to have been
fluenced, when they said, “have any of the Eulers, or of the
harisees believed on HimV 9

But there is a counter-presumption, arising from the circumstance
at men eminent in any department are likely to regard with
alousy any one who professes to bring to light something unknown
themselves ; especially if it promise to supersede, if established,
uch of what they have been accustomed to learn, and teach, and
actise.

^

And moreover, in respect of the medical profession, there
an obvious danger' of a man’s being regarded as a dangerous
perimentalist who adopts any novelty, and of his thus losing
actico even among such as may regard him with admiration as a
ilosopher. In confirmation of this, it may be sufficient to advert
the cases of Harvey and Jonner, Harvey’s discovery of the
culation of the blood is said to have lost him most of his practice,
d to have been rejected hy every physician in Europe above the
e of forty. And Jenner’s discovery of vaccination had, in a minor
gree, similar results.

There is also this additional counter-presumption against the
Igment of the proficients in any department; that they are prone
a bias in favour of every thing that gives the most palpable
oeriority to themselves over the uninitiated, [the Idiot®, J and
ords the greatest scope for the employment and display of their
n peculiar acquirements. Thus, e.g* if there he two possible
erpretations of some Clause in an Act of Parliament, one of which
pears obvious to every reader of plain good sense, and the other
i be supported only by some ingenious and far-fetched legal
jtlety, a practised lawyer will be liable to a bias in favour of Hie
ber, as setting forth the more prominently his own peculiar qnali-
itions* And on this principle in great measure seems founded
con’s valuable remark; “ harum artium smpe pravus fit usus, ne
mdlu$ ”

Bather than let their knowledge and skill lie idle; they
1 he tempted to misapply them; like a schoolboy, who, when
isessed of a knife, is for trying its edge on every thing that comes
ate way. On the whole, accordingly, I think that of these two
>osite presumptions, the counter-presumption has often as much
ght as the other, and sometimes more.
•t ^%ht be hastily imagined that there is necessarily an adv<m~ No
s m having the presumption on one’s side, and the burden of
of on the adversary’s. But it is often much the reverse. EM. to tho

a np other instance perhaps ” (says Dr. Hawkins, in his valuable t£"
mh

fssay on Tradition, j “besides that of Religion, do men eompaljt
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the very illogical mistake, of first canvassing* all the ohjec

against any particular system whose pretensions to truth they w
examine, before they consider the direct arguments in its favc

(P. 82.) But why, it may be asked, do they make such a mis

in this case? An answer which I think would apply to a 1

proportion of such persons, is this: because a man having

brought up in a Christian-Country, has lived perhaps among
as have been accustomed from their infancy to take for granted

truth of their religion, and even to regard an mi-inquiring assei

a mark of commendable faith; and hence ho has probably n

even thought of proposing to himself the question,—-Why shot

receive Christianity as a divine revelation?
^

Christianity b

nothing new to him, and the Resumption being in favour of It, v

the burden of proof lies on its opponents, ho is not stimulate

seek reasons for believing It, till he finds it controverted,

when it is controverted,—-when an opponent urges—How do

reconcile this, and that, and the other, with the idea of a di

revelation? these objections strike by their novelty9~hy their b

opposed to what is generally received. He is thus excited to Inqu

which lie sets about,—naturally enough, but very unwisely,-

seeking for answers to all these objections : and fancies that ur

they ean all be satisfactorily solved, he ought not to receive

religion.
85 “As if (says the Author already cited) there could

be truth, and truth supported by irrefragable arguments, and y<

the same time obnoxious to objections, numerous, plausible, and

no xtiea&s easy of solution.
1 ’ “There are objections (said

Johnson) against a plenum and objections against a vacuum

$

one of them must bo true/" He adds that “sensible men n
desirous of discovering the truth, will perceive that reason dir

them to examine first the argument in favour of that side of

question, where the first presumption of truth appears. And
presumption is manifestly in favour of that religious creed aln

adopted by the country. . , . Their very earliest inquiry there

must be into the direct arguments, for the authority of that 1

On which their country rests its religion .
ff

But reasonable as such a procedure is, there is, as I have sal

strong temptation, and one which should be carefully guai

against, to adopt the opposite course to attend first to the ol

tions which are brought against what is established, and which,

that very reason, rouse the mind from a state of apathy. Ace
ingly, I have not found that this “ very illogical mistake

1

1

is

any means peculiar to the case of religion.

When Christianity was first preached, the state of things

reversed. The Presumption was against it, as being a novc

th«
aATVAfV

the Lessons on Objections, in
LpwSons on Christian Evi-

by Parker, West

Strand, and also by the Christian Ki
ledge Society.)
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Seeing that these things cannot be spoken against) ye ought to he
iet” was a sentiment which favoured an indolent acquiescence in

e old Pagan worship. The stimulus of novelty was all on the side

those who came to overthrow this, by a new religion. The first

cjuiry of any one who at all attended to the subject, must have
en, not,—What are the objections to Christianity?—but on what
ounds do these men call on me to receive them as divine messen-
rs ? And the same appears to be the case with those Polynesians

long whom our Missionaries are labouring : they begin by inquir-
y—u Why should we receive this religion ?” And those of them
cordingly who have embraced it, appear to be Christians on a much
)re rational and deliberate conviction than many among m, even
those who, in general maturity of intellect and civilization, are

vanced considerably beyond those Islanders.

I am not depreciating the inestimable advantages of a religious

ucation ;
but, pointing out the peculiar temptations which aecom-

ny it. The Jews and Pagans had, in their early prejudices,

eater difficulties to surmount than ours ; but they were difficulties

a different kind.m

Thus much may suffice to show the importance of taking this pre-

linary view of the state of each question to he discussed.

§3.

Matters of opinion, (as they are called
; i.e, where we are not said Mutter* or

operly to know, hut to judge, see Ch. II. § 4,) are established o^nfoit
°J

iefly by Antecedent-probability, [Arguments of the first class, viz.

>m Cause to Effect:} though the Testimony (i.e. authority) of wise
in is also admissible: past Pacts, chiefly by Signs, of various
ids

;
(that -term, it must be remembered, including Testimony

;)

d future events, by Antecedent-probabilities, and Examples.
Example, however, is not excluded from the proof of matters of
union ;

since a man's judgment in one case, may be aided or cor-

ded by an appeal to his judgment in another similar case. It is

this way that we are directed, by the highest authority, to guide
r judgment in those questions in which we are most liable to

eeive ourselves ; viz. what, on each occasion, ought to be our con-
ct towards another; we are directed to frame for ourselves a
ailar supposed case, by imagining ourselves to change places with
r neighbour, and then considering how, in that case, we should in

mess expect to be treated.

This however, which is the true use of the celebrated precept u to
as we would be done by,” is often overlooked; and It is spoken
as if it were a rule designed to supersede all other moral maxims,
I to teach us the intrinsic character of Eight and Wrong. This
sard mistake may be one cause why the precept is so much more

80 Logic, Appendix.
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talked of than attempted to he applied. For it could not be apj

with any good result by one who should have no notions alrc

formed of what is just and unjust. To take one instance oi

many ; if he had to decide a dispute between two of his neighbo

he would be sure that each was wishing for a decision in his

favour; and he would he at a loss therefore kw to^ comply with

precept in respect of either, without violating it in respect of

other. The true meaning of the precept plainly is, that you sb

do to another not necessarily what you would irnsh, but what

would expect asfair and reasonable, if yon were in his place.
r

evidently pre-supposcs that you have a knowledge of what is

and reasonable: and the precept then furnishes a formula for

application of this knowledge in a case where you would be liabl

be blinded by self-partiality,

A very good instance of an argument drawn from a “ pan

case” in which most men’s judgments would lead them arigh

have met with in a memoir of Roger Williams, a settler in N
America in the 17th century, who was distinguished as a zm
missionary among the Indians, and also as an advocate of the '

unpopular doctrine of religious liberty.

“ He was at all times and under all changes, the undau:

champion of religious freedom. It was speedily professed by

on his arrival among those who sought in America a refuge 1

persecution; and strango as it may seem, it was probably the

thing that excited the prejudices of the Massachusetts and Plym

rulers against him. He was accused of carrying this favoi

doctrine so far, as to exempt from punishment any criminal

pleaded conscience. But let his own words exculpate him from

charge. * That ever I should speak or write a tittle that tend

such an infinite liberty of conscience, is a mistake, and which I
‘

ever disclaimed and abhorred. To prevent such mistakes,

present shall only propose this case* There goes many a shi

sea with many hundred souls in one ship, whoso weal and n

common; and is a true picture of a commonwealth, or an hu

combination or society. It hath fallen out, sometimes, that

Papists and Protestants, Jews and Turks, may be embarked
one skip Upon which supposal, I affirm, that all the liber

conscience, that ever I pleaded for, turns upon these two hir

that none of the Papists, Protestants, Jews, or Turks, be form

come to the ship’s prayers, nor compelled from their own parti*

prayers, of worship, if they practise any. I further add, th

never denied, that notwithstanding this liberty, the command*
this ship ought to command the Ship’s course

;
yea, and also

at justice, peace, and sobriety he kept and practised,

among the Seamen and all the passengers. If any of th# sei

retise to perform their service, or passengers to pay their frei

if may reftise to help in person or purse, toward the eommon eh*
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defence ; if any refuse to obey the common laws and orders of the

ip concerning their common peace or preservation ;
if any^ shall

itiny and rise up against their commanders and officers ; if any

ould preach or write, that there ought to he no commanders nor

icers, because all are equal in Christ, therefore no masters nor

icers, no laws nor orders, no corrections nor punishments, I say I

ver denied hut in, such cases, whatever is pretended, the com-

mder or commanders may judge, resist, compel, and punish such

tnsgressors, according to their deserts and merits.
’ ”

It happens more frequently than not, however, that when in the

jcussion of matters of Opinion, an Example is introduced, it is

signed, not for Argument, hut, strictly speaking, for Illustration

;

•not to prove the proposition in question, hut to make it more

curly understood; e.g. the Proposition maintained by Cicero (de

r. Book IIP) is what may bo accounted a matter of Opinion ; viz,

at “nothing Is expedient which is dishonourable;” when then he

duces the Example of the supposed design of Themlstocles to hum
e allied fleet, which he maintains, in contradiction to Aristides,

>uld have been inexpedient, because unjust, it is manifest, that we

ist understand the instance brought forward as no more than an

ustration of the general principle ho intends to establish; since it

mid he a plain begging or the question to argue from a particular

sertion, which could only be admitted by those who assented to

e general principle.

It is important to distinguish between these two uses of Example »

at, on the one hand we may not ho led to mistake for an Argu-

snt such a one as the foregoing ; and that on the other hand, we
xy not too hastily charge with sophistry him who adduces such a

e simply with a view to explanation. -

Our Lord’s Parables are mostly of the explanatory kind* His

scourses generally indeed are but little argumentative.
^

** He
tight as one having authority;” stating and explaining his doc-

nes, and referring forproof to his actions .

u The Worlcs that I

In my Father’s name, they hear witness of me.”
It is also of the greatest consequence to distinguish between niantratioi

camples (of the invented kind) properly so called,

—

Le, which have

e force of Arguments,—and Comparisons introduced for the orna-

ant of Style, in the form, either of Simile, as it is called, dT Meta-

.or. Not only is an ingenious Comparison often mistaken for a
oof, though it he such as, when tried by the rules laid down her©

d in the treatise on Logio, affords no proof at all but also, on

e other hand, a real and valid argument is not unfrequently con-

17 The pleasure derived from taking it! of this for a perception of a just and eon-
s author’s meaning, when an ingenious vineing analogy. Bee Fart 1 1L Oh . IL $
mparison is employed, (referred by 3. See Appendix [F.'j for two instances
istotle to the pleasure of the act of of " explanatory illustration,” both of
rning,) is so great, that the reader or them highly ornamental also,

surer is apt to mistake his apprehension
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sidcred merely as an ornament of Style, if it happen to he sue
to produce that effect ; though there is evidently no reason why
should not he fair Analogical Reasoning, in winch the new
introduced by the Analogy chances to be a sublime or a pleasing
RQ, “ The efficacy of penitence, and piety, and prayer, in rei:

ing the Deity propitious, is not irreeoneileable with the immutal
of his nature, and the steadiness of his purposes. It is not in m
power to alter the course of the sun ; but it is often in his pow<
cause the sun to shine or not to shine upon him: if he wfthdi
from its beams, or spreads a curtain before him, the sun no Ioj

shines on him ; if he quits the shade, or removes the curtain,
light is restored to him

; and though no change is in the mean \

effected in the heavenly luminary, hut only in himself, the resu
the same as if it were. Nor is the immutability of God any ret
why the returning sinner, who tears away the veil of prejudice c

indifference, should not again he blest with the sunshine of di
favour/' The image here introduced is ornamental, but the Ai
ment is not the less perfect ; since the case adduced fairly e
blishes the general principle required, that " a change effectec
one of two objects having a certain relation to each other, may l
the same practical result as if it had taken place in the other. 8

The mistake in question is still more likely to occur when sucl
argument is conveyed in a single term employed metaphorically

;

is generally the case where the allusion is common and obvious

;

44 We do not receive as the genuine doctrines of the primi
Church what have passed down the pottut,ed dream of Traditio
The Argument here is not the less valid for being conveyed in
form of a Metaphor .

89

The employment, in questions relating to the future, both of
Argument from Example, and of that from Cause to Effect, maj
explained from what has been already said concerning tlx© cormea
between them

; some cause, whether known or not, being alw
supposed, whenever an Example is adduced*

Arguments
from Cause
to Effect
hare the
precedence.

§ 4 .

When Arguments of each of the two formerly-mentioned claa
are employed, those from Cause to Effect (Antecedent-probabili
have usually the precedence.
Men are apt to listen with prejudice to the Arguments addin

to prove any thing which appears abstractedly improbable;
according to what has been above laid down, unnatural, or (if si
an ^expression might be allowed) unpUmmble ; and this prejudice
to be removed by the Argument from Cause to Effect, which tJ
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Eires the way for the reception of the other arguments. E.G.
main who bore a good character were accused of corruption, the

gest evidence against him might avail little ; hut if he were
id to be of a covetous disposition, this, though it would not

s be allowed to substantiate the crime, would hare great weight

lucing his judges to lend an ear to the evidence. And thus in

relates to the future also, the a priori Argument and Example
)rt each other, when thus used in conjunction, and in the order

ribed. A sufficient Cause being established, leaves us still at

;y to suppose that there may he circumstances which will pre-

the effect from taking place; but Examples subjoined show
these circumstances do not, at least always, prevent that effect,

be other hand, Examples introduced at the first, may be sus-

d (unless they are very numerous) of being exceptions to the

*al rule, instead of being instances of it ; which an adequate

3 previously assigned will show them to he. E.G. If any one
agued, from the temptations and opportunities occurring to a
try commander, that Buonaparte was likely to establish a des-

n on the ruins of the French Republic, this argument, by itself,

L have left men at liberty to suppose that such a result would
evented by a jealous attachment to liberty in the citizens, and
ow-feeling of the soldiery with them ; then, the Examples of
r and of Cromwell, would have proved that such preventives

et to he trusted.

istotle accordingly has remarked on the expediency of not
tg Examples in the foremost rank of arguments ; in which case,

ys, a considerable number would be requisite; whereas, in

motion, even one will have much weight. This observation,

rer, he omits to extend, as he might have done, to Testimony
very other kind of Sign, to which it is no less applicable,

other reason for adhering to the order here proscribed is, that
argument from Cause to Effect were placed after the others,

bt might often exist, whether we were engaged in proving the
in question, or (assuming it as already proved) in seeking only
wunt for it ;

that Argument being, by the very nature, of it,

ib would account for the truth contended for, supposing it were
sd. Constant care, therefore, is requisite to guard against
onfusion or indistinctness as to the object in each case pro-

; whether that he, when a proposition is admitted, to assign a
which does account for it, (which is one of the classes of

yMom formerly noticed,) or, when it is not admitted, to prove
an Argument of that kind which would account for it, if it

panted.

th a view% to the Arrangement of arguments, no rule is of more
tance than the one now under consideration ; and Arrangement
ore important point than is generally supposed ; indeed it m
>rhaps of less consequence in Composition than in the Military
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Art ; in which it is well known, that with an equality of for

numbers, courage, and every other point, the manner in wine

are drawn up, so as either to afford mutual support, or, on tin

hand, oven to impede and annoy each other, may make the did

of victory or defeat*
90

E.Gn In the statement of the Evidences of our Religion, s<

give them their just weight, much depends on the Order m
they are placed. The Antecedent-probability that a Rev
should be given to Man, and that it should bo established by mi
all would allow to be, considered by itself, in the absence of

direct testimony, utterly insufficient to establish the Conclusion

the other hand, miracles considered abstractedly, as represen

have occurred without any occasion or reason for them
assigned, carry with them such a strong intrinsic improbabi

could not be wholly surmounted even by such evidence as

fully establish any other matters of fact. Rut the evidences

former class, however inefficient alone towards the ostablishn

the conclusion, have very groat weight in preparing the mi
receiving the other arguments; which again, though they wo
listened to with prejudice if not so supported, will then be a

their just weight. The writers in defence of Christianity ha
always attended to this principle; and their opponents have

availed themselves of the knowledge of it, by combating in

arguments, the combined force of which would have beet

sistible.®1 They argue respecting the credibility of the Oh
miracles, abstractedly, as if they were insulated occurrences, v

any known or conceivable purpose; as e.g. “what testim

sufficient to establish the belief that a dead man was resto

life?” and then they proceed to show that the probability

Revelation, abstractedly considered, is not such at least as to asi

the fact that one has been given. Whereas, if it were fird
;

(as may easily be done) merely that there is no such abstract

bability of a Revelation as to exclude the evidence in favom
and that if one were given, it must be expected to bo nuppor
miraculous evidence, then, just enough reason would be assigr

the occurrence of miracles, not indeed to establish them,
allow a fair hearing for the arguments by which they are suppe

The importance attached to the Arrangement of argumo
the two great rival orators of Athens, may serve to illustra

enforce what has been said. jEsebines strongly urged the
,

(in the celebrated contest concerning the Crown) to confi;

m A great advantage in this point is

possessed by the Speaker over the Writer.

jJ|e$peaker compels^ his hearers to con-
the several points brought before
^Mffieprder which he thinks; best,

tdnjhe contrary will sometimes,
book, or examining the
light onsomething so.

revolting to some prejudice, that
they might have admitted the pr<

if they had read in tiie order d
they may at once close the book
r
f*§ee 5 4. Ch. Itw See Paley’s £vj<£vidence®, Intrc
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rsary to the same order, in his reply to the charges brought*

h he himself had observed in bringing them forward. Demos-
38, however, was far too skilful to be thus entrapped ; and so

i importance does he attach to this point, that he opens his

sh with a most solemn appeal to the Judges for an impartial

ng
; which implies, he says, not only a rejection of prejudice,

10 less also, a permission for each speaker to adopt whatever
ngement he should think tit. And accordingly he proceeds to

I one very different from that which his antagonist had laid

; for he was no less sensible than his rival, that the same
agement which is the most favourable to one side, is likely to

e least favourable to the other.

is to be remembered, however, that the rules which have been
respecting the Order in which different kinds of Argument

d be arranged, relate only to the different kinds adduced in

irt of each separate Proposition; since of course the refutation

opposed assertion, effected (suppose) by means of 4

1

Signs/*
>e followed by an u k priori ” argument In favour of our own
usion; and the like, in many other such cases.

§5.
Proposition that is well-known, (whether easy to be established

JJJJJ}
<,) and which contains nothing particularly offensive, should in when
a,l be stated at once, and the Proofs subjoined; but one not Conxion
ar to the hearers, especially if it bo likely to be unacceptable, *hmua come

l not be stated at the outset. It is usually better in that case
,te the arguments fii-st, or at least some of them, and then
uce the Conclusion: thus

,
assuming in some degree the char-

of an investigator,

ire is no question relating to Arrangement more important
the present; and it is therefore the more unfortunate that

who possessed so much practical skill, should have laid down
e on this point, (though it is one which evidently had engaged
;ention,) but should content himself with saying that sometimes
>pted the one mode, and sometimes the other/3 (which doubt-
e did not do at random,) without distinguishing the eases in
each is to be preferred, and laying down principles to guide
cision. Aristotle also, when he lays clown the two great heads
hich a speech is divisible, the Proposition and the Proof,'

m
is

f silent as to the order in which they should be placed; though
res it to be understood, from his manner of speaking, that the
ision [or Question] is to be first stated, and then the Premises,
Mathematics. This indeed is the usual and natural way of
ng or writing; viz. to begin by declaring your opinion, and
o subjoin the Reasons for it. But there are many occasions

w pe Orat. Rh©t. Book XIX.
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on which k will ho of the highest consequence to reverse this

It will sometimes give an offensively dogmatical air to a co

tion, to begin by advancing some new and unexpected ass

though sometimes again this may he advisable when the argi

are such as can be well relied on, and the principal object is to

attention, and awaken curiosity. And accordingly, with this

it is not unusual to present some doctrine, hy no means really

in a new and paradoxical shape. But when the Conclusion

established is one likely to hurt the feedings and offend the prej

of the hearers, it is essential to keep out of sight, as mi

possible, the point to which we are tending, till the principle

which it is to he deduced shall have been clearly established; b

men listen with prejudice, if at all, to arguments that are av<

leading to a conclusion which they are indisposed to admit; w
if we thus, as it were, mask the battery, they will not be i

shelter themselves from the discharge. The observance aecon

or neglect of this rule, will often make the difference of suc<

failure .
05

It may be observed, tliat if the Proposition to be maintai

such as the hearers arc likely to regard as imhjmfimnt, the q
.should bo at first suppressed; but if there be any thing qffen

their prejudices, the question may be stated, but the demm
for a time, kept back.

Gradual And it will often be advisable to advance very gradually

5SftS?
ent statement of the proposition required, and to prove it, if 01

conclusion, so speak, by instalments ; establishing separately, and in orde

part of the truth in question. It is thus that Aristotle esta

many of his doctrines, and among others his definition of Hap
in the beginning of the Fkmnachean Ethics ; he first proves i

it does not consist, and then establishes, one by one, the

points which together constitute his notion.

Thus again, Paloy (in his Evidences) first proves that the aj

<fcc. suffered

;

next that they encountered their sufferings knov
then, that it was for their testimony that they suffered ; the

the events they testified were miraculous

;

then, that those

were the same as are recorded in our hooks, &e. (fee.

2fpu5ic
nB

Pu^c meetings the measure ultimately adopted will

meeting*, have been proposed in a series of resolutions; each of which
sively will perhaps have been carried hy a large majority, it

t
where, if the whole had been proposed in a mass, it would ha'

* rejected ; some persons feeling objections to one portion, and

Advance
ftfona

f to
particular.

It will often happen again that some general prmdjpU of i

agadoAieal character may he proposed in the outset;
(j

In $ 4. It may be added. as of discretion. In any discuss
only nothing dishonest, but any one. to bmim with points <

1a point of pacific chaiitabfene» as well m<mt ratherSn <d dmgreaner
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egers break ground at a safe distance, and advance gradually

aear enough to batter;) and when that is established, an index-

ed and unwelcome application of it may be proved irresistibly,

nd it may be worth observing, that we shall thus have to reverse,

lany cases, the order in which, during the act of composition,

thoughts will have occurred to our minds. For in reflecting on
subject, we are usually disposed to generalize ;—to proceed from
particular point immediately before us, successively, to more and
3 comprehensive views ; the opposite order to which will usually

ae better adapted to engage and keep up attention, and to effect

iction. E.G. Suppose I am thinking of engaging the co-opora-

of the laity in some measure designed for the diffusion of the

>el ; which they are perhaps disposed to regard too much as the

less of the Clergy exclusively: this may lead mo to reflect,

rally, how prone laymen are in many points to confound elms-
duties with clerical duties, and to speak and act as if they

g*ht that a less ‘amount of Christian virtue wore amply sufficient

hose who have not taken Holy Orders : and this again might
r me on to reflect yet more generally, on the prevalent error of

hung two* kinds of Christianity, one, for a certain select and
minent few, and the other, for the generality ; and of supposing
those whom in later ages it has been customary to denominate
hits,”

50 namely the Apostles, Evangelists, and others, who
jssed inspiration, and other miraculous gifts, (such as Judas,
tg others, exercised,) had a degree of personal holiness, and a
of Christian character, beyond what is at all expected of

stians generally, and which it would he even presumptuous for

emulate., "
„

>w to bring forward these topics in this order would not pro-
so good an effect as to reverse it; beginning with the more
*al remarks, and gradually narrowing, as it were, the circle,

le particular point in question was reached. The interest is

etter kept up by advancing successively from the more to the
general: and moreover, as has been just remarked, the esta-
nent of some general principle will in many cases be less unwol-
, and more fairly listened to, than the particular application of it.

is often expedient, sometimes unavoidable, to waive for the Waiving a
nt, some question or portion of a question, while our attention
upied with another point. Fow it cannot be too carefully kc.pt
ad, that it is a common mistake with inaccurate reasoners (and
bake which is studiously kept up by an artful sophist) to suppose
vhat is thus waived is altogether given up.*7 “ Such % one

e term by which all Christian

$

oted in Scripture*

l instance of this procedure is

l in the Essay on Execution (3d

Series), Note A. The writer I am there
speaking of proceeds to eemuro, not
merely the enemies of a religious estab-
lishment, but also sonic or * those who
admit the lawfulness and necessity of an
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does not attempt to prove this or that;” “he does not deny

so:” “he tacitly admits that such and such may be the case

are expressions which one may often hear triumphantly emj

on no better grounds. And yet it is very common in Mathf

for a question to bo waived in this manner. Euclid, e.g. first

and proves, that tho exterior angle of a triangle is greate

either of tho interior opposite angles without being able to

mine at once, how much, greater;—and that any two angh

triangle are loss tharftwo right angles; muring for the prese

question,’ how much, lata. Ho is enabled to prove, at a more ad

stage, that the exterior angle is equal to the two interior o

angles together ; and that all the three angles of a triangle ar

to two right angles.
.

The only remedy is, to state distinctly and repeatedly that

not abandon, as untenable, such and such a position, which
;

not at present occupied in maintaining ;—that you are not

understood as admitting the truth of this or that, though you

at present undertake to disprove it.

§ 6.

when If the Argument a priori has boon introduced in tbe prooi

account for main Proposition in question, there will generally be no i

•ny fact, afterwards adducing Causes to account for tbe truth cstah

since that will have been already done in the course of the Arg
. on the other hand, it will often be advisable to do this, whe:

meats of the other class have alone been employed.

For it is in every ease agreeable and satisfaetonr, and ma
be of great utility, to explain, where it can be done, the

which produce an Effect that is itself already admitted tc

But it must be remembered that it is of great importance to :

Clearly appear which object is, in each case, proposed ; whe
establish the fact, or to account for it ; since otherwise we ms
be supposed to be employing a feeble argument. For that v

a satisfactory explanation of an admitted fact, will frequently

'

as would be very insufficient to prove it, supposing it were dc

§
Refutation, Refutation of Objections should generally be placed in th

of the Argument ; but nearer the beginning than the end.

^JfAbhsbmefct including* particularly*

Wi^rton ;
whom he describes as ‘feel-

gnp concern for the truth of the religion
* the calls to Ms aid/ and as repre-

‘
at there is

4 no difference be-
le and true religion in their
on 8ooieb:i , This is tbe in-

'sjustand

a religion by the civil nmgist
must tmitm me question as to tin

each* because each man* will <

regard hie own as the true one* i

Is no appeal to any authority on
decide between the different So
whether Warbnrton’s views ar
or not*. <which It is not my pres*
to inauire,} so gross a mikrenre
of him is norwhwl”
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indeed very strong objections have obtained much currency, or

been just stated by an opponent, so that what is asserted is

y to be regarded as paradoxical, it may bo advisable to begin

a Refutation ; but when this is not the case, the mention of

ctions in the opening will be likely to give a paradoxical air to

insertion, by implying a consciousness that much may be said

ist it. If again all mention of Objections be deferred till the

the other arguments will often be listened to with prejudice by
\ who may suppose us to be overlooking what may be urged on
ther side.

metimes indeed it will be difficult to give a satisfactory Rofuta**

>f the opposed opinions, till we have gone through the arguments
pport of our own : even in that case however it will be better to

some brief notice of them early in the Composition, with a pro-

of afterwards considering them more fully, and refuting them,

is Aristotle’s usual procedure,

sophistical use is often made of this last rule, when the Objee- Sophbdcftl

are such as cannot really be satisfactorily answered. The
**

1 sophist will often, by the promise of a triumphant Refutation

fter, gain attention to his own statement ; which, if it be made
ible, will so draw off the hearer’s attention from the Objections,

b very inadequate fulfilment of that promise will pass unnoticed,

uc weight will not be allowed to the Objections,

nay be worth remarking, that Refutation will often occasion

troduction of fresh Propositions
; ix. wc may have to disprove

sitions, which though incompatible with the principal one to be
ained, will not be directly contradictory to it: e.g, Burke, in

to the establishment of his theory of beauty, refutes the other
es which have been advanced by those who place it in “fit-

for a certain end—in “ proportion ”—in “ perfection,” &c.

;

r. A. Smith, in his “ Theory of Moral Sentiments,” combats
union of those who make “ expediency the test of virtue

advocates of a “Moral sense/’ &c., which doctrines reapeo-
are at variance with those of those authors, and imply, though
lo not express, a contradiction of them.
*ugh I am at present treating principally of the proper coUoca-
f Refutation, some remarks on the conduct of it will not be
able in this place. In the first place, it is to bo observed that
is

98 no distinct class of refutatory Argument; since they
e such merely by the circumstances uifder which they are
red. There are two ways in which any Proposition may be Two mods*

t;
w

first, by proving the contradictory of it; secondly, by
rowing tbe Arguments by which it has been supported. The
of these is less strictly and properly called Refutation ; being

Aristotle remarks, Rhct. Book W ^rutvKKtyuruit and hvtwt* of Arift-
irently in opposition to some totle, Book IL #
mters.

"
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only accidentally such, since it might have been employed <

well had the opposite Argument new existed; and in fact

often happen that a Proposition maintained by one author, i

in this way refuted by another, who had new heard of his

menfcs, Tims Pericles is represented by Thucydides as prov

a speech to the Athenians* the probability of their success <

the Peloponnesians ; and thus, virtually, refuting the speech

Corinthian ambassador at Sparta* who had laboured to sh

probability of their speedy downfall* In fact, every one who
in favour of any Conclusion is virtually refuting, in this w;

opposite Conclusion.

But the character of Refutation more strictly belongs to th

mode of proceeding; vk. in which a reference is made, c

answer given, to some specific arguments in favour of the o

Conclusion, This Refutation may consist either in the denial

of the Premises,™1 or an objection against the comlumvenm
reasoning. And here it is to ho observed that an objection i

supposed, from the mode in which it is expressed, to belong

last class, when perhaps it does not, hut consists in the contra

of a Premiss ; for it is very common to say, 14
1 admit your pr

but deny that it leads to such a consequence;** 44 the asset

true, hut it has no force as an Argument to prove that Conch

this sounds like an objection to the Reasoning itself ; but it i

unfrequently be found to amount only to a denial of the mip

Premiss of an Enthymeme ; the assertion which is admitted

only the expressed Premiss, whose 44 force as an Argument
of course depend on the other Premiss, which is understood, 101

Warburton admits thaUn the Law of Moses the doctrine of 8

state was not revealed ; but contends that this, so far from c

ing, as the Deists pretend, his divine mission, does, on the ec

establish it. But the objection is not to the Deist’s Araum
perly so called, hut to the other Premiss, which they so hast;

for granted, and which he disproves, viz, “ that a divmely-c

sioned Lawgiver would have been sure to reveal that do<

The objection is then only properly said to lie against the Re
itself, when it is shown that, granting all that is assumed
other side, whether expressed or understood, still the Coi

.
w The speeches indeed appear to be in

great part the composition of the histo-
rian j but be professes to give the sub-
Stance of what was either actually said.
or«#%to be saidf on each occasion: and
the arguments urged in the speeches now- 5

n are undoubtedly such as the
speakers would be likely to

ular; which will often be do:

argument that will naturally be
in the third figure, whose oonob
always Particulars. Hence, th
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mded for would not follow from the Premises
; either on account

>me ambiguity in the Middle Term, or some other fault of that

us is the proper place for a treatise on Fallacies ; hut as this FniUcio*
been inserted in the “Elements of Logic,” I have only to
the reader to it. (Book III.)

may be proper in this place to remark, that “ Indirect Reason- mmt
is sometimes confounded with “Refutation,” or supposed to
euliarly connected with it; which is not the case ; either Direct
direct Reasoning being employed indifferently for Refutation,
ell as, for any other purpose. The application of the term
ictic, (from to refute or disprove,) to Indirect Argu-
3, has probably contributed to this eonfusion ; which, however,
ipally arises from the very circumstance that occasioned such a
f that term; viz, that m the Indirect method the absurdity or
of a Proposition (opposed to our own) is proved

; and hence
nested the idea of an adversary maintaining that Proposition,

j
® Refutation of that adversary being necessarily accom-

id in this way. But it should be remembered, that Euclid and
mathematicians, though they can have no opponent to refute,
employ the Indirect Demonstration

; and that, on the other
if the Contradictory of an opponent’s Premiss can be satis-
ily proved in the Direct mothod, tho Refutation is sufficient,
s true, however, that while, in Seionoo, tho Direct mothod is Th.inrtirtci
lered preferable, in Controversy, tho Indirect is ofton adopted
dice, as it affords an opportunity for holding up an opponentST
rn and ridicule, by deducing some very absurd conclusion from
mciples he maintains, or according to the mode of arguing ho
ys. Nor indeed can a fallacy be so clearly exposed to the
ned reader in any other way. For it is no easy matter to
a, to one ignorant of Logic, the grounds on which you object
inconclusive argument

; though he will be able to perceive it*
pondence with another, brought forward to illustrate it, in
an absurd conclusion may be introduced, as drawn from true

s evident that either the Premiss of an opponent, or his Cm- Provin* to*may be disproved, either in the Direct, or in the Indirect mnoh-

*

either by proving the truth of the Contradictory, or by
g that an absurd conclusion may fairly be deduced from the
ihon you are combating. When this latter mode of refutation
ited with respect to the Premiss, the phrase by which this

*
are is usually designated, is, that the “ Argument proves too
.

t"&t proves, besides the conclusion drawn, another,
^manifestly inadmissible. E.G. The Argument by which
unpbeU labours to prove that every correct Syllogism mus t,
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be nugatory, as involving a ‘
‘ petitio principii, proves, if admi

at all, more than he intended; since it may easily be shown t

equally applicable to oil Reasoning whatever.

It is worth remarking, that an Indirect argument may easil

altered in form so as to bo stated in the Direct mode. For, str!

speaking, that is Indirect reasoning in which we assume as true

Proposition whose Contradictory it is our object to prove

;

deducing regularly from it an absurd Conclusion, infer thence
the Premiss in question is false; the alternative proposed ir

correct reasoning being, either to admit the Conclusion, or to <

one of the Premises. But by adopting the form of a Dcstrm
Conditional,103 the same argument as this, in substance, maj
stated directly. B.G. We may say, “let it bo admitted, tha
testimony can satisfactorily establish such $ fact as is not agree
to our experience; thence it will follow that the Eastern Pi
judged wisely and rightly, in at once rejecting, as a manifest f

hood, the account given him of the phenomenon of ice ; but he
evidently mistaken in so doing ; therefore the Principle assum<
unsound.” Now the substance of this Argument remaining
same, the form of ft may be so altered as to make the Argurm
direct one; viz. “if it ho true that no testimony, 4c*, that Ea$
Prince must have judgod wisely, 4c., but he did not; therefore
principle is not true.”

Character of Universally indeed a Conditional Proposition may he regarde

propoamona an assertion of the validity of a certain Argument; the Antee«
< corresponding to the Premises, and the Consequent to the Co

sion ; and neither of them being asserted as true, only, the di

dence of the one on the other; the alternative then is, to acknowl
as a conclusion, either the truth of the Consequent, as in

Constructive Syllogism, or, (as in the destructive,) the falsity o

Antecedent: and the former accordingly corresponds to I
reasoning, the latter to Indirect; being, as has been said, a mo
stating it in the Direct form; as is evident from the exat
adduced.

&tC
o{

difference between these two modes of stating sue!

^direct Argument is considerable, when there is a long chain of reaao
arguments.

;por ^]ien we employ the Categorical form, ana assume as tfti

Premises we design to disprove, it is evident we must be spec

ironically, and in the character, assumed for the moment, <

adversary; when, on the contrary, we use the hypothetical
there is no irony. Butler’s Analogy is an instance of the !

:
procedure: he contends that if such and such objections

v
admissible against Religion, they would be applicable equally i

eewferWien and course of Nature. Had he, on the other !

fcr. the argument’s sake, that such objections a|

** See Logic, B. II. Ch.IV. $0.
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ligion are valid, and had thence proved the condition of the natural
rid to he totally different from what wc see it to he, his argu-
nts, which would have been the same in substance, would have
lumed an ironical form. This form has been adopted by Burke
his^ celebrated “ Defence of Natural Society, by a late noble
rd;” in which, assuming the person of Bolingbroke, he proves,
sording to the principles of that author, that the arguments he
ught against ecclesiastical, would equally lie against civil, institu-
is.

^

This is an Argument from Analogy, as well as Bishop
tier s, though not relating to the same point; Butler's being a
ence of the Doctrines of Religion; Burke’s, of its Institutions and
,ctical effects. A defence of the Evidences of our religion, (the
d point against which objections have been urged,) on a similar
n with the work of Burke just mentioned, and consequently, like
t, in an ironical form, I attempted some years ago, in a pamphlet,
blished anonymously, merely for the preservation of its ironical
racter,) whose object was to show, that objections, (“ Historic
ibts,”) similar to those against the Scripture-history, and much
’e plausible, might be urged against all the received accounts of
poleon Buonaparte .

104 #
t is in some respects a recommendation of this latter method,
in others an objection to it, that the sophistry of an adversary
often he exposed by it in a ludicrous point of view ; and this

ii where no such .effect 'is designed ; the very essence of jest being
mimic sophistry

.

105

,

This will often give additional force to the
pirnent, by the vivid impression which ludicrous images pro-
e; hut again it will not unfrcquently have this disadvantage*
' yeak m€

!

n
’ Perceiving the wit, are apt to conclude that nothing

wit is designed
; and lose sight perhaps of a solid and convincing

;ument, which they regard as no more than a good joke. Having
i warned ^that “ridicule is not the test of truth, ” and “that wis*
i and wit” are not the same thing, they distrust every thing that
possibly he regarded as witty; not havingjudgment to perceive the
bination, when it occurs, of Wit with sound Reasoning. The ivy-*
sith completely conceals from their view the point of the Thyrsus.
.nd, moreover, if such a mode of Argument be employed on Danger of
)us subjects, the “weak brethren” arc sometimes scandalized

lrony'

vhat appears to them a profanation ; not having discernment to
eiye when it is that the ridicule does, and when it does not,
it the solemn subject Itself. But for the respect paid to Holy

105 See Logic, Chapter on at
the conclusion.

100 Discit enim citing, meminitque
ben tins iliud

Quod quis deridet, quam quod pro-
bat et veneratur.

i/or. Kp. L

To these examples may be added th
storal Epistle to some Members c

Jmyersitv of Oxford,”
'** "

mbhsheair island now reprint©
s Remains of Bishop Dickinson .

1

the more valuable, now, from th
mion of, the predictions it contain!
b, when it first appeared, man;
disposed to regard as extravagant.
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Writ, the taunt of Elijah against the prophets of Baal, and Isail

against those who “ bow down to the stock of a tree/' would
]

bably appear to such persons irreverent* And the caution i

implied will appear the more important, when it is considered 1

large a majority they are, who, in this point, come under
description of “ weak brethren,” lie that can laugh at wha
ludicrous, and at the same time preserve a clear discernment

sound and unsound Reasoning, is no ordinary man* And, moreo1

the resentment and mortification felt by those whose unsound <

trines, or sophistry, are fully exposed and held up to contempt
ridicule,—this, they will often disguise from others, and someth
from themselves, by representing the contempt or ridicule as dire<

against serious or sacred subjects, and not, against their own abi

dities
:
just as if those idolaters above alluded to had represented

prophets as ridiculing devotionalfedings, and not, merely the aba
misdirection of them to a log of wood* And such persons will o:

in this way exercise a powerful influence on those whose m*
standing is so cloudy that they do not clearly perceive against v,

the ridicule is directed, or who are too dull to understand it at
For there are some persons so constituted as to be altogether heap
of even comprehending the plainest irony ; though they have
in other points any corresponding weakness of intellect, 1

humorous satirical pamphlet, (attributed to an eminent litei

character,) entitled “ Advice to a Reviewer,” I have known pew
read without perceiving that it was ironical. And the same, i

the “ Historic Doubts” lately referred to. Such persons, w
assured that such and such a Work contains ridicule, and that it

some reference to matters, of grave importance, take for granted
it must be a work of profane levity.

There is also this danger in the use of irony ; that semoti
when titles, in themselves favourable, are applied (or their app]
tion retained) to any set of men, in bitter scorn, they will then sc

times be enabled to appropriate such titles in a serious sense j

ironical force gradually evaporating. I mean, such titles as “ Or
dox,” “ Evangelical,” “ Saints,” « Reformers,” “ Libera
“Political-Economists,” “Rational,” <fee. The advantage *

f
iven may be illustrated by the story of the cocoa-nuts in Sinbad
ailor’s fifth voyage.

It may be observed generally, that too much stress is often 1

especially by unpractised reasoners, on Refutation
;

(in the etri<

and narrowest sense, i.e. of Objections to the Premises, or to
Reasoning ;) I mean, that they are apt both to expect a Refuti
jvtee none can fairly be expected, and to attribute to it, when s
$ytoi% made out, more than it really accomplishes.

tot, not only specious, but real and son# arguments, mm
difficult, or impossible to refute, may be urged ag<

a Proposition wb|^ is nevertheless true, and may he satisfact
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dblished by a preponderance of probability.10* It is in strictly Unanswer*

mtific Reasoning alone that all the arguments which lead to a arguments

e Conclusion must be fallacious. In what is called moral or

bable Reasoning, there may be sound arguments, and valid sides,

actions, on both sides .
108 E.G. It may be shown that each of

> contending parties has some reason to hope for success ; and
i, by irrefragable arguments on both sides

;
leading to conclusions

ch are not (strictly speaking) contradictory to each other; for

ugh only one party can obtain the victory, it may be true that each
some reason to expect it. The real question in such cases is,

ch event is the more probable ;—on which side the evidence pre-

derates. Now it often happens that the inexperienced reasoner,

Lking it necessary that every objection should be satisfactorily

wered, will have his attention drawn off from the arguments of

opposite side, and will he occupied perhaps in making a weak
mce, while victory was in his hands. The objection perhaps may
unanswerable, and yet may safely he allowed, if it can ho shown
b more and weightier objections lie against every other supposi-

. This is a most important caution for those who are studying
Evidences of Religion. Let the opposer of them be called on,

ead of confining himself to detached cavils, and saying, M how do
answer this V* and “ how do you explain that ?” to frame some
nstent hypothesis to account for the introduction of Christianity

human means ; and then to consider whether there are more or
sr difficulties in his hypotbesis than in the other.

'n the other hand, one may often meet with a sophistical refu- Sophistical

>n of objections, consisting in counter-objections urged against
Rofutafc 0BU

ething else which is taken for granted to be, though it is not,

only alternative. E.G. Objections against an unlimited Monarchy
be met by a glowing description of the horrors of the mob-

jrnment of the Athenian and Roman Republics. If an exclusive
ntion to mathematical pursuits be objected to, it may be answered
leprecating the exekmon of such studies. It is thus that a mam
naonly replies to the censure passed on any vice he is addicted to,

epresentmg some other vice as worse ; e.g. if he is blamed for

g a sot, he dilates on the greater enormity of feeing m 'thief;: as
lere were any need he should be either. And it is in this way
e that the advocates of Transportation have usually defended it:

ribihg some very ill-managed penitentiary-system, and assuming,
elf-evident and admitted, that this must fee the only pomble
tttMte* for Benal-Colonies .

100 This fallacy may ho stated logically,

Disjunctive Hypothetical, with the Major, false.
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°tG»uof Secondly, the force of a Refutation is often over-rated;

forooof argument which is satisfactorily answered ought merely to go
m

refutation.
notjv£ng * {t [B possible that the conclusion drawn may neverthei

be true
;
yet men are apt to take for granted that the Conclus

itself is disproved, when the Arguments brought forward to establ

it have been satisfactorily refuted ; assuming, when perhaps ther<

no ground for the assumption, that these are oil the arguments tl

could be urged .

110 This may be considered as the fallacy of denyi

the Consequent of a Conditional Proposition, from the Anteeed*

having been denied, “ if such and such an Argument he admitt

the Assertion in question is true ; but that Argument is inadmisaib

therefore the Assertion is not true” Hence the injury done to t

cause by a weak advocate ; the cause itself appearing to the vul|

to be overthrown, when the Arguments brought forward ;

answered.
“ Hence the danger of ever advancing more than can be v

maintained ; since the refutation of that will often quash the wk
A guilty person may often escape by having too much laid to

charge ; so he may also by having too much evidence against hi

Le. some that is not in itself satisfactory: thus a prisoner may sor

times obtain acquittal by showing that one of the witnesses agai

him is an infamous informer and spy ; though perhaps if that p
of the evidence had been omitted, the rest would have been suffici

for conviction.”
111

The maxim here laid down, however, applies only to those cam

in which, (waiving the consideration of honesty,) first, it is wished

produce not merely a temporary, but a lasting impression, and tb

on readers or hearers of some judgment ; and secondly, where th
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ly are some weighty arguments to bo urged. When no charge
can really be substantiated, and yet it is desired to produce
e present effect on the unthinking, there may be room for the

lication of the proverb, “ Slander stoutly, and something will

1
1:” the vulgar are apt to conclude, that where a great deal is

something must be true ; and many are fond of that lazy con-

Mice for saving the trouble of thinking,—“ splitting the

srence imagining that they show a laudable caution in believing
f a part of what is said. And thus a malignant Sophist may
l such a temporary advantage by the multiplicity of his attacks,

he rabble of combatants described by Iiomer sometimes did by
r showers of javelins, which encumbered and weighed down the
Id of one of his heroes, though they could not penetrate it.

n the above principle,—that a weak argument is positively Objections

ful, is founded a most important maxim, that it is not only the JtSSlfiSf
ast, hut also the wisest plan, to state Objections in their fallforce

;

^c©
fuU

east, wherever there does exist a satisfactory answer to them ;

r

srwise, those who hear them stated more strongly than by the
mdid advocate who had undertaken to repel them, will naturally
igh conclude that they are unanswerable. It is but a momentary
ineffective triumph that can he obtained by manoeuvres like those
'urnus’s charioteer, who furiously chased the feeble stragglers of
army, and evaded the main front of the battle.
.nd when the objections urged are not only unanswerable, but
it is more) decisive,—when some argument that has been adduced,
ome portion of a system, <fee. is perceived to bo really unsound,
tbe wisest way fairly and fully to confess this, and abandon it

rether. There are many who seem to, make it a point of honour
ir to yield a single point,—never to rotraet : or (if this bo found
midable) “to back out"-—as the phrase is—of an untenable
tion, so as to display their reluctance to make any concession;
‘ their credit was staked on preserving unbroken the talisman of
eased infallibility. But there is little wisdom (the question of
>sty is out of the province of this treatise) in such a procedure ?

h in fact is very liable to cast a suspicion on that which is really
d* when it appears that the advocate is ashamed to abandon
t is unsound. And such an honest avowal as I have been
mmendmg, though it may raise at first a feeble and brief shout
xultation, will soon be followed by a general and increasing
aiur of approbation. Uncandid as the world often is, it seldom
to applaud the magnanimity of confessing a defect or a mistake*
to reward it with an increase of confidence. Indeed this increased

d tlv
6 rashly bestowed, by a kind of over-generosity in

Public ; which is apt too hastily to consider the confession of an
as a proof of universal sincerity. Some of the most skilful

ists accordingly avail themselves of this
; and gain credence for

h that is false, by acknowledging with an air of frankness snip#
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one mistake ; whicli, like a tub thrown to the whale, they s&cr
for the sake of persuading us that they have committed only
error. I fear it can hardly he affirmed as yet, that “ this trick
been so long used in controversy, as to be almost worn out/" 111

§ 8 .

refutation?* *s important to observe, that too earnest and elahoraf
refutation of arguments which are really insignificant, or w)
their opponent wishes to represent as such, will frequently have
effect of giving them importance. Whatever is slightly noticed,
afterwards passed by with contempt, many readers and hearers
very often conclude (sometimes for no other reason) to he really <

temptible. But if they are assured of this again and again with gi

earnestness, they often begin to doubt it. They see the respond
plying artillery and musketry,—bringing up horse and foot to

charge
; and conceive that what is so vehemently assailed must pos*

great strength. One of his refutations might perhaps have left ti

perfectly convinced: all of them together, leave them in doubt.

wSfiT t

f ^ *8 not t0 &e^utat*otl a^on6 ^&t this principle will apj

forcibly. In other cases also it may happen (paradoxical as it is at first sig

that it shall bo possible, and dangerous, to write too forcibly. Si

a caution may remind some readers of the personage in the fai

tale, whose swiftness was so prodigious, that he was obliged to
his legs, lest he should overrun, and thus miss, the hares he i

pursuing. But on consideration it will be seen that the caution
not unreasonable. When indeed the point maintained is one wh
most persons admit or are disposed to admit, but which they
prone to lose sight of, or to, underrate in respect of its importance,
not to dwell on with an attention sufficiently practical, that is j
the occasion which calls on us to put forth all our efforts in sett
it forth in the most forcible manner possible. Yet even here, i

often necessary to caution the hearers against imagining that a pc
is difficult to establish, because its imjxntance leads us to dwell v
much on it. Some e.g. are apt to suppose, from the copious i

elaborate arguments which have been urged in defence of
authenticity of the Christian Scriptures, that these are books wh
authenticity is harder to he established than that of other suppos
ancient works

;

118 whereas the fact is very much the reverse. 1

the importemee, and the difficulty, of proving any point, are very ;

to be confounded together, though easily distinguishable. We bar
doors carefully, not merely when we expect an unusuallyfortmde
attack, but when we have an unusual treasure in the house.
But when any principle is to be established, which, though

•xford, Second

ryoftfeefranah
a very inter-
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capable of being made evident to the humblest capacity, yet

>een long and generally overlooked, and to which established

lices are violently opposed, it will sometimes happen that to

rth the absurdity of such prejudices in the clearest point of

(though in language perfectly decent and temperate,) and to

istrate the conclusion, over and over, so fully and forcibly that

11 seem the most palpable folly or dishonesty to deny it, will,

some minds, have an opposite tendency to the one desired,

perhaps, conscious of having been the slaves or the supporters

h prejudices as are thus held up to contempt, (not indeed by

nful language, but simply by being placed in a very clear

)
and of having overlooked truths which, when thus clearly

ined and proved, appear perfectly evident even to a child, will

piently he stung by a feeling of shame passing off into rosent-

which stops their ears against argument. They could have

pexhaps to change their opinion ; but not, so to change it as

: their former opinion with the grossest folly. They would ho

ry to thirilc they had been blinded to such an excess, and are

gry with him who is endeavouring to persuade them to think

tat these feelings determine them not to think it.
^

They try

it is an attempt which few persons ever make in vain) to shut

eyes against an humiliating conviction: and thps, the very

phant force of the reasoning adduced, serves to harden them
admitting the conclusion : much as one may conceive Roman

rs desperately holding out an untenable fortress to the last

nity, from apprehension of being made to pass under the yoke

s victors, should they surrender.

ters again, perhaps comparatively strangers to the question,

ot prejudiced, or not strongly prejudiced, against your conclu-

but ready to admit it if supported by sufficient arguments,

ometimes, if your arguments are very much beyond what is

ent, have their suspicions roused by this very circumstance.

. it be possible,” they will say, “that a conclusion so very

is as this is made to appear, should not have been admitted long

Is it conceivable that such and such eminent philosophers,

a, statesmen, 4c., should have been all their lives under dalu-

so gross?” Hence they are apt to infer, either that the

v has mistaken the opinions of those he imagines opposed to

>r else, that there is some subtle fallacy in his arguments.

3 former of these suspicions is a matter of little or no conse-

ev except as far as regards the author’s credit for acuteness.114

The more simple, clear, and oh- every one;*
* there needs no ghost to tell

ey principle is rendered, the more us that/ I am convinced that a verbose,
s its exposition to elicit those com- mystical, and partially obscure way of
marks* ‘Of counsel of course 1 no writing on such a subject* is the most
dd ever doubt that ; this is all very likely to catch the attention of the multi *

it there is nothing *<$0 brought to tude. The generality verify the observa-
aothing that was not familiar to tion of Tacitus, * omm ignotum pro mtqt
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As far as tlic legitimate province of the Orator is concerned, h<
be satisfied with establishing a just principle, and leaving m
imagine, if they will, that nobody had ever doubted it. Bu
other suspicion may lead to very serious evil ; and it is not b
means unlikely to occur. Many a one will be convinced that'

must be some flaw in a course of argument in which he is cons<
and perhaps ready to confess, that fie cannot point out any

; m
on the ground, that if there is none, but the whole is perfectly $

and valid, he cannot conceive that it should have been ovcrlo
(so obvious as it is made to appear,) for perhaps Ages togethe
able men who had devoted their thoughts to the subject. Th
so many thousands of physicians who for Ages had been in the
habit of feeling the pulse, no one before Harvey should have
pectod the circulation of the blood, was probably a reason with i

for denying that discovery. And a man’s total inability, as I
said, to poiut out any fallacy, will by no means remove Ins convi
or suspicion that there must be some, if the conclusion be one, w
for the reason just mentioned, seems to him inconceivable. 1
are many persons unable to find out the flaw in the argument
by which it is pretended to be demonstrated that Achilles couh
overtake the Tortoise : but some flaw every one is sure there
be, from his full conviction that Achilles could overtake the Tort

In this way it is very possible that our reasoning may be “
with excess of light,”

Of course it is not meant that a Refutation should ever ar
(when that can he avoided) imufficient ;—that a conclusion shod
left doubtful which we are able to establish fully. But in combi
deep-rooted prejudices, and maintaining unpopular and parade
truths, the point to be aimed at should be, to adduce what Ss

cient, and not much more than is sufficient, to prove your conelu
If (in such a case) you can hut satisfy men that your opinn
decidedly more probable than the opposite, you will have ca
your point more effectually, than if you go on, much beyond tin
demonstrate by a multitude of the most forcible arguments,
extreme absurdity of thinking differently, till you have affrontec
self-esteem of some, and awakened the distrust of others. 11*

bourers who are employed in driving wedges into a block of w
are careful to use blows of no greater force than is just sufie
If they strike too ha/rd, the elasticity of the wood will throw on
wedge.

There is in some oases another danger also to he apprehei
from tbeemployment of a great number and variety of argurae
{whether for refutation, or otherwise ;) namely, that some of t!

andwhenany 1 i is mads very
Micythat they
e to Elements of

1 A- M* Say, relates a

sfcoty ofsome one who, for a wafer,
* whole day m one of the h'rfdg
rarls, oflmag- to sell a Sve-frane.

'

for one frano, and (naturally) mtM
a purchaser.
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& really unanswerable, may be drawn from topics of which the

rned reader or hearer is not, by his own knowledge, a competent

; and these a crafty opponent will immediately assail, keeping
e rest out of sight

; knowing that he is thus transferring the

it to another field, in which the result is sure to be, practically,

vn battle.

>pose for instance you could maintain or oppose some doctrine or

ce, by arguments drawn from Scripture, and also from the

eminent of the Fathers, and from a host of the ablest Corn-

tors and Biblical Critics : in a work designed for the learned
5 might he well to employ all these : but in a popular work,
ed for the uneducated,—and nine-tenths of what are called the

;ed classes,—it would be hotter to omit all except those drawn
>lain undisputed passages of the Common Version of the Bible,

however decisively your conclusion might be established in the

f competent judges, you might expect to be met by an artful

mt who would join issue on that portion of the arguments
tig the rest out of sight) which turned most on matters of

irious and deep research: boldly denying your citations, or

g misrepresentation of the authors appealed to, or asserting

ou had omitted the weightiest authorities, and that these were
opposite side, <fec. Who, of the unlearned, could tell which
the right? You might reply, and might fully disprove all

ad been urged ; hut you might he met by fresh and fresh

ons,—fresh denials,—fresh appeals to authorities, real or
l; and so the contest might he kept up for ever. The mass
readers, meantime, would he in the condition of a blind man
lould be a bystander at a battle, and. could not judge which
ms prevailing, except from the reports of those who stood
im.

generally the wisest course, therefore, not only to employ
rguments as are directly accessible to the persons addressed,

confine oneself to these, lest the attention should be drawn
a them.

the whole, the arguments which it requires the greatest
of art to refute effectually, (I mean, for one who has truth on
b) are those which are so very weak and silly that it is

b to make their absurdity more palpable than it is already; at
ithout a risk of committing the error formerly noticed. The
minds one of the well-known difficult feat of cutting through
ion with a sword. And what augments the perplexity, is,

ch arguments are usually brought forward by those who, we
•©, are not themselves convinced by them, but are ashamed
r their real reasons. So that in such a case we know that
itation of these pretexts will not go one step towards eon-

110 See Essay II. “ On the Kingdom of Christ,” 5 21.
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vincing those who urge them ; any more than the justifications

the lamb in the fable against the wolfs charges.

The last remark to be made under this head, is, as to the diffe

ence between simply ^proving an error, and showing whence

arose. Merely to prove that a certain position is untenable, if th

be done quite decisively, ought indeed to bo sufficient to indu<

every one to abandon it: but if we can also succeed (which is usual

a more difficult task) in tracing the erroneous opinion up to i

origin,—in destroying not only the branches but the root of tl

error,—this will afford much more complete satisfaction, and will 1

likely to produce a more lasting effect. E.G* It has been repeated

proved that the distinction, made hy A. Smith and some oth

writers, between “ productive
” and ^unproductive labourers,

leads to absurd conclusions : hut in the article on Political Econoir

in the “ Encyclopedia Metropolitana” there is, in addition to th

disproof, a clear and useful explanation given of the way in whi«

this fanciful distinction arose; viz. from the different modes <

paying different classes of labourers.

For another instance, see the Article * Tendency ’ in the Appei
dix to “ Elements of Logic/’ and the passage in the “ Lectures c

Political Economy” there referred to; which contains an explan;

tion of the origin (from the ambiguity of a word) of a prevailing ar

most dangerous mistake.

§ 9.

The Arguments which should he placed first in order are, ceeter

pambm, the most Obvious ,
and such as naturally first occur.

This is evidently the natural order ; and the adherence to it g|?<

an easy, natural air to the Composition. It is seldom thereto
worth while to depart from it for the sake of beginning with €
most powerful arguments, (when they happen not to be also tl

most obvious,) or on the other hand, for the sake of reserving the*

to th© last, and beginning with the weaker; or again, of imitating

as some recommend, Nestor’s plan of drawing up troops, plods
the best first and last, and the weakest in the middle. It will 1

advisable however (and by this means you may secure this ki
advantage) when the strongest arguments naturally occupy it

foremost place, to recapitulate in a reverse order; which will destre
the appearance of anti-climax, and is also in itself the most ea*
and natural mode of recapitulation. Let, e.g. the arguments be A
B, O/D, E, <fcc. each less weighty than the preceding; then, i

recapitulating, proceed from E to I), C, B, concluding with A.
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Chap. IV.

—

Of Introductions and Conclusions;

§!•

Introduction, Exordium, or Proeme, is, as Aristotle has justly

ked, not to be accounted one of the essential parts of a Compo-

,
since it is not in every case necessary. In most, however,

t such as are extremely short, it is found advisable to premise

hing before we enter on the main argument, to avoid an

ranee of abruptness, and to facilitate, in some way or other,

>ject proposed. In larger works this assumes the appellation

jface or Advertisement; and not unfrequently two are employed,

ider the name of Preface, and another, more closely connected

he main work, under that of Introduction.

3 rules which have been laid down already will apply equally

t preliminary course of argument of which Introductions often

t.

3 writers before Aristotle are censured by him for inaccuracy,

cing under the head of Introductions, as properly belonging to

many things which are not more appropriate in the beginning

elsewhere; as, e.g. the contrivances for exciting the hearers’

on; which, as he observes, is an improper arrangement;

though such an Introduction may sometimes bo required, it

aerally speaking, anywhere else rather than in the beginning,

he attention is likely to flag.

is to be observed, however, that there is one kind of fault

Lines committed in Introductions, which does lead to this too muoh.
g

If a Speaker alarms his audience in the outset, by an-

ing a great number of topics to be handled, and perhaps also

1 preliminary considerations, preparatory explanations, &c.,

vili be likely (especially after a protracted Debate) to listen

mpatience to what they expect will prove tedious, and to feel

dcipated weariness even from the very commencement.
) rule laid down by Cicero, [Be Oral,) not to the

tiomnoTto
[notion first, but to consider first the main argument, and let be composed

uggest the Exordium, is just and valuable ; for otherwise, as

serves, seldom any thing will suggest itself but vague general-
u common

”

topics, as he calls them, i.e. what would equally

uit several different compositions ; whereas an Introduction

i composed last, will naturally spring out of the main subject,

jpear appropriate to it.

§ 2.

One of the objects most frequently proposed in an Introduc- introduo-

s, to show that the subject in question is important, curious, toqnititfo*
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Introduc-
tion
paradoxical.

or otherwise interesting, and worthy of attention* This ma;

called an “Introduction inquisitive.

2dlv It will frequently happen also, when the point to he pr

or explained is one which may be very fully established, or onw

there is littlo or no doubt, that it may nevertheless be strange,

different from what might have been expected

m

which ea;

will often have a good eti'eet in rousing the attention, to set for

strongly hb possible this para/Ioximl character, and dwell on

seeming improbability of that which must, after all, he admi

This may be called aii “ Introduction paradoxical. ’ For insta

_«« jf y0U should see a flock of pigeons in a field of com: ai

(instead of each picking where and what it liked, taking jui

much as it wanted, and no more) you should see nmety-nme of

gathering all they got into a heap ; reserving nothing for thorns

but the chaff and the refuse ; keeping this heap for one, and

the weakest, perhaps worst, of the flock ; sitting round, and loc

on, all the winter, whilst this one was devouring, throwing a1

and wasting it; and if a pigeon, more hardy or hungry tliai

rest, touched a grain of the hoard, all the others instantly 1

upon it, and tearing it to pieces; if you should see this, you v

see nothing more than wlmt is every day practised and establ

among men Among men you see the ninety and nino toiling

scraping together a heap of superfluities for one; (and this on<

oftentimes the feeblest and worst of the whole set, a child, awe

a madman, or a fool;) gotting nothing for themselves all the i

but a little of the coarsest of tbe provision, which their own ind

produces; looking quietly on, while they see the fruits of all

labour spent or spoiled ; and if one of the number take or to

particle of the hoard, the others joining against him, and ha:

him for the theft.

• “ There must be some very important advantages to aocou

an institution, which, in the view of it above given, is so parad

Introduc-
tion
corrective,

and unnatural.
“ The principal of these advantages are, the following:

n
1st

3dly. What may be called an 44 Introduction corrective,” i

in frequent use; viz. to show that the subject has been mgl

misunderstood, or misrepresented by others. This will, in

cases, remove a most formidable obstacle in the hearer’s min

anticipation of triteness, if the subject be,—or may be suppo

be,—a hacknied one : and it may also servo to remove or loose)

prejudices as might be adverse to the favourable reception <

Arguments.
tutrodp. ithly, It will often happen also, that there may be need to e

$*e^*aryB
some peculiarity in the mode of reasoning to be adopted ; to

is
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ist some possible mistake as to the object proposed; or to

igize for some deficiency

;

this may be called the “ Introduction

iratory.”

lily, and lastly, in many cases there will be occasion for what introdue-

be called a “Narrative Introduction/
1

to put the reader or narrative

n* in possession of the outline of some transaction, or the

iption of some state of things, to which references and allusions

0 be made in the course of the Composition. Thus, in Preach-
t is generally found advisable to detail, or at least briefly to sum
portion of Scripture-history, or a parable, when either of these

,de the subject of a Sermon.
to or more of the Introductions that have been mentioned are
combined ; especially in the Preface to a work of any length,

id very often the Introduction will contain appeals to various

5ns and feelings in the hearers ; especially a feeling of appro-*

a towards the speaker, or of prejudice against an opponent who
receded him ; but this is, as Aristotle has remarked, not con-

to Introductions.

e Title of a book is evidently of the character of an Introduc* Titles of

being indeed sometimes the only one : so that what has been
b00k®*

aid respecting Introductions, will, for the most part, be applh
to Titles.

is a matter of considerable nicety to make choice of a good
;
neither unattractive, nor yet so full of pretension as either to

s disgust, or lead to disappointment. It is also, in one respect,

important than the exordium of a Speech; because the Orator
has opened injudiciously will yet usually obtain a hearing, in

ourse of which he may recover the lost ground ; while an ill-

n Title may prevent a Book from being read at all.

e fault committed in respect of the Title of the present Work
ided to in the beginning of the Preface.

§ 3.

icerning the “ Conclusion ” [Peroration of the Latins, and <jonda-

gus of the Greeks] it is not necessary to say much ; since the
8 on#*

al rules, that it should be neither so sudden and abrupt as to
& the hearer to say, “ I did not know he was going to leave
aor again so long as to excite impatience, are so obvious as not
>d being dwelt on at large*

ih faults however are common
; and the latter, both the more

on, and the worse. It is rather more common, because the
' or speaker is liable to find fresh and fresh thoughts occur to
s he |roceeds, which he is loth to omit $ especially if he have
1 the outset, drawn out, on paper, or mentally, (according to
^commendation formerly given,) a skeleton outline of his die-

^
And it is also a worse fault than the other—-the abrupt

usion*—because the disappointment caused is not—as in that
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case

—

single, but repeated and prolonged. And moreover, h

only excites immediate disapprobation, but weakens in the hea

minds the force of all that had gone before.

The caution against these faults is evidently far the more in

taut in reference to a discourse orally delivered, because, to a ret

the eye sufficiently shows the approach to the end.
^

It si

therefore be carefully recollected by one who is delivering ora

written discourse, that though to him it is written, it is not so t

hearers ; and he is consequently in danger of overlooking a fat

the Conclusion, such as I have been speaking of, while the&

be struck by it.

In all Compositions however it is an advantage—though fa

x

more important in those addressed to the ear—that notice shoul

given, a little, and but a little, beforehand, of the approach

close; by saying “ I will conclude by remarking,*
1

<ke. or the

i

and the closing remark should be not a long one, and should b
the least important and striking of the whole discourse; and

contain a compressed repetition of something that had been h
dwelt on, this is all the better.

Indeed, in any Composition that is not very short, the

frequent, and the most appropriate kind of Conclusion is a Eeca
lation, either of the whole, or of part of the arguments that

been adduced ; respecting which a remark has been made at tin

of Oh. III. § 7.

It may be worth while here to remark that it is a common
of an extemporary speaker, to be tempted, by finding himself list

to with attention and approbation, to go on adding another

another sentence (what is called, in the homely language of the

“more last words ”) after he had intended, and announced
intention, to bring his discourse to a close ; till at length

audience becoming manifestly weary and impatient, he is fore

conclude in a feeble and spiritless manner, like a half-extingu:

candle going out in smoke. Let tho Speaker decide before

what shall he his concluding topic ; and let him premeditate
oughly, not only the substance of it, but the mode of treating it

all but the very words : and let him resolve that whatever libetf

may reserve to himself of expanding or contracting other pax

his speech, according as he finds the hearers more or less intere

(which is, for an extemporary speaker, natural and proper,) hi

strictly adhere to his original design in respect of what he has
on for his Conclusion; and that whenever he shall see fit to a

at that, nothing shall tempt him either to expand it beyond
he had determined on, or to add any thing else beyond it.

Any thing relative to the Feelings and the Will, that mi
especially appropriate to the Conclusion, will be mentioned i

pluce in the ensuing Fart.



PART IL

OF PERSUASION.

Ciiap. I.

—

Introductory.

§1.

estjasion, properly so called, i.e. the art of influencing the Will,
j>e”»uaifoa!

> next point to he considered. And Rhetoric is often regarded

as formerly remarked) in a more limited sense, as conversant

; this head alone. Rut even, according to that view, the rules

> laid down will be found not the less relevant
; since the Con-

n of the understanding (of which I have hitherto been treating)

essential part of Persuasion ; and will generally need to be

ed by tho Arguments of the Writer or Speaker. For in order

the Will maybe influenced, two things arc requisite; viz. 1.

the proposed Object should appear desirable ; and 2. that tho

'$ suggested should be proved to bo conducive to tho attainment

it object ;
and this last, evidently must depend on a process of

Dning. In order, e.g. to induce tho Greeks to unite their efforts

st the Persian invader, it was necessary both to prove that no-

tion could alone render their resistance effectual, and also to

en such feelings of patriotism and abhorrence of a foreign yoke,

ight prompt theflx to make these combined efforts. For it is

at, that however ardent their love of liberty, they would make
certions if they apprehended no danger; or if they thought
selves able, separately, to defend themselves, they would he
vard to join the confederacy: and on the other hand, that if

were willing to submit to the Persian yoke, or valued their

endence less than their present ease, the fullest conviction that

leans recommended would secure their independence, would
had no practical effect.

rsuasion, therefore, depends on, first, Argument, (to prove the Exhorta-

iency of the Moans proposed,) and secondly, what is usually
%

\ Exhortation, i,e, the excitement of men to adopt those Means,
presenting the end as sufficiently desirable, ft will happen,

X not unfrequently, that the one or the other of these objects
lave been already, either wholly or in part, accomplished; so
the other shall he the only one that it is requisite to insist

nz. sometimes the hearers will he sufficiently intent on the
r
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pursuit of tine End, and will bo in doubt only as to tbe rneam

attaining it ; and sometimes, again, they will have no doubt on 1

point, but will bo indifferent, or not sufficiently ardent, with res]

to tho proposed End, and will need to be stimulated by Exho
tions. Not sufficiently ardent, I have said, because it will not so o:

happen that the object in question will he one to which they

totally indifferent, as that they will, practically at least, not rec

it, or not feel it, to he worth the requisite pains. No one

absolutely indifferent about the attainment of a nappy immortal;

and yet a great part of the Preacher’s business consists in Exho
tion, id. endeavouring to induce men to use those exertions wl

they themselves believe to be necessary for the attainment of it,

Aristotle, and many other writers, have spoken of appeals to

passions as an unfair mode of influencing the hearers ; in answe:

which Dr, Campbell has remarked, that there can be no Persuai

without an address to the Passions:' and it is evident, from w
has been just said, that ho is right, if under the term Passion

included every active Principle of our nature. Tins, however,

greater latitude of meaning than belongs even to tho Groek vs

U(zh; though the signification of that is wider than, according

ordinary use, that of our term “ Passions/’

But Aristotle by no means overlooked the necessity with a v

to Persuasion, properly so termed, of calling into action e<

motive that may influence the Will; it is plain that whenever
speaks with reprobation of an appeal to the Passions, his meania|
the excitement of such feelings as ought fiat to influence the deeii

of the question in hand. A desire
#
to do justice, may be called

Dr. Campbell’s wide acceptation of the term, a “ Passion”
“Affection;” this is what ought to influence a Judge; and no
would ever censure a Pleader for striving to excite and heighten

1 “ To wiy, that it is possible to per-
suade without speaking to the passions is

but at beat a kind of specious nonsense.
The coolest reasoner always in persuad-
ing, addresseth himself to the passions
some way or other. This ho cannot avoid
doing, it ho speak to tho purpose. To
make me believe, it is enough to show me
that things are so

;
to make me act, it is

necessary to show that tho action will
answer some End. That can never bean
End to me which gratifies no passion or
affection inmy nature. You assureme * It
ia for my honour.* Now you solicit my
pride, without which I had never been
able to understand the word. You say,
* It is for nay interest.* Now you bespeak
my selt-iove. • It is for the public good/
NOWyou rouse my patriotism, * It will
;**»a# the miserable.* Now you touch

So far, therefore, is it from
VUh$dr method of persuasion to

"-“via no per*

renpaaaion.

where is the scope for argument! B<
I answer this question, let it be obsei
that, In order to persuade, there are
things which must be carefully stu
by the orator. Tho first is, to $
some desire or passion in the hearer*
second is, to satisfy their judgment
there is a connexion between the su

to which he would persuade ttava»
the gratification of the desire or pa
which he excites. This hi the anaiyi
persuasion. The former is effects

presenting the best and most for
arguments which the nature of the

incorporated together constitute
vehemence of contention to which
greatest exploits of Eloquence o
doubtless to be ascribed.™—Cum\

'ttmlw of Mtutoria, Book 1* V
14
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•e ; but if tbe decision be influenced by an appeal to Anger, Pity,

tbe feelings thus excited being such as ought not to have

ated, the Judge must be allowed to have been unduly biassed,

that this is Aristotle’s meaning is evident from his characterla-

the introduction of such topics, as “ foreign to the matter in

i
.” 2

It is evident, also, that as the motives which ought to

xte will be different in different cases, the same may be
itionable and not fairly admissible, in one case, which in

tier would be perfectly allowable.8

a instance occurs in Thucydides, in which this is very judiciously

neatly pointed out: in the debate respecting the Mityleneans,

had been subdued after a revolt, Cleon is introduced contending
tie justice of inflicting on them capital punishment; to which
atus is made to reply, that the Athenians are not sitting in

merit on the offenders, but in deliberation as to their own interest;

>ught therefore to consider, not the right they may have to put
evolters to death, but the expediency or inexpediency of such a
idure.

4

*

judicial cases, on the contrary, any appeal to the personal

ests of the Judge, or even to public expediency, would be irrele-

In framing laws indeed, and (which comes to the same thing)

g those decisions which are to operate as Precedents, the public

co rev *e&yiAacr6$,

>e the Treatise on Fallacies. § 14.
bowing very sensible remarks on
bject are extracted from an article
Edinburgh Review. “As to ail
capable of being established by
oe either on certain or probable
Is, Hod has givon us the faculty of
fr or that evidence, as the instru-
f obtaining a belief in them. Any
acquired not through the use of
trumenfc, but by pressing into the
faculties intended for other pur-
be the subject of belief never so
ists on defective grounds as regards
•ty believing. If truth have really
qective existence at all—if it be
ng more than that which every
oweth— it is the merest truism to
it to believe as truth that which is
bed on slight evidence or no
;e, or arguments addressed to the
nee and not to the reason, may be
piously done, but must proceed
neglect of that portion of the

is which are specially assigned to
)ur Creator for that special pur-
lins is an error which may often
good results in particular cases,
*s led, and still leads, to fearful
many others ; but all the sophis-
the world cannot make it other
terror. * * * * He [Lovolal
i a particular defect in human
as a means of government, and
lently as something to be encour-

aged and cultivated. lie would have obe-
dience, as far as possible, comprehend
the acts of the judgment, as well as the
acts of the will. He would have men
strive to give a false bias to their minds ;

to stifle the light within them. He is not
content with knowing that they will do
so, and availing himself of the weakness

;

he would implant it in them as a prin
ciple.

14
It would take but a short process to

show that it is this fatal notion of govern-
ing men by their failings which has led,
in the main, to all the perverse and
irreligious portions of the developments
of Jesuitism ; to condescensions to every
weakness, apologies for every crime, and
serious defencesof every unuaturalabsur-
City,'’—Edinburgh jfovfm, April, 1845.

4 Much declamation may be heard In
the present day against ‘‘expediency,”
as if it were not the proper object of a
Deliberative Assembly, and as if it were
only pursued by the unprincipled. And
this kind of declamation is represented as
a sign ofsuperior moral rectitude

; though
in truth it implies very unsound morality,
in any one who is not led into it through
mere confusionofthoughtand inaccuracy
of language.

I have accordingly thought it advisable
to insert in the Appendix [(£(#] a passage
relating to the subject, extracted from a
Speech delivered in the House of Lords,
and afterwards introduced into a Charge*
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good is the object to be pursued; but in the mere administering

the established laws, it is inadmissible.

There are many feelings, again, which it is evident should in

case be allowed to operate; as Envy, thirst for Revenge, <fcc*,

excitement of which by the orator is to he reprobated as an mr
artifice; but it is not the less necessary to bo well acquainted v

their nature, in order to allay them when previously existing in

hearers, or to counteract the efforts of an adversary in producing

directing them. It is evident, indeed, that all the weaknesses,

well as the powers, of the human mind, and all the arts by wb
the Sophist takes advantage of these weaknesses, must be familia

known by a perfect Orator; who, though he may b© of sue!

character as to disdain employing such arts, must not want
ability to do so, or ho would not be prepared to counteract th<

An acquaintance with the nature of poisons is necessary to him v

would administer antidotes.

§ 2.

There is, I conceive, no point in which the idea of dishor

artifice is in most people’s minds so intimately associated with t

of Rhetoric, as the address to the Feelings or Active Princi]

of our nature. This is usually stigmatized as “ an appeal to

Passions instead of the Reason as if Reason alone could e

influence the Will, and operate as a motive ; which it no more c

than the ©yes, which show a man his road, can enable him
move from place to place; or than a ship provided with a compi

can sail without a wind* It may be said indeed, with truth, t

an orator does often influence the Will by improper appeals to

Passions; but it is no less true that he often imposes on
Understanding of his hearers by sophistical Arguments: yet *

does not authorize us to reprobate the employment of Argum-
But it seems to he commonly taken for granted, that whenever
feelings are excited they are of course oner-excited. Now so fa

this from the fact,—so far is it from being true, that men are uni
sally, or even generally, in danger of being misled in conduct
an excess of feeling, that the reverse is at least as often the e
The more generous feelings, such as Compassion, Gratitude, D<

tion, nay, even rational and. rIgMy-direeted Self-Love, Hope,
Fear, are oftener defective than excessive; and that, even in

estimation of the parties themselves, if they are weli-prmcip
judicious, reflective, and candid men* Do the feelings of sue

miainj when contemplating, for instance, the doctrines and the

;

mises of the Christian religion, usually come up to the stanc

Which he himself thinks reasonable t And not only in the c&e
Religion, but in many others also, a man will often wonder at,

he rather ashamed of, the coldness and languor of his own feelb

what Ae occasion calls for: and even makes efl
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rouse in himself such emotions as he is conscious his reason

ild approve.

n making such an effort, a curious and important fact is forced

the attention of every one who reflects on the operations of his

i mind
; viz, that the Feelings, Propensities, ana Sentiments of

nature, are not, like the Intellectual Faculties, under the direct

trol of Volition. The distinction is much the same as between
voluntary and the involuntary actions of different parts of the

y. One may, by a deliberate act of the Will, set himself to

sulate,—to reason,—to recall historical facts, <fee. just as he does*

nove any of his limbs: on the other hand, a Volition to hope or

% to love or hate, to feel devotion or pity, and the like, is as

Fecfcual as to will that the pulsations of the heart, or the score-

,s of the liver, should be altered. Many indeed are, I believe,

ange as it would seem,) not aware of the total inefficacy of their

l efforts of volition in such cases : that is, they mistake for a
ing of gratitude, compassion, (fee. their voluntary reflections on
subject, and their conviction that the case is one which calls for
titude or compassion. A very moderate degree of attention,
revcr, to what is passing in the mind, will enable any one to

jeive the difference. A blind man may be fully convinced that a
.ier’s coat is of a different colour from a coal: and this his

notion is not more distinct from a perception of the colours, than

iief that some one is very much to be pitied, from a feeling of
for him.

t is a very strange thing, certainly, that men should be so often

•itly self-deceived in respect of their own feelings
;
and still more

nge perhaps that this self-deceit, considering how very common
, should have been seldom if ever noticed. Many a man would
nost indignant at having it suggested, when he professes himself

)Xj glad' of this, and “very sorry” for that* (speaking with

feet sincerity as far as his own belief goes,) that his feelings are

ruth the reverse ; that the event which he professes to rejoice at,

which perhaps he would really, from conscientious motives, have
»ted himself to bring about* does in reality mortify and annoy

; and that he feels an inward relief and satisfaction at that

3h he professes, and believes himself, to lament. But let any
carefully and candidly look around him, and look within himself,

he will see reason for assenting to what has been here said,

course this kind of self-deceit is the more likely to occur and the

likely to he detected, when it happens, as it often will, that

e is a mixture of truth with error. We are often really under
influence of different, and even* opposite emotions at once: e.g*

ire in some respects gratified, and in others, pained, by the same
irrence : and it is in such cases most natural to imagine ourselves

tty under the influence of the feeling which our reason approves.

Low then is the difficulty to be surmounted which arises ngm the

Tho
sentiments,
&© not
under the
direct
control of
the Will.
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How the feelings not being (any more than certain muscles) under the dir
feelings are

controi 0f the Will? Good sense suggests, in each case, an ana
reached.

g0US remedy* It is in vain to form a Will to quicken or lower i

circulation ;
but we may, by a voluntary act, swallow a medic:

which will have that effect: and so also, though we cannot, fa

direct effort of volition, excite or allay any Sentiment or Emoti

we may, by a voluntary act, fill the Understanding with si

thoughts as shall operate on the Feelings. Thus, by attentive

studying and meditating on the history of some extraordim

Personage,—by contemplating and dwelling on his actions a

sufferings,—Ms virtues and his wisdom,—and by calling on 1

Imagination to present a vivid picture of all that is related a

referred to,—in this manner, we may at length succeed in kindli

such feelings, suppose, of reverence, admiration, gratitude, h
hope, emulation, <kc. f as wo were already prepared to acknowlec

are suitable to the case. So again, if a man of sense wishes to ah

in himself any emotion, that of resentment for instance, though

is not under the direct control of the Will, he deliberately sets hi

self to reflect on the softening circumstances ; such as the provocatb

the other party may suppose himself to have received; perha

his ignorance, or weakness, or disordered state of health:—

endeavours to imagine himself in the place of the offending pan

—and above all, if he is a sincere Christian, be meditates on i

parable of the debtor who, after having been himself forgtv

claimed payment with rigid severity from his fellow-servant ; a»<t

other similar lessons of Scripture.

a man of Now in any such process as this, (which is exactly analogous

practises
that of taking a medicine that is to operate on the involuntary hoc

Bhetoric on organs,) a process to which a man of well-regulated mind continue
* finds occasion to resort, he is precisely acting the part of a ski

orator, to himself; and that too, in respect of the very point

which the most invidious names are usually given, ** the appeal

the feelings.”

Such being then the state of the case, how, it may be said, <

it be accounted for, that the idea of unfair artifice should be so c<

monly associated not only with Rhetoric in general, but m
especially with that particular part of it now under considerate

though no other artifice is necessarily employed by the orator tl

a man of sense makes use of towards himself.

Many different circumstances combine to produce this effect,

ferwa
ga

the first place, the intellectual powers being, as has been said, un
the immediate control of the Will, which the Feelings, Sentimei
&c. are not, an address to the Understanding is consequently, fi

the nature of the ease, direct; to the Feelings, indirect. The <

fMiiou you wish to draw, you may state plainly, as such ; amt ip

of producing reasons which shall effect a convieim ee^taaion? you may even entreat the hearers* steady ail
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to the point to be proved, and to the process of argument bj

h it is to be established. But this, for the reasons above

iioned, is widely different from the process by which wo operate

le Feelings. No passion., sentiment, or emotion, is excited by

ing about it, and attending to it ; but by thinking about, and

iding to, such objects as are calculated to awaken it. Hence

that the more oblique and indirect process which takes place

1 we are- addressing ourselves to this part of the human mind,

it to suggest the idea of trick and artifice ; although it is, as I

said, just such as a wise man practises towards himself.
^

i the next place, though men arc often deluded by sophistical Hduwions

ments addressed to the Understanding, they do not, in this case, Ttworsun «i.

sadily detect the deceit that has been practised on them, as they r

a the case of their being misled by the excitement of Passions,

w days, or even hours, will often allow them to cool, sufficiently,

ew in very different colours, some question on which they have

aps decided in a moment of excitement ; whereas any sophistical

ming by which they had been misled, they are perhaps as

>le to detect as ever. The state of the Feelings, in short,

ss from day to day ; the Understanding remains nearly the same

:

hence the idea of deceit is more particularly associated with

kind of deceit which is the less permanent in its effects, and

sooner detected.

0 these considerations it may he added, that men have in general

j confidence in the soundness of their Understanding, than in

* self-command and duo regulation of Feelings; they are more

[lling, consequently, to bolieve that an orator has misled, or can in*

ead them, by sophistical arguments,—that is by taking advan-

of tbeir intellectual weakness,—-than by operating on their

.mgs ; and hence, the delusions which an artful orator produces,

often attributed in a greater degree than is really the case, to

influence he has exerted on the Passions,

ut if every thing were to be regarded with aversion or with

licion that is capable of being employed dishonestly, or for a bad

>ose, the use ox language might be condemned altogether. It

1 indeed often happen, that men’s feelings are extravagantly

feed on some inadequate occasion : this only proves how important .*

that either they, or the person who undertakes to advise them,

tld understand how to bring down these feelings to the proper

b. And it happens full as often (which is what most persons The

apt to overlook) that their feelings fail far short of what, even »bortW, ua

aeir own judgment, the occasion would call for: and in this case

Bxcitement of such feelings, though not effected directly by a

>ess of reasoning, is very far from being any thing opposed to

on, or tending to mislead the judgment. Stimulants are not to

condemned as necessarily bringing the body into an unnatural

e, because they raise the circulation: in a fever this would be
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Danger of
boing misled
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hurtful ; but there may he a torpid, lethargic disease, in which
excitement of the circulation is precisely what is wanted to brin|

Into a healthy condition.

When however it is said that a good and wise man often has
act the part of an orator towards himself, in respect of that r<

point—“the excitement of the Feelings—which in many minds is

most associated with the idea of dishonest artifice, it must not
forgotten that a man is in danger— the more, in proportion to

abilities—of exercising on himself, when under the influence of so
passion, a most pernicious oratorical power, by pleading the cai

as it were, before himself, of that passion. Suppose It anger, e

that he is feeling; he is naturally disposed to dwell on and amp]
the aggravating circumstances of the supposed provocation, so as
make out a good case for himself ; a roprosmifafion such as may
or might, if needed—serve to vindicate him in the eyes of a bystand
and to give him the advantage in a controversy, lids of cou
tends to heighten Ids resentment, and to satisfy him that he “d<
well to be angry;” or perhaps to persuade him that he knot ang
but is a model of patience under intolerable wrongs. Ant! the sc

of superior ingenuity and eloquence will do this more skilfully tl

an ordinary man, and will thence be likely to bo the more effectun

self-deceived : for though he may be superior to the other in ju<

ment, as well as in ingenuity, it is to he remembered that while

judgment is likely to he, in ids own cause, biassed, and partis

blinded, his ingenuity is called forth to the utmost.

And the like takes place, if it be selfish cupidity, unjust partial

in favour of a relative # friend, party-spirit, or any other pass!
that may be operating. For, universally, men are but too apt
take more pains in justifying their propensities, than it would cc
to control them. And a man of superior powers will often be
this way entrapped by his own ingenuity, like a spider entangled
the web she has herself spun. Most persons are fearful, even
excess, of being misled bv the eloouence of another:5

but
ingenious rcasoner ought to be especially fearful of his own, Th
is no one whom he is likely so much, and so irartfully, to mislead
himself/ if he be not sedulously on Ins guard against this self-deci

, § 3 .

The Active Principles of our nature may be classed in vari<

ways. The arrangement adopted by Mr. Dugald Stewart 6

perhaps, the most correct and convenient; the heads he onumera
ar$ Appetitesy (which have their origin in the body,) Desires, t

> 4^w; these last being such as imply some kind of disposit
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e to another Person ; to which must bo added, Self-love, or

sire of Happiness, as such; and the Moral-Faculty, called by
writers Conscience, by others Conscientiousness, by others the

'sense, and by Dr. A. Smith, the sense of Propriety*

ler the head of* Affections may bo included the sentiments of

n, Regard, Admiration, (fee., which it is so important that the

ice should feel towards the Speaker. Aristotle has considered

j a distinct head; separating the consideration of the Speaker’s

cter rov 'Kkyovxos) from that of the disposition of the

•s; under which, however, it might, according to his own views,

>een included; it being plain from his manner of treating of the

er’s Character, that he means, not his real character, (accord-

the fanciful notion of Quinctilian,) but the impression pro-

on the minds of the hearers, by the Speaker, respecting

If.

remarks, justly, that the Character to ho established is that Character

it, Good Principle, secondly, Good Sense, and thirdly, Goodwill Xuuii*hc<i

iendly* disposition towards the audience addressed 7 and that if
J*

rator can completely succeed in this, he will persuade more
H

fully than by the strongest Arguments. He might have

,
(as indeed he does slightly hint at the conclusion of his

;se,) that, where there is an Opponent, a like result is produced

siting the contrary feelings respecting him; viz. holding him
contempt, or representing him as an object of reprobation or

lion.

treat fully of all the different emotion^ and springs of action

an Orator may at any time find it necessary to call into play,

contend against, would ho to enter
v
on an almost boundless

if Metaphysical inquiry, which does hot properly fall within

nits of the subject now before us: and on the other hand, a
definition of each passion, <fcc. and a few general remarks on

ild hardly fail to he trite and uninteresting, A few miscellane-

rules therefore may suffice, relative to the conduct, generally,

use parts of any Composition which are designed to influence

. II ,—Of the conduct ofmy address to the Feelings, generally.

§ i.

n first and most important point to be observed in every address Men

y Passion, Sentiment, Feeling, <fec, is, (as has been already ikKt!on
t

i«
f

1,) that it should not be introduced aa such, and plainly avowed;
JjJJgl

0*

wise the effect will he, in great measure, if not entirely, lost, Mings.

7 Book II Ch. I,
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This circumstance forms a remarkable distinction between tbe l

now under consideration, amt that of Argumentation, "W

engaged in Reasoning, properly so called, our purpose not only x

not be concealed, but may# (as I have said,) without prejudice to

effect, be distinctly declared: on the other hand, even when
Peelings we wish to excite are such as ought to operate, so

*

there is no reason to he ashamed of the endeavours thus to influe

the hearer, still our purpose and drift should be, if not absolu

concealed, yet not openly declared, and made prominent. Whei
the motives which the orator is endeavouring to call into action

suitable or unsuitable to the occasion,—such as it is right, or wre

for the hearer to act upon,—the same rule will hold good. In

latter case it is plain, that the speaker who is seeking to
'

unfairly the minds of the audience, will be the more likdy to i

ceed by going to work clandestinely, in order that his hearers i

not be on their guard, and prepare and fortify their minds aga

the impression Jhe wishes to produce. In the other case,—wl

the motives dwelt on are such as ought to be present, and stroi

to operate,—men are not likely to be pleased with the idea that t

need to have these motives urged upon them, and that they are

already sufficiently under the influence of such sentiments as

occasion calls for. A man may indeed be convinced that lie i

such a predicament ; and may ultimately feel obliged to the Or
for exciting or strengthening such sentiments; but while he <

fosses this, he cannot but feel a degree of mortification in jpaal

the confession, and a kind of jealousy of the apparent assumptio

superiority, in a speaker, who seems to say, ** Now I will ead

you to feel as you ought on this occasion ;
“ I will endeavou

inspire you with such noble, and generous, and amiable sentim
as you ought to entertain ;

” which is, in effect, the tone of him
avows the purpose of Exhortation. The mind is sure to revolt i

the humiliation of being thus moulded and fashioned in respei

its feelings, at the pleasure of another; and is apt, perversely

resist the influence of such a discipline.

On the other hand, there is no such implied superiority in 41

ing the intention of convincing the understanding, Men know,
(what is more to the purpose) feel, that he who presents to t

minds a new and cogent train of Argument, does not necessi

possess or assume any offensive superiority; but may, by me
having devoted a particular attention to the point in question,

ceed in setting before them Arguments and Explanations w
'have, not accused to themselves. And even if the argum
adduced, ana the conclusions drawn, should be opposite to ti

with which they had formerly been satisfied, still there is not]

In this so humiliating, as in that which seems to amount to
imputation of a moral deficiency.
* that Sermons not unfrequently prove popular, w
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avowedly and almost exclusively of Exhortation, strictly so

—in which the design of influencing the sentiments and JJSS
i is not only apparent, hut prominent throughout: hut it is to exhortation,

ed, that those who are the most pleased with such discourses,

re apt to apply these Exhortations to their neighbours than to

ives ; and that each bestows his commendation rather from

sideration that such admonitions are much needed, and must
srally useful, than from finding them thus useful to himself,

n indeed the speaker has made some progress in exciting the

j required, and has in great measure gained possession of

lence, a direct and distinct Exhortation to adopt the conduct

iended will often prove very effectual; hut never can it ho
or advisable to tdl them (as some do) that you are going to

them.

11, indeed, sometimes happen that the excitement of a certain

will depend, in some measure, on a process of Reasoning

;

may ho requisite to prove, where there is, a douhfc on too

,
that the person so recommended to the Pity, Gratitude,

the hearers, is really an object deserving of these sentiments;

>n then, it will almost always ho the case, that the chief point

ccomplished shall be to raise those feelings to the requisite

after the understanding is convinced that the occasion calls

m. And this is to he effected not hy Argument, property so

hut hy presenting the circumstances in such a point of view,

fixing and tietaming the attention upon them, that corre*

ig sentiments and emotions shall gradually, and as it were
leously, arise.

ions would probably have more effect, if, instead of being, as Hortatory

equently are, directly hortatory, they were more in a didactic

occupied chiefly in explaining some transaction related, or

e laid down, in Scripture, The generality of hearers are too

amiliarized to direct exhortation to feel it adequately : if they

to the same point obliquely, as it were, and induced to dwell

iterest for a considerable time on some point, closely, though
tally, connected with the most awful and important truths, a
ight application to themselves might make a greater impress
tan the most vehement appeal in the outset. Often indeed
ould themselves make this application unconsciously ; and if

this procedure made no impression, it can hardly he expected
ty thing else would. To use a homely illustration, a moderate
of powder will have more effect in splitting a rock, if we
by deep boring, and introducing the charge into the very
if it, than ten times the quantity, exploded on the surface.

§ 2 .

ce arises another Rule closely connected with the foregoing*

. it also so far relates to style, that it might with sufficient t
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arioty have "been placed under that head; viz. that in order >

y to excite feelings of any kind, it is necessary to employ
copiousness of detail, and to dwell somewhat at large on the se

circumstances of the case in hand ; in which respect there is a

distinction between strict Argumentation, with a view to the

viction of the Understanding alone, and the attempt to influenc

Will, by the excitement of any Emotion.* With respect to A
ment itself indeed, different occasions will call for different dej

of copiousness, repetition, ami expansion ;—tho chain of reas<

employed, may in itself, consist of more or fewer links abs

and complex arguments must he unfolded at greater length

such as are more simple;— and tho more uncultivated the audi

the more full must be tho explanation and illustration, and the

frequent the repetition, of the arguments presented to them;
still the same general principle prevails in all those cases ; v
aim merely at letting tho arguments ho fully understood

admitted . This will indeed occupy a shorter or longer space, ac

ing to tho nature of the case and tho character of the hearers
;

all expansion and repetition beyowl what is necessary to accom
Conviction, is in every instance tedious and disgusting.

Description, on the other hand, of any thing that is likely to a

the Feelings, this effect will by no means be produced as so<

the understanding is sufficiently informed ; detail and mepansio

here not only admissible, but indispensable, in .order that, the

may have leisure and opportunity to form vivid and distinct i

For as Quinctilian well observes, he who tells us that a eitj

sacked, although that one word implies all that occurred, will

duce little, if any, impression on the feelings,
0

in comparison o

who sets before us a lively description of the various lamer
circumstances. To tell the whole, he adds, is by no moam
same as to tell every Hang.

Accordingly it may be observed, that though every one u
stands what is meant by u a wound,” there are some who ci

hear a minute description of one without fainting.

The death of Patroclus is minutely related by Homer, fo
interest of tbe reader ; though to Achilles, whose feelings wou
sufficiently excited by the bare fact, it is told in two words ; j

TMrpo&w.
There is an instance related in a Number of the Adventurer

• Dr. Campbell has treated vtr
of some olreiimefcaneee which ft

heighten any irapreesion. The re*
referred to the Appendix [Hj fbi

action is, nemo potest. Guar© q
broviter ant immmwse mount,
j udicem powunt, commovertsnon pc
in quo sunt orauia.n-~CIc. da Ora
XI., 0. S3.

8 Non ©nim, sicut arffumentum, slm-
ulatque posxtum eat, ampitur, alterum-
<im ettertium posci tur ; itamisericordiam

iam sutiraCundiam, ©inmlatque
intuiens, possis commovoro : argumen-
S? t®l

nm confirmat, quae,
...tfadaiqae

, etbisaa esfc, adhamcit: mud
orationis non cognitlcmom

Bed magi©' uerturbatipnem re-
nisimuita et variammm. et simUi contention©
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audience being moved to tears by a minute detail of the

istances connected with the death of a youthful pair at the

of Fontenoy ; though they had previously listened without

n to a general statement of tho dreadful carnage in that

sment.

s not, however, with a view to tho Feelings only that some
sness of detail will occasionally be needful: it will often

1 that tho Judgment cannot be correctly formod, without

lg on circumstances. It has seldom if ever been noticed, how
ant among the intellectual qualifications for the study of
r

,
is a vivid Imagination: a faculty which consequently a

narrator must himself possess, and to which he must be able

dsli excitement in others. Some may perhaps be startled at

mark, who have been accustomed to consider Imagination as

no other office than to feign and falsify. Every faculty is

io abuse and misdirection ; and Imagination among tho rest

:

is a mistake to suppose that it necessarily tends to pervert

ith of History, and to mislead tho Judgment* On tho con-

our view of any transaction, especially one that is remote in

r place, will necessarily be imperfect, generally, incorrect,

it embrace something more than tho bare ontlino of tho
mecs ;—unless we have before tho mind a lively idea of the
in which the events took place, tho habits of thought and of
of tho actors, and all the circumstances connected with the

jtion;—unless in short wo can in a considerable degree
>rt ourselves out of our own ago, and country, and persons,
agine ourselves the agents or spectators. It is from a eon-
ion of all these circumstances that w$ are enabled to form a
udgment as to the facts which History records, and to derive
'tion from it.

10 What we imagine, may indeed be merely
ary, i.e. unreal ; hut it may, again, bo what actually* docs or
1st. To say that Imagination, if not regulated by sound
mt and sufficient knowledge, may chance to convoy to us
npressions of past events, is only to say that man is fallible,

ch false impressions are even much the more likely to take
non of one whoso Imagination is feeble or uncultivated* He
apt to imagine the things, persons, times, countries, <fec*

he reads of, as much less different from what h© sees around
im is really the case* And hence he will be the most liable
mistake noticed above, [Part L Chap. II* § 2,] of viewing an
ral representation as natural, and wee versa.

§3.
' not always advisable to enter into a direct detail of circum-
i ; which would often have the effect of wearying the hearer

Imagination
needed In
the study of
History*

Xndfrtot
dMoriptitak

w See Appendix [I].
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beforehand, with the expectation of a long description of someth

in which he probably does not, as yet, feel much interest;

would also he likely to prepare him too much, and forewarn him
it were, of the object proposed,—tho design laid against his feelii

It is observed by Opticians and Astronomers that a a&fe-view c

faint star, or, especially, of a comet, presents it in much grei

brilliancy than a direct-view* To see a comet In its full splenck

you should look not straight at it, but at some star a little besid

Something analogous to this often takes place in mental pereeptk

It will often, therefore, have a better effect to describe obliquely

I may so speak,) by introducing circumstances connected with

main object or event, and affected by it, but not absolutely fora

a part of it. And circumstances of this kind may not untreqne:

be so selected as to produce a more striking impression of any tl

that is in itself great ami remarkable, than could be produced 1

minute and direct description ; because in this wav the general

collective result of a whole* and the effects produced by it on oi

objects, maybe vividly Impressed on the hearer's mind; the circ

stantial detail of collateral matters not drawing off the mind from

contemplation of the principal matter as one and complete, T1

the woman’s application to the King of Samaria, to compel

neighbour to fulfil the agreement of sharing with her the infa

flesh, gives a more frightful impression of the horrors of the far

than any more direct description could have done; since it pres

to us the pi<$nro of that hardening of the heart to every kin

horror, and that destruction of the ordinary state ofhuman sentim

which is the remit of long-continued and extreme misery,

could any detail of the .particular vexations to bo suffered by
exiled Jews for their disobedience, convey so lively an idea of t

as that description of their rmttt contained in the donunciatio

Moses :
“ In the evening thou shalt say, Would Clod it were morn

and in the morning thou shalt say, Would God it were evening'

In the poem of Itokeby, a striking exemplification occurs or 1

has been said; Bertram, "in describing the prowess he had displi

as a Buccaneer, does not particularise any of his exploits, but all

to the terrible impression they had left

:

Panama** maids shall long look pal©.
When Rbingham inspires the tala

;

Chili’s dark matrons long shall tmm&
Thefrotmrd child with Bertram 1

* name.

The first of Dramatists, who might have been perhaps the fir

Orators, has offered some excellent exemplifications of this i

especially in the speech of Antony over Caesar’s body.

. f* .

/Comparison is one powerful means of exciting or heightening

:|i -J: f

* emotion; by presenting a parallel between the case in 'haul
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flier that is calculated to call forth such emotions ; taking

course to represent the present ease as stronger than the one

mpared with, and such as ought to affect us more powerfully,

n several successive steps of this kind are employed to raise cnmi^.

lings gradually to the highest pitch, (which is the principal

rnent of what Rhetoricians call the Climax, 11

)
a far stronger

j
produced than by the mere presentation of the most striking

it once. It is observed by all travellers who have visfted the

,r other stupendous mountains, that they form a very made- *

lotion of the vastness of the greater ones, till they ascend

f the less elevated, (which yet are huge mountains,) and

view the others still towering above them. And the mind,

than the eye, cannot so well take in and do justice to any

jeet at a single glance, as by several successive approaches

peated comparisons. Thus in the well-known Climax of

in the Oration against Verres, shocked as the Romans wore

o ho at the bare mention of the crucifixion of one of their

i, the successive stops by which ho brings them to the

plation of such an event, were*calculated to work up their

j to a much higher pitch: “ It is an outrage to bind a Roman
; to scourge him is an atrocious crime ; to put him to death

st parricide ; but to anmfy him—what shall I call it?
”

observed, accordingly, by Aristotle, in speaking of Fane-

hat the person whom we would hold up to admiration, should

be compared, and advantageously compared, if possible, with

hat are already illustrious, but if not, at least with mnm
whom he excels : to excel, being in itself, he says, a ground

iration. The same rule will apply, as has been said, to all

feelings as well as to Admiration:’ Anger, or Fity, for

©, are more effectually excited if wo produce cases such as

jail forth those passions, and which, though similar to those

as, are not so strong
;
and so with respect to the rest*

n it is said, however, that the object which we compare with

V introduced for the purpose, should be one which ougM to

;he feeling in question in a higher degree than that other, it

aeant that this must actually be, already, the impression of -

irers : the reverse will more commonly be the case; that

tances adduced will be such as actually affect their feel-

ire strongly than that to which we are endeavouring to turn

till the flame spreads, as it were, from the one to the other*

dll especially hold good In every case where $df is eon-

; e.g. men feel naturally more indignant at a slight affront

to themselves, or those closely connected with them, than at

it grievous wrong done to a stranger: if therefore you would

nalogous Arrangement of Argu- receive the same appellation ; anti in
order to set forth the full force fact is very often comPined and Wended
a we mean to dwell upon, would with that which Is here spoken of.
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excite their utmost indignationin such a case, it must he 1

paring it with a parallel case that concerns themselves

;

leading them to consider how they would feel were such at

an injury done to themselves. And, on the other hand,

would lead them to a just sense of their own faults, it mus
leading them to contemplate like faults in others; of wh
celebrated parable of Nathan, addressed to David, affords ar

able instance.

It often answers very well to introduce in this manner an i

not only avowedly fictitious, hut even manifestly impossible
, p

it he but conceivable. A case may thus bo exhibited more *

and apposite than any real or possible one that could he foi

have inserted in the Appendix some examples of this kind. 12

§ 5 ,

feaggerat- Another Rule, (which also is connected in some degr

Extenuating Style,) relates to the tone of fooling to he manifested by tin

methods. or speaker himself, in order to excite the most effectually the

emotions in the 'minds of the hearers. And this is to he

plished by two opposite methods: the one, which is th

obvious, is to express openly the feeling in question ; the o

seem labouring to suppress it. In the former method, tl:

forcible remarks are introduced—the most direct as well as

sioned kind of description is employed,—and something of e

ation introduced, in order to carry the hearers as far as pos

the same direction in which the Orator seems to be himself 1

&nd to infect them to a certain degree with the emotions an

monts which M thus manifests: the other method, which

no less successful, is to abstain from all remarks, or from all

come up to the expression of feeling which the occasion s

authorize—to use a gentler mode of expression than the eas

fairly warrant,—to deliver “an unvarnished tale/* leavi

hearers to make their own comments,—and to appear to st

studiously to keep within hounds such emotions as may seem 3

This produces a kind of reaction in the hearers’ minds; am
struck with the inadequacy of the expressions, and the studio

ness of the speaker’s manner of stating things, compared wv
he may naturally he supposed to feel, they will often rush i

opposite extreme, and become the more strongly affected

which is set before them in so simple and modest a form
though this method is in reality haore artificial Ilian the otl

artifice is the more likely (perhaps for that very reason) to

detection ; men being less on their guard against a speaker w
not seem so much labouring to work up mm* feelings, as to

or moderate his own; provided that this calmness and coo]

V See Appendix [K].
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mner be not carried to such an extreme as to bear the appearance
affectation; which caution is also* to be attended to in the other
>de of procedure no less

;
an excessive hyperbolical exaggeration

mg likely to defeat its own object. Aristotle mentions, (llhet.

>ok IX.) though very briefly, these two modes of rousing the
flings, the latter under the name of Mroneia, which in his time
ls commonly employed to signify, not according to the modern use
“Irony,” saying “the contrary to what is meant/ ’ but, what

:er writers usually express by Litotes, i.e. saying less than is

jant.

The two methods may often be both used on the same occasion, ComWim-

ginning with the calm, and proceeding to the impassioned, after- two
° t,G

j*ds, when the feelings of the hearers are already wrought up to a mothodfJ *

tain pitch. 13
Universally, indeed, it is a fault carefully to be

oided, to express feelings more vehemently than that the audience
a go along with the speaker ; who would, in that case, as Cicero
serves, seem like one raving among the sane, or intoxicated in the
dst of the sober. And accordingly, except where from extraneous
uses the audience are already in an excited state, we must carry
un forward gradually, and allow time for the Are to kindle. The
bst which would heighten a strong flame, would, if applied too
m, extinguish the first faint spark. Tho speech of Antony over
3sar

7

s corpse, which has been already mentioned, affords an
mirable example of that combination of the two methods which has
it been spoken of.

Generally, however, it will be found that the same orators do not
3el equally in both modes of exciting the feelings; and it should
recommended to each to employ principally that in which he
3ceeds best; since either, if judiciously managed, will generally
>ve effectual for its object. The well-known talc of Inkle and
'rico, which is an instance of tho extenuating method, (as may be
led,) could not, perhaps, have been rendered more affecting, if

lally so, by the most impassioned vehemence and rhetorical

In no point, perhaps, more than in that now under consideration, importanoo

the importance of a judicious arrangement to be perceived. The ment™
11®6-

fcural and suitable order of the parts of a discourse (natural it may
called, because corresponding with that in whlclbi the ideas suggest
stnselves to the mind) is, that the statements and arguments should
it be clearly and calmly laid dgwn and developed, which are the
>und andjustification of such sentiments and emotions as the case calls

; and that, then, the impassioned appeal (supposing the circum-
nces such as admit of or demand this) should he made, to
irers ^ell-prepared by their previous deliberate conviction, for
igning themselves to such feelings as fairly arise out of that con-

°T*v t%*i Wv rflvf Uxpoxrke, »«.) #oln<r*) h6oo<rta<reci.~~Amtotl(i
t Md* Book III.

bp* /» *

K
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viction. The farmer of these two parts may ho compared

hack of a sabre; the latter to its edge. The former should l

and weighty; the latter keen. The writer who is doficn

strength of Argument, seems to want weight and stoutness of

;

his strokes make but a superficial impression, or the wea
shivered to fragments in las hand. Ho again, whose Logic f

vineing, but whose deficiency is in the keenness of his applicat

the heart and to the will of the hearer, seems to he wielding t

though ponderous weapon; we wonder to find that such w
blows have not cut deeper. And he who reverses the natural or*

who begins with a vehement address to the feelings, and after

proceeds to the arguments which alone justify such feelings, re

us of one wielding an excellent sword, but striking with the b

it: if he did but turn it round, its blows would take effect.

§ 6.

When the occasion or object in question is not such as cal

or as is likely to excite in those particular readers or he

the emotions required, it is a common Rhetorical artifice t

their attention to some object which mil call forth these fee

and when they are too much excited to be capable of judging a
it will not be difficult to turn their passions, once roused,

direction required, and to make them view the ease before tl

a very different light. When the metal is heated, it may eai

moulded into the desired form. Thus, vehement indignation a

some crime may be directed against a person who has not

proved guilty of it; and vague declamations against corru

oppression, or against the mischiefs of anarchy; with

flown panegyrics on liberty, rights of man, or on social

justice, the constitution, law, religion, <fce., will gradually lea

hearers to take for granted, without proof, that the measure

posed will lead to these evils or these advantages; and it v

consequence become the object of groundless abhorrence or a<

tion. For the very utterance of such words as have a multlti

what may be called dmtdcding ideas associated with them
operate like a charm on the mmds, especially of the ignoran

unthinking, and raise such a tumult of feeling, as will effec

blind their judgment; so that a string of vague abuse or pan*

will often have the effect of a train of sound Argument. This a

falls under the head of “ Irrelevant Conclusion, or ignOraMo el

mentioned in the Treatise on Fallacies.
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tAP. III.— Of the favourable or unfavourable disposition of the

hearers towards the Speaker or Ms opponent.

§ 1 -

In raising a favourable impression of the speaker, or an unfavour- Indirect

le one of his opponent, a peculiar tact will or course be necessary ; mentation,

jecially in the former, since direct self-commendation will usually

disgusting to a greater degree even, than a direct personal

ack on another: though, if the Orator is pleading his own cause,

one in which he is personally concerned, (as was the case in the

sech of Demosthenes concerning the “ Crown,”) a greater allow-

3© will be made for him on this point
;
especially if he be a very

inent person, and one who may safely appeal to public actions

•formed by him. Thus Pericles is represented by Thucydides as

iming, directly, when speaking in his own vindication, exactly the

ilities (good Sense, good Principle, and Good-will) which Aristotle

s down as constituting the character which we must seek to

>ear in. But then it is to be observed, that the historian represents

i as accustomed to address the People with more authority than

ers for the most part ventured to assume. It is by the expres-

ii of wise, amiable, and generous /Sentiments, that Aristotle

ommends the speaker to manifest his own character ;

H but even

3 must generally be done in an oblique
15 and seemingly incidental

nner, lest the hearers be disgusted with a pompous and studied

play of fine sentiments; and care must also bo taken not to

*ont them by seeming to inculcate, as something likely to be new
hem, maxims which they regard as almost truisms. Of course

application of this last caution must vary according to the

racter of the persons addressed ;
that might excite admiration and

titude in one audience, which another would receive with indig-

ion and ridicule. Most men, however, are disposed rather to

rrate than to extenuate their own moral judgment ; or at least

3© jealous of any one’s appearing to underrate it.

Jniversally indeed, in the Arguments used, as well as in the Eloquence

ieals made to the Feelings, a consideration must be had of the
relatlm

rers, whether they are learned or ignorant,—of this or that pro-

lion,—nation,—character, <foe., and the address must be adapted

When (as of course will often hap- E.G. “ It would be needless to Jtn-
i the hearers are thus induced, on press upon you the maxim, 1° &c. “You
fficient grounds, to givo the speaker cannot be ignorant,0 &c. '«©. “lam
credit for moral excellence, from his not advancing any high pretensions in
»ly uttering the language of it, the expressing the sentiments which such an
cy which in this case misleads them occasion must call forth in every honest
be regarded as that of “undistri- heart,0 &c.
d Middle:” “a good man would
k so and so ; the speaker does this :

jfore he must be a good man,”
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to each ; so tliat there can ho no excellence of writing or speak!

the abstract
;
nor can we any more pronounce on the Eloquence <

Composition, than upon the wholesomeness of a medicine, w
knowing for whom it is intended .

10 The less enlightened the he
the harder, of course, it is, to make them comprehend a lon|

complex train of Reasoning ; so that sometimes the argumer
themselves the most cogent, cannot he employed at all with e

and the rest will need an expansion and copious illustration 1

would he needless, and therefore tiresome, (as has been
remarked,) before a different kind of audience. On the other

their feelings may bo excited by much bolder and coarser

clients, such as those are the most ready to employ, and the

likely to succeed in, who are themselves only a little removed ;

the vulgar
;
as may bo seen in the effects produced by fan

preachers.

But there are none whoso feelings do not occasionally nce<

admit of excitement by the powers of eloquence ; only there

more exquisite skill required in thus affecting the educated cl

than the populace. “ The less improved in knowledge and dh
merit the hearers are, the easier it is for the speaker to work
their passions, and by working on their passions, to obtain big

This, it must bo owned, appears on the other hand to g
considerable advantage to the preacher ; as in no CVmgregatioi
the hulk of the people be regarded as on a footing, in poi

improvement, with either House of Parliament, or with the Ji

in a Court of Judicature. It is certain, that the more grog
hearers are, the more avowedly may you address yourself to

passions, and the less occasion there is for argument ; whereai
more intelligent they are, the more covertly must you opera
their passions, and the more attentive must you be in regard t

justness, or at least the speciousness, of your reasoning. I
some have strangely concluded, that the only scope for oloquei
in haranguing the multitude ; that in gaining over to your pu
men of knowledge and breeding, the exertion of Oratorical ti

hath no influence. This is precisely as if one should argue, be;

a mob is much more easily subdued than regular troops, there
occasion for the art of war, nor is there a proper field for the exc
of military skill, unless when you are quelling an undiscij
rabble. Every body sees in this case, not onlylow absurd si

way of arguing would be, but that the very reverse ougUt to b

M Aristotle has given, in bis Rhetoric,—
besides a very curious and valuable
analysis of the Passions,—a description
ofJ&e prevailing Characters of men of
Afferent ages and situations in life; in
reference to the different inodes in which
way are to be addressed. With a similar
mw, Ihave appended to the present
Part a JuecU^fdeliv^ed a few years ago,

-Jt

on the moral and intellectual inflb
of the several Professions,

It was composed without any ref
to the present subject ; and it omits i

points which might, not unsuitablj
been introduced. But it will bee®
the reader to make the requisite aj
Uon of the remarks itcontams,andt<
for himself the outline sketched on
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ldusion. The reason why people do not so quickly perceive the
surdity in the other case, is, that they affix no distinct meaning to
i word eloquence, often denoting no more by that term than simply
i power of moving the passions. But even in this improper
septation, their notion is far from being just ; for wherever there
1 men, learned or ignorant, civilized or barbarous, there are
isions and the greater the difficulty is in affecting these, the
re art is requisite.” 17

[t may be added to what Dr. Campbell has hove remarked, that
title

_

of eloquent may have come to be often limited to such
ipositions as he is speaking of, from the circumstance that their
pence is (to readers of cultivated mind) more conspicuous. That
ich affects our own feelings is not, by us, at the time at least,
ceived to be eloquence.. (See note to the next section.)
)n the other hand, it is, as has been said, in the same dogrco
re difficult to bring the uneducated to a comprehension of tho
uments employed ; and this, not only from their reasoning powers
ing less general cultivation, hut also, in many instances, from
ir ignorance of the subject their needing to bo informed of the
;s, and to have the principles explained to them, on which tho
ument pioceeds. And I cannot but think that the generality of
nons seem to pro-supposo a degree of religious knowledge in the
rers greater than many of them would be found on examination
iossess.. When this is tho case, the most angelic eloquenco must
mavailing to any practical purposo.
a no point more than in that now under consideration, viz. tho a favour-
dilation (to adopt. the term of tho Latin writers) of the hearers, Croton
; requisite to consider who and what the hearors are; for when oftl

!

e

said that good Sense, good Principle, and Good-will, constitute wUeM«
r
bo

character which the speaker ought to establish of himself, it is llutmt"'
>e remembered that every one of those is to bo considered in

w*y*
,

rence to the opinions and habits of tho audience. To think very t“thf
irently from his hearers, may often be a sign of tho Orator’s
Lorn and worth ; but they are not likely to consider it so A adirM*e(^

y Satirist18 has observed, that “ it is a short way to obtain the
itation of a wise and reasonable man, whenever any one tells you'
opinion, to agree with him.” Without going the MI length of
pletely acting on this maxim, it is quite necessary to rememberm proportion, as the speaker manifests his dissent from the
iqns*and principles of his audience, so far, he runs the risk at
t of impairing their estimation of his judgment. But this it is
1 necessary to do when any serious object is proposed; because
ffi commonly happen that the very End aimed at shall be one
ffi implies a change of sentiments, or even of principles and
acter, in the hearers. *

Campbell’s “ Rhetorio,” B. I. Ch. X. Sec. 2, pp. 224, 225. » Swift.
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This must he very much the case with any preacher <

Gospel ; hut must have been much more so with its first pi

gators. 4

4

Christ crucified ” was 44
to the Jews a stumbling-

and to the Greeks, foolishness.” The total change required

the notions, habits, and systems of conduct in the first cor

constituted an obstacle to the reception of the new religion,

no other that has prevailed ever had to contend with. The st

contrast which Mohammedanism presents, in this respect, to C
anity, constitutes the rapid diffusion of the two, by no means pi

cases.

Those indeed who aim only at popularity, are right in eonfo
their sentiments to those of the hearers, rather than the com
but it is plain that though in this way they obtain the gr
reputation for Eloquence, they deserve it the less ; it being
easier, according to the tale related ofMahomet, to go to the mou
than to bring the mountain to us.

44 Little force is neeessi

push down heavy bodies placed on the verge of a declivity

much force is requisite to stop them in their progress, and
them up. If a man should say, that because the first is

frequently effected than the last, it is the best trial of strengtl

the only suitable use to which it can bo applied, we should ai

not think him remarkable for distinctness in his ideas. Popi
alone, therefore, is no test at all of the eloquence of the speak
more than velocity alone would be, of the force of the ex
impulse originally given to the body moving. As in this the
tion of the body, and other circumstances, must be taken ini

account ; so, in that, you must consider the tendency of the
ing, whether it favours.' or opposes the vices of the hearers
head a sect, to infuse party-spirit, to make men arrogant, t

ritable, and malevolent, is the easiest task imaginable, and to

almost any blockhead is fully equal. But to produce the co
effect, to subdue the spirit of faction, (in religious matters,) an
monster, spiritual pride, with which it is invariably accompan:
inspire equity, moderation, and charity into moms sentimenl
conduct with regard to others, is the genuine .test of eloquer
There is but little Eloquence in convincing men that they are
right, or inducing them to approve a character which coincide
their own.

The Christian preacher, therefore, is in this respect plac«
difficult dilemma ; since he may be sure that the less he co
with the depraved judgments of man's corrupt nature, ti
acceptable is he likely to be to that depraved judgment.
But he who would claim the highest rank as an Orator, (t

all nobler considerations,) must be the one who is the most si

M, not in gaining popular applause, but in carrying his

. . i
: w Campbell’s 44

Rhetoric,” B. 1. Oh. X Sec. 5, p. 239.
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latever it be ; especially if there are strong prejudices, interests,

d feelings opposed to him. The preacher, however, who is intent

this object, should use all such precautions as are not inconsistent

th it, to avoid raising unfavourable impressions in his hearers,

uch will depend on a gentle and conciliatory manner ; nor is it

cessary that he should, at once, in an abrupt and offensive form,

t forth all the differences of sentiment between himself and his

ngregation, instead of winning them over by degrees; and in

latever point, and to whatever extent, he may suppose them to

ree with him, it is allowable, and for that reason advisable, to

rell on that agreement ; as the Apostles began every address to

e Jews by an appeal to the Prophets, whose authority they ad-

tted ; and as Paul opens his discourse to the Athenians (though

fortunately the words of our translation are likely to convey an

posite idea 20

)
by a commendation of their respect for religion,

id above all, where censure is called for, the speaker should

oid, not merely on Christian, but also on Rhetorical principles, all

pearance of exultation in his own superiority,—of contempt,—-or

uncharitable triumph in the detection of faults; “in meekness,

tructing them that oppose themselves.”

Of all hostile feelings, Envy is perhaps the hardest to be sub-

ed; because hardly any one owns it, even to himself; but looks

t for one pretext after another to justify the hostility which in

ility springs from envy.

One considerable difficulty there is, which is peculiar to him who
s been accustomed to an audience of which he is the recognized

tiructor, when he comes to address those who are, or who account

maselves, his equals or superiors. Such is the case with a Pro-

ssor, College-tutor, or Clergyman, when he has to speak in Par-

ment, or before a Judge. He will have been accustomed, without

y offensive arrogance or conceit, to speak in a tone of superiority,

uch, though perfectly suitable in the one case, would in the other

intolerable. And he will find himself called on to assume, with
ich difficulty, a tone of such deference and respect for his audience

perhaps he does not feel, but which they will have been accus-

ned to, and prfS|ared to expect; though they may be not at aU
xinsically superior to the pupils or the congregation he has been
the habit of instructing.

§ 2.

Of intellectual qualifications, there is one which, it is evident,

ould not only not be blazoned forth, but should in a ^reat measure
concealed, or kept out of sight; viz. Rhetorical skin ; since whatever
attributed to the Eloquence of the speaker, is so much deducted
>m the strength of his cause. Hence, Pericles is represented hy

> AufftixtfMvurrlpove, not “ too supersti- are now agreed) “ very much disposed to
is,” but (as almost all commentators the worship of Divine Beings.”

A ton© of
deference
for th©
audience,
when
difficult to
be assumed.

Danger of
reputation
for

eloquence.
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Thucydides as artfully claiming, in his vindication of himse*

power of explaining the measures he proposes, not, Eloquei

persuading their adoption .

21 And accordingly a skilful orate

dom fails to notice and extol the eloquence of his opponent, i

warn the hearers against being misled by it.

There is indeed a class of persons, and no inconsiderable one

have a suspicion and dread of all intellectual superiority,

especially, arc men who possess, and are proud of, the advar

of birth, rank, high connexions, and wealth, while they arc del

in others, and have a half-consciousness of that deficiency

being partly conscious of their own ignorance, dislike, dread

endeavour to despise, extensive knowledge who being half t

of their own dulness, (which they call “ common-sense,
n
and u

j

discretion,
7

’} eagerly advocate that maxim which, it has been

remarked, has been always a favourite with dunces, that a m
genius is unfit for business ;*—and who accordingly regard w
curious mixture of disdain, jealousy, and alarm, any of those suj

intellectual qualifications which seem to threaten rivalry to the

of advantages possessed hy themselves.

But it is only a particular class of men that arc subject tc

kind of dread. Eloquence, on the other hand, is, in some do

dreaded by all; and the reputation for it:, consequently, will al

bo, in some degree, a disadvantage.

It is a peculiarity therefore in the Rhetorical art, that m it,

than in any other, vanity has a direct and immediate tendon

interfere with the proposed object. Excessive vanity may in*

in various ways, prove an impediment to success in other purs

but in the endeavour to persuade, all wish to appear oxeelle:

that art, operates as a hinderance* A Poet, a Statesman,
General, though extreme covetousness of applause may mi
them, will, however, attain their respective Ends, certainly noi

less for being admired as excellent, in Pootry, Polities, or ‘V

but the Orator attains his End the better the less he is regard*

an Orator. If be can make the hearers believe that he is not

a stranger to all unfair artifice, hut even destitute of all persu
skill whatever, he will persuade them the more f&ctually ,

28
a:

there ever could be an absolutely perfect Orator, no one word*

the time at least) discover that he was so .
20

31 See the Motto, which is from his
speech.

33 “ I am no orator, as Brutus is,” &e.—Shakflp. Julius Caesar.

28 The following passage from a review
of “ The Heart ofMia-Lotlu&n” coin-
cides precisely with what has here been
remarked

;

44 We cannot bestow the same
unqualified praise on another celebrated

' Jmmie’s interview with Queen
Caroline* Jeaiinie’s pleading appears to

us much too rhetorical for the perse
for the occasion : and the queen’s ar
supposing her to have boon overpo'
by Jouinio’s entreaties, ‘This u
ouonce,* is still worse, find it

eloquence, it must necessarily have
u«perceived by tlm queen. If th
any art of which odare artem is the
it is this. The instant it peeps o
defeats its own object, hy divorttaj
attention from fee subject to the sp«
and that, with a suspicion of hiasopi
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t is true, a general reputation for eloquence will often gain a

i great influence ;
especially in a free Country, governed in great

.sure by means of Party, having open Debates, and appeals made
ublic opinion through the Press. In such a Country,—next to

reputation of great political wisdom, spotless integrity, and

ous public-spirit,—there is nothing more influential than the

itation of being a powerful speaker. He who is sure to detect

skilfully expose any error of his opponents, and who may be

jd on, if not to propose always good measures, at least never to

>ose any of which he cannot give a plausible vindication, and

xys to furnish, for those already prepared to side with him, some
iious reasons to justify their vote,—such a man will be regarded

,

powerful supporter, and a formidable adversary. But this is

at variance with what has been above said. For though a

itation for eloquence, generally , is thus influential, still in each

fddual ease that arises, the more is thought of the eloquence of

speaker, the less, of the strength of his cause ; and consequently

less will he be, really, persuasive. And it may be added, that,

roportion as he has the skill to transfer the admiration from his

uenco to his supposed political wisdom, the more will his influence

increased. And it is nearly the same with a Pleader. A
itation, generally, for eloquence will gain him clients; hut, in

1 particular pleading, will tend to produce distrust, in proportion

he force of what he urges is attributed rather to his ingenuity

1 to the justice of the cause. And again, as far as he can

jeed in transferring the admiration from his eloquence, to his

Dosed soundness in Law, his influence will in the same degree he

eased. And universally, if, along with a character for eloquence,

tan acquires (as he often will) the character of being fond of

laying it, by speaking on all occasions, and on all subjects, well

1 understood, and of sometimes choosing the wrong side as afford-

more scope for his ingenuity, this will greatly lessen his influence,

'he above considerations may serve to account for the fact which

sro remarks upon
(
Be Oralore , book i.) as so inexplicable ; viz,

small numbed of persons who, down to his time, had obtained

i reputation as orators, compared with those who had obtained

aence in other pursuits. Few men are destitute of the desire of

tiration ; and most are especially ambitious of it in the pursuit

diich they have chiefly devoted themselves
; the Orator therefore

mtinually tempted to sacrifice the substance to the shadow, by
ing rather at the admiration of the hearers, than their conviction

;

1 to our admiration of his ingenuity, ingly betrays perfect unconsciousness
Lan who, in answer to an earnest that she has been so ;* You shall see your
ess to the feelings of his hearer, is sister,* he began, ‘if you’ll tell mc'~-then
‘you have spoken eloquently,* feels interrupting himself, he added in a more
he has tailed. Effie, when she on- hurried tone, *m>, you shall see your
s Sharpitlaw to allow her to see her sister, whether yon tell me or no/”—

•

% is eloquent; and his answer accord- Quarterly Reviexv, No. li. p. 118
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and thus to fail of that excellence in his art which he migh
wise be well-qualified to attain, through the desire of a rej

for it. And on the other hand, some may have been really

sive speakers, who yet may not have ranked high in men's .

and may not have been known to possess that art of whu
gave proof by their skilful concealment of it, There is no

j
short, in which report is so little to he trusted.

oonsoien.
and ^ ^ wcre asked to digress a little from my subject, and

tious course, what I should recommend in point of morality and of prud<
the Speaker or Writer, and to those whom he addressei

respect to the precept just given, I should in reply, counsel Jh

wishes to produce a permanent effect, (for I am not now ad
to the case of a barrister,) to keep on the side of what he 1

to be truth ; and, avoiding all sophistry, to aim only at settin

that truth as strongly as possible, (combating, of course, any
personal prejudice against himself,) without any endeavour 1

applause for his own abilities. If ho is himself thoroughly con
and strongly impressed, and can keep clear of the seduefc:

vanity, he will he more likely in this way to gain due credit

strength of his cause, than by yielding to a feverish anxiety
the opinion that others may form of him. And as I she
course advise the reader or hearer to endeavour, in each c
form his judgment according to the real and valid arguments
and to regulate his feelings and sentiments according to wh
case justly calls for, so, with a view to this end, I would s

these two cautions
; first, to keep in mind that there is dar

over-rating as well as of under-rating the eloquence of what is

and that to attribute to the skill of the advocate what really b
to the strength of his cause, is just as likely to lead to error
opposite mistake : and secondly, to remember that when the fc

are strongly excited, they are not necessarily over-exdted: i

he that they are only brought into the state which the oeeasioi
justifies ; or even that they still fall short of this.

24

§ 3 .

for°«ood.wm
tlie threo points which Aristotlo directs the orator to

<i$ well as credit for, it might seem at first sight that one, vk. “ Qood-
’ is unnecessary to be mentioned; since Ability and Integrity

appear to comprehend, in most cases at least, all that is n<
A virtuous man, it may bo said, must wish well to his eountr
or to any persons whatever whom he may he addressing. Bu
more attentive consideration, it will be manifest that Aristotl
good. reason -for mentioning this head. If the speaker were be
to wish well to his Country, and to every individual of it, yet
fere suspected of being unfriendly to the political or other

.

2* Se® Part IX. Ch&i>. I. 5 S.
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riiich Ins hearers belonged, they would listen to liim with prejudice.

3 abilities and the conscientiousness of Plioeion seem not to have

n doubted by any ; but these were so far from gaining him a

curable hearing among the Demoeratical party at Athens, (who
sw him to be no friend to Democracy,) that they probably distrusted

l the more; as one whose public spirit would induce him, and whose
mts might enable him, to subvert the existing Constitution.

)ne of the most powerful engines, accordingly, of the orator, is Party-spirit.

j kind of appeal to party-spirit. Party-spirit may, indeed, be
sidered in another point of view, as one of the Passions which

y be directly appealed to, when it can be brought to opera,te in

direction required ; Le. when the conduct the writer or speaker
ecommending appears likely to gratify party-spirit

; but it is the

irect appeal to it which is now under consideration
; viz. the

our, credit, and weight which the speaker will derive from
>earing to be of the same party with the hearers, or at least not

>osed to it. And this is a sort of credit which he may claim more
nly and avowedly than any other ;

and he pay likewise throw
credit on his opponent in a less offensive, but not less effectual

aner. A man calmot say in direct terms, “
I am a wise and

:thy man, and my adversary the reverse :
” but he is allowed to

’,
“ I adhere to the principles of Mr. Pitt, or of Mr. Fox ;”

—

u
I

a friend to Presbyterianism, or to Episcopacy/ *—(as the case

y be,) and “my opponent, the reverse /
7

which is not regarded
an offence against modesty, and yet amounts virtually to as strong

lelf-commendation, and as decided vituperation, in the eyes of

se imbued with party-spirit, as if every kind of merit and of

aerit had been enumerated: for to zealous party-men, zeal for

ir party will very often either imply, or’stand as a substitute for,

ry other kind of worth .

25

Elard, indeed, therefore is the task of him whoso object is to

interact party-spirit, and to soften the violence of those prejudices

ich spring from it .
20 His only resource must be to take care that

One of the strangest phenomena of
present day is the kind of deference
wn by men of each party for the
icrity of the Newspapers of their re-
stive parties; both in respect of facts
, of opinions.
. stranger from a distant country
ild probably suppose that the writer
whom he saw thousands habitually
'endering their judgment, must bo a
son well-known to them, and highly
>ected by them. He would be much
prised to find that most of them did
even know who he was. Rut great
aed would be his astonishment at
ling that many of these very persons,
hey chanced to meet the Editor in
,ety, and were inclined from what
f saw of him to estimate him highly.

would, as soon as they learnt his occupa-
tion, doom him, however respectable in
character, hardly fit company for thorn •

selves. lie would be, as a man, lowered
in their estimation, by the very circum-
stance which gives him, as a writer, a
complete control over their judgment.

20 Of all the prepossessions in the minds
of the hearers, which tend to impede or
counteract the design of the speaker,
party-spirit, where it happens to prevail,
is the most pernicious ; being at once the
most inflexible, and the most unjust.
* * * * * Violent party -men not
only lose all sympathy with those of tho
opposite side, but even contract an anti-
pathy to them. This, on some occasions,
even the divinest eloquence will not *ur-
mQVLjit'—Campbdt’s Ithctoric,
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ho give no ground for being supposed imbued with the vide
unjust prejudices of the opposite party,—that he gives his ai

credit, (since it rarely happens but that each party has some
that are reasonable,) for whatever there may be that deserves

—that he proceed gradually and cautiously in removing the

with which they are infected, and above all, that be studious

claim and avoid the appearance of any thing like a feeling <

sonal hostility, or personal contempt.
AjCharacter If the orator’s character can bo sufficiently established in t

roquisito.
r ty

of Ability, and also of Good-will towards the hearers, it mi
first sight appear as if this would be sufficient ; since the fori

these would imply the Power, and the latter the Inclination, f

the best advice, whatever might be his Moral character.

Aristotle (in his 44 Politics”) justly remarks that this last i

requisite to ho insisted on, in order to produce entire confidenci

says he, though a man cannot he suspected of wanting Got
towards himself, yet many very able men act most absurdly, e

their own affairs, for want of Moral virtue; being either blint

overcome by their Passions, so as to sacrifice their own most i

taut interests to their present gratification ; and much more, the*

may they be expected to be thus seduced by personal temptatic
the advice they give to others. Pericles, accordingly, in the s

which has been already referred to, is represented by Thueydb
insisting not only on his political ability and his patriotism, bn
on his unimpeaened integrity, as a qualification absolutely noot
to entitle him to their confidence; “for the man,” says he, '

possesses every other requisite, hut is overcome by the temp
of interest, will be ready to sell every thing for the gratificati

his avarice.”

ReaiMefof It may be added, that a Pleader often finds it advisable to a

to his own establishing—in reference to the feelings entertained towards hi
causa —what may be regarded as a distinct point from any of the ai

namely, the sincerity of his own conviction. In any deaeripti
composition, except the Speech of an Advocate

,
a man’s mainta

a certain conclusion, is a presumption that lie is convinced of it

self. Unless there bo some special reason for doubting his inte
and good-faith, he is supposed to mean what he says, and t<

arguments that are at least satisfactory to himself, but it is n
with a Pleader

; who is understood to be advocating the cause o
client who happens to have engaged him, and to have been eq
ready to take tho opposite side. The fullest belief in his upright
goes no further, at the utmost, than to satisfy us that he wouh
plead a cause which he was conscious was grossly unjust, and
he would not resort to any unfair artifices,

9^ But to allege all

urged on behalf of his client, even though, as a jn

.

97 &ee app«nd©d to this Pairt.
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might “be inclined to decide the other way, is regarded as his

ifessional duty.

[f however he can induce a Jury to believe not only in his own
leral integrity of character, but also in his sincere conviction of

>
justice of his client’s cause, this will give great additional weight

his pleading, since he will thus be regarded as a sort of witness in

i cause. And this accordingly is aimed at, and often with success,

practised Advocates. They employ the language, and assume
manner, of full belief, and strong feeling.

§4.

?rom what has been said of the Speaker’s recommendation of

lself to the audience, and establishment of his authority with

m, sufficient rules may readily bo deduced for tlio analogous

cess,—the depreciation of an opponent. Both of these, and
ecially the latter, under the offensive title of personality, are by
ny indiscriminately decried as unfair rhetorical tricks: and
ibtless they are, in the majority of cases, sophistieally employed

:

1 by none more effectually than by those who are perpetually

laiming against such Fallacies
;
the unthinking hearers not being

pared to expect any, from one who represents himself as holding

tn in such abhorrence. But surely it is not in itself an unfair

ic of argument, in eases not admitting of decisive and unquestion-

3 proof, to urge that the ono party deserves tho hearers’ eon-

nee, or that the other is justly an object of their distrust. “ If

measure is a good one,’* it has been said, “ will it bocome bad
ause it is supported by a bad man ? if it is bad, will it bocome
d, because supported by a good man? If the measure be really

epedient, why not at once show that it Is so? Your producing
se irrelevant and inconclusive arguments, in lieu of direct ones,

igh not sufficient to prove that the measure you thus oppose is a
d one, contributes to prove that you yourself regard it as a good

Now to take thus for granted, that, in every case, decisive

aments to prove a measure had or good, independent of all con-
ration of the character of its advocates, could be fount#* and also

id be made clear to the persons addressed, is a manifest bogging
he question. There is no doubt that the generality of men are
much disposed to consider more, who proposes a measure, than
t it is that is proposed: and a warning against an excessive
Iency to this way of judging, is reasonable, and may bo useful j

should any one escape censure who confines himself to these
cs, or dwells principally on them, in cases where “ direct

”

iments are to be expected ; but they are not to be condemned
oto as “ irrelevant and inconclusive,” on the ground that they
only probable, .and not in themselves decisive. It is only in
ters of strict science, and that too, in arguing to scientific men,
the character of the advocates (as well as all other probable

Character
opponent
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Arguments) should he wholly put out of the question* Is eve

chargeable with weakness or absurdity who believes that the

* moves round the Sun, on the authority of Astronomers, y

having himself scientifically demonstrated it?

of ^nd it j 8 remarkable that the necessity of allowing some
support any to this consideration, in political matters, increases in proper—Qt any country enjoys a free government* If all the power be
important in

}iands of a few of the higher orders, who have the opportui

Sent
0™™'

least, of obtaining education, it is conceivable, whether probi

not, that they may he brought to try each proposed m
exclusively on its intrinsic merits, by abstract arguments; b

any man, in his senses, really believe that the great mass

people, or even any considerable portion of them, can ever
|

so much political knowledge, patience in invest igation, and

Logic, (to say nothing of candour,) as to he able and will

judge, and to judge correctly, of every proposed political me
in the abstract, without any regard to their opinion of the p
who propose it? And it is evident, that in every case in whi

hearers are not completely competent judges, they not only wi

must, take into consideration the characters of those who pr

support, or dissuade any measure ;—the persons they are eon:

with,—the designs they may bo supposed to entertain, &c. ; ti

undoubtedly, an excessive and exclusive regard to Persons

than Arguments, is one of the chief Fallacies against whie]

ought to be cautioned.

But if the opposite mode of judging, in every ease, were

adopted without limitation, it is plain that children could i

educated? Indeed, happily for the world, most of them, who j

he allowed to proceed on this plan, would, in consequence, pei

childhood, A pious Christian again has the same implicit n
on his God, even where unable to judge of the reasonableness

commands and dispensations, as a dutiful and affectionate chi

on a tender parent# Now though such a man is of course re$

by an Atheist as weak and absurd, it is surely on account

belief not of his consequent conduct, that he is so regarded.

Atheists would in general admit that he is acting reasonably, <

supposition that there is a God, who has revealed Himself to
’

§5.

dertvedfrom
no perhaps, are men, not bigoted to party, more

aupposM to he misled by their favourable or unfavourable judgment oi
Experience,

advisers, than in what relates to the authority derived from
rimee* Not that Experience ought not to be allowed to have
weight : hut that men are apt not to consider with sufficient atfcc

what it is that constitutes Experience in each point; so that freq;

one man^shall have credit for much Experience, in what rela

the matter in hand, and another, who, perhaps, possesses as mu
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i, shall be underrated as wanting it. The vulgar, of all ranks,

to be warned, first, that time alone does not constitute Expc-

e ; so that many years may have passed over a man’s head,

nit his even having had the same opportunities of acquiring it,

aother, much younger: secondly, that the longest practice in

icting any business in one way, docs not necessarily confer any

rience in conducting it in a different way : e.g. an experienced

andman, or Minister of State, in Persia, would be much at a

in Europe ;
and if they had some things less to learn than an

5 novice, on the other hand they would have much to unlearn

:

thirdly, that merely being conversant about a certain class of

:ts, does not confer Experience in a ease, whore the Operations,

he End proposed, are different. It is said that there was an

;erdam merchant, who had dealt largely in com all his life,

lad never seen a field of wheat growing : this man had doubtless

red, by Experience, an accurate judgment of tbe qualities of

description of corn,—of the host methods of storing it,—of the

Df buying and selling it at proper times, &c. ; hut he would
been greatly at a loss in its cultivation

;

though he had been,

certain way, long conversant about corn. Nearly similar is the

rience of a practised Lawyer, (supposing him to be nothing

)
in a case of Legislation. Because ho has been long cornier-

ibout Law,
the unreflecting attribute great weight to his legis-

judgment ; whereas his constant habits of fixing his thoughts

tat the law is, and withdrawing it from the irrelevant question

at the law ought to he ;—his careful observance of a multitude

es, (which afford the more scope for the display of his skill, in

rtion as they are arbitrary and unaccountable,) with a studied

srence as to that which is foreign from his business, the con-

ice or inconvenience of those Buies—maybe expected to operate

ourably on his judgment in questions of Legislation : and are

to counterbalance the advantages of his superior knowledge,
a such points as do bear on the question.

ain, a person who is more properly to be regarded as an Authority

uarian than any thing else, will sometimes be regarded as high
tity in some subject respecting which M 5has perhaps little er*lam,
d knowledge or capacity, if he have collected a multitude of

relative to it. Suppose for instance a man of much reading,

>f retentive memory, hut of unphilosophical mind, to have
ed a great collection of particulars respecting the writers on
science, the times when they flourished, the numbers of their

ers, the editions of their works, &c. it is not unlikely he may
oth others and himself into the belief that he is a great authority

t Science; when perhaps he may in reality know—though a
deal about it-^-notbing of it (see Logic, Introd. § 1, p. 3).

a man’s mind, compared with that of one really versed m the
ft, is like an antiquarian armoury, full of curious old weapons,
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—many of them the more precious from having Been lot:

superseded,—as compared with a well-stocked arsenal, coj

all the most approved warlike implements fit for actual servi

Mistake as In matters connected with Folitical-Koonomy, the exper

constitutes practical men is often appealed to in opposition to those ^

experience in called Theorists; oven though the latter perhaps are d
SStSSK conclusions from a wide induction of facts, while the experi
Economy. ^he others will often ho found only to amount to their havir

long conversant with the details of office, and having all th

gone on in a certain beaten track, from which they never t

witnessed, or even imagined a deviation*

So also the authority derived from experience of a practical
*

—

ix* one who has wrought all his life in one mine,—will sor

delude a speculator into a vain search for metal or coal, agai

opinion perhaps of Theorists, ix. persons of extensive gc«

observation.
14

It may be added, that there is a proverbial maxim whiel

witness to the advantage sometimes possessed by an ob

bystander over those actually engaged in any transaction

looker-on often sees more of the game than the players/ N
looker-on is precisely fin Greek O^oV] the Theorist

“ When then you find any one contrastingt in this and ii

subjects, what ho calls ‘experience/ with ‘theory/ you will

perceive on attentive examination, that lie is in reality eon

the results of a confined ,
with that of a wuler, experience;

—

imperfect and crude theory, with one more cautiously frame

based on a more copious induction.” 28

The consideration then of the character of the speaker, anc

opponent, being of so much importance, both as a legitimate

of Persuasion, in many instances, and also as a* topic of Falla

is evidently incumbent on the orator to be well-versed in this

of the art, with a view both to the justifiable advancement
own cause, and to the detection and exposure of unfair artific

opponent. It is neither possible, nor can it in justice be ex;

that this mode of persuasion should be totally renounce

exploded, great as are the abuses to which it is liable; l

speaker is hound, in conscience, to abstain from those abuses hi

and, in prudence, to be on his guard against them in others.

Charge To enumerate the various kinds of impressions favoural)
ofinconBiB- unfavourable, that hearers or readers may entertain concern!

one, would be tedious and superfluous. But it may be
observing, that a charge of inconmtmay, as it is one of th

disparaging, is also one that is perhaps the most frequently
with effect, on insufficient grounds. Strictly speaking, moons

..
: at least as a wise and good mgn is exempt from) is the

28 Ss© Political-Economy Uect III.p. 68.
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ting at the same time of two contradictory propositions ; whether
ressed in language, or implied in sentiments or conduct. As e.g.

n author,

29
in an argumentative work, while he represents every

ogism as futile and fallacious reasoning, admits that a

U

reasoning

f be exhibited in the form of syllogisms ; or, if the same person

> censures-and abhors oppression, yet practises it towards others

;

f a man prescribes two medicines which neutralize each other’s

cts, <fcc.

Jut.a man is often censured as inconsistent, if he changes his Different

is or his opinions on any point. And certainly if he does this fnconsiVfcr*

n, and lightly, that is good ground for withholding confidence <#•

a him. But it would bo more precise to characterize him as

te and unsteady, than as inconsistent

;

because this use of the

n tends- to confound one fault with another; viz, with the holding

wo incompatible opinions aJt once,

ffit moreover a man is often charged with inconsistency for

roving some parts of a hook,—-system,—character, &c., and
pproving others;—for being now an advocate for peace, and
', for war ;—in short, for accommodating his judgment or his

luct to the circumstances before him, as the mariner sets his

5 to the wind. In this case thcro is not oven any change of

d implied
;
yet for this a man is often taxed with inconsistency

;

igh in many instances there would even he an inconsistency !!!

opposite procedure ; e.g, in not shifting the sails, when the wind
iges.

a the other case indeed,—when a man docs change his mind,

—

replies some error, either first or last. But some errors every
, is liable to, who is not Infallible. He therefore who prides

self on his consistency, on the ground of resolving never to

ige his plans or opinions, does virtually (unless he means to

laim himself either too dull to detect his mistakes, or too obati-

> to own them) lay claim to infallibility. And if at the same
i he ridicules (as is often done) the absurdity of a claim to

llibility, he is guilty of a gross inconsistency in the propel and
iary sense of the word.
ut it is much easier to boast of consistency than to preserve ll
as, in the dgrk, or in a fog, adverse troops may take post near

t other, Without .mutual recognition, and consequently without
est, hut as soon as daylight comes, the weaker give place to the
iger; so, in a misty and darkened mind, the most incompatible
ions may exist together, without any perception of their disere-

y ; till the understanding becomes sufficiently enlightened to
le the man to reject the less reasonable opinions, and retain the
sites.

may be added, that it is a very fair ground for disparaging

so D. Stewart,

, ,

1

1
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my one’s judgment, if he maintains any doctrine or system,

edly for the sake of consistency. That must always he a had r<

If the system dec. is right, you should pursue it because it is

and not because you have pursued it hitherto ; if it is wrong
having once committed a fault is a poor reason to give for per*

in it. He therefore who makes such an avowal may fail

considered as thenceforward entitled to no voice in the que

His decision having been already given, once for all, with a r

tion not to reconsider it, or to he open to conviction from any
arguments, his re-declarations of it are no more to he ree

repeated acts of judgment, than new impressions from a sten

plate are to he regarded as new Editions. In short, accord!

the proverbial phrase, “ His holt is shot,”

It only remains to observe, on this head, that (as Ar
teaches) the place for the disparagement of an opponent is, f

first speaker, near the close of his discourse, to weaken the

of what may ho said in reply; and, for the opponent, nei

opening, to lesson the influence of what lms been already said,

§ 6 -

unfavour- Either a personal prejudice, such as has been just mention*

to be aiilyod some other passion unfavourable to the speaker’s object, may a]

or diverted. in the minds of the hearers, which it must bo his busm
allay.

It is obvious that this will the most effectually be done, n

endeavouring to produce a state of perfect calmness and apath
by exciting some contrary emotion. And here it is to be obg

that some passions may be, rhetorically speaking, opposite to

other, though in strictness they are not so
; viz. whenever th<

incompatible with each other. 1LG> The opposite, strictly %

ing, to Anger, would he a feeling of Good-will and appro!

towards the person in question ; hut it is not by the excitem*

this, alone, that Anger may he allayed ; for Fear is, praeti

contrary to it also ; as is remarked by Aristotle, who philosopl:

accounts for this, on the principle that Anger, implying a do*

inflict punishment, must imply also a supposition that It is p
to do so ; and accordingly men do not, he says, feel Anger to

one who is so much superior as to he manifestly out of their r

and the object of their Anger ceases to he so, as soon as he be*

an object of Apprehension. Of course the converse also o:

holds good
; Anger, when it prevails, in like maimer subduing

Savage nations, accordingly, having no military discipline, are t

tomed to work themselves up into a frenzy of rag© by theii

dances, in order to excite themselves to courage.110

Bhet,” B. IX, in his Treatises on and #*t

t

and “

E
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ion, likewise, maybe counteracted either by Disapprobation, by

ousy, by Fear, by Ridicule, or by Disgust and Horror; and

y, either by Good-will, or by Contempt.

bis is the more necessary to be attended to, in order that the

lor may be on liis guard against inadvertently defeating bis own

3t, by exciting feelings at variance with those he is endeavouring

•oduce, though not strictly contrary to them. Aristotle accord-

f notices, with this view, the difference between the “ Pitiable/*

tvovt) and the “Horrible or Shocking/* (htvov,) which, as he

rves, excite different feelings, destructive of each other ; so that

Orator must be warned, if the former is his object, to keep clear

iy thing that may excite the latter,

lie remark, cited by Aristotle, of the Rhetorician Gorgias, that Ridicule,

serious arguments of an opponent are to ho met by ridicule, and

idicule, by serious argument, (which is evidently one that ought

sitended, in principle, to other feelings besides the sense of the

srous,) is, of course, only occasionally applicable in practice;

considerable tact is requisite for perceiving suitable occasions,

employing them judiciously. For, a failure does great injury

im who makes the attempt. If you very gravely deprecate

> ridicule that has been thrown out, without succeeding in

oying its force, you increase its force; because a contrast

een the solemn and the ludicrous heightens the effect of the

r. And if, again, you attempt unsuccessfully to make a jest of
i the persons addressed regard as strong arguments, and serious

sets, you raise indignation or contempt ; anti are also considered

iving, confessedly, no serious and valid objections to offer.

• course, regard must he had to the character of those you are

easing. If these are ignorant of the subject, superficial, and
inking, they will readily join in ridicule of such reasoning as the

ir-informed and more judicious would despise them for not
sciating. And again, they may easily bo brought (as has been
rked above, Part L Chap. III. § 7.) to regard a valid argu-
; which exposes to ridicule some sophistry, as nothing more
a joke.®

1

it when you wish to expose to ridicule something really descry*

rf it which has been advanced seriously, or to rescue from

j is almost superfluous to remark,
iere is adignified and an undignified
if employing either irony or any
)f ridicule. The sort of character
Aristotle calls “ MomolochusJ ’

—

ring apparently to what wo call in
uial language a “ wag,” or a “jack-
ng,”—one who lays himself out to
the hearers or readers at anWcost

,

- one, again, who displays a flippant
ifling levity of character that seems
tble of viewing any thing seriously,
h a tone of heartless and unfeeling

mockery as denotes an incapacity for any
tender or kindly sentiment, any such
person, though he may manifest such
ability as to make one dread him for mi
opponent, is likely to be si ill morn dan-
gerous to the cause ho espouses.
And it is a common practice of skilful

sophists to confound with such a charac-
ter as one of thtwe last, any one, however
opposite to it, who may have successfully
derided some absurdity they may have
been maintaining; and thus to hold him
up to detestation and scorn
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ridicule what Inis been unfairly made a jest of, it will mm
advisable to keep a little aloof, for a time, from the very p<

question, till you Imve brought men’s minds, by the introdue

suitable topics, into the mood required,— the derisive, or the si

as the case may be,—and then to bring them up to that
prepared to view it quite differently from what they had done,
if this bo skilfully managed, the effect will sometimes b<

striking.

Such a procedure, it should be added, is sometimes (as 3

above remarked, Part I. Chap. III. & 7,) adopted unfairly; t!

men who arc mortified at finding the absurdity of their co
their tenets, or their arguments exposed to contemptuous ri<

will often persuade others, and even themselves, that this moi
tion is a feeling of pious indignation in behalf of a serious or j

subject, against which they falsely represent the ridicule as 1

boon directed. Great caution therefore is requisite—as was foi

remarked—in employing such a weapon as Ridicule.

It will often happen that it will be easier to give a new dh
to the unfavourable passion, than to subdue it; e.r/. to tm
indignation, or the laughter, of the hearers against a different c

Indeed, whenever the ease will admit of this, it will generally
the more successful expedient ; because it docs not imply the a
plishment of so great a change in the minds of the hearers,
above, Chap. II. § 6,

Lecture on the Intellectual and Moral Influences of the Frofet
Delivered before the Society of the Dublin Law Institute, on th

of January, 1842. [See Note u
, page 132,]

Some ancient writer relates of the celebrated Hannibal,
during his stay at some regal court, the evening enterfcainme
one occasion consisted of a discourse, (what we in these days g

call a * 4
lecture,”) which an aged Greek Philosopher, named

mio, if I remember rightly, had the honour of being permiti
deliver before the king and courtiers. It was on the quaMc
and duties of a General. The various high endowments—the s
branches of knowledge, and the multifarious cares and h
appertaining to an accomplished military leader, were set for
jnost of the hearers thought, with so much ability and elegance
the discourse was received with general applause. Rut, a
natural, eager inquiries were made what was thought of it
emment a master in the art military, as Hannibal. On his o
being asked, he replied with soldierlike bluntness, that he had
heard old men talk dotage, hut that a greater dotard than. Pi
be hfdneYer met with.
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e would not however have been reckoned a dotard—at leant ho

d not have deserved it, (as ho did,)—if he had had the sense,

ad of giving instructions in the military art to one who knew
uch more of it than himself, to have addressed an audience of

ary men, not as soldiers, hut as human beings ; ami had set

*e them correctly and clearly, the effects, intellectual and moral,

y to ho produced on them, as men, by the study and the exercise

teir profession. For that is a point on which men of each pro*

m respectively are so far from being necessarily the best judges,

other things being equal, they are likely to be rather lem
jetent judges than those in a different walk of life,

lat each branch of study, and each kind of business, has a
ancy to influence the character, and that any such tendency, if

iting in excess, exclusively, and unmodified hy other causes, is

y to produce a corresponding mental disease or defect, is what
iq I supposo would deny. It would bo reasonable as mi an te-

at conjecture; and the confirmation of it by experience is a
er of common remark. I have hoard of a celebrated surgeon,
ic attention bad been chiefly directed to cases of deformity, who
,rked that ho scarcely ever met an artisan in the street Imfc ho
able to assure himself at the first glance what his trade was,
mild perceive in persons not actually deformed, that particular

or attitude—that particular kind of departure from exact nym-

j of form—that disproportionate development and deficiency in

hi muscles, which distinguished, to Ins anatomical eye, the
w, the smith, the horse-breaker, the stone-cutter, and other
3 of labourers from each other. And ho could sea all thin,

igh, and notwithstanding, all the individual differences of
nal structure, and of various accidental circumstances.
)dily peculiarities of this class may be, according to the degree
aich they exist, either mere mdogaiieioa hardly worth noticing,
.ght inconveniences, or serious deformities, or grievous diseases,
same may ho said of those mental peculiarities, which the
*al professional studies and habits tend, respectively, to product*.
" mayK according to the degree of them, so trifling as not to
mt even to a blemish; or slight, or more serious defeetn ; or
i of complete mental distortion.

)u will observe that I shall throughout confine myself to the
deration of the disadvantages and dangers pertaining to each
>s$ion, without touching on the intellectual and moral bamfit#
may result from it. You may often hear from persons gifted
what the Ancients called opidoictic eloquence, very admirable
gratifying panegyrics on each profession. But with a view to
deal utility, the consideration of dangers to be guarded against
icomparably the most important; because to men in each
tftive profession, the bmefitial results will usually take place
without their thinking about them

; whereas the dangers
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require to be carefully noted, and habitually contemplated, in

that they may be effectually guarded against, A physician

had a friend about to settle in a hot climate, would be not so
to dwell on the benefits he would derive spontaneously from b
ing a warmer air, as to warn him of the clangers of sun-strota

of marsh exhalations.

And it may be added that a description of the faulty habits
the members of each profession are in especial danger of acqi
amounts to a high eulopkm on each individual, in proportion
is exempt from those faults.

To treat fully of such a subject would of course require voh
but it may be not unsuitable to the present occasion to throw
few slight hints, such as may be sufficient to turn your attent
a subject, wbieb appears to mo not only curious and interesting

of great practical importance*

There is one class of dangers pertaining alike to every profc
every branch of study— every kind of distinct pursuit, I met
danger in each, to him who is devoted to it, of over-rating its i

taneo as compared with others ; and again, of unduly extendi
p'oyince. To a man who has no enlarged views, no general
vation of mind, and no familiar intercourse with the onlightene
tho worthy of other classes besides his own, the result must be
or less of the several forms of mirmv-mindednms* To apply
questions, on all subjects, tho same principle:* and rules of ju
that are suitable to the particular questions and subjects about
fie is especially conversant to bring in those subjects and que
on all occasions, suitable or unsuitable; like the painter B
alludes to, who introduced a cypress tree into the picture of a
wreck ;—to regard his own particular pursuit as the one imp<
and absorbing interest to look on all other events, transac
and occupations, chiefly as they minister more or less to that
view the present state and past history of the world chiefly in
ence to that ;—and to feel a elanish attachment to the memb<
the particular profession or class he belongs to, as a body or <

(an attachment, by-the-hy, winch is often limited to the coll
class, and not accompanied with kindly feelings towards tho t
dual members of it,) and to have more or less an alienation of f<

from those of other classes ;—-all these, and many other sucl
symptoms of that narrow-mindedness which is to bo found, .

mutaiis mda/nM$, in all who do not carefully guard them*
against it, whatever may be the profession or department of
pf each .

88

.Aghast this kind of danger the best preservative, next to tl

bemg thoroughly aware of it, will be found in varied readim
wrwd society

; in habitual intercourse with men, whether livi

m” HI- 5 2> on #“ Pmumptioimfor and against the
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[,—whether personally or in their works,—of different proto*-

g and walks of life, and, I may add, of different Coimfrkw and

rent Ages from our own.

; is remarked, in a work by Bishop Cojrioston, ** flint Locke,

most other writers on education, occasionally confound* two

gs, which ought to bo kept perfectly distinct, viz* that ntmto of

jation, which would be most beneficial, as a mj&tmn, to society at

e, with that which would contribute most to the advantage ami
perity of an individual. These things are often at variance

. each other. The former is that alone which deserves fbn

ntion of a philosopher; the latter is narrow, selfish, anil liter-

try. It is the last indeed on which the world are 'most eager to

rm themselves; but the persons who instruct them, however
r may deserve the thanks and esteem of those whom they bom tit,

10 service to mankind. There are but so ninny good pfmv« in

theatre of life; and ho who puts ns in the way of pmoming oiw
hem, does to us indeed a great favour, but none to flic whole
>mbly.” And in the same work it is further observed, that,

1 the cultivation of literature is found that common link, which
>ng the higher and middling departments of life unites the jarring

s and subdivisions in one interest; which supplies common
cs, and kindles common feelings, unmixed with those narrow
indices, with which all professions are morn or less infected. The
wledge too, which is thus acquired, expands and enlarge* the
d, excites its faculties, and calls those limbs and muscles iniii

)Y exercise, which, by too constant nm in one direction, not only
uire an illiberal air, but are apt also to lose somewhat of their

ive play and energy. And thus, without directly qualifying n
i for any of the employments of life, if enriches anil eimobto* all

;

bout teaching him the peculiar benefits of any one office or eatl-

,
it enables him to act his part in each of them with butter grite®

L more elevated carriage
; and, if happily planned and ccmduGtotl,

i main ingredient in that complete and gmmron* education, which
a man” * to perform justly, skilfully, and mogmmimomdy, all

offices, both private and public, of peace and war/ "

3ut to pass from the consideration of the dangers common to nil,
l to proceed to what is peculiar to each ; I will begin by pointing
on© or two of those which especially pertain to the

fession.

Fhe ffrst that I shall notice k one to which I have frequently
led attention, as being likely to beset all persons in proportion m
7 are occupied about things sacred

;
in discussing, and espadiatty

giving instruction on, moral and religious subjects ; and the clergy
sordingly must be the most especially exposed to this danger; to
> danger, I mean, of that callous indifference, which is proverbially

» Milton.
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apt to bo tlio result of familiarity. On this point there are

most valuable remarks by Bishop Butler, which I have adverl

on various occasions, and among others, in a portion (which

here take the liberty of citing) of the last unpublished Charge
occasion to deliver,

41 * Going over,’ says Bishop Butler, 4 the theory of virtue in

thoughts, talking well, and drawing fine pictures of it this

far from necessarily or certainly conducing to form a habit of

him who thus employs himself, that it may harden the mind
contrary course, and render it gradually more insensible, ie*

an habit of insensibility to all moral considerations. For, fror

very faculty of habits, passive impressions, by being repeated,

weaker; thoughts, by often passing through the mind, are fell

sensibly. Being accustomed to danger begets intrepidity, i.e. 1©

fear ; to distress, lessens the passion of pity; to instances of ot

mortality, the sensible apprehension of our own. And from

two observations together ;—that practical habits are formed
strengthened by repeated acts, and that passive impressions

weaker by being repeated upon ns;— it must follow that active b

may bo gradually forming and strengthening, by a course of a

upon such motives and excitements, while these motives and ©3

ments themselves are by proportionable degrees growing less mu
i.c, are continually leas and less sensibly fdU even as the a

habits strengthen. And experience confirms this ; for active

ciples, at the very same time that they are less lively in perce

then they were, are found to be somehow wrought more thoroi

into the temper and character, and become more effectui

influencing our practice.
^
The three things just mentioned

afford instances of it
;
perception of danger is a natural excite:

of passive fear, and active caution ; and by being inured to dar

haoits of the latter are gradually wrought, at the same time tha

former gradually lessens. Perception of distress in others,

natural excitement, passively to pity, and actively to relieve it;

let a man set himself to attend to, inquire out, and relieve distre

persons, and he cannot hut grow less and less sensibly affected

the various miseries of life with which he must become acquain
when yet at the same time, benevolence, considered, not as a past

but as a practical principle of action, will strengthen; and while

passively compassionates the distressed less, ho will acquire a gre
aptitude actively to assist and befriend them. So also at the a

time that the daily instances of men's dying around us, gives us c

a lesssensible passive feeling, or apprehension of our own morta
such instances greatly contribute to the strengthening a prao
regard to it in serious men; i.e, to forming a habit of acting wi
constat view to it. And this seems again further to show, t

ma^e uPon our mh*ds by admonition, experie:
example, mtugh they may have a* remote efficacy, and a very g
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owards forming active habits, jet can have this efficacy no

rise than by inducing us to such a course of action ; and that

lot being affected so and so, but acting, which forms those

Only it must always be remembered, that real endeavours

jrce good impressions upon ourselves arc a species of virtuous

” Thus far Bishop Butler. “ That moral habits/” I pro-

l to say,
<£ can only be acquired by practical efforts, was long

remarked by Aristotle; who ridicules those that attended

jphical discourses with an expectation of improvement, while

ontented themselves with listening, understanding, and approv-

jomparing them to a patient who should hope to regain health

toning to his physician’s directions, without following them,

e omitted to add, as Bishop Butler has done, that such a

lure is much worse than useless ;
being positively dangerous^

need hardly remark, that what the author says of virtue, is

3t equally applicable to religion; and that consequently, no one

acurably and hopelessly hardened in practical imdigion as one

las the most porfect familiarity with religious subjects and

m feelings, without having cultivated corresponding active

pies, It is he that is, emphatically, ‘ the barren fig-tree,
*

has ‘no fruit on it, but leaves only!
1

not, a tree standing

and destitute of all vegetation, during the winter’s frost or

er’s drought, and capable of being called into life and produc-

es, by rain and sunshine; but, a tree in full vigour off life and

h, whose sap is all diverted from the formation of fruit, and is

ded in flourishing houghs that bear only barren leaves,”

eed hardly say that the danger I have been now alluding to,

s one which besets each person the more in proportion as he is

rsant about religious and moral discussions, studies and

;ions, is accordingly one which
#

the Clergy most especially

1 be vigilantly on their guard against, as being professionally

led with this class of subjects.

ay are professionally exposed again to another danger, chiefly

actual, from the circumstance of their having usually to hold

ich intercourse, in their private ministrations, with persons

i reasoning powers are either naturally weak, or very little

ated, or not called forth on those subjects, and on those

ions, on, which they are conversing professionally with a

noam How large a proportion of mankind taken indiscriml*

jr, must be expected to fall under one or other of those doscrip-

we must be well aware: and it is with mankind thus taken

irwdnajtel/y, that the Clergy in the domestic portion of their

trations, are to hold intercourse. Even a disproportionate

of their attention is usually claimed by the poorer, the younger,

in short generally, the less educated among their people,

ig these there must of course always be a large proportion who
•e often more readily influenced by a fallacious, than by a sound
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reason;—who will often receive readily an insufficient exp
and will often Be prevented By ignorance, or dulnoss,

judice, from admitting a correct one. And moreover, .

whose qualifications are higher, as respects other subjects, 1

not a few who, on moral and religious subjects, (from various

fall far short of themselves. There are not a few, e.g. wl
in the full vigour of body and mind, pay little or no attentio

such subjects; and when enfeebled in their mental powers
ness or sudden terror, or decrepit age, will resign thorns

indiscriminate credulity—who at one time will listen to noth

at another, will listen to any thing,

With all these classes of persons, then, a clergyman is le<

course of his private duty, to have much intercourse, A
such intercourse is likely to he any thing but improving

reasoning faculties— to their development, or their correc

even to sincerity and fairness in the exercise of them, is sui

evident. The danger is one which it is important to have

before us. When a man of good sense distinctly perceives

carefully and habitually reflects on it, he will not he much i

as to the means by which it is to be guarded against,

You will observe that I have pointed out under this

moral, as well as an intellectual danger. And in truth the

tion is by no means a weak one, even to one who is far i

insincere character altogether, to lead ignorant, or ill-cducat

prejudiced men into what he is convinced is heat for th

unsound reasons, when he finds them indisposed to listen t<

ones ; thus satisfying his conscience that he is making a
compenmiion, since there really are good grounds (thou$

cannot see them) for the conclusion he advocates ; till he ac<

habit of tampering with truth, and finally loses all reverei

all relish for it*
Another class of dangers, and perhaps the greatest of all t

the Clergy are professionally exposed, and which is the last

mention, is the temptation to prefer popularity to truth, i

present comfort and gratification of the people to their x

welfare. The well-known fable of Mahomet and the me
which he found it easier to go to, himself, than to make the

tain come to him, may be regarded as a sort of allegorical

any one who seeks to give peace . of conscience and Satisfac

his hearers, and to obtain applause for himself, by bring
doctrine and language into a conformity with the inclinatic

the conduct of his hearers, rather than by bringing the chart

the hearers into a conformity with what is true and right

that there are many, who are, in the outset at least, so

4ifM as deliberately to suppress essential truths, or to in

“ Hous Frauds/* Third Series* and Dr. West’s Discc
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m falsehood, for the sake of administering groundless com-

or gaining applause; hut as “ a gift
’ 1

is said in Scripture

blind the eyes/" so, the bribe of popularity (especially when
alternative is perhaps severe censure, and even persecution) is

y, by little and little, to bias the judgment,—to blind the eyes

to the importance, and afterwards to the truth, of unpopular

rines and precepts ;
and ultimately to bring a man himself to

ve what his hearers wish him to teach .

opularity has, of course, groat charms for all classes of men

;

in the case of a clergyman it offers this additional temptation

;

it is to him, in a great degree, the favourable opinion not merely

he world in general, or of a multitude assembled on some

ial occasion, but of the very neUjhbours by whom lie is Bur-

tded, and with whom ho is in habits of daily intercourse,

here is another most material circumstance also which (in

ect of this point) distinguishes the ease of the clerical profos-

from that of any other. It is true that a medical man may be

sr a temptation to hatter his patients with false hopes, to indulge

a in unsuitable regimen, to substitute some cordial that gives

porary relief, for salutary but unpleasant medicines, or painful

•ations, such as are really needful for a cure. But those (and

e are such, as is well, known) who pursue such a course, can

om obtain more than temporary success. When it is seen that

r patients do not ultimately recover, and that all the fair

nises given, and sanguine hopes raised, end in aggravation of

ase, or in prematuro death—the bubble bursts ; and men quit

,e pretenders for those whoso practice hears the teat of expo-

ce. These, therefore, are induced by a regard for their own
nanent success in their profession, as well as by higher motives,

refer the correct and safe mode of treating their patients. But
far otherwise with those whoso concern is with the diseases of

soul, not of the body—with the next life instead of this. Their

tment cannot be brought to the same test of experience till the

of Judgment. If they shall have deluded both their hearers and
nselves by “ speaking peace when there is no peace,

1 * the

ering cordial, however deleterious, may remain undetected, and

1 parties may continue in the error all their lives, and the error

r even survive them *

85

to also again in the legal profession;—one who gives flattering

unsound advice to his clients, or who pleads causes with specious

;ance, unsupported by accurate legal knowledge, may gain a tern-

ary, but seldom more than a temporary, popularity. It is his

rest, therefore, no loss than his duty, to acquire this accurate

wledge : and if he is mistaken on any point, the decisions of a
irt will give him sufficient warning to be more* careful in future,

w See “ Scripture Revelations of a Future State,” Lect, 12.
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But the Court which is finally to correct the other class of mistakes
is the one that will sit on that last great Day, when the tares wi
he finally separated from the wheat, and when the “ wood, hay, an
stubble,” that may have been built up on the divine foundation, h
human folly or artifice, will be burned up.

The Clergy therefore have evidently more need than others t

be on their guard against a temptation, from which tlrnj are not
like others, protected by considerations of temporal interest, or b1

the lessons of daily experience.

With regard to the medical profession there used to he (for o
late I think it is otherwise) a remark almost proverbially common
that the members of it were especially prone to infidelity, and evei

to Atheism. And the same imputation was by many person!
extended to those occupied in such branches of physical science a:

are the most connected with medicine ;
and even to scientific met

generally. Of late years, as I have said, this impression has become
much less provalent.

In a question of fact, such as this, open to general observation;
there is a strong presumption afforded by the prevalence of an}
opinion, that it lias at least some kind of foundation in truth. There
is a presumption, that either medical men were moro general!}
unbelievers than the average, or at least, that those of them who
were so were more ready to avow it. In like manner there is a

corresponding presumption, that in the present generation of medical
men there is a greater proportion than among their predecessors,

/tvho are either believers in Revelation, or at leastmot avowed un-
believers.

ikjfill he more profitable, however, instead of entering on any
quefeg# as to the amount and extent, present or past, of the danger
t° Taf ^ have been alluding, to offer some conjectures as to the
caysqypf it.

jSWone which I conceive occurs the most readily to most men's
that a medical practitioner has no Sunday. The character

profession does not admit of his regularly abandoning it for

/Sg^ay in the week, and rogularly attending public worship along
Christians of all classes. Now various as are the modes of

ppserving the Lord's-day in different Christian countries, and diverse
are the modes of worship, there is perhaps no point in which

Christians of all ages and countries have been more agreed, than in
assembling together for some kind of joint worship on the first day
Of th& week*

.

And no one I think can doubt, that, independently
of ,any edification derived from the peculiar religious services which
they respectively attend, the mere circumstance of doing something
ersry week as a religious observance, must have some tendency to
kewilp in men's minds a degree of respect, rational or irrational,,
for the religion in whose outward observances they take a part.A phfsman in considerable practice must, we know, often he
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vented from doing this. And the professional calls, it may he

led, which make it often impossible for him to attend public wor-

p, will naturally tend, by destroying the habit, to keep him away,

in when attendance is possible. Any thing that a person is pre-

yed from doing habitually ,
he is likely habitually to omit. There

nothing peculiar in the case of attendance on public worship,

e same thing may be observed in many others equally. A man
eed in circumstances which interfere with his forming or keeping

domestic habits, or literary habits, or habits of bodily activity, is

dy to be less domestic, less literary, more sedentary, than his

’.umstances require.

! have no doubt that the cause I have now been adverting to

s operate. But there are others, less obvious perhaps, but I

lk not less important. A religion which represents Man’s whole

3tence as divided into two portions, of which his life on earth is

ry way incalculably the smaller, . is forcibly brought before the

id in a way to excite serious reflections, by such an event as death,

3n occurring before our eyes, or within our particular knowledge,
v a medical man is familiar with death ; i.e, with the sight and
idea of it. And the indifference which is likely to result from
h familiarity, I need not here dwell on, further than to refer you
he passage of Bishop Butler already cited.

Jut moreover death is not only familiar to the physician, but it is

> familiar to him as the final termination of that state of existence

,i which alone he has professionally any concern. As a Christian

nay regard if as preparatory to a new state of existence ; hut as x

hysician ho is concerned only with life in this world, which it is

business to invigorate and to prolong and with death, only.1 as

final catastrophe which he is to keep off as long as possible^dnd
eference merely to the physical causes which have produ^fit,
low the habit of thus contemplating death must have a tenancy
livert the mind from reflecting on it with reference to otherand
imilar considerations. For it may be laid down as a "general

dm, that the habit of contemplating any class of objects in su#h
such a particular point of view, tends, so far, to render us th$
qualified for contemplating them in any other point of view,

i this maxim, I conceive, is capable of very extensive application

•eference to all professional studies and pursuits ; and goes far
ards furnishing an explanation of their effects on the mind of the
vidual.

hit there is another cause, and the last I shall notice under the
3ent head, which I conceive co-operates frequently with those
ve-mentioned : I mean the practice common with many divines
3etting forth certain physiological or metaphysical theories as
fe afid parcel of the Christian revelation, or as essentially con-
ted with it. If any of these be unsound, they may, nevertheless,
s muster with the generality of readers and hearers

; and how-
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over unprofi table, may be, to them, at least harmless; but
present a stumbling-block to the medical man, and to the phy*

gist, who may perceive that unsoundness. Por example, I
known divines not only maintaining the immateriality of the so

a necessary preliminary to the reception of Christianity,—as

very basis of Gospel-revelation,—but maintaining it by such s

ments as go to prove the entire independence of mind on mai
urging, e.g. among others, the instances of full manifestation of

intellectual powers in persons at the point of death. Now thi

the opposite, the physiologist will usually explain from the diffe

parts of the bodily frame that are affected in each different disc

If he believes the brain to ho necessarily connected with the nc

this belief will not be shaken by the manifestation of mental po 1

in a person who is dying of a disease of the lungs. He will no t

infer from this that mind is wholly independent of the Body, tbai

would, that sight is independent of the body, because a man :

retain his powers of vision when his limbs are crippled.

The questions concerning materialism I do not mean to e:

upon: I only wish to call your attention to the mistake commo
both parties: that of supposing that these questions are vitally i

neefced with Christianity; whereas there is not one word relating

them in the Christian Scriptures. Indeed even at this day a lc

proportion of sincere Christians among the humbler classes,

decidedly materialists ; though if you inquired of them they w<
deny it, because they are accustomed to confine the word matte
things perceptible to the touch; but their belief in ghosts or sp
having been seen and heard, evidently implies the possession

these of what philosophers reckon attributes of matter. And
disciples of Jesus were terrified, we are told, when they saw I

after his resurrection, “ supposing that they saw a spirit.
[ He <

vinced them, we read, of his being real flesh and blood: "but wl
ever may have been their error as to the visible,*—and consequei
material—character of a Spirit, it does not appear that He thou
it essential to instruct them on that head. He who believed t

Jesus was truly risen from the dead, and that the same po
would raise up his followers at the last day, had secured the faun
tlon of the Christian faith.

It is much to bo wished that religious persons would ho carefu
abstain—I do not say, from entering on any physiological or rm
physical speculations (which they have a perfect right to do)—
from mixing up these with Christianity, and making every th
that they believe on matters at all connected with religion, a par
their religious faith. I remember conversing with an intbllig

man on the subject of some speculations tending to a revival of
deetripe of equivocal generation, which he censured, as leading
Atheism, He was somewhat startled on my reminding him t
two hunted years ago many would have as readily set a man do
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an atheist who should have denied that doctrine. Both conclu-

is, I conceive, to he alike rash and unwarrantable.
' cannot hut advert in concluding this head, to the danger likely

irise from the language of some divines respecting a peaceful or

ubled departure, as a sure criterion of a Christian or an unchris-

1 life. “ A death-bed's a detector of the heart,” is the observa-

1 of one of them, who is well known as a popt. Now, that a
ti’s state of mind on his death-bed is often very much influenced

his past life, there is no doubt ; but I believe most medical men
, testify that it is quite as often and as much influenced by the
sase of which he dies. The effects of certain nervous and other

>rders in producing distressing agitation ,—of the process of

juration, in producing depression of spirits—the calming and
thing effects of a mortification in its last stage, and many other

h phenomena, are, I believe, familiar to practitioners. When
n they find promises and threats boldly held out which are far

n being regularly fulfilled,—when they find various statements

fidently made, some of which appear to them improbable, and
ers at variance with facts coming under their own experience,

y are in danger of drawing conclusions unfavourable to the truth

Christianity, if they apply too hastily the maxim of t(
peritis

lendwn est in arte sud and take for granted on the word of

.nes that whatever they teach as a part of Christianity, really is

without making inquiry for themselves. They are indeed no
. culpably rash in such a procedure than any one would have
n who should reason in a similar manner from the works of

Heal men two or three hundred years ago ; who taught the

aence of the stars on the human frame—the importance of the

m’s phases to the efficacy of medicines, and other such fancies.

iuld any one have thence inferred that astronomy and medicine
er could have any claims to attention, and wore merely idle

mis of empty pretenders, he would not have been more rash than
>hysician or physiologist who judges of Christianity by the
otheses of all who profess to teach it.

’he effects, moral and intellectual, of the study and practice op
law is a subject to which I could not have done justice within
limits of a single lecture, even had I confined myself to that one
artment. For the Law,—especially considered in this point of

r,—is not one profession, but many—a Judge, an Attorney, a
citor, a Common-Law Barrister, a Chancery Barrister, a Special
ider, <fec., are all occupied with Law; but widely different are
effects, advantageous and disadvantageous, likely to be produced
heir minds by their respective occupations .

86

[t is worth remarking that there is a Judge, a Solicitor, or a Conveyancer,
point wherein some branches of the are, it combined with integrity, a public
differ from others, and agree with benefit. They confer a service on certain
Professions ofatotally different class, individuals, not at the expense ofany othe.ru:

riot ability and professional skill, in and the death or retirement or a man
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On tliis point I have thrown out a slight hint in a tr

LOGIC (tho joint work of Bishop Copleston and myself) fron:

will take the liberty of citing a short passage: [Book
III. §§1,2.]

“ Reasoning comprehends inferring and proving; wine!

two different things, but the same thing regarded in two
points of view: like tho road from London to York, and
from York to London, He who infers, proves; and ho wh
infers; but the word ‘ infer’ fixes the mind first on tho

and then on the conclusion; tho word 4 prove/ on the contra

the mind from tho conclusion to the premiss. Hence, tho

tivos derived from these words respectively, are often used t<

that which, on each occasion, is last in the mind; infere1

)

often used to signify the conclusion (i.e* proposition infei

proof—the premiss. We say, also, * How do you prove th
'What do you ’infer from that?’ which sentences would i

properly expressed if we were to transpose those verbs. On
therefore, deline proving, ‘ the assigning of a reason or argu
the support of a given proposition;* and inferring, ‘the d

of a conclusion from given premises,*

“In the one ease our Conclusion is given set bcf<

tho Question) and we have to seek for arguments; in the oi

premises are given, and we have to seek for a Conclusion-

put together our own Propositions, and try what will foil

them ; or, to speak more logically, in one case, wo seek to ;

Subject of which we would predicate something to a Class

that Predicate will (affirmatively or negatively) apply; in tl

we seek to find comprehended in the Subject of which 1

predicated something, some other term to which that Predi
not been before applied. Each of these is a definition of re
To infer, then, is the business of the Philosopherf to prov
Advocate; the former, from the great mass of known and i

truths, wishes to elicit cmj valuable additional truth whatc 1

has been hitherto unperceived, and perhaps without know

thus qualified, is a loss to tho community. ©rally, ar® not useful to th® Pul
And the same may be said of a Physician, arc ©von necessary . But ertr
a Manufacturer, a Navigator, &o. of ability in an Advocate, is an
extraordinary ability. A Pleader, on only to himself and his friend
the contrary, of powers far above tho Public, the moat desirable thi:

average, is not, as such
,
serviceable to tho Pleaders should b® as equally \

Public. He obtains wealth and credit for possible; so that neither John
himself and his family ; but any especial Richard Roe should have any
advantage accruing from his superior independent of the goodness of
ability, to those who chance to be his Extraordinary ability in an
chants, is just so much loss to those he may indeed raise him to great
chances to be opposed to : and which to a seat on the Bench, or in tl

party is, on each occasion, in the right, and he may use these advai
must be regarded as an even chance, many illustrious examples she
His death., therefore, would be no loss to to the public benefit. But thei
me Public; only, to those particular as an Advocate, directly, but
persona who might have benefited by his man, as a Judge, or as a senate

at their opponents’ ttai benefits hVConntry.
expense. It i» not that Advocates, gen-
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crtainty what will "be the terms of his conclusion. Thus the

lathematician, e,g*, seeks to ascertain what is the ratio of circles

) each other, or what is the line whose square will be equal to a
iven circle. The Advocate, on the other hand, has a proposition

ut before him, which he is to maintain as well as he can. His
usiness, therefore, is to find Middle-terms (which is the inventio of

icero); the Philosopher’s to combine and select known facts or

rinciples, suitably for gaining from them conclusions which, though
uplied in the premises, were before unperceived; in other words,
>r making *

logical discoveries.’
”

To this I will take the liberty of adding another short extract

om the treatise on rhetoric ; which may furnish a hint as to a
ass of dangers common to men of every pursuit and profession

;

tat of a person supposing himself, from having been long conver-

tnt with a certain subject, to be qualified for every land of business,
* of discussion that relates to the same subject:—[Rhet., Part II,

hap. III. §. 5,] “ The longest practice in conducting any business

. one way does not necessarily confer any experience in conducting

in a different way; e.g., an experienced husbandman, or minister
f

state, in Persia, would be much at a loss in Europe ; and if they

id some things less to learn than an entire novice, on the other

md they would have much to wlearn
;
and, again, merely being

mversant about a certain class of subjects, does not Confer expe-

ence in a case where the operations and the end proposed are

fferent. It is said that there was an Amsterdam merchant, who
id dealt largely in corn all his life, who had never seen a field of

beat growing. This man had doubtless acquired, by experience,

i accurate judgment of the qualities of each description of corn—

-

the best methods of storing it,—of the arts of buying and selling

at proper tijpes, <fec. ;
but he would have been greatly at a loss in

j cultivation
,
though he had been, in a certain way, long conversant

*out corn . Nearly similar is the experience of a practised lawyer,

apposing him to be nothing more,) in a case of legislation; because

has been long conversant about law, the unreflecting attribute

eat weight to his judgment: whereas his constant habits of fixing

s thoughts on what the law is, and withdrawing it from the irrele-

nt question of what the law ought to be,—his careful observance

a multitude of rules, (which afford the more scope for the display

his skill, in proportion as they are arbitrary, unreasonable, and
accountable,) with a studied indifference as to (that which is

*eign from his business,) the convenience or inconvenience of those

les—may be expected to operate unfavourably on his judgment in

estions of legislation; and are likely to counterbalance the advan-
ces of his superior knowledge/even in such points as do bear on
a question.

” a^

J These short extracts I have thought it best to reprint, instead of troubling the
der to refer to them.

M
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* And here I may remark hy the way, that a person enga

habitually in State affairs—a Politician by profession—ought tc

peculiarly on his guard against supposing his mode of life to gene:

especial qualifications in those very points in which its tendency

—tinless particular care be taken to guard against the danger,

-

produce rather a disqualification. Who is likely to be the 1

judge (other points being equal) it might he asked, of the rela

importance of political questions ? At the first glance many w<

he disposed to answer, 41 Of course, a politician. ” But the dispro]

tionate attention necessarily bestowed on different questions, aec<

ing as they are or are not made jportfy-questions—the fields of ha

on which the contests for political superiority are to he carried o:

independently of -the intrinsic importance of each—this is a ea

which must he continually operating to disturb the judgment of

practically engaged in politics. Every one at all versed in hisl

must ho acquainted with many instances of severe and protra<

struggles concerning matters which are now remembered only

account of the struggles they occasioned ;
ami again, of enactxm

materially affecting the welfare of tinhorn millions, which hai

attracted any notice at the time, and were slipped into one of

heterogeneous clauses of an Act of Parliament.

Precluded, then, as I find myself, for the reasons above mentioi

from entering fully on the consideration of the several departmi

of legal study and practice, I will detain you only with a few l

hints respecting some of the dangers to he guarded against f

the barrister’s profession.

He is, as I have already observed, in less danger than a Clei

man, of settling down into some confirmed incorrect view of

particular points connected with his profession ; both for the rei

there given,—there being a Court on earth to correct any mist

he may make ;—and also because having to plead various causes

is called upon to extenuate to-day what he aggravated yesterday

to attach more and less weight, at different times, to the same )

of evidence—to impugn, and to enforce, the same principles, accor<

as the interests of'his clients, may require.

But this very circumstance must evidently have a tendency, wl

ought to he sedulously guarded against, to alienate the mind f

the investigation of truth. Bishop Butler observes, and lame

that it is very common for men to have 44 a curiosity to know v

is said, hut no curiosity to know what is trued* Mow none car

(other points being equal) more in need of being put on his gt

against this fault, than he who is professionally occupied wit

multitude of cases, in each of which he is to consider what ma;

plmmbVy urged on both sides; while the question what ought i

the decision, is out of his province as a Pleader. I am suppo

him net to be seeking to mislead a Judge or Jury by mgmgfcmcc
bat there will often be sound and valid arguments—
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obabilities—on opposite sides. A Judge, or any one whose busi-
es is to ascertain truth, is to decide according to the preponderance
the reasons

; but the Pleader's business is merely to set forth, as
rcibly as possible, those on his own side. And if he thinks that
e habitual practice of this has no tendency to generate in him,
orally, any indifference, or intellectually, any incompetency, in
spect of the ascertainment of truth,—if he consider himself quite
fe from any such danger,—I should then say that he is in very
eat danger.

I have been supposing (as has been said) that he is one who would
ruple to mislead wilfully a Judge or Jury by specious sophistry, or
seek to embarrass an honest witness, and bring his testimony into
scredit

;
but there is no denying that he is under a great temptation

en to resort to this. Nay, it has even been maintained by no mean
thority, that it is part of a Pleader's duty to have no scruples about
is or any other act whatever that may benefit his client. “ There
e many whom it may be needful to remind/' says an eminent
vyer, “ that an advocate, by the sacred duty of his connexion with
3 client, knows in the discharge of that office but one person in the
>i'ld—that client and none other. To serve that client, by all

pedient means, to protect that client at all hazards and costs to all

lers (even the party already injured) and amongst others to him**
if, is the highest and most unquestioned of his duties. And he
ist not regard the alarm, the suffering, the torment, the destruction,
tich he may bring upon any others. Nay, separating even the
ties of a patriot from those of an advocate, he must go on, reckless
the consequences, if his fate should unhappily be to involve his
intry in confusion for his client."—[Licence of Counsel, p. 3.]
On the other hand it is recorded that “ Sir Matthew Hale, when-
sr he was convinced of the injustice of any cause, would engage
more in it than to explain to his client the grounds of that con-
tion; he abhorred the practice of misreciting evidence, quoting
jeedents in books falsely or unfairly, so as to deceive ignorant
ies or inattentive judges

; and he adhered to the same scrupulous
cerity in. his pleadings which he observed in the other transactions
life. It was as great a dishonour as a man was capable of, that
a little money he was hired to say otherwise than he thought."
[Licence of Counsel, p. 4.]

°

u The Advocate," says another eminent legal writer, observing
an honest witness a deponent whose testimony promises to be
rerse, assumes terrific tones and deportment, and, pretending to
1 dishonesty on the part of the witness, strives to give his testi-
ny the appearance of it. I say a bo?ia fide witness ; for in the
e of a witness who, by an adverse interrogator is really looked
in as dishonest, this is not the proper course, nor is it taken with
i. For bringing to light the falsehood of a witness really believed
be mendacious, the more suitable, or rather the only suitable
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course is to forbear to express the impression be has inspir

Supposing Ms tale clear of suspicion, the witness runs on Ms cou

with fluency till be is entangled in some irretrievable contradict!

at variance with other parts of his own story, or with facts not<

ous in themselves, or established by proofs from other sources/

[Licence of Counsel, p. 5.]
“ We happen to be aware, from the practice of persons of

highest experience in the examination of witnesses, that this desci

tion is almost without exception correct, and that, as a gene
rule, it is only the honest and timid witness who is confounded
imperious deportment. The practice gives pre-eminence to

unscrupulous witness who can withstand such assaults. Sir Roj

North, in his Life of Sir Dudley North, relates that the law
Turkey, like our absurd law of evidence in some cases, requi;

the testimony of two witnesses in proof of each fact; and tha

practice had in consequence arisen, and had obtained the sanct

of general opinion, of using a false witness in proof of those fa

which admitted of only one witness, Sir Dudley North, whil^

Turkey, had numerous disputes, which it became necessary to se-

by litigation,

—

4 and/ says his biographer, * our merchant found
experience, that in a direct fact a false witness was a surer c

than a true one ; for if the judge has a mind to baffle a testimo

an honest, harmless witness, that doth not know his play, cannot

well stand Ms many captious questions as a fake witness used to

trade will do; for he hath been exercised, and is prepared for si

handing, and can clear Mmself, when the other will be confound
therefor© circumstances may be such as to make the false one m
eligible/

”

According to one, then, of the writers I have cited, an advoe
is justified, and is fulfilling a duty, not only in protesting u
solemnity Ms own full conviction of the justice of Ms client's cat

though he may feel no such conviction,—not only in feigning vari

emotions, (like an actor
;
except that the actor's credit consists in

being known that he is only feigning,) such as pity, indignati

moral approbation, or disgust, or contempt, when he neither ft

any thing of the kind, nor believes the case to be one that*jus

calls for such feelings ; but he is also occasionally to entrap
mislead, to revile, insult, and calumniate persons whom ho taay

Ms heart believe to be respectable persons and honest witness

Another on the contrary observes: “We might ask our lean
friend and fellow-christian, as well as the learned and noble edi

of / Paley’s Natural Theology/ and Ms other fellow-professors

fte religion which says ‘that lying lips are an abomination to

Lord/ to explain to us how they reconcile the practice under tl:

rule, with the Christian precepts, or avoid the solemn scriptu
denunciation^Wo unto them that call evil good, and good ©i

.

;

’

5 and light for darkness ; that put hit
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>r sweet, and sweet for bitter; . . . which justify the wicked
)r reward,, and take away the righteousness of the righteous from
m." ’—[Licence of Counsel, p. 10,]

I have brought forward by choice the opinions of legal writers,

oth for and against the necessity and allowableness of certain

ractices
; leaving each person to decide for himself both what is the

ght course for a Pleader to pursue, and what is the probable effect

roduced on the mind by the course pursued respectively by each,
will add only one remark, extracted from a work of my own,
Ldieative of my own judgment as to the points touched on.

36

“ In oral examination of witnesses, a skilful cross-examiner will

;ten elicit from a reluctant witness most important truths, which
te witness is desirous of concealing or disguising. There is another
ind of skill, which consists in so alarming, misleading, or bewildering
i honest witness, as to throw discredit on his testimony, or pervert

Le effect of it. Of this kind of art, which may be characterised as

te most, or one of the most, base and depraved of all possible

nployments of intellectual power, I shall only make one further

jservation. I am convinced that the most effectual mode of eliciting

uth, is quite different from that by which an honest, simple-minded
itnesss is most easily baffled and confused. I have seen the
eperiment tried, of subjecting a witness to such a kind of cross-

camination by a practised lawyer, as would have been, I am
>nvinced, the most likely to alarm and perplex many an honest
itness, without any effect in shaking the testimony

;
and afterwards,

f a totally opposite mode of examination, such as would not have
; all perplexed one who was honestly telling the truth, that same
itness was drawn on, step by step, to acknowledge the utter falsity
' the whole. Generally speaking, I believe that a quiet, gentle,

id straightforward, though full and careful, examination, will be
0 most adapted to elicit truth

;
and that the manoeuvres, and the

w-beating, which are the most adapted to confuse an honest
itness, are just what the dishonest one is the best prepared for,

he more the storm blusters, the more carefully he wraps round him
.e cloak, which a warm sunshine will often induce him to throw
£>*39

1 have thought it best, for the reasons formerly given, to omit all

)tice of the advantages to be derived from each class of professional

irsuits, and to confine myself to the demgers which are to be
larded against, and which consequently require to be carefully

ntemplated. Even in respect of these, however, I have been
impelled, not only to omit many remarks that will perhaps occur to

mr own minds, relative to each of the Professions I have spoken
", but also to leave several of the most important Professions wholly
moticed, (the Military, the Naval, the Mercantile, &c.) not from

88 See above* No% p. 161.
88 Rhetoric, Part £ Chap. II. § 4. See Note, p. 161,
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their not exercising as important an influence, for good or evil

the human mind, as those which I have mentioned, hut becaus
could not trespass further on jour patience; and also, becaue
conceive that any one, in whatever walk of life, whose attontio]

so awakened to that class of considerations which I have laid bej

you, as to bo put on the watch for the peculiar effects on his <

character likely to result from his own Profession, will bo indu
to follow up the investigation for himself, to Ms own pract
benefit*



PART III.

OP STYLE.

Chap I.

—

Of Perspicuity. '

§ 1 -

Though the consideration of Style has been laid down as holding style not*

place in a Treatise of Rhetoric, it would he neither necessary nor generally,

srtinent, to enter fully into a general discussion of the subject

;

hich would evidently embrace much that by no means peculiarly

slongs to our present inquiry. It is requisite for an Orator, 6. <7.

> observe the rules of Grammar ; but the same may be said of the

oet, and the Historian, Ac.; nor is there any peculiar kind of

rammatical propriety belonging to Persuasive or Argumentative

impositions ;
so that it would be a departure from our subject to

-eat at large, under the head of Rhetoric, of such rules as equally

oncern every other of the purposes for which Language is em-

1C>

Conformably to this view, I shall, under the present head, notice

ut slightly such principles of composition as do not exclusively or

specially belong to the present subject; confining my attention

hiefly to such observations on Style as have an especial reference

0 Argumentative and Persuasive works.

§ 2 .

It is sufficiently evident (though the maxim is often practically

isregarded) that the first requisite of Style not only in rhetorical, quality,

ut in all compositions ,

1
is Perspicuity ; since, as Aristotle observes,

manage which is not intelligible, or not clearly and readily intelli-

ible fails, in the same proportion, of the purpose for which lan-

guage is employed. And it is equally self-evident (though this

rath is still more frequently, overlooked) that Perspicuity is a

dative quality, and consequently cannot properly be predicated of

cy work, without a tacit reference to the class of readers or hearers

or whom it is designed.
, , ... • ,

Nor is it enough that the Style be such as they are capable of

1 In Poetry, perspicuity is indeed far in Prose-works. See Part III. Chap,

rom unimportant; but the most perfect III. 5 3. >
legree of it is by no means so essential as
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understanding, if they bestow their utmost attention; the de*
and the kind of attention, which they have been accustomed or
likdy to bestow, will be among the circumstances that are to
taken into the account, and provided for. I say the kind, as i

as the degree, of attention, because some hearers and readers
be found slow of apprehension indeed, but capable of taking in w
is very copiously and gradually explained to them

; while others
the contrary, who are much quicker at catching the sense of w’
is expressed m a short compass, aro incapable of low; attention <

ar° 0I% wearied, but absolutely bewildered, by a diffuse Sty’When a numerous and very mixed audience is to be address
much skill will be required in adapting the Style, (both in this am other respects,) and indeed the Arguments also, and the wh
structure of the discourse, to the various minds which it is deafer
to impress

; nor can the utmost art and diligence prove, after tmore than partially successful in such a case ; especially when t
diversities are so many and so great, as exist in the congregatic
to which most Sermons aro addressed, and in the readers for wh(
popular works of an argumentative, instructive, and hortatory chi
aeter, are intended. It is possible, however, to approach indefi
itely to an object which cannot bo completely attained; and
adopt such a Stylo, and likewiso such a mode of reasoning, as sh;
be level to the comprehension of the groator part, at least even

Brevity and
a Pr°!msc

i

U0
.

U8 audience, without being distasteful to any.
’

Prolixity. It is obvious, and has often boon remarked, that extreme co
ciseness is ill-suited to hearers or readers whose intellectual powe
and cultivation are but small. The usual expedient, however,
employing a prolix Style by way of accommodation to such mind
is seldom successful. Most of those who could have comprehend.
“? T“mg’ lf

r,
01
?
bne

?-y e
,

xProsscd ’ and many of those who cou
ot do so. are likely to be bewildered by tedious expansion; atbemg unable to maintain a steady attention to what is said, the

of-what they have heard, before the whole is complete.

iS»
lt ^ feebleness produced by excessive diktioieae,s

' l
lf suc

\
an expression may be allowed,) will occasion the attention 1

and wha* ls imperfectly attended to, however clear i
itself, will usually be but imperfectly-understood. Let not an authoi
therefore, satisfy himself V finding that he has expressed hi

8
.

0
,

tkat
’ V attended to, ho cannot fail to be understood

; h

Ti l
6
:,-:

180

r Wa
A what attention is likd

*• wv
-I
1
-,g Anatomists, that the nutritive quality is not thmy requisite in food;—that a certain degree of distmtion of th

t

* *^PW®di to enable it to act with it* full powers; a*
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it is for tliis reason Hay or straw must be given to liorses, as
as corn, in order to supply tlio necessary bulk. Something
gous to this takes place with respect to the generality of minds

;

1 are incapable of thoroughly digesting and assimilating what
esented to them, however clearly, in a very small compass,
r a one is capable of deriving that instruction from a moderate
volume, which he could not receive from a very small pamphlet,
more perspicuously written, and containing every thing that is

3 purpose. It is necessary that the attention should be detained
certain time on the subject: and persons of unpliilosophical

, though they can attend to what they read or hear, are unapt
ell upon it in the way of subsequent meditation.

e best general rule for avoiding the disadvantages both of con- Repetition.

jss and of prolixity is to employ MepefMion: to repeat, that is,

ime sentiment and argument in many different forms of expres-
each, in itself brief, but all, together, affording such an

ision of the sense to be conveyed, and so detaining the mind
it, as the case may require. Cicero among the ancients, and
3 among the modern writers, afford, perhaps, the most abundant
cal exemplifications of this rule. The latter sometimes shows
ciency in correct taste, and lies, open to Horace’s censure of an
r» “ Qui variare cupit rem prodigialiter wiam but it must be
ted that he seldom fails to make himself thoroughly under-
and does not often weary the attention, even when he offends

,ste, of his readers.
'6 must of course be taken that the repetition may not bo too
gly apparent ; the variation must not consist in the mere use
ler, synonymous, words; but what has been expressed in

priate terms may be repeated in metaphorical
; the antecedent

msequent of an argument, or the parts of an antithesis may
asposed ; or several different points that have been enumerated,
ited in a varied order, <fcc«

not necessary to dwell on that obvious rule laid down by Words
tie, to avoid uncommon, and, as they are vulgarly called, hard sSfonbSttS
,

i.e. those which are such to the persons addressed; hut it understood

e worth remarking, that to those who wish to be understood ofaiaes!
0^

> lower orders of the English^
2 one of the best principles of

on is to prefer terms of Saxon origl#, which will generally he
familiar to them, than those derived from the Latin, (either

y, or through the medium of the French,) even when the latter

Jre in use among persons of education .
8 Our language being

eery trifling exceptions) made up of these elements, it is very
Dr any one, though unacquainted with Saxon, to observe this

does not hold good in an equal while the children of the higher classes
in Ireland, where the language 4 almost always call their parents/* Papa !”

educed by the higher classes. and “Mammal” the children of the
peasantry usually call them by the titles

markable instance of this is, that of “ Father l” and “ MotherK
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precept, if be has but a knowledge of French or of Lati

there is a remarkable scope for such a choice as I am speal

from the multitude of synonymes derived, respectively, fror

two sources. The compilers of our Liturgy being anxious t

the understandings of all classes, at a time when our langiu

in a less settled state than at present, availed themselves

circumstance in employing many synonymous, or nearly synor

expressions, most of which are of the description just allu
4

Take, as an instance, the Exhortation;—“ acknowledge” am
foss;”—“ dissemble” and “ eloke;”—“ humble” and “km
“goodness” and “mercy;”—“assemble” and “meet tog

And here it may he observed, that (as in this last instance)

of French origin* will very often not have a tingle word of

derivation corresponding to it, hut may find an exact equivak

phrase of two or more words ; e.g.
“ constitute,” “ go to mali—“ suffice,” “ be enough for ;”—“ substitute,” “ put in the

&c. kc.

It is worthy of notice, that a Style composed chiefly of thi

of French origin, while it is less intelligible to the lowest cla

characteristic of those who in cultivation of taste are bel

highest. As in dress, furniture, deportment, *fcc\, so also in lai

the dread of vulgarity constantly besetting those who ai

conscious that they are in danger of it, drives them into the <

of afected finery. So that the precept which has been givei

view to perspicuity, may, to a certain degree, be observed i

advantage in point of elegance also.

Perspicuity In adapting the Style to the comprehension of the illite:

fneonsistent caution is to he observed against the ambiguity of the word “ J
with which is opposed sometimes to Obscurity, and sometimes to On

The vulgar require a perspicuous, but by no means a d

unadorned style ; on the contrary, they have a taste rather

over-florid, tawdry, and bombastic: nor are the ornaments <

by any means necessarily inconsistent with perspicuity;

Metaphor, ^hich is among the principal of them, is, in man}
the clearest mode of expression that can he adopted ; it being
much easier for uncultivated minds to comprehend a similii

analogy, than an abstract term. And hence the language of si

as has often been remarked, is highly metaphorical; an
appears to have been the case with all languages in their ©arli

consequently ruder and more savage state ; all terms relating

mind and its operations, being, as appears from the etyme
most of .them, originally metaphorical; though by long ue

hive ceased to he so: e.g. the words “ponder, “delib
“reflect,” and many other such, are evidently drawn by c

sensible bodily actions.

• V
'
v-

\

Elements of Logic. Fallacies, Book HI. 5 5. p. 100.
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§ 3 .

respect to the Construction of Sentences, it is an obvious

>n to abstain from such as are too long ; but it is a mistake to

se that the obscurity of many long sentences depends on their

i alone. A well-constructed sentence of very considerable

i may be more readily understood than a shorter one which is

awkwardly framed. If a sentence be so constructed that the

ing of each part can be taken in as we proceed, (though it be
at that the sense is not brought to a close,) its length will be
or no impediment to perspicuity ; but if the former part of the

ice convey no distinct meaning till we arrive nearly at the end,

wer plain it may then appear,) it will be, on the whole, deficient

rspicuity ; for it will need to be read over, or thought over, a
d time, in order to be fully comprehended ; which is what few
rs or hearers are willing to be burthened with. Take as an
ice such a sentence as this:

4

4

It is not without a degree of

it attention and persevering diligence, greater than the gener-

are willing to bestow, though not greater than the object

ves, that the habit can be acquired of examining and judging
: own conduct with the same accuracy and impartiality as that

ither;” this labours under the defect I am speaking of; which
be remedied by some such alteration as the following: 44 The
of examining our own conduct as accurately as that of another,

udging of it with the same impartiality, cannot bo acquired
ut a degree of patient attention and persevering diligence, not

er indeed than the object deserves, but greater than the goner-

are willing to bestow.’ * The two sentences are nearly the

in length, and in the words employed
; but the alteration of

rrangement allows the latter to be understood clause by clause,

proceeds.5 The caution just given is the more necessary to be
ed on, because an author is apt to be misled by reading over a
nee tQ himself, and being satisfied on finding it perfectly intelli-

;
forgetting that he himself has the advantage, which a hearer

ot, of knowing at the beginning of the sentence what is coming
3 close. /

uversally, indeed, an unpractised writer is liable to be misled
s own knowledge of his own meaning, into supposing those

>ssions clearly intelligible, which are so to himself ; hut which
not be so to the reader, whose thoughts ar& not in the same
, And hence it is that some do not write or speak with so

re must be taken, however, in himself,) “ to be told that? ” and yet it

nfc this precept, not to let the be- may be important to the purpose in'wid
g of a sentence so forestall what to fix the attention on these circum-
3 as to render it apparently feeble stances: let the description come before
apertinent: e.g. “ Salomon, one of the name, and the sentence, while it re-
ost celebrated of men for wisdom mains Equally perspicuous, will bo free
r prosperity.” . . . .

“ Why, who from the fault complained of.
’ (the hearer will be apt to say to

Construc-
tion of
Sentences.

Clear ideas
do not Imply
clearness of
expression,
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nmcli perspicuity on a subject which has long been very fax

them, as on one, which they understand indeed, but wit!

they are less intimately acquainted, and in which their kn
has been more recently acquired. In the former case it is s

of some difficulty to keep in mind the necessity of careft
copiously explaining principles which by long habit have <

assume in our mind§ the appearance of self-evident truths,
incorrect therefore Is Blair’s notion, that obscurity of StyL
sarily springs from indistinctness of Conception. A little cc

tion on nautical affairs, with sailors, or on agriculture, with f

would soon have undeceived him.

§ 4 .

«ot always^
The foregoing

^

rules have all, it is evident, proceeded
aimed at supposition that it is the writer’s intention to be understoo

this cannot hut he the case in every legitimate exercise
Rhetorical art ; and generally speaking, even where the de
Sophistical. For, as I)r. Campbell has justly remarked, the I

may employ for his purpose what are in themselves real an
arguments; since probabilities may He on opposite sides,

truth can be but on one ; his fallacious artifice consisting <

keeping out of sight the stronger probabilities which may be
against him, and in attributing an undue weight to those which
to allege. Or again, ho may, either directly or indirectly, ass
self-evident, a premiss which there is no sufficient ground for
ting ; or he may draw off the attention of the hearers to tfc<

of some irrelevant point, &c., according to the various
described in the Treatise on Fallacies;® but in all this the*
call for any departure from perspicuity of Style, properly so
not even when he avails himself of an ambiguous term,
though,” as Dr. Campbell says, 4i a Sophism can be mistal
an Argument only where it is not rightly understood,” it is t'

of him who employs it, rather that the matter should be mis
stood than not understood;—that his language should he de<
rather than obscure or unintelligible. The hearer must not
form a correct, hut he must form some, and if possible,"a di

though erroneous, idea of the arguments employed, in order
misled by them. The obscurity in short, if it is to be SO
must not be, strictly speaking, obscurity of Style; it must 1

like a mist which dims the appearance of things, but like a eo
glass which disguises them. * >

vXdb7
The nearest approach perhaps to obscurity of style that car

indistinot- sophistical purpose, is, when something is said which wouhum' one© rejected if understood fully, and in the established sense
V||i|dSr those words however being capable of dimly sugg

'

• Logie, B. III.
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different sense or senses, in which the assertion would he true,

h irrelevant or nugatory. When an assertion has thus passed

llenged, from being imperfectly understood, it may be assumed
rards in its proper sense, and in one which is to the purpose,

hich would have been rejected if plainly stated in the outset,

take one example out of many that could be found: “ Though
ms liberty,” I have heard it said, “ ought to be enjoyed by
re should remember that religious liberty does not imply
;ious liberty:” this proposition is one which I have known
gent and well-principled men led to assent to ; and which, I

no doubt, would, in many circles, be received with hearty

iscence and applause. Yet, according to the established usage
iguage, it is utterly untrue, and self-contradictory. When we
of a man’s being at “liberty” to act in a jpertain way, we
s understand that he is at liberty to a§t differently ; that it

ds on himself to do, or not to do, so mnd sp. It would be
ht absurd to speak of a Dean and Chapter bfemg “ at liberty”

3t a certain individual, but not at liberty to refuse him ; or to

a man imprisoned, that he has liberty to remain in jail, though
)ertv to leave it.

7 And any one would say that the freedom
rliament was at an end, if they were authorized to pass any
le Ministry might propose, but not, to reject it.

iording to the usual and proper sense of the words therefore,

lain that religious liberty does imply irreligious liberty ; and

j to do right, liberty to do wrong. How then are men brought
jent to that, which if plainly understood, according to their

abitual use of language, they would instantly perceive to be a
tdbtion ? Doubtless, by an indistinct apprehension of it. For
are other senses, which, though not such as the expression can
rly bear, may yet be faintly suggested by it, and in which the

ion would be an undeniable and nugatory truism. E.Q.

y, in the sense of absence of external coercion, does not imply
r from conscientious obligation . One who is at liberty, in any
to act rightly, and, of course, also, to act wrongly,—4, e. left

3 choose betwlen good and evil,—is not at liberty in point of

to choose the evil. And as there is, morattyy no “ liberty” to

ong, so neither is there, in that sense, liberty to do right.

3 not say that a man is “ at liberty ” to obey the divine laws,

at he is “ hound ” to obey them. In every instance, and in

sense, in which a man is “ at liberty ” to act in one way, it is

d that he is at liberty to act in another way.
say then that freedom from external compulsion does not leave

ee from moral obligation, is not only true, hut self-evident, and
,

ss io he stated.

lin, a certain degree of liberty as to any matter, does not imply

7 See Essay, “On the Kingdom of Christ,” Note A.
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complete liberty therein. A man has a certain degree of religi

liberty who is compelled indeed to profess some religion, hut !

free to choose what; and again he has some, though a less degr

if he is compelled to profess Christianity, hut left free to choose

Christian denomination he may prefer : or yet again, if he he cc

polled to conform to a certain Church, hut allowed to choose

own Confessor or Preacher. So also, a man in prison may
allowed his choice of rooms ; hut in that case (and it is the sa

with the other analogous ones) we should say, not, that he is

liberty '' to remain in the prison , which he is not allowed to qi

hut, that he is “ at liberty ” to inhabit such and such a room in

inasmuch as he is allowed to occupy another instead.

Now the two propositions which I have supposed may he si

gested to the mind by the expression in question, are both of th

mere truisms, not worth being stated. That freedom from extev,

coercion in religious matters, does not render them morally indiflere

and again, that a certain degree of liberty does not imply Ml liber

—each of these is an assertion, which, if plainly made, would
perceived to ho nugatory. Yet it is doubtless some indistinct i<

of one or both of these, floating, as it were, in the mind, that lei

men to acquiesce in and applaud an assertion which, in the pro]

sense of the words, they would perceive on reflection to he absur*

Numerous similar instances might he found of fallacies thus vei

by indistinctness of language in most of the treatises extant

“fatalism/' “ free-agency, and other kindred matters; in wh
the words “may/’ “ can/

1 “ possible/' <fcc, are understood par

in reference to power
,
partly, to probability.* m

In .these however, and in all other cases where indistinctness

language serves to veil sophistry from a man's hearers, or,—wh
is quite as common—from himself, the expressions must alwi

appear intelligible, and we must follow, or imagine we follow

meaning, as we proceed.

There are, however, certain spurious kinds, as they maybe call

of writing or speaking, (distinct from what is strictly termed Sopl
try,) in which obscurity of Style may he apposite. The Ob
which has all along been supposed, is that of convincing or %
mading; hut there are some kinds of Oratory, if they are to he
named, in which some different End is proposed. i

One of these Ends is, (when the cause is such that it cannot
sufficiently supported even hy specious Fallacies,) to appear to j

something, when there is in fact nothing to be said; so as at leasi

avoid the ignominy of being silenced. To this end, the more confuj

and unintelligible the language, the better, provided it carry witl

the appearance of profound wisdom, and of being something to i

,f®qpw* ,,

J to Logic, articles “ Hay,” “ Necessary*” &o.
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Tow though nothing (says Dr. Campbell) would seem to be
1 than this kind of Style, where an author falls into it naturally;

s, when he^ deceives himself as well as his reader, nothing is

difficult when attempted of design. It is beside requisite, if

nanner must be continued for any time, that it be artfully

sd with some glimpses of meaning; else, to persons of discern-

the charm will at length be dissolved, and the nothingness of

has been spoken will be detected; nay even the attention of

isuspecting multitude, when not relieved by any thing that is

to their comprehension, will infallibly flag. The Invocation

Dunciad admirably suits the Orator who is unhappily reduced
i necessity of taking shelter in the unintelligible:

Of darkness visible so much be lent.

As half to show, half veil the deep intent.”
Chap. VIII. Sec. 1. p. 119.

is artifice is distinguished from Sophistry, properly so called,

which Dr. Campbell seems to confound it,) by the circumstance

.ts tendency is not, as in Sophistry, to convince, hut to have
jpearance of argument, when in fact nothing js urged, Dor in

for men to he convinced, on however insufficient grounds, they
(as was remarked above) understand something from what is

though, if it he fallacious, they must not understand it rigMly;

this cannot he accomplished, the Sophist’s next resort is the

dligible; which indeed is very often intermixed with the

stical, when the latter is of itself too scanty or too weak,
loes the adoption of this Style serve merely to save his credit

.Orator or Author; it frequently does more: ignorant and
ecting persons, though they cannot ho, strictly speaking,

Lced, by what they do not understand, yet will very often

se, each, that the rest understand it; and each is ashamed to

wledge, even to himself, his own darkness and perplexity: so

f the speaker with a confident air announces his conclusion as

ished, they will often, according to the maxim “ omne ignotum

agnifico” take for granted that he has advanced valid argu-

, and wifi be loth to seem behind-hand in comprehending them,
ally requires that a man should have some confidence in his

nderstanding, to venture to say, “what has been spoken is

iHigible to me.”
)ther purpose sometimes answered by a discourse of this kind f

u
^t©xt

n
£»r

it it serves to furnish an excuse, flimsy indeed, but not unfre- voting

y sufficient, for men to vote or act according to their own fnoHned.
itions ; which they would perhaps have been ashamed to do, if

:
arguments had been urged on the other side,’ and had remained
$ec% unanswered; but they satisfy themselves, if something
sen said in favour of the course they wish to adopt; though
omething be only fair-sounding sentences that convey no
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distinctmeaning. They are content that an cmmer has been n
without troubling themselves to consider what it is.

§5.

Another end, which in speaking is sometimes proposed, end v

is, if possible, still more remote from the legitimate provirn

Rhetoric, is to occupy time . When an unfavourable decisi<

apprehended, and the protraction of the debate may afford tim

fresh voters to be summoned, or may lead to an adjournment, v

will afford scope for some other manoeuvre when there is a cl

of so wearying out the attention of the hearers, that they will J

with languor and impatience to what shall be urged on the <

side ;—when an advocate is called upon to plead a cause k
absence of those whose opinion it is of the utmost important

influence, and wishes tof|eserve
all his arguments till they ai

hut till then, must apparently proceed in his pleading ; in thes«

many similar cases, which it is needless to particularize,9
it

valuable talent to be able to pour forth with fluency an unfix

quantity of well-sounding language which has little or no mea

yet which shall not strike the hearers as unintelligible or nonsen

though it convey to their minds no distinct idea.

Perspicuity of Style,—real, not apparent, perspicuity,—is in

case hover necessary, and sometimes, studiously avoided. H
distinct meaning were conveyed, then, if that which was said

irrelevant, it would he perceived %6 be so, and would produce i

tience in the hearers, or afford ap* advantage to the opponent!

on the other hand, the speech were relevant, and there wei

arguments of any force to be urged, except such as either had

already dwelt on, or were required to be reserved (as in the cas

alluded to) for a fuller audience, the speaker would not furtlu

cause by bringing them forward. So that the usual x*esour<

these occasions, of such orators as thorough!v understand the i

pf their art, and do not disdafh to employ them, is to amuse

audience with specious emptiness. y 4

It is most unfortunate, that in Sermons there should be so^

temptation to fall into the first two (to say nothing of the fhx:

these kinds of spurious oratory. When it is appomted that
1

a St

shall be preached, and custom requires that it,shall be of a m
.length, there cannot but be more danger that the preacher s

chiefly consider himself as bound to say eomethmy, and to occw
u

time prescribed, without keeping in mind .the object of leavir

hearers the wiser or the better, than if he were to preach ml
Consequence of Ms having such a specific object to accomplish.

<0

1

have hear&an anecdote ofanAdvo-
Oate who occupied the Court with this

oratory (as it might be
- Wed) for six hours, while a messenger

was despatched for aa important
meat which had been aooidenta
behind at a town twcnty-tae mile

xo See Fart III. Chap. Ill, $ %
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§ 6 .

Mother kind of spurious Oratory, and the last that will he Display of
iced, is that which has for its object to gain the hearer’s admi-

Eloqueno°'

on of the Eloquence displayed. This, indeed, constitutes one of
three kinds of Oratory enumerated by Aristotle,11 and is regu-
j treated of by him, along with the Deliberative and Judicial
aches ; though it hardly deserves the place he has bestowed on it.
vhen this is the end pursued, perspicuity is not indeed to/be
ded, hut it may often without detriment he disregarded. 12 Men
uently admire as eloquent, and sometimes admire the most, what
rdo not at all, or do not fully, comprehend, if elevated and high-
idmg words he arranged in graceful and sonorous periods,
se of uncultivated, or ill-cultivated, minds, especially, are apt to
k meanly of any thing that it is brought down perfectly to the
level of their capacity

; though to dm this with respect to vah-
truths which are not trite, is one cf SShe most admirable feats of
us. They admire the profundity of one who is mystical and
ure ; mistaking the muddiness of the water for depth ; and
nifying i% their imaginations what is viewed through a fog; and
conclude tha# brilliant language’must represent some brilliant

3, without troubling themselves to inquire what those ideas are.
any an enthusiastic Mmirer of a “fine discourse/’ or a piece of
e writing,” would be found on examination to retain only afew
rous, but empty phrases

; and not only to have no notion of the
ral drift of the Argument, but not even to have ever considered*
her the author had any such drift or not.
is not meant to be insinuated that in every such case the com-
i°n is> itaelf unmeaning, or that the anthor had no other
st than the credit of eloquence ; he may have had a higher end
3v§; and he may have expressed himself 'very clearly to sows
3rs, though not to all; but it is most important to be fully
e of the fact, that -it is possible to obtain the highest applause
those who not only receive no*edifieation from what they hoar,
.bsolutely do not understand it. So far is popularity from being
e criterion of the usefulness of a preacher.

a

should be added that it is (as indeed has been already hinted) otwourit,
or doquenee alone that a man will sometimes obtain credit by of,“We

*
iS of an imposing and mystical obscurity of language. That origin&Hty

0*

ious kind of half-G-ennan dialect for instance, which has of late
°*

been particularly in fashion, and some other such, have some-*
i succeeded in raising the admiration even of those who condemn
iffectation and obscurity of the style, but who consider the
;hts conveyed as something very profound and original. For,
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many persona, especially tlioso of a somewhat enthusiastic tempei

ment, (the' Schwdrmrd of the Germans,
)_
and a certain cravi

after the suhlime, and who at the same timo are deficient in t

habit of close and patient thinking, are apt, when any thing

made very clear to them, to fancy that they know it boforo, and

underrate an author who enlightens them without any dazzli

flashes, as a second-rate or third-rate person, destitute of genic

while they admire the supposed wisdom which is partially veiled

a kind of dazzling haze. And yet perhaps these admirers, if call

on themselves to explain in their own words, tho meaning of wl

has been said, would find that much of it is unsound and worthier

and that most of tho remainder is what has been often said before

and much better said—in plain English; and that a style not who

unintelligible, yet not readily and fully intelligible, has deceit

them as to the real value of the matter.’
8 They would find, li

the antiquarian in “ Martinus Scriblerus,” that tho supposed ouric

old shield turned out, when its rust was scoured off, to be no m<

than a pot-lid.

Chap. II.

—

0/ Energy.

§ 1 -

The next quality of Style to be noticed is what may be cal

Energy; the term being used in a wider sense than the

Aristotle, and nearly corresponding with what Dr. Campbell ct

Vivacity; so as to comprehend ©very thing that may conduce

stimulate attention,—to impress strongly on the mind the Argume
adduced,—to excite the Imagination, and to arouse the Feelings*

This Energy then, or Vivacity of Style, must depend (as

likewise the case in respect of Perspicuity) on three things; 1

the Choice of words, 2d, their Number, and 3d, their Arrcmgmrmt

Choice of
mortis with
a, view to
energy.

With respect to the Choice of words, it will he most convenient

consider them under those two classes which Aristotle has descri"

under the titles of Kuria and Xena, for which our language d

not afford precisely corresponding names: “ Proper,” “ Appropriat

cm “ Ordinary,” terms, will the most nearly designate tne fom
the latter class (literally the “ Strange,”) including all others;—

** M These matters are of in
solemn and imposing language, of that

'’oar kind ofdazzling mistiness whoso
is to convey, at Jirst, to ordinary
& striking impression, with an

ofbeing perfectly intelligible
first aknee, hot to become more

'

3 and doubtml at the second glance,

and more and more so, the more a
tively it is studied by a reader of <

understanding : so as to leave him ut
in doubt, at the last, which of »e
meanings it is meant to convey, orwh<
any at ail.”—Eteay II, On the Kim
cf Christ, fi 38, p. 273.
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; are in any way removed from common use;—whether uncommon
is, or ordinary terms transferred to a different meaning from
' which strictly belongs to them, or employed in a different

mer from that of common discourse. All the Tropes and
ares, enumerated by Grammatical and Rhetorical Writers, will

ourse fall under this head.
Pith respect then to “ Proper ” terms, the principal rule for Caution

ling our choice with a view to Energy, is to prefer, ever, those genwS
is which are the least abstract and general. Individuals alone

terms*

ng a real existence, 14 the terms denoting them (called by Logi-
s “ Singular terms ”) will of course make the most vivid impres-
on the mind, and exercise most the power of Conception; and
less remote any term is from these, i.e , the more specific or
victual, the more energy it will possess, in comparison of such
,re more general. The impression produced on the mind by a
ngular term/’ maybe compared to the distinct view taken in
tie eye of any object (suppose some particular man) near at hand,
clear light, which enables us to distinguish the features of the
viductl; in a fainter light, or rather further off, we merely
eive that the object is a man; this corresponds with the idea
eyed by the name of the Species; yet further off, or in a still

ler light, we can distinguish merely some living object; and at
fch, merely some object; these views corresponding respectively
the terms denoting the genera, less or more remote. And as
of these views conveys, as far as it goes, an equally correct
ession to the mind, (for we are equally certain that the object
distance is something, as that the one close to us is such and
an individual,) though each, successively, is less rnM; so, in

uage, a generic term may be as clearly understood
, as a Specific,

Singular term, but will convey a much less forcible impres-
to the hearer’s mind. “The more General the terms are,”
)r. Campbell justly remarks,) “the picture is the fainter; the
i Special they are, the bright# . The same sentiment may be
sssed with^equal justness, and even equal perspicuity, in the
er way, as in the latter; but as the colouring will in that case
ore languid, it cannot give equal pleasure to the fancy, and by
squence will not contribute so much either to fix the attention,
impress the memory.

9 *

hence called by Aristotle, (Categ.
I.) “primary substances” (irwrxj

) Genus and Species, being deno-
ed “secondary,” as not properly
ng a “ really - existing ** thing,”
i*) but rather an attribute. He has,
l, been considered as the great
site of the opposite doctrine; is.
stem of “ Realism;” which was
ily embraced by many of his pro-
followers; but his own language

m
is sufficiently explicit. XtSim 81
Soxt7 rifo vi trvifApuHtit. 'Er) /*}» o$v ri3»

*s6rw^j&0tSiv i.vKfAfie-MmroY mm2 kXyiif
i<rnv, on rohi n &r6f*cv y&f, xoc) Sr

itjXoOfttvir le-nv. 'Er) 8)
Sturipuv ovmSv OAINETAI ifuiotg rot

fxbfiMtTi rtie ir^fjyo^ixe rtit n cr^xhuy,
6txv &v6(o*tof t 9, $SSov. OT MHN F£
AAH0J32* icXXk /uSLXXev fro'icy vi W/umUu"

DiSertToh!"?.
616 ’ CalCe ' 5 3' Se® £“*i0"
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Choice It might be supposed at first sight, that an Author has little

between no choice on this point, but must employ either more or less gene
generic and terms according to the objects ho is speaking of. There is, he

terms,
0

ever, in almost every case, great room for such a choice as we i

speaking of; for, in the first place, it depends on our choice whet]

or not we will employ terms more general than the subject requir<

which may almost always be done consistently with Truth and P
priety, though not with Energy. If it be true that a man 3

committed murder, it may be correctly asserted, that be has co

mitted a crime; if the Jews wore 44 exterminated,” and 44 Jerusal

demolished ” by 44 Vespasian's army,* it mav be said, with tru

that they were 44 subdued ” by 44 an Enemy,” and their 14 Capita

taken. This substitution then of the General for the Specific, or

the Specific for the Singular, is always within our reach ; and mai

especially unpractised writers, fall into a feeble style by resorting

it unnecessarily; either because they imagine there is more appe;

ance of refinement or of profundity, in the employment of sn

terms as are in less common use among the vulgar, or, in soi

cases, with a view to give greater comprehensiveness to th

reasonings, and to increase the utility of what they say, by enla)

ing the field of its application. Inexperienced Preachers frequen

err in this way, by dwelling on Virtue and Vice,—Piety a

Irreligion,—in the abstract, without particularizing ; forgotti

that while they indude much, they im/presa little or nothing.

The only appropriate occasion for this Generic language, is wl
we wish to arooid giving a vivid impression,—when our object is

soften what is offensive, disgusting or shocking ; as when we spe

of an 4

r

execution,” for the infliction of the sentence of death or

criminal: of which kind of expressions, common discourse furnisl

numberless instances. On the other hand, in Antony’s speech o1

% Csesar’s body, his object being to excite horror, Shakspeare pi

into his mouth the moat part'icular expressions; 44 those honoura

men (not, who killed Ceesar, hut) whose daggers have staJd\

'Tropes. But in the second place, not only does a regard for Enei
require that we should not use terms more general than are exac

adequate to the objocts spoken of, hut we are also allowed, in mi
cases, to employ less general terms than are exactly Appropria
In this case we are employing words not 44 Appropriate,” 1

* belonging to the second ofthe two classes just mentioned. The i

Trope 15 (enumerated by Aristotle among the Metaphors, 1

Since, more commonly called Synecdoche) is very- frequent; as

; >;/ c^bpes mi^ch to the energy of the expression, without occasion*}

v) word turned from its primary sifoifloaflon.
.
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general, any risk of its meaning being mistaken. The passage
ed by Dr. Campbell

,

10 from one of our Lord’s discourses, (which
3 in general of this character,) together with the remarks made
on it, will serve to illustrate what has been just said: “ ‘ Con-
er/ says our Lord, * the lilies how they grow: they tori not, they
n not ; and yet I say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was
k arrayed like one of these. If then God so clothe the grass,
ich to-day is in the field, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, how
ich more will he clothe you?

’ 17 Let us here adopt a little of the
teless manner of modern paraphrasts by the substitution of more
reral terms, one of their many expedients of infrigidating, and let
observe the effect produced by this change. * Consider the
vers, how they gradually increase in their size; they do no
nner of work, and yet I declare to you, that no king whatever,
bis most splendid habit, is dressed up like them. If then God in
providence doth so adorn the vegetable productions, which

itinue but little time on the land, and are afterwards devoted to
meanest uses, how much more will he provide clothing for you?*
w spiritless is the same sentiment rendered by these small varia-
is! The very particularizing of to-dcvy and to-morrow, is

nitely more expressive of transitoriness, than any description
2>rein the terms are general, that can be substituted in its room.”
s a remarkable circumstance that this characteristic of style is

fectly retained in translation, in which every other excellence of
ression is liable to be lost ; so that the prevalence of this kind
language in the Sacred writers may be regarded as something
ibiting wisdom of design. It may be said with truth, that tho
k which it is the most necessary to translate into every language,
shiefly characterised by that kind of excellence in diction which
mst impaired by translation.

§ 3 .

hit to proceed with the consideration of Tropes: the most Metaphor
)loyed and most important of all those kinds of expressions which

and

art from the plain and strictly appropriate Style,—all that are
ed by Aristotle, X&m,—is the Metaphor, in the usual and
ted sense ; viz. a word substituted for another, on account of the
emblance or Analogy between their significations. The Simile
Comparison may be considered , as differing in form only from a
aphor; the resemblance being in that case stated, which in tho
aphor is implied .

18 Each may be founded either on Resemblance,
>ily so called, i.e. direct resemblance between the objects them-
ss in question, (as when we speak of “table-land,” or compare

Tbe ingenious Author cites this in " flower”—" Solomon,” for the Species
,action treating of " Proper terras.” “ King,” &c.

^
^atnflrag overnight; asitjanlain v Luke xii 27, 28.
"lily ” te used for the Gerais w See Logic, Chap. III.
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great waves to mountains,) or on Analogy, which is the resemblaj

of Ratios,—a similarity of the relations they boar to certain ot‘

objects; as when we speak of the “ ligM of reason,” or of 4
‘rev*

tion;” or compare a wounded and captive warrior to a stran<

ship.
10

The Analogical Metaphors and Comparisons are both the m
frequent and the more striking. 'They arc the more frequent, beca

almost every object has such a multitude of relations, of differ

kinds, to many other objects; and they are the more striki

because (as Dr. A. Smith has well remarked) the more remote i

unlike in themselves any two objects are, the more is the m
impressed and gratified by the perception of some point in wh
they agree.

It has been already observed, under the head of Example, that

are carefully to distinguish between an Illustration, ('Le, an Argutfh

from analogwor resemblance,) and what is properly called a Sin

or Companion, introduced merely to give force or beauty to

expression . And it was added, that the aptness and beauty of

Illustration sometimes leads men to overrate, and sometimes
underrate, its force as an Argument.30

'

;

With respect to the choice between the Metaphorical form i

that of Comparison, it may he laid down as a general rule, that!:

former is always to he preferred,81 wherever it is sufficiently siii

and plain to be immediately comprehended ; but that which at

Metaphor would sound obscure and enigmatical, may be i

received if expressed as a Comparison. Wo may say, e.g*

propriety, that ** Cromwell trampled on the laws it would sm
feeble to say that “ he treated the laws with the same contempt
a man does any thing which he tramples under hiafeet;” On
other hand it would be harsh and obscure to say, “ the stram

vessel lay shaken by the waves,” meaning" the wounded Cl

tossing on the bed of sickness ; it is therefore necessary in sue!

case, to state the resemblance. But this is never to be done m
4
full^ 'than is necessary to perspicuity

; because all men are m
gratified at catching the Resemblance for themselves, than
having it pointed out to them.33 And accordingly the greai

masters of this kind of stylo, when the case will not admit of p
Metaphor, generally prefer a mixture of Metaphor with Sim:

first pointing out the similitude, and afterwards employing m<
phorical terms which imply it ; or vim v&r$k, explaining a Metap
by a Statement of the Comparison* To take camples of h
kinds from an Author vh6 particmlarly excels iix.ihJf point ;

(spa

ing of a morbid fancy,)
.

I;

v Dhu, in the “ Lady of ike
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.... like the bat of Indian brake3,
Her pinions fan the wound she makes.
And soothing thus the dreamer’s pain,
She drinks the life-blood from the vein.28

The word “ like” makes this a Comparison; hut the three suc-

eding lines aije Metaphorical. Again to take an instance of the

her kind

;

They melted from the field, as snow,
When streams are swollen, and south winds blow.
Dissolves in silent dew.24*

f the words here put in italics, the former is a Metaphor# jthe

tter introduces a Comparison. Though the instances here adduced
e taken from a Poet, the judicious management of Comparison
Inch they exemplify, is even more essential to a Prosa-Vriter, to

bom less license is allowed in the employment of it. It is a

mark of Aristotle, (JRhet Book III. Chap. IV.) that the Simile

more suitable in Poetry, and that Metaphor is the only ornament
1

language in which the Orator may freely indulg|
f

He should

lerefore be the more careful to bring a Simile as near as possible

• the Metaphorical form. The following is an example of the

me kind of expression: “ These metaphysic rights entering into

immon life, like rays of light which pierce into a dense medium,
*e# by the laws of nature, refracted from they: straight line,

ideed, in the gross and complicated mass of human passions and
mcerns, the primitive rights of man undergo such a variety of

fractions, and reflections, that it becomes absurd to talk of them
i if they continued in the simplicity of their original direction.” 25

Metaphors may he employed, as Aristotle observes, either to Elevating m
evate or t

t
o degrade the subject, according to the design of the Metaphors,

.uthor being drawn from similar or corresponding objects of a
gher or lower, character. Thus a loud? and vehement speaker

ay be describeA either as bellowing, or as thwndermg* And in

>th cases, if the Metaphor is apt and suitable to th<| purpose

^signed, it is alike conducive to Energy. He remarks that# the

me holds good with respect to Epithets also, whichi$%ay Tbe

rawn either from thejbighest or the lowest attributes of the thing

>oken of. Metonymy likewise (in which a part is put for a whole,
cause for an effect, <&£•) admits of a similar varieiyin its appli-

ttions. *

A happier example cannot be found than the one which Aristotle

tea from Simonides, who, when offered a small price for an Ode to

debrate a victory in a mife-race, expressed his contempt for half-

im, (yptlwoh) as they were commonly called; hut when a larger

im was offered, addressed them in an Ode as “Daughters of

fceeds swift-as-the-storm.
’

’
(dexxoTofov dvyoerpsg

An; Tfyope (as is remarked by Dr. Campbell) adds force to the

»Rokeby. 28 On the French Revolution.”
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expression when it tends to fix the mind on that part, or dram
stance, in the object spoken of, which is most essential to the purpos
in hand, Thus, there is an energy in Abraham’s Periphrasis ft

“God/* when he is speaking of the allotment of Divine punisl

ment: “6 shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?” If, agaii

we were alluding to His omniscience, it would be more suitable t

say, “ this is known only to the Searcher of hearts if, to hi

power, we should speak of him as “ the Almighty <fcc.

Of Metaphors, those generally conduce most to that energy c

Vivacity of style we are speaking of, which illustrate an irrtdlectw

by a sensible object; the latter being always the most early familia

to the mind, and generally giving the most distinct impression to it

Thus we speak of “ unbridled rage,” “deep-rooted prejudice,'

“ glowing eloquence,” a “ stony heart,” &c. And a similar use mai
be made of Metonymy also: as when we speak of the “ Throne,j-

or the “Grown” for “Royalty,”—the “sword” for “ militar
violence,” <fec,

orsonifying But the highest degree of energy (and to which Aristotle chieflh
e ap or6,

restricts the term) is produced by such Metaphors as attribute Mf<
and action to things inanimate

; and that, even when by this meani
the last-mentioned rulo is violated, i.e. when sensible objects ar<

*"
illustrated by intellectual. Por the disadvantage is overbalanced

fyj

the vivid impression produced by the idea of personality or activity
,

as when we speak of the rage of a #orrent, a furious storm, a rive?

disdaining to endure its bridge, ike.
29

The figure called by Rhetoricians Prosopopoeia (literally, Person!
fication,fis, in fact, no other than a Metaphor of this kind : thus, h
Demosthenes, Greece is represented as addressing the Athenians
So also in the hook of Genesis, (chap, iv, verse 10,) “ the mice os

thy brother’s blood crifh unto me from the ground,”*
Many such expressions, indeed, are in such common use as f<

have lost all their Metaphorical force, since they cease to sugges-
ts© idea belonging to tbeir primary signification, and thus aw
become, practically, Proper tenns. But a new, or at least unhack
neyed. Metaphor of this kind, if it be not far-fetched and obscure,
adds greatly to tbo force of the expression. This was a favourite
figure with Homer, from whom Aristotle has cited several example
of it; as “the raging arrow,” “the darts eager to taste of flesh,” 2

“ the shameless” (or as it might be rendered with more exactness
though with less dignity, “ the promMng) stone,”
which mocks the efforts of Sisyphus, <fec.

Our, language possesses one remarkable advantage, with a view t<

this kind of Energy, in the constitution of its genders. All noum

a in same
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Lglisli, which express objects that are really neuter, are con-

id as strictly of the neuter gender; the Greek and Latin,

h possessing the advantage (which is wanting in the languages
sd from Latin) of having a neuter gender, yet lose the benefit

by fixing the masculine or feminine genders upon many nouns
ing things inanimate

; whereas in English, when we speak of
ach object in the masculine or feminine gender, that form of
ssion at once confers personality upon it. When “ Virtue,”
r our “ Country,” are spoken of as females, or “ Ocean/ 7

as
.e, <fcc., they are, by that very circumstance, personified; and
aulus is thus given to the imagination, /rom the very circum-
i that in calm dismission or description, all of these would be
p ; whereas in Greek or Latin, as in Fi'ench or Italian, no such
ction could be made. The employment of “ Virtus and
‘4

”
in the feminine gender, can contribute, accordingly, no

tion to the Style, when they could 'not, without a Solecism, he
yed otherwise. .

3re is, however, very little, comparatively, of Energy produced Novelty in

y Metaphor or Simile that is in common use, and already
Metaphor*

ar to the hearer. Indeed, what were originally the boldest
>hors, are become, by long use, virtually, Proper terms

;
(as is

ase with the words “source,” “ reflection,” &c, in their
erred senses;) and frequently are even nearly obsolete in the
sense, as in the words “ard*ur,” “acuteness,” “ruminate,”
cation,” 28

<fcc. If, again, a Metaphor or Simile that is not so
eyed as to be considered common property, bo takbn frqm any

\
Author, it strikes every, one, as no less a plagiarism man if

;ire argument or description had been thus transferred. And
it is, that, as Aristotle remarks, the skilful employment of
more than of any other, ornaments of language, may bo

led as a “mark of genius” (eb<pvt*c cnj/si?**), Not that he
i to say, as some interpreters suppose, that this power is

ly a gift of nature, and in no degree to be learnt; on the
ry, he expressly affirms, that the “perception of rosem-
is/

,2J) on which it depends, is the fruit of “ Philosophy;”*0 but
>ans that any Metaphor which is striking from being not m
on use, is a kind of property of him who has invented it, and
t fairly be transferred from his Composition to another’s,3*

ae care is accordingly requisite, in order that they may he Explanation*

7 comprehended, and may not have the appearance of being^
iched and extravagant. For this purpose it is usual to combine
the Metaphor a Proper term which explains it ; via. either
iting to the term in its transferred sense, something which does

> Hinds’s *• Three Temples Fre- *o j* punatm. Ibid. .Books II.
and III.

Stf*. Aristotle, Rhet. Book • » QU Iw r«f * Ibid* Book
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not belong to it in its literal sense ; or vice versa, denying of it j

transferred sense, something which does belong to it in its li

sense. To call the Sea the “ watery bulwark” of our island, ^
be an instance of the former kind ; an example of the latter is

expression of a writer who speaks of the dispersion of some he
fleet, by the winds and waves, “those ancient and unmbsk
allies of England.”

It is hardly necessary to mention the obvious and hackn
cautions against mixture of Metaphors; and against any that

complex and far-pursued, so as to approach to Allegory.
:

In reference to the former of these faults. Dr. Johnson ji

censures Addison for speaking of “ bridling in his muse, who l

to launch into a nobler strain;” “which,” says the critic, ff|

act that was never restrained by a bridle.” Some, however, ari

fastidious on this point. Words, which by long use in a transf©

sense, have lost nearly all their metaphorical force, may fair!

combined in a manner which, taking them literally, would
incongruous. It would savour of hypercriticism to object to sue
expression as “fertile source.” %

In reference to the other fault,—that of the too complex Metap—it should ho observed that the more apt and striking is the Ana
suggested, the more will it have of an artificial appearance j

will draw off the reader's attention from the subject, to admire
ingenuity displayed in the Style. Young writers of genius m
especially to be admonished to ask themselves frequently,;

whether this or that is a striking expression, but whether it mi
the meowing more striking than another phrase would,—wheth
impresses moro forcibly the sentiment to be conveyed.

§ 4.

Epithets, in the Rhetorical sense, denote, not every adjective,
those only which do not add to the sense, but signify
already implied in the noun itself; as, if one says, “the glm
sun:” on the other hand, to speak of the “ rising” or ft 'mM
sun” would not he considered as, in this sense, employing
Epithet. ';

It is a common practice with some writers to endeavour to
force to their expressions by accumulating high-sounding Epitl
denoting the greatness, beauty, or other admirable qualities of
things spoken of ; but the effect is generally the reverse of wh
intended. Most readers, except those of a very vulgar or pu
taste, are disgusted at studied efforts to point out and force \

their attention
. whatever . is . remarkable ; and this, ; even when

ideas conveyed are themselves striking. But when an attemj
to cover poverty of thought with mock sublimity of langf*
to set off trite sentiments and , feeble arguments by im

the only result *% that a kind of Indignation Is m
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L to contempt; as when (to use Quinctilian’s comparison) an
ipt is made to supply, by paint, the natural glow of a youthful

Lealthy complexion.

L principal device in the fabrication of this Style,” (the mock-
ent,) “ is to multiply epithets,—dry epithets, laid on the

le, and into which none of the vitality of the sentiment is found

culate. You may take a great number of the words out of each

and find that the sense is neither more nor less for your having

id the composition of these Epithets of chalk of various colours,

which the tame thoughts had submitted to be rubbed over, in

to be made fine.”®3

e expect, indeed, and excuse in ancient writers, as a part of the Frigid stylo,

ined simplicity of a ruder language, such a redundant use of

lets as would not be tolerated in a modern, even in a translation

sir works ;
the “ white milk,” and “ dark gore,” &c. of Homer,

not be retained
;
at least, not so frequently as they occur in

*

iriginal. Aristotle, indeed, gives us to understand that in his

this liberty was still allowed to Poets ;
but later taste is more

lious. He censures, however, the adoption, by prose-writers,

is, and of every other kind of ornament that might seem to

>r on the poetical

;

and he bestows on such a style the appella-

>f “frigid,” (^t%qo»,) which at first sight may appear somewhat
rkable, (though the same expression, “frigid,” might very
irly be so applied in our own language also,) because the words
rm “glowing,” and such-like Metaphors, seem naturally

cable to poetry. This very circumstance, however, docs in

y account for the use of the other expression. We are, in

cal prose, reminded of, and for that reason disposed to miss ,

‘ warmth and glow” of poetry. It is on the same principle that

re disposed to speak of coldness in the rays of the moon, because

remmd us of sunshine, but want its warmth ; and that (to use

ambler and more familiar instance) an empty fire-place is apt

ggest an idea of cold.

e us© of Epithets, however, in prose composition, is not to be
ribed ; as the judicious employment of them is undoubtedly
icive to Energy. It is extremely difficult to lay down any
3e rules on such a point. The only safe guide in practice must
taste formed from a familiarity with the best authors, and from
emarks of a skilful critic on one’s own compositions. It may,
ver, be laid down as a general caution, more particularly

ul for young writers, that an excessive luxuriance of style, and"

dally a redundancy of Epithets, is the worse of the two extremes;
is a positive fault, and a very offensive one ; while the opposite

fc the absence of an excellence.

is also an important rule, that the boldest and most striking,

a* Foster* Essay IT.
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and almost poetical, turns of expression, should he reserved
Aristotle has remarked, Book III. Chap. VII.,) for the most in
sioned parts of a discourse ; and that an author should guard ag
the vain ambition of expressing every thing in an emwttty high-wror
brilliant, and forcible style. The neglect or this caution <

occasions the imitation of the best models to prove detrime:
When the admiration of some fine and animated passages lea
young writer to take those passages for his general model, ar
endeavour to make every sentence he composes equally flne, he
on the contrary, give a flatness to the whole, and destroy the e
of those portions which would have been forcible if they bad 1

allowed to stand prominent . To brighten the dark parts <

picture, produces much the same result as if one had darkened
bright parts; in either case there is a want of relief and contr
and Composition, as well as Painting, has its lights and sha
which must ho distributed with no less skill, if we would pro<
the desired effect.

33 1

In no place, however, will it ho advisable to introduce
Epithet which does not fulfil one of these two purposes; Isl
explain a Metaphor; a use which has been noticed under that b
and which will justify, and even require, the introduction of
Epithet, which, if it had been joined to the Proper term, would 1

been glaringly superfluous; thus ^Eschylus** speaks of the uww
houml of Jeve,” meaning the Eagle: to have said the “mnged ea§
would have had a verv different effect; 2d!y, when the Epi
expresses something which, though implied in the subject, w
not have been likely to occur at once spontaneously to the heai
mind, and yet is important to be noticed with a view to the pun
in hand. Indeed it will generally happen, that the Epithets emplc
by a skilful orator, will he found to he, in fact, so many abric
arguments, the force of which is sufficiently conveyed by a n
hint; e.g. if any one says, “we ought to take warning from the blc
revolution of Franco,*’ the Epithet suggests one of the reasons
our being wanted; and that, not less clearly, and more forci
than if the argument had been stated at length.84

*»..

§ 5.

With respect to the use of Antiquated Foreign, New-coined
New-compounded words,34 or words applied in an unusual sena<

88 Omnia vutt me Matho dicer*: die
cdiqucmdoM bem^ die neutrum: die aiiqucendo

» HI. J 3.

Jywsa&fss:

neither object to, nor refrain froi
»Wfarpeda»try with respect to &
“TtokW of affectation fa one oi
“dangers ” of “ a WtU learning:0 t

who are reaiJyjfopd linguists are sel
mmxime to dfpi&yMr knowledg

It has been the fashion of late j
with some

. famanthors to write am
full of Otrmm idi<
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be sufficient to observe, that all writers, and prose-writers

should be very cautious and sparing in the use of them; not

because in excess they produce a barbarous dialect, but because

are so likely to suggest the idea of artifice; the perception of

i is moat especially adverse to Energy. The occasional apt

luction of' such a term will sometimes produce a powerful effect;

hatever may seem to savour of affectation, or even of great

iude and study in the choice of terms, will effectually destroy

*ue effect of eloquence. The language which betrays art, and

is not an air of simplicity and sincerity, may, indeed, by some

rs, be thought not only very fine, but even very energetic; this

jircumstance, however, maybe taken for a proof that it is not so;

it had been, they would not have thought about it, but would have

occupied, exclusively, with the subject . An unstudied and

al air, therefore, is an excellence to which the true orator, le.

10 is aiming to ca/rry his point, will be ready to sacrifice any

that may interfere with it.

e principle here laid down will especially apply to the choice of ^jfd
8

ered
i, with a view to their Imitative, or otherwise appropriate as sounds.

1 . The attempt to make “the sound an echo to the sense,”

eed more frequently to be met with in poets than in prcfie

*s ;
but it may be worth remarking, that an evident effort after

ind of excellence, as it is offensive in any kind of composition,

, in prose appear peculiarly disgusting. Critics treating on

subject have gone into opposite extremes; some, fancifully

uting to words, or combinations of words, an imitative power

syond what they can really possess ,

87 and representing this

of Imitation as deserving to be studiously aimed at; and

i, on the contrary, considering nearly the whole of this kind of

ence as no better than imaginary, and regarding the examples

, do occur, and have been cited, of a congruity between the

and the sense, as purely accidental,

a truth probably lies between these two extremes,

the first place, that words denoting smnda, or employed in

bing them, maybe imitative of those sounds, must be admitted

; indeed this kind of Imitation is, to a certain degree, almost

new-coined words fashioned on a
n model. This passes with some
for uncommon eloquence; which

ibles in bein^“uncommon.” Some
, again, of better taste than not to

in this Style, are yet so far deceived
i to imagine a, great profundity
houghts conveyed; the oddness of
ression giving an air of originality

sh that would probably appear
said in plain English.

pe has accordingly been censured
Inconsistency inmaking the Alex-
j represent both a and a
otion:—

1. “ Flies o’er th’ unbending corn, and
skims along the mam/’

2. “ Which, like a wounds# snake,
drags its slow length along.”

In the first instance, he forgot that an
Alexandrine is long, from containing
more/e^ than a common verse

; whereas
a long hexameter has but the same num-
ber or feet as a short one, and therefore
being pronounced in the same ftwe, seems
to move more rapidly.
In the former of these verses the crowd

'of consonants in “ o’er th’ unbending ”
does not seem well-adapted to express
swift and smooth motion.
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unavoidable, in our language at least
;
which abounds, perhaps ir

than any other, in these, as they may be called, naturally expres
terms; such as “hiss,” “rattle,” “clatter,” “splash,” and m
others .

38

In the next place, it is also allowed by most, that quick or a

motion may, to a certain degree, at least, be imitated or represer
by words ; many short syllables (unincumbered by a clash eithe
vowels, or of consonants coming together) being pronounced in

same time with a smaller number of long syllables, abounding r

these incumbrances, the former seems to have a natural corresj
donee to a quick, and the latter to a slow motion ; since in the
a greater, and in the other a less space, seem to he passed ove;

the same time. In the ancient Poets, their hexameter verses be
always considered as of the same length, ix. in respect of the t

taken to pronounce them, whatever proportion of dactyls or spend
they contained, this kind of Imitation of quick or slow motion is

more apparent ; and after making all allowances for fancy, it sec

impossible to doubt that in many instances it does exist; as, e.g
the often-cited lino which expresses the rolling of Sisyphus’s st
down the hill :

—

AzJ'6ts four* icibovbt fcvX/vbtro Xuag dvettbfa

The following passage from the jEndd can hardly be denlec
exhibit a correspondence with the slow and quick motions at lei

which it describes
;

that of the Trojans laboriously hewing
foundations of a tower on the top of Priam’s palace, and that of
sudden and violent fall

:

/
*

Af/urVxnferrfi clrc\tm% qml minima labantea *

®

JuncturiU tahuluta dnbant, divdliwutt altin
Sedlbttn, imptillmusqm, tupnlf. rfymnt? rUinam
Cum xfinltu ir&hU, et D&n&um nUptir agmlnft, late
InaWt.

But, lastly, it seems not to roquiro any excessive exorciso of&
to perceive, if not, properly speaking, an Imitation

,

by words,
other things besides sound and motion, at least, an Analbgi
aptitude. That there is at least an apparent Analogy betw
things sensible and things intelligible, is implied by number!
Metaphors ; as when we speak of “ rough, or harsh, soft, orm
manners,” “turbulent passions,” the “stroke, or the storm
adversity,” <fcc. Now if there are any words, or combinations
words, which have in their sound a congruity with certain sensi

slow movement of this HueWM&je much more perceptible, if we

sequently in the English way of rea<
Latm or Gfcreefc, the doubling of a <

sonant only serves to dx the msm of
accent*, the latter of the two being m
pronounced, except in a very few &
pound ; words'.; as “ innate,**

'

natural,” “poor-rate,” “hop-pole 1
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,
there is no reason why they should not have the same

ity with those emotions, actions
, &c., to which these sensible

are analogous. Especially, as it is universally allowed that

musical combinations are, respectively, appropriate to the

don of grief, anger, agitation, (fee.

the whole, the most probable conclusion seems to be, that

it least of the celebrated passages that are cited as Imitative

td, were, on the one hand, not the result of acddenty nor yet,

other Jiand, of study; but that the idea in the author's mind
aeously suggested appropriate sounds; thus, when Milton’s

vas occupied with the idea of the opening of the infernal

it seems natural that his expression,

.... and on their hinges grate
Harsh thunder,

have occurred ‘to him without any distinct intention of imitat-

mds.

ill be the safest rule, therefore, for a prose-writer at least,

to make any distinct effort after this kind of Energy of

don, but to trust to the spontaneous occurrence of suitable

on every occasion where the introduction of them is likely t6

ood effect,

§ 6 .

hardly necessary to give any warning, generally, against the

asary Introduction of Technical language of any kind, when
eaning can be adequately, or even tolerably, expressed in

m, i.e . unscientific words. The terms and phrases of art have
of pedantic affectation, for which they do not compensate, by
le smallest appearance of increased Energy.40 But there is

arent exception t6 this rule, in the case of what may be called

rheological Style;” a peculiar phraseology, adopted more or

a large proportion of writers of Sermons and other religious

;
consisting partly of peculiar terms, but chiefly of common

used in a peculiar sense or combination, so as to form alto-

a kind of diction widely differing from the classical standard

language. This phraseology, having been formed partly from

jourse this rule does not apply to It is no uncommon trick with some
y technical systems of instruction, writers to invent and adopt, on the
works the usual and the best slightest pretext, complete new sets of

,o employ as far as possible such technical terms, the more strange and
1 terms as custom has already uncouth, the better for their purpose;
ed: defining, modifying, restrict- and thus to pass off long-known truths
ending, &c. these, if necessary, for prodigious discoveries, and gain the
icasion may require. Sometimes credit ot universal originality by the
the introduction of new ones boldness of their innovations in language:

called for. either in addition to like some voyagers of discovery, who take
rs, or in their stead, when there possession of countries, whether bofore-
strong objections against these, visited or not, by formally giving them
oductxon: latter part of § L new names*

Technical
language.

Theological
Style.
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the style of some of the most eminent Divines, partly, and to a :

greater degree, from that of the Scriptures, ie* of our Version
been supposed to carry with it an air of appropriate dignity

sanctity, which greatly adds to the force of what is said, Anc
may, perhaps, be the case when what is said is of little c

intrinsic weight, and is only such meagre common-place as i

religious works consist of ; the associations which such lang
will excite in the minds of those accustomed to it, supplying in

degree the deficiencies of the matter. But this diction, thou
may serve as a veil for poverty of thought, will be found to pre
no less the effect of obscuring the lustre of what is truly valui

if it adds an appearance of strength to what is weak, it adds v
ness to what is strong ; and if pleasing to those of narrow an
cultivated minds, it is in a still higher degree repulsive to perso:

taste.

It may bo said, indeed, with truth, that the improvement oi

majority is a higher object than the gratification of a refined i

in a few; hut it may be doubted whether any real Energy,
with respect to any class of hearers, is gained by the use of su
diction as that of which I am speaking. For it will often be f<

that what is received with great approbation, is yet (even if, str

speaking, understood) but Yery little attended to, or impressed i

the minds of the hearers. Terms and phrases which have
'

long familiar to them, and have certain vague and indistinct noi

associated with them, men often suppose themselves to unders
much more fully than they do; and still oftoner give a soj

indolent assent to what is said, without making any effoi

thought*

It is justly observed bv Mr, Foster (Essay IV.) when treatin
this^ subject, that “ with regard to a considerable proportion
Christian ^readers and hearers, a reformed language would
excessively strange to them;” but that “its being so Strang
them, would be a proof of the necessity of adopting It, at leasi
pari, and by degrees^ For the manner in which some of them w
receive this altered diction, would prove that the customary phi
ology had scarcely given them any clear ideas. It would be ft

that the peculiar phrases had been not so much the vehicle
ideas, as the substitutes for them, 4’1 These readers and hes
have been accustomed to chime to the sound, without apprehen
the sense

; insomuch, that if they hear the very ideas which t)

phrases signify, expressed ever so simply in other language, the
not recognise them.”
He observes also, with much truth, that the studied incorpora

tomed to wore avowedly of.Man’sJ
ing.-dmpUee a rejection of the dot
itself; and they would accordingly
a cry of Heresy.

B may he added that many would
at onee take for granted that any altera-
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tnd imitation of the language of the Scriptures in the texture of any
liscourse, neither indicates reverence for the sacred composition, nor
bdds to the dignity of that which is human : but rather diminishes

hat of such passages as might he introduced from the sacred writings

a pure and distinct quotation, standing contrasted with the general

>tyle of the work.

Of the Technical terms, as they maybe called, of Theology, there

re many, the place of which might easily be supplied by correspond-

ig expressions in common use : and there are many, again, which
re remnants of the philosophy of the School-men, but are employed
requently by persons who know nothing of the metaphysical theories

hich gave rise to the use of such terms .

42 There are others,

oubtless, which, denoting ideas exclusively belonging to the subject,

Duld not be avoided without a tedious circumlocution; these, there'

>re, may be admitted as allowable peculiarities of diction
; and the

thers, perhaps, need not be entirely disused: but it is highly

esirable that loth should be very frequently exchanged for words

c phrases entirely free from any technical peculiarity, even at the

cpense of some circumlocution. Not that this should be done so

mstantly as to render the terms in question obsolete; but by
Producing frequently, both the term, and a sentence explanatory of

le same idea, the evil just mentioned,—the habit of not thinking,

* not thinking attentively, of the meaning of what is said,—will be,

great measure, guarded against ; the technical words themselves

ill make a more forcible expression,'—and the danger of sliding into

meaning cant will be materially lessened. Such repetitions,

Lerefore, will more than compensate for, or rather will be exempt

om, any appearance of tediousness, by the addition both of

erspicuity and Energy,
“ It must indeed be acknowledged, that in many cases innovations

ive been introduced, partly by the ceasing to employ the words

isignating those doctrines which were designed to be set aside

:

it it is probable they may have been still more frequently and

ccessfully introduced under the advantage of retainmg the terms ,

lile the principles were gradually subverted. And therefore, since

e peculiar words can be kept to one invariable signification only

keeping that signification clearly in sight, by means of something

parate from these words themselves, it might bo wise in Christian

thors and speakers sometimes to express the ideas in common
>rds, either in connexion with the peculiar terms, or, occasionally,

stead of them. Common words might less frequently be applied

affected denominations of things which have their own direct and

enmon denominations ; and be less frequently combined into uncouth

rases. Many peculiar and antique words might be exchanged for

ler single words of equivalent signification, and in common use,

42 See Hampden, “ Bampton Lect.” *

0
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And the small number of peculiar terms acknowledged and es

blisbed, as of permanent use and necessity, might, even separat

from the consideration of modifying the diction, be, occasional

with advantage to the explicit declaration and clear comprehens
of Christian truth, made to give place to a fuller expression, h

number of common words, of those ideas of which they are sin

signs.” 45

It maybe asserted, with hut too much truth, that a very consic

able proportion of Christians have a habit of laying aside in a gt

degree their corrmm seme, and letting it, as it were, lie dorm*

when points of Religion come before them;—as if Reason w
utterly at variance with Religion, and the ordinary principles

sound Judgment were to he completely superseded on that suhji

And accordingly it will be found, that there are many errors wr

are adopted,—many truths which are overlooked, or not clei

understood,—and many difficulties which stagger and perplex th

—for want, properly speaking, of the exercise of their comi

sense
; i.e . in cases precisely cmalogcms to such as daily occur in

ordinary affairs of life ; in which those very same persons wc

form a correct, clear, prompt, and decisive judgment. It is *

worthy of consideration, how far the tendency to this habit mighi

diminished by the use of a diction conformable to the suggest:

which have been here brought forward*

§ 7 .

do enfant
With respect to the Number of words employed, “it is certai

oS
p
th© as Dr. Campbell observes, “ that of whatever kind th© sentin

tbewordS? he, witty, humorous, grave, animated, or sublime, the more hr

it is expressed, the Energy is the greater.”—“As when the 3

of the sun are collected into the focus of a burning-glass, the smi

“the spot is which receives them compared with the surface of

glass, the greater is the splendour ; so, in exhibiting our sentim

by speech, the narrower th© compass of words is, wherein
thought is comprised, the more energetic is the expression,

't*' cordingly, we find that the very same sentiment expressed diffui

will he admitted barely to he just; expressed concisely, wil

admired as spirited.” lie afterwards remarks, that though a lan

redundancy of words is in all cases to he avoided, the ener|

brevity which is the most contrary to it, is not adapted alike to ©

eubjeet and occasion . “The kinds of writing which are less

oeptiblO of this ornament, are the Descriptive, the Pathetic,

Declamatory,41 especially the last. It is, besides, much more
able in writing than in speaking. A reader has the commai
Mis time; he may read fast or slow, as he finds convenient; In

vffr Foster, Essay IV
. p. 304. ciple of it (which J>r. Qamohe

- 44 Wft remark is made, and to piin- II, f 2, oftos TVcatiw.
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eruse a sentence a second time when necessary, or lay down the
ook and think. But if, in haranguing the people, you comprise
great deal in few words, the hearer must have uncommon quick-
sss of apprehension to catch the meaning before you have put it

it of his power, by engaging his attention to something else.”

The mode in which this inconvenience should be obviated, and in

hich the requisite expansion may be given to any thing which the
arsons addressed cannot comprehend in a very small compass, is,

i I have already remarked, not so much by increasing the number
r words in which the sentiment is conveyed in each sentence,

hough in this, some variation must of course be admitted,) as by
pealing it in various forms. The uncultivated and the dull will

quire greater expansion, and more copious illustration of the same
.ought, than the educated and the acute ; but they are even still

ore liable to be wearied or bewildered by prolixity. If the material

too stubborn to be speedily cleft, we must patiently continue our
forts for a longer time, in order to accomplish it : but this is to be
me, not by making each blow fall more slowly, which would only

feeble them, but by often-repeated blows.

It is needful to insist the more on the energetic effect of Con- Verbosity

ieness, because so many, especially young writers and speakers, pe^pfcuity
e apt to fall into a style of pompous verbosity, not from negligence, and t0

Lt from an idea that they are adding both Perspicuity and Force to
energy*

rat is said, when they are only incumbering the sense with a
edless load of words. And they are the more likely to commit
is mistake, because such a style will often appear not only to the
.thor, but to the vulgar, (i.e. the vulgar in intellect,) among his

arers, to be very majestic and impressive. It is not uncommon
hear a speaker or writer of this class mentioned as having a
very fine command of language,” when, perhaps, it might be said

th more correctness, that “his language has a command of him;”
. that he follows a train of words rather than of thought, and
’ings together all the striking expressions, that occur to him on
e subject, instead of, first forming a clear notion of the sense he
shes to convey, and then seeking for the most appropriate vehicle

which to convey it. He has but the same “ command of lan-

age ” that the rider has of a horse which runs away with him.
If, indeed, any class of men are found to be the most effectually

winced, persuaded, or instructed, by a turgid amplification, it is

) orator's business, true to his object, not to cHtici^e or seek to
prove their taste, buMo accommodate himself to it. But it will

found that this is not near so often the case as bnany suppose,
e orator may often by this kind of style gain great admiration,
hout being the nearer to his proper end, which is to carry his

nt. It will frequently happen that not only the approbation, but
i whole attention of the hearers will have been confined to the
rle, which will have drawn their minds, not to the subject, but
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from it. In those spurious kinds of oratory, indeed, which have to

above mentioned, [Part III. Chap. IL § 4, 5, 6,] in which i

inculcation of tho Subject-matter is not the principal object propose

a redundancy of words may often ho very suitable
;
hut in all tl

comes within the legitimate province of Rhetoric, there is no fa

to he more carefully avoided. 5

It will therefore he advisable for a tyro in composition to lc

over what ho has written, and to strike out every word and clai

which ho finds will leave the passage neither less perspicuous i

less forcible than it was before ;
" quamm imrita recedaU;” retne

boring that, as has been aptly observed, "nobody else knows wl

good things you leave out;’* if the general effect is improved, t)

advantage is enjoyed by the reader, unalloyed by the regret wh
the author may feel at the omission of any thing which he may tfci

in itself excellent.

But this is not enough ; he must study contraction as well

omission* There are many sentences which would not bear i

omission of a single word consistently with perspicuity, which
;

maybe much more concisely expressed, with equal clearness, by!

employment of different words, and by recasting a great part of i

expression. Take for example such a sentence as the following:

OorapreB- “ A sevoro and tyrannical exorcise of power must become
*lon

' matter of necessary policy with Kings, when their subjects \

imbued with such principles as justify and authorize rebellion

t

sentence could not be advantageously, nor to any considerable degr

abridged, by the mere omission of any of the words
; hut it may

expressed in a much shorter compass, with equal dearness and
greater energy, thus; 4 * Kings will bo tyrants from policy, wl

subjects are rebels from principle/

The hints I have thrown out on this point coincide pretty nea

with I)r. Campbell's remark on " Verbosity,” as contradistinguisl

from " Tautology,’
1 *1 and from " fteorimm*’

7 "The third i

m “By a multiplicity of words tho
sentiment is not set off and accommo-
dated, but like David, in Saul’s armour,
it is incumbered and oppressed.
“ Yet this is not tho only, or perhaps

the worst consequence resulting from
this manner of treating Sacred writ :

M
{paraphrasing] “ wo are bold of the tor-
pedo, that it has the wonderful quality of
numbing every thing it touches ; a para-
phrase is a torpedo. By its influence the
most vivid sentiments become lifeless,

the most sublime are flattened, the most
fervid chilled. Idle most vigorous ener-
vated.

.
In the very best compositions of

this kind that can be expected, the
Gedspel may be compared to a rich wine
of a. high flavour, diluted in such a

It should be observed, however, tha
some palates or stomachs a dilution i

bo necessary. Nor does Dr. Camp
mean, I apprehend, that there aro
many passages in Hcripturo which
quire expansion with a view to t’

being fully comprehended by an ordir
reader. But a regular paraphrase go;

ally expands rwrjy parage, hard or e
nearly to tho same degree : it appli
magnifying-glow of equal power to
gnat and to the camel.

40 Burke.
*T Tautology, which ho describe)

‘ either a repetition of the same sens
different words, or a reprcsent&tioi
any thing as tine cause, condition, or <

sequence, of itself/’ is, in watt install

tot the latter kind at least,) accounts
offence rather against oorr$ctnem t

brevity; the example liegives from Boh
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,st fault I sliall mention against vivid Conciseness is Verbosity.

his, it may be thought, coincides with the Pleonasm already

iscussed. One difference however is this
;
in the Pleonasm there

:g words which add nothing to the sense; in the Verbose manner,
:>t only single words, but whole clauses, may have a meaning, and
st it were better to omit them, because what they mean is unim-
nrtant, Instead, therefore of enlivening the expression, they

,ake it languish. Another difference is, that in a proper Pleonasm,
complete correction is always made by razing. This will not

ways answer in the Verbose style ; it is often necessary to alter

* well as blot.” 48

§ 8 .

It is of course impossible to lay down precise rules as to the degree
J Conciseness which is, on each occasion that may arise, allowable

id desirable
;
but to an author who is, in his expression of any

mtiment, wavering between the demands of Perspicuity and of

nergy, (of which the former of course requires the first care, last

3 should fail of both,) and doubting whether the phrase which has

ie most of forcible brevity, will be readily taken in, it may be
commended to use both expressions ;—first to expand the sense,

ifficiently to be clearly understood, and then to contract it into the

ost compendious and striking form. This expedient might seem
; first sight the most decidedly adverse to the brevity recommended

;

it it will be found in practice, that the addition of a compressed
id pithy expression of the sentiment, which has been already

ated at greater length, will produce the effect of brevity, For it

to be remembered that it is not on account of the actual number
* words that diffuseness is to be condemned, (unless one were
nited to a certain space, or time,) but to avoid the flatness and
diousness resulting from it; so that if this appearance can be

mated by the insertion of such an abridged repetition as* is here

scommended, which adds poignancy and spirit to the whole,

onciseness will be, practically, promoted by the addition. The
sarers will be struck* by the forcibleness of the sentence which
Ley will have been prepared to comprehend ; they will imd&rdcmd
te longer expression, and remember the shorter. But the force

ill, in general, be totally destroyed, or much enfeebled, if the

•der be reversed ;—if the brief expression be put first, and after-

ards expanded and explained ; for it loses much of its force if it

oke, “how many are there by whom
ese tidings of good news were never
ward,” would usually be reckoned a
under rather than an instance of pro-

nty; like the expression of “ Sinecure
aces which have no duty annexed to
em.” “ Tlie Pleonasm,” be observes,

implies merely superfluity. Though

the words do not, as in the Tautology,
repeat the sense, they add nothing to it

;

e.g. They returned [back again] to the

t

samel city [from] whence" they came
forth].”—Campbell, Rhetoric,Book III.
3hap. II. § 2.
48 Campbell, Rhetoric, BooklU.Chap.

XX. 5 2, lJart ill.

Concisonesi
to be
reconciled
with
perspicuity,
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T)e not clearly understood the moment it is uttered ; and if it 1

there is no need of the subsequent expansion. The sentence reoenl

quoted from Burke, as an instance of Energetic brevity, is in tl

manner brought in at the close of a more expanded exhibition

the sentiment, as a condensed conclusion of the whole. u Powc
of some kind or other, will survive the shock in which manners ai

opinions perish ;
and it will find other and worse means for i

support. The usurpation which, in order to subvert ancient insi

tutions, has destroyed ancient principles,^ will hold power by ar

similar to those by which it has acquired it. When the old feud

and chivalrous spirit of fealty, which, by freeing kings from fea

freed both kings and subjects from the precaution of tyranny, shi

he extinct in the minds of men, plots and assassinations will 1

anticipated by preventive murder and preventive confiscation, ai

that long roll of grim and bloody maxims, which form the politic

code of all Power, not standing on its own honour, and the hono

of those who are to obey it* Kings will be tyrants from polic

when subjects are rebels from principle.” 49

The same writer, in another passage of the same work, has
paragraph in like manner closed and summed up by a strikn

metaphor, (which will often prove the most concise, as well as

other respects striking, form of expression,) such as would not ha
been so readily taken in if placed at the beginning. ** To avoi

therefore, the evils of inconstancy and versatility, ton thousand tim

wprse than those of obstinacy and the blindest prejudice, we ha
consecrated the State, that no man should approach to look into i

defects or corruptions hut with due caution j that he should nev

dream of beginning its reformation by its subversion ; that he shoo

approach to the faults of the State as to the wounds of a fatlu

with pious awe and trembling solicitude. By this wise prejudice i

are taught to look with horror on those children of their count

who are prompt rashly to hack that aged parent in pieces, and p
him into the settle of magicians, in hopes that by their poisono

weeds, and wild incantations, they may regenerate the paten
constitution, and renovate their father’s life.”™

This, however, being an instance of what may be called the das
cod Metaphor, no preparation or explanation, even though suffieie

to make it intdligible, could render it very striking to those r

thoroughly and early familiar with the ancient fables of Medea.
The Preacher has a considerable resource, of an analogous Mr

in similar allusions to the history, descriptions, parables, <kc.,

SCRIPTURE ; which will often furnish useful illustrations a
forcible metaphors, in an address to those well-acquainted with i

f
4® 9**$* Reflections on the Revolu- his opinions. I *m at present concen
a In France.” Works, vol. V. p, 153. only with his style,
e feato Wtll please to observe that I $Q Burke, “ Reflections on the Rev<
net pM&e myself to an approval of tion in France,” Works, vol. V. pTlI
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ible ; though these would be frequently unintelligible, and always
unparatively feeble, to persons not familiar with Scripture. 51

So great, indeed, is the effect of a skilful interspersion of short, style of

anted, forcible sentences, that even a considerable violation of some
Dr> J<>hnso"

1

the foregoing rules may be, by this means, in a great degree, con-

aled ; and vigour may thus be communicated (if vigour of thought

s not wanting) to a style chargeable even with tautology. This is

i6 case with much of the language of Dr. Johnson, who is certainly

i the whole an energetic writer ; though he would have been much
ore so, had not an over-attention to the roundness and majestic

>und of his sentences, and a delight in balancing one clause against

xother, led him so frequently into a faulty redundancy. Take, as

i instance, a passage in his life of Prior, which may be considered

i a favourable specimen of his style; “Solomon is the work to

hich he intrusted the protection of his name, and which he expected

icceeding ages to regard with veneration. His affection was
xtural ; it had undoubtedly been written with great labour ; and
ho is willing to think that he has been labouring in vain ? He
ad infused into it much knowledge, and much thought; had
:ten polished it to elegance, often dignified it with splendou/r,

ad sometimes heightened it to sublimity

;

he perceived in it many
tcellences, and did not discover that it wanted that without

hich all others are of small avail, the power of engaging attention

nd alluring curios'ity. Tediousness is the most fatal of all faults

;

egligences or errors are single or local ; but tediousness pervades

xe whole ; other faults are censured and forgotten, but the power
f tediousness propagates itself. He that is weary the first hour, is

lore weary the second ; as bodies forced into motion contrary to

xeir tendency, pass more and more slowly through every successive

iterval of space. Unhappily this pernicious failure is that which
u author is least able to discover. We are seldom tiresome to

urselves; and the act of composition fills and delights the mind
ith change of language and succession of images : every couplet

hen produced is new ; and novelty is the great source of pleasure.

‘erhaps no man ever thought a line superfluous when he /first wrote

; or contracted his work till his ebullitions of invention had. sub-

ided.”

It would not have been just to the author, nor even so suitable to

xe present purpose, to cite less than the whole of this passage,
hich exhibits the characteristic merits, even more strikingly than
le defects, of the writer. Few could be found in the works of

ohnson, and still fewer in those of any other writer, moro happily

ad forcibly expressed; yet it can hardly be denied that the parts

ere distinguished by italics are chargeable, more or less, with
autology.

See Appendix [Ml.
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Johnson”
of ^ happens, unfortunately, that Johnson’s stylo is partieuli

‘ 0 ms*on
- easy of imitation, even by writers utterly destitute of his vigou

thought; and such imitators are intolerable. They bear the si

resemblance to their model, that the armour of the Chinese,
described by travellers, consisting of thick quilted cotton cove
with stiff glassed paper, does to that of, the ancient knights; eqtu
glittering, and bulky, but destitute of the temper and firmness wfc

was its solo advantage. At first sight, indeed, this kind of si

appears far from easy of attainment, on account of its being rera
from the colloquial, and having an elaborately artificial appears
but in reality, there is none less difficult to acquire. To sir

together substantives, connected by conjunctions, which is the cha*
tcristie of Johnson’s style, is, in fact, the rudest and clumsiest m
of expressing our thoughts: we have only to find names for
ideas, and then put them together by connectives, instead of ini

weaving, or rather fdtingr them together, by a due admixture
verbs, participles, prepositions, <fcc. So that this way of writing,
contrasted with the other, may be likened to the primitive n
carpentry, in which the materials were united by coarse exter
implements, pins, nails, and cramps, when compared with that
in its most improved state, after the invention of dovetail-job
grooves, and mortices, when the junctions are effected by form;
properly the extremities of the pieces to be joined, so as at once
consolidate and conceal the juncture.

proportion. If any onc will bo ftt tho pains to compare a few pages, tal

tWoe'in'dtV-
from alm08t any Part of Johnson ’» Works, with the same quant

fcr.ntatyiea, from any other of our admired writers, noting down the numbet
substantives in each, ho will be struck with the disproportion. T
would be still greater, if ho were to examine with the same view
equal portion of Cicero: but it must be acknowledged that
genius of the Latin language allows and requires a much smal
proportion of substantives than arc necessary in our own; espeois
such as express qualities in the abstract.

§»•

!t$e?
stlvo a*m*n$ at a Concise Style, however, care must of course

taken that it he not crowded. The frequent recurrence of consul
able ellipses, even when obscurity does not result from them, i

produce an appearance of affected and laborious compression, wh
is offensive. The author who is studious of Energetic brevity, she
aim at what may be called a Suggestive style ; such, that is,

without making a distinct, though brief, mention of a multitude
particulars, shall put the hearer’s mind into the same train of thm
as the speaker’s, and suggest to him more than is actually express'

Such a style may be compared to a good map, which mai
mstmctly the great outlines, setting down the principal rivers, tow:
mountains, e&e., leaving the imagination to supply tho • villag
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>cks, and streamlets; which, if they were all inserted in their"

proportions, would crowd the map, though after all they could

be discerned without a microscope.

.ristotle’s style, which is frequently so elliptical as to be dry and
sure, is yet often, at the vei*y same time, unnecessarily diffuse,

1 his enumerating much that the reader would easily have supplied,

xe rest had been fully and forcibly stated. He seems to have
Lrded his readers as capable of going along with him readily,

he deepest discussions, but nofj of going beyond him, in the

t simple ; i,e. of filling, up his meaning, and inferring what he
i not actually express ; so that in many passages a free translator

hit convey liis sense in a shorter compass, and yet in a less

aped and elliptical diction.

.
particular statement, example, or proverb, of which the general

ication is obvious, will often save a long abstract rule, which
Is much explanation and limitation ;

and will thus suggest much
is not actually said ; thus answering the purpose of a mathe-

ical diagram, which, though itself an individual, serves as a
esentative of a class. Slight hints also respecting the subordinate

iches of any subject, and notices of the principles that will apply

hem, <fcc. may often be substituted for digressive discussions,

sh, though laboriously compressed, would yet occupy a much
-ter space. Judicious divisions likewise and classifications, save

h tedious enumeration ; and, as has been formerly remarked, a

-chosen epithet may often suggest, and therefore supply the

e of, an entire Argument.
i would not be possible, within a moderate compass, to lay down
ise rules for the Suggestive kind of writing I am speaking of

;

if the slight hints here given are sufficient to convey an idea of

object to be aimed at, practice will enable a writer gi*adually to

l the habit recommended. It may be worth while, however, to

that those accustomed to rational conversation
,
will find in that,

ry useful exercise, with a view to this point, (as well as to almost

y other connected with Rhetoric
;)

since, in conversation, a man
rally tries first one and then another mode of conveying his

ghts, and stops as soon as he perceives that his companion fully

prehends his sentiments, and is sufficiently impressed with them.

§ 10 .

have dwelt the more earnestly on the head of Conciseness,

use it is a quality in which young writers (who are the most

y to seek for practical benefit in a Treatise of this kind) are

,lly most deficient; -and because it is commonly said that, in

x, exuberance is a promising sign
; without sufficient care being

n to qualify this remark, by adding, that this over-luxuriance

t be checked by judicious pruning. If an early pronencss to

ndancy be an indication of natural genius, those who possess
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this genius should be the more sedulously on their guard agi

that fault. And those who do not, should he admonished thai

want of a natural gift cannot he supplied by copying its atten

defects.

The praises which have been bestowed on Copiousness of die

have probably tended to mislead authors into a cumbrous verbal

It should he remembered, that there is no real Copiousness in am
tude of synonymes and circumlocutions, A house would not be

better furnished for being stored with ten times as many of s

kinds of articles as were needed, while it was perhaps destitut

those required for other purposes ; nor was Lucullus’s wardr

which, according to Horace, boasted hve thousand mantles, m
sarily well-stocked, if other articles of dress were wanting,

completeness of a library does not consist in the number of volui

especially if many of them are duplicates; but in its contain

copies of each of the most valuable works. And in like mai

true Copiousness of language consists in having at command, as

as possible, a suitable expression for each different modificatio)

thought. This, consequently, will often save much eircumlocut:

so that the greater our command of language, the more conci

we shall be enabled to write.

In an author who is attentive to these principles, diffuseness j

be accounted no dangerous fault of stylo, because practice

gradually correct it ; but it is otherwise with one who pleases )

self in stringing together well-sounding words into an easy, flow

and (falsely called) copious style, destitute of nerve; and wh
satisfied with a small portion of matter ; seeking to increase, t

were, the appearance of his wealth by hammering out his m
thin. This is far from a curable fault. When the style is i

formed in other respects, pregnant fulness of meaning is set

superadded ; hut when there is a basis of energetic condensatio

thought, the faults of harshness, baldness, or even obscurity,

much more likely to be remedied- Solid gold may be new-mou‘

and polished; but what can give solidity to gilding!

§ n.

Lastly, the Arrangement of words may be made highly condu

to Energy. The importance of an attention to this point, wi

view to Perspicuity, has been already noticed: but of two sente

equally perspicuous, and consisting of tbo very same words, the

may be a feeble and languid, the other a striking and energ

expression, merely from the difference of Arrangement,
Some, among the moderns, are accustomed to speak of

Watmrci order of the words in a sentence, and to consider, each,

eptalSshed arrangement of his own language as the nearest to i

m mUtxd. order ; regarding that which prevails in Latin an<

#eeefc.aa a sort of deranged and irregular structure. We are
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insider that as most natural and intrinsically proper, wliicli is

aost familiar to ourselves ;
"but there seems no good ground for

ting, that the customary structure of sentences in the ancient

lages is less natural, or less suitable for the purposes for which

lage is employed, than in the modern. Supposing the esta-

ed order in English or in French, for instance, to he more
ly conformed to the grammatical or logical analysis of a sen-

1, than that of Latin or Greek, because we place the Subject

the Copula next, and the Predicate last, <fcc., it does not

sr that such an arrangement is necessarily the best fitted, in
r case, to excite the attention,—to direct it to the most essential

s,—to gratify the imagination,—or to affect the feelings. It

irely, the natural object of language to express as strongly as

ble the speaker’s sentiments, and to convey the same to the

srs ; and that arrangement of words may fairly be accounted

nost natural, by which all men are naturally led, as far as the

of their respective languages allow them, to accomplish this

t. The rules of many of the modern languages do indeed

ently confine an author to an order which he would otherwise
• have chosen; but what translator of any taste would ever

tardy alter the arrangement of the words in such a sentence,

iyoLh yj i
WApremie Qtfflnv, which our language allows us to

sr exactly, “Great i3 Diana of the Ephesians!” How feeble

imparison is the translation of Le Clerc, “La Diane des

siens est ime grande Deesse!” How imperfect that of Beau-

,
“ La grande Diane des Ephesians!” How undignified that

ci,
4 4 Vive la grande Diane des Ephedens/”

.r language indeed is, though to a less degree, very much
iered by the same restrictions ; it being in general necessary,

ae expression of the sense, to adhere to an order which may
e in other respects the most eligible:

44 Cicero praised Caesar,
5 ’

;< Caesar praised Cicero,” would be two very different proposi-

;
the situation of the words being all that indicates, (from our

of Cases*) which is to be taken as the nominative, and which,

le accusative; but such a restriction is far from being an
itage. The transposition of words which the ancient languages
; of, conduces, not merely to variety, but to Energy, and even
ecision.

for instance, a Roman had been directing the attention of his

rs to the circumstance that even Ocesar had been the object of
o’s praise, he would, most likely, have put 44 Caesarem” first;

.e would have put 44 Cicero” first, if he had been remarking
not only others, but even he had praised Caesar.” 52

is for want of this liberty of Arrangement that we are often

ailed to mark the emphatic words of our sentences, by the
in speaking, and by italics, in writing; which would, in Greek

* See Eofiev Book II. Chap. IY. § 1.

Advantage
in point of
arrange-
ment in the
ancient
languages.

Emphatic
words.
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or in Latin, bo plainly indicated, in most instances, by the cob
tion alone. The sentence which has been often brought forwar
an example of the varieties of expression which may be given to

same words, “ Will you ride to London to-morrow ?” and w!

may be pronounced and understood in at least five different w
according as the first, second, <fcc* of the words is printed in ita

would be, by a Latin or Greek writer, arranged in as many diffe

orders, to answer these several intentions. The advantage i

gained must be evident to any one who considers how important
object is which is thus accomplished, and for the sake of whicl
are often compelled to resort to such clumsy expedients

; it is like

proper distribution of the lights in a picture
; winch is hardly of

consequence than the correct and lively representation of the objc

The 4th book of Q. Curtius begins with a passage which aff

a good instance of tho energetic effect produced by a skilful m
the license of the Latin arrangement: ** Darius tanti mode exerc
rex, qui triumphantis magia quam dimicantis more, eurru subl
iniorafc pradium, per loca qua? propo iminensw ngminilms complcvc
jam mania, et ingenti solitudiue vastn,//qy?>M.” The effect of

concluding verb, placed where it is, is most striking.

It must be the aim then of an author, who would write ?

Energy, to avail himself of all the liberty which our language
*

allow, so to arrange his words that there shall be the least poss

occasion for underscoring and italics; and this, of course, mus
more carefully attended to by the writer than by the speaker ;

may, by his mode of utterance, conceal, in great measure, a de

in this point. It may be worth observing, however, that s

writers, having been taught that it is a fault of stylo to req
many of the words to be in italics, fancy they avoid the fault

omitting those indications where they are really needed; whie
no less absurd than to attempt remedying the intricacies of a i

by removing the direction-posts,*5 The proper remedy is,

endeavour so to construct the style, that the collocation of
words may, as far as is possible, direct the attention to those wl

are emphatic.

And the general maxim that should chiefly guide us, is, as
Campbell observes, the homely saying, “ Nearest the heart, nea
the mouth;” the idea, which is the most forcibly impressed on
author’s mind, will naturally claim the first utterance, as near!
the rules of the language will permit. And it will be found tha
a majority of instances, the most Emphatic word will be the Predic
contrary to the rule which the nature of our language compels
in most instances, to observe. It will often happen, however,
vre do place the Predicate first, and obtain a great increasi

The erasure of frequent and long
also leads some writers intc

me Mte preposterous expedient of leaving
.

; l^fr
^

they arc

Indicated, and substituting oomtnas
stead of so framing each sentence
they shall not be needed. It Is no
to a lame man to take away his crut
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gy by this arrangement. Of this license our translators of the

I have, in many instances, very happily availed themselves; as,

n the sentence lately cited, “ Great is Diana of the Ephesians;”
so, “ Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord;” it is

nt how much this would be enfeebled by altering the arrange-

into “
* He that cometh in the name of the Lord is blessed.”

again, “ Silver and Gcfld have I none; but what I have, that

I unto thee.” 54 Another passage, in which they might advan-
>usly have adhered to the order of the original, is,

*

‘

"Evem,
y fieyocKy,”

65 which would certainly have been rendered
rrectly, and more forcibly, as well as more closely, “Fallen, fallen

bylon, that great city,” than, “ Babylon is fallen,' is fallen.”

.e word “IT ” is frequently very serviceable in enabling us to Usoofthe

the arrangement: thus, the sentence, “Cicero praised Cmsar,” wordIT*

l admits of at least two modifications of sense, may bo altered

to express either of them, by thus varying the order: “ It was
0 that praised Csesar,” or, “ It was Csesar that Cicero praised.”
'*

is, in this mode of using it, the representative of the Subject,

1 it thus enables us to place, if we will, after the Predicate,

whatever gender or number the Subject referred to may be,
” may, with equal propriety, be employed to represent that

ict. Our translators of the Bible have not scrupled to make
” refer to a masculine noun: “ It is I, be not afraid;” but
seem to have thought it not allowable, as perhaps it was not,

a time when they wrote, to make such a reference to a plural
“Search the Scriptures

—

they cure they which testify of Me:”
lould now say, without any impropriety, “ IT is they1

7

&c,

§ 12 .

[th respect to Periodsf it would be neither practically useful, Periods,

ven suitable to the present object, to enter into an examination
3 different senses in which various authors have employed the

t

A technical term may allowably be employed, in a scientific

,
in any sense not very remote from common usage, (especially
common usage is not uniform and invariable in the meaning *

d to it,) provided it be dearly defined, and the definition
ly adhered to.

a Period, then, is to be understood in this place, any sentence,
ler simple or complex, which is so framed that the Grammati-
instruction will not admit of a close, before the end of it ; in
l, in short, the meaning remains suspended, as it were, till the
5 is finished. A loose sentence, on the contrary, is, any that is

• Period;—any, whose construction will allow of a stop, so as
8<mtt>now

m a -perfect sentence, at one or more places before we arrive
3 end. KG, “ We came to our journey’s end—at last—with

M Acts iii. 6. K Rev. xviii. 2.
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no small difficulty—after much fatigue—through deep roads

had weather.” This is an instance of a very loose sentence;

is evident that this kind of structure admits of degrees,) there

no less than five places marked hy dashes, at any one of whi

sentence might have terminated, so as to he grammatically p
The same words may ho formed into a Period, thus; “ A
after much fatigue, through deep roads, and bad weather, we
with no small difficulty, to our journey’s end.” Here, no st

he made at any part, so that the preceding words shall form
tence before the final close. These are both of them mmp
tonces ; i.e, not consisting of several clauses, hut having «

single verb ; so that it is plain we ought not, according to lii

to confine the name of Period to complex sentences ; as Dr. Oai

has done, notwithstanding his having adopted the same definil

has been here laid down.
Periods, or sentences nearly approaching to Periods, ha^

tainly, when other tilings arc equal, the advantage in pc

Energy. An unexpected continuation of a sentence whic
reader had supposed to bo concluded, especially if in reading

he had, under that supposition, dropped his voice, is apt to p
a sensation in the mind of being disagreeably balked : analog

the unpleasant jar which is felt, when in ascending or dcsci

stairs, we meet with a step more than we expected; and :

he often repeated, as in a very loose sentence, a kind of

impatience results from the uncertainty when the sentence
dose. The objection, however, to loose sentences, and consi

tendency towards th$ periodic structure, must have been g
among the Ancients than the Moderns; because the van
arrangement which the ancient languages permitted, and, ii

ticular, the liberty of reserving the verb, on which the whole
depends, to the end, made that structure natural and easy, in

instances in which, in our language, it would appear J

unnatural, and affected.

But the agreeableness of a certain degree, at least, of p<

structure, in all languages, is apparent from this; that fib

contain words which may be said to have no other use or signif

hut to suspend the sense, and lead the hearer of the first part
sentence to expect the remainder. He who says, “The wi
not eternal, nor the work of chance;” expresses the same sc

if he said, “ The world is n&tfw eternal, nor the work of chc
yet the latter would be generally preferred. So also, “ Th<
afforded both a refreshing shade and a delicious fruit;” tb
“both” would he missed, though it adds nothing to the
Again, “while all the Pagan nations consider Religion as or

^ Virtue, the Jews, on the contrary, regard Virtue as a
j

Religion;” 1® the omission of the first word would not alter the
•
;V :

w

Josephus.
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would destroy the Period; to produce which is its only use.

MEN, AE,

57 and TE of the Greek are, in many places, sub-

ient to this use alone.

he modern languages do not indeed admit, as was observed

re, of so Periodic a style as the ancient do : but an author, who
i but clearly understand what a Period is, and who applies the

I have laid down, will find it very easy, after a little practice,

ompose in Periods, even to a greater degree than, in an English

er, good taste will warrant. His skill and care will be chiefly

id for in avoiding all appearance of stiffness and affectation in the

fraction of them,—in not departing, for the sake of a Period,

far from colloquial usage,—and in observing such moderation in

employment of this style, as shall prevent any betrayal of

ice,—any thing savouring of elaborate stateliness; which is

iys to be regarded as a worse fault than the slovenliness and

;uor which accompany a very loose style.

§ 19

; should be observed, however, that, as a sentence which is not Loose and

tty a Period, according to the foregoing definition, may yet SJXSe*

•oach indefinitely near to it, so as to produce nearly the same

it, so, on the other hand, Periods may be so constructed as to

luce much of the same feeling of weariness and impatience which

Its from an excess of loose sentences. If the clauses be very

-, and contain an enumeration of many circumstances, though

sentence be so framed, that we are still kept in expectation of

conclusion, yet it will be an impatient expectation; and the

.er will feel the same kind of uneasy uncertainty when the clause

» be finished, as would be felt respecting the sentence, if it were

B. And this will especially be the case, if the rule formerly

n with a view to Perspicuity, be not observed,

58 of taking care

each part of the sentence be understood, as it proceeds. Each
se, if it consist of several parts, should be continued with the

e attention to their mutual connexion, so as to suspend the sense,

j employed in the whole sentence ; that it may be, as it were, a

Iodic clause. And if one clause be long and another short, the

ter should, if .possible, be put last .

hiversally indeed a sentence will often be, practically, too long, precedence

will have a tedious dragging effect, merely from its concluding ^ shorter^
l a much longer clause than it began with

;
so that a composition clause,

ih most would censure as abounding too much in long sentences,

often have its defects, in great measure, remedied, without

tening any of them; merely by reversing the order of each,

i of course holds good with respect to all complex sentences of

rhesetwn ^articles seem to be formed from piwt% to “ stop-wait.

>art III. Chap; I. § 3.

” and Uuv, to
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any considerable length, whether periods, or not. An insti

the difference of effect produced by this means, may be seen
a sentence as the following: “ The State was made, unc
pretence of serving it, in reality, the prize of their conteni

each of those opposite parties, who professed in specious ten
one, a preference for moderate Aristocracy, the other, a de
admitting the people at large to an equality of civil prxvil

This may he regarded as a complete period; and yet, f

reason just mentioned, has a tedious and cumbrous effect,

critics might recommend, and perhaps with reason, to break
two or three; hut it is to our present purpose to remark,
might be, in some degree at least, decidedly improved, by

;

reversing* the clauses; as thus: “The two "opposite partiei

professed in specious terms, the one a preference for me
Aristocracy, the other a desire of admitting the people at If

an equality of civil privileges, made the State, which they pro
to serve, in reality the prize of their contention.”*

Another instance may he cited from a work, in which am
sional awkwardness of expression in the more conspicuous, on a
of its general excellence, the Church Liturgy; the style of w
so justly admired for its remarkable union of energy, with
smoothness, and elegance; the following passage from the E)
tion is one of the very few, which, from the fault just notice-

difficult for a good reader to deliver with spirit; “ And althoi

ought at all times humbly to acknowledge our sins before Go<
ought we most chiefly so to doJ when we assemble—-and
together—to render thanks for the great benefits that we
received at his hands,—to set forth his most worthy praise, i
his most holy word, and to ask those things which are requisi

necessary,—as well for the body as the soul.” This is evidc
very looso sentence, as it might he supposed to conclude at m
Of the three places which are marked by dashes (—); this disi

tage, however, may easily be obviated by the suspension of
by which a good reader, acquainted with the passage, would ir

that the sentence was not concluded; hut the great fault :

length of the last of the three principal clauses, in compari
the former two,—(the conclusions of which are marked |;) by
a dragging and heavy effect is produced, and the sentence is

t0 aPPoar longer than it really is. This would bo more mani:
any one not familiar, as most are, with the passage; but a
reader of the Liturgy will find hardly any sentence in it so d
to deliver to his own satisfaction. It is perhaps the more pro
to notice a blemish occurring in a composition so well-known, i

deservedly valued for the excellence, not only of its sentiment
of its language,

& Thucydides, on the Corcyrean sedition*
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It is a useful admonition to young writers, with a view to what has Recasting

tely been said, that they should always attempt to recast a sentence
$entences ‘

hieh does not please; altering the arrangement and entire construe-

m of it, instead of merely seeking to change one word for another,

bis will give a great advantage in point of Copiousness also; for

ere may be, suppose, a substantive
,
which, either because it does

it fully express our meaning, or for some other reason, we wish to

move, but can find no other to supply its place; but the object

ay perhaps be easily accomplished by means of a verb, adverb, or

me other part of speech, the substitution of which implies an
beration of the construction. It is an exercise accordingly which
ij be recommended as highly conducive to the improvement of

yle, to practise casting a sentence into a variety of different forms.

It is evident, from what has been said, that in compositions intended
215cturefor

be delivered, the periodic style is much less necessary, and thowriLr

before much less suitable, than in those designed for the closet.

le speaker may, in most instances, by the skilful suspension of his

ice, give to a loose sentence the effect of a Period : and though,

both species of composition the display of art is to be guarded
ainst, a more unstudied air is looked for in such as are spoken.

The study of the best Greek and Latin writers may bo of great

vantage towards the improvement of the Stylo in the point con-

ning which I have now been treating, (for the reason lately

utioned,) as well as in most others: and there is this additional

vantage, (which, at first sight, might appear a disadvantage,)

it the style of a foreign writer cannot be so closely imitated as
*

it of one in our own language: for which reason there will be the

s danger of falling into an obvious and servile imitation. 00

§ 14 .

Antithesis has been sometimes reckoned as one form of the Antithesis,

riod ; but it is evident that, according to the view here taken, it

j no necessary connexion with it. One clause may be opposed to

>ther, by means of some contrast between corresponding words in

h, whether or not the clauses be so connected that the former
Lid not, by itself, be a complete sentence. Tacitus, who is one
he most Antithetical, is at the same time one of the least Periodic,

all the Latin writers.

There can be no doubt that this figure is calculated to add greatly
Energy. Every thing is rendered more striking by contrast

; and
lost every kind of subject-matter affords materials for contrasted
ressions. Truth is opposed to error; wise conduct to foolish;

erent causes often produce opposite effects
;
different circumstances

bate to prudence opposite conduct
; opposite impressions may he

Bolingbrok© may be noted as one of respects very different from each other)
most periodic of English writers; are among the most loose,
ft and Addison (though in other

P
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made by the same object, on different minds ; and every extrn

opposed both to the Mean, and to the other extreme* If, there

the language be so constructed as to contrast together these oppoi

they throw light on each other by a kind of mutual reflection,

the view thus presented will bo the more striking.

Antithesis! By this moans also we may obtain, consistently with Perspic

concbene
1^ & much greater degree of Conciseness ; which in Itself is so cond’

to Energy ; c.g. “ When reason is against a man, he will be ag
Reason;” 61

it would be hardly possible to express this sentimen

Antithetically, so as to be clearly intelligible, except in a t

longer sentence. Again, u Words are the Counters of wise :

and the Money of fools ;” 61 here we have an instance of the com!
effect of Antithesis and Metaphor in producing increased Bn<

both directly, and at the same time, (by the Conciseness resu

from them,) indirectly ; and accordingly in such pointed and
)

expressions, we obtain the gratification which, as Aristotle rems

results from “ the act of learning quickly and easily*” The j

thetical expression, “ Party is the madness of many, for the ga
a few,” affords an instance of this construction in a sentence

does not contain two distinct clauses. So also “ A Proverb if

wisdom of many, and tho wit of one.”

Frequently tho same words, placed in different relations

each other, will stand in contrast to themselves ; as in the expres
u A fool with judges ; among fools, a judge ;

,,0a and in that giv<

Quinctilian, “ non ut edem vivo, ml td mxm edo

“

I do no
to eat, but eat to live;” again, “ Persecution is not wrong be<

it is cruel; but it is cruel because it is wrong:” 63 and again, ii

beautiful lines, from the Arabic, by Sir W. Jones:

On Parent knew, a naked new-born child
Weeping thou aat’at while all around thee smiled

;

So live, that sinking on thy ]<u$t Ion# ntaoi>.

Thou then may’st smile, while all around thee weep*

All of these are instances also of perfect Antithesis, ifrl

Period ; for each of these sentences might, grammatical!;;

concluded in the middle. So also, “ It is [indeed] a just mi
that honesty is the best policy ; but he who is governed by
maxim is not an honest man.”*1 This antithetical sentence is

not a Period, according as the word ** indeed” is inserted or om
Of the same kind is an expression in a Speech of Mr. Wyndh
“ Some contend that I disapprove of this plan, because it is n<

own ; it would be more correct to say, that it is not my own, he
I disapprove it.

” 65

Th& use of Antithesis has been censured by some, as if if

^foIbheB. 68 GreatpointedDC80 and force if

Mpwm* to the arsrumeut from contmrtmC
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paltry and affected decoration, unsuitable to a chaste, natural,

1 masculine style. Pope, accoi'dingly, himself one of the most
ithetical of our writers, speaks of it, in the JDunciad, with con-

fipt :

—

I see a Chief, who l^ads my chosen sons.
All arm’d with Points, Antitheses, and runs.

The excess, indeed, of this style, by betraying artifice, effectually 0a£t

n

jtroys Energy ; and draws off the attention, even of those who excess in

i pleased with effeminate glitter, from the matter, to the style*
Antithesis*

t, as Dr. Campbell observes, “the excess itself into which some
iters have fallen, is an evidence of its value—of the lustre and
phasis which Antithesis is calculated to give to the expression*

ere is no risk of intemperance in using a liquor which has
ther spirit nor flavour.”

Ct is, of course, impossible
w
to lay down precise rules for determin-

, what will amount to excess, in the use of this, or of any other
ire : the great safeguard will be the formation of a pure taste,

the study of the most chaste writers, and unsparing self-correc-

n But one rule always to be observed in respect to the anti-

tical construction, is to remember that in a true Antithesis the
position is always in the ideas expressed. Some writers abound
h a kind of mock-antithesis, in which the same, or nearly the
le sentiment which is expressed by the first clause, is repeated
i second ; or at least, in which there is but little of real contrast
ween the clauses which are expressed in a contrasted form. This
d of style not only produces disgust instead of pleasure, when
e the artifice is detected, which it soon must be, but also, instead
the brevity and vigour resulting from true Antithesis, labours
.er the fault of prolixity and heaviness. Sentences which might
e been expressed as simple ones, are expanded into complex, by
addition of clauses, which add little or nothing to the sense

;

which havejbeen compared to the false handles and key-holes
i which furniture is decorated, tliat serve no other purpose than
correspond to ike real ones. Much of Dr. Johnson’s writing is

rgeable with this fault.

Jacob, in his Rhetoric,68
furnishes, in his common-places, (Le*

ds of Arguments, pro and contra
,
on a variety of subjects,) some

drable specimens of compressed and striking Antitheses
; many

vhich are worthy of being enrolled among the most approved
rerbs; e.g. “He who dreads new remedies, must abide old
3.” “ Since things alter for the worse spontaneously, if they be
altered for the better designedly, what end will there be of the
?” “ The humblest of the virtues the vulgar praise, the middle
j they admire, of the highest they have no perception:” &e.67

fc will not unfrequently happen that an Antithesis may be even

M De Augmentis, Lib. VI. c. 3.
07 See Appendix [A] for some additional specimens.
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.Antithesis
without
period.

more happily expressed by tbe sacrifice of the Period, if the el

are by this means made of a more convenient length, and a res

place provided at the most suitable point: e.g* ** The pcrseci

undergone by the Apostles, furnished both a trial to theirfaith

a confirmation to ours :—a trial to them, because if human ho
and rewards had attended them, they could not, even thomsi

have been certain that these wore not their object ; and a conf

tion to us, because they would not have encountered such suffr

in the cause of imposture/’ If this sentence were not broken

is, but compacted into a Period, it would have more heavim

effect, though it would be rather shorter; c.g* “ The persect

undergone by the Apostles, furnished both a trial of their

since if human honours, <kc* &e. and also a confirmation of

because,” &c. Universally, indeed, a complex sentence, wb
antithetical or not, will often have a degree of spirit and live!

from the latter clause being made to turn back, as it were, upo

former, by containing or referring to, some word that had
been mentioned: e*g* “ The introducers of the now-established

ciples of Political-economy may fairly be considered to have m
great discovery; a discovery the more creditable, from the cii

stance that the facts on which it was founded had long been

known to all.” This kind of style also may, as well as the

thetical, prove offensive if carried to such an excess as to produ

appearance of affectation or mannerism*

The English reader will find the substance of most of

“ Antitheta” in Bacon’s Essays; though not arranged in the

manner ; and, in some instances, considerably amplified.
00

Interroga-
tion.

§ 15 .

Lastly, to the Speaker' especially, the occasional employme
the Interrogative form, will often prove serviceable with a vi

Energy. It calls the hearer’s attention more forcibly to

important point, by a personal Appeal to each individual, eld

assent to what is urged, or to frame a reasonable objection; «

often carries with it an air of triumphant defiance of an opporn

refute the argument if he can, Either the Premiss 00 or the

elusion, or both, of any argument, may be stated in this form
it is evident, that if it be introduced too frequently, it will neees

fail of the object of directing a paHicular * attention to the

important points, To attempt to make every tiling emphatic,

make nothing emphatic. The utility, however, of this figure, 1

Orator at least, is sufficiently established by the single consider

that it abounds in%e Speeches of Demosthenes.

0 See Appendix tAJ. Dilemma, because that does not ca
o&Uv as#rt» but leaves an oppon
ohoiee of teveral altornatives. See:

Siipp.'te'fart III. $0* ;
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Chap. III.

—

Of Elegame.

§
1 .

On the last quality of Style to he noticed,—Elegance or Beauty*
it is the less necessary to enlarge, both because the most appro-

late and characteristic excellence of the class of compositions here
sated of, is, that Energy of which I have been speaking ; and
o, because many of the rules laid down under that head, are

aally applicable with a view to Elegance. The same Choice,

imber, and Arrangement of words, will, for the most part, con-

ce both to Energy, and to Beauty. The two qualities, however, Elegance

5 by no means undistinguishable : a Metaphor, for instance, may £otth?*
rgy

apt, and striking, and consequently conducive to Energy of same-

pression, even though the new image, introduced by it, have no
rinsic beauty, or be even unpleasant ; in which case it would be
variance with Elegance, or at least would not conduce to it,

egance requires that all homely and coarse words and phrases
)uld be avoided, even at the expense of circumlocution ; though

jy may be the most apt and forcible that language can supply. •

id Elegance implies a smooth and easy flow of words in respect

the sound of the sentences; though a more harsh and abrupt
>de of expression may often be, at least, equally energetic.

Accordingly, many are generally acknowledged to be forcible

iters, to whom no one would give the credit of Elegance ; and
,ny others, who are allowed to be elegant, are yet by no means
skoned among the vigorous and energetic.

§ 2 -

When the two excellences of Style are at variance, the general Preference

e to be observed by the orator is to prefer the energetic to the
of Ener#x*

gant. Sometimes, indeed, a plain, or even a somewhat homely
pression, may have even a more energetic effect, from that very
cumstance, than one of more studied refinement; since it may
ivey the idea of the speaker’s being thoroughly in earnest* and
xious to Convey his sentiments, where he uses an expression that
% have no other recommendation; whereas a strikingly elegant
pression may sometimes convey a suspicion that it was introduced
* the* sake of its Elegance; which will greatly diminish the force of
iat is said. The appearance of a too uniform elegance or state**

ess of style, is apt to cloy; like a piece of music without any discords.
Universally, a writer or speaker should en&eaj%ur to maintain the speaking no

pearance of expressing himself, not, as if ho wanted to say some-
ngt but as if he had something to say: i.e. not as if he had a t0 aay*

bject set him, and was anxious to compose the best essay or
olamation on it that he could; hut as if he had some ideas to which
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he was anxious to give utterance;—not as if ho wanted to con
{for instance) a sermon, and was desirous of performing that

satisfactorily; hut as if there was something in his mind whie

was desirous of communicating to his hearers*

It is an admonition which probably will give offence to some,

excite the scorn of others, hut which I cannot hut think may s

times prove useful to a young preacher, that he should ask hirr

at the beginning, and in the course, of his composition, u For
purpose am I going to preach? Wherein would any one he a !

if I were to keep silence? Is it likely that any one will learn g.

thing he was ignorant of, or be reminded forcibly of somethin
hadforgotton, or that something he was familiar with shah hi

before him in a new and striking point of view, or that i

difficulty will have been explained, or some confused ideas rend

clear; or, in short, that I shall at all have edified any one? L
not he said, that I preached because there was to be a Sen
and concluded when I had said enough to —occupy the requ

time ;
10 careful only to avoid any thing that could excite cens

and content to leave the hearers just as I found them* Let me
he satisfied with the thousandth iteration of common-places, on

ground that it is all very tme, and that it is the fault of fixe con

gation if they do not believe and practise It; for all this is eqt

the case whether I preach or not; and if all I say is what they

only knew before, but had heard in the same trite and ger

statements a hundred times before, I might as well hold my pe
I ought not to be considering merely whether these argumen
motives—doctrines, &c., are themsdves likely to produce an el
but whether my urging them will be likely to make any differ*

as to the effect. Am I then about to preach merely because I

V

to say something, or because I have something to say?”
It is true, a man cannot expect constant success in his ondeavoi

hut he is not very likely to succeed in any thing that is not even
object of Ms endeavours.

SSmilStyof
spiking as if one , had something to say, is probably v

writing. Bishop Butler means by the expression of a man’s writing “
i

simplicity and in earnest. ” Ifis manner has this advantage, tho
it is not only inelegant, but often obscure; Dr* Paley’a is equ
earnest, and very perspicuous : and though often homely, is »
impressive than that of many of our most polished writers. I

easy to discern the prevalence of these two different manneri
different authors, respectively, and to perceive the very diffbj

produced hy them; it is not so easy for one who is not re
u with simplicity and in earnest, ” to .assume the appears

ofat* But certainly nothing is more adverse to tins appears

»so» why m
Author’s mtm are often more spa
and more interesting than theresto
work. ...

•
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m over-refinement. Any expression indeed that is vulgar, in

i taste, and unsuitable to the dignity of the subject, or of the

3asion, is to he avoided; since, though it might have, with some
arers, an energetic effect, this would be more than counterbalanced

the disgust produced in others ; and where a small accession of

lergy is to be gained at the expense of a great sacrifice of

egance, the latter will demand a preference. But still, the

neral rule is not to be lost sight of by him who is in earnest aiming
the true ultimate end of the orator, to which all others are to he
ide subservient ; viz, not the amusement of his hearers, nor their

miration of himself, but their Conviction or Persuasion.

It is from this view of the subject that I have dwelt most on that

.ality of style which seems most especially adapted to that object,

3rspicuity is required in all compositions ; and may even be con-

lered as the ultimate end of a Scientific writer, considered as such,

e may indeed practically increase his utility by writing so as to

cite curiosity, and recommend his subject to general attention

;

it in doing so, he is, in some degree, superadding the office of

e Orator to his own; as a Philosopher, he may assume the

istence in his reader of a desire for knowledge, and has only to

nvey that knowledge in language that may be dearly understood,

f the style of the Orator, (in the wide sense in which I have been
ling this appellation, as including all who are aiming at Conviction,)

e appropriate object is to impress the meaning strongly upon men’s
inds. Of the Poet, again, as such, 72 the ultimate end is to give

easure

;

and accordingly Elegance or Beauty (in the most extern*

re sense of those terms) will be the appropriate qualities of his

nguage.

§ 3 .

Some indeed have contended, that to give pleasure is not the Beauty of

timate end of Poetry

;

78 not distinguishing between the object apprnprUto

hieh the Poet may have in view, as a man, and that which is the p55tS2f*
0

)ject of Poetry, as Poetry. Many, no doubt, may have proposed diction.

> themselves the far more important object of producing moral
iprovement in their hearers through the medium of Poetry ; and
> have others, the inculcation of their own political or philosophical

n§ts ; or, (as is supposed in the case of the Georgies,) the encotxr-

rement of Agriculture. But if the views of the individual are to

3 taken into account, it should he considered that the personal fame
* emolument of the author is very frequently his ultimate object,

he true test is easily applied: that which to competent judges
fords the appropriate pleasure of Poetry, is good poetry, whether
answer any other purpose or not ; that which does not afford this

73 See Bishop Copleston’s “ Lectures 73 Supported in some degree by the
i Poetry.” authority of Horace:—

Avtprodem wlurd, aut ddedart Poeke,
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Poetry Scot

constituted
such by thi
thoughts.

Ohtlnctlon
of Poetry
snd Prose.

216 tm
pleasure, however instructive it may he, is not good Poetry, th

it may be a valuable work
It may be doubted, however, how far these remarks apply t

question respecting Beauty of style; since the chief gratific

afforded by Poetry arisen, it may bo said, from the beauty o

thoughts* And undoubtedly if these be mean and common-j
the Poetry will be worth little ; but still, it is not any quality o

thoughts that constitutes Poetry. Notwithstanding all that has
advanced by some French critics,

14
to prove that a work, n

metre, may be a Poem, (which doctrine was partly derived fr<

misinterpretation of a passage in Aristotle’s “rooties,” 74

)
univ

opinion has always given a contrary decision. Any compositic

verse, (and none that is not,) is always called, whether good or

a Poem, hy all who have no favourite hypothesis to maintain,

indeed a common figure of speech to say, in speaking of any <

that is deficient in the qualities which Poetry ought to exhibit,

it is not a Poem
;
just as we say of one who wants the charact

tic excellences of the species, or the sex, that he is not a mo
and thus some have been led to confound together the appropi

excellence of the thing in question, with its essence ;
77 but the ui

such an expression as, an “ indifferent ” or a **duM Poem” si

plainly that the title of Poetry does not necessarily imply the n
site beauties of Poetry.

Poetry is not distinguished from Prose by superior Beaut
thought or of expression, but is a distinct kind of compositic

and they produce, when each is excellent in its kind, distinct k
of pleasure. Try the experiment, of merely breaking qp the met
structure of a fine Poem, and you will fmd it inflated and bombi
Prose: 7® remove this defect hy altering the words and the arrai

ment, and it will be better Prose than before ; then, arrange

u See Preface to
44 T6l6m&que.”

u xSyet has been erroneously in-
terpreted language without metre, m a
passage where it certainly means metre
without music; or, as he calls it in another
passage of tho same work,

70 I dare do all that may become a
man *

Who dares do more, is «o»e.”—
' „ ,

Macbeth,
77 It is perhaps hardly necessary to

remark that I do not mean to employ the
word u

essential ” in a sente which it

Sometimes bears, viz. important* The
emstial circumstance in ‘VPreaco-paint-
mg,** is thM-ffee colours are laid on wet

ww aq.ua loros entail nave
beeufu^ed; Butno cue would
he ua^deiitood tomean by this, that these

are of more oomefumm
m more essential) than
s a*ta^s genius. So, in

thoughts is a more Important am
that sense, a more essential elreumafc
than metre.

78 I wish it to be observed, that 1

not defending or seeking to Introduce
unusual or now sense or the word Po«
but. on the contrary, explaining
vindicating that which is the most
ternary among all men who have no
tioular theory to support. The ma?
mankind often need, indeed, to have
meaning of a word (i.e. their mm m<
ing) explained and d&vdoped; butn<
have it determined what it shall m
since that is determined by their use;
true sense ofeaoh word being, that w.
U understood fty #,

7® Hence the impropriety of the p:
tico, hy no means uncommon, of lean
a tmymmfrrm i|s poetry, . It is .

learning litany in a fimer-gan
which if filled with what are, to

-

ernmentalde
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a into metre, without any other change, and it will he tame and

Poetry ;
but still it will be Poetry, as is indicated by the very

are it will incur; for if it were not, there would be no fault to

>und with it ;
since, while it remained Prose, it was (as we have

osed) unexceptionable. The circumstance that the same Style

h was even required in one kind of composition, proved offensive

,e other, shows that a different kind of language is suitable for

nposition in metre.

nother indication of the essential difference between the two

s of composition, and of the superior importance of the expres-

in Poetry, is, that a good translation of a Poem, (though,

aps, strictly speaking, what is so called is rather an imitationj

80
)

ad by one well-acquainted with the original, with equal or even

rior pleasure to that which it affords to one ignorant of that

nal ;
whereas the best translation of a Prose-work, (at least of

not principally valued for beauty of style,) will seldom be read

ae familiar with the original. And for the same reason, a fine

age of Poetry will be re-perused, with unabated pleasure, for

wentieth time, even by one who knows it by heart .
81

ccording to the views here taken, good Poetry might be defined,

ogant cmd decorated language , in metre, expressing such and

thoughts and good Prose-composition, “such and such

fits expressed in good language:” that which is primary in each,

r subordinate in the other,

§ 4 .

hat has been said may be illustrated as fully, not, as it might

>ut as is suitable to the present occasion, by the following pass- Pros© and

from Dr. A. Smith’s admirable fragment of an “ Essay on the wSigami
ative Arts:”-—“Were I to attempt to discriminate between

ung and any other kind of movement, I should observe, that ma singing.

gh in performing any ordinary action,—in walking, for example,

js the room, a person may manifest both grace and agility,

if he betrays the least intention of showing either, he is sure

ffending more or less, and we never fail to accuse him of

! degree of vanity and affectation. In the performance of

such ordinary action, every one wishes to appear to be solely

pied about the proper purpose of the action
; if he means to

- either grace or agility, he is careful to conceal that meaning;

in proportion as he betrays it, which be almost always does,

ffends. In Dancing, on the contrary, every one professes and
r
s, as it were, the intention of displaying some degree either of

jid accordingly it should be oh- is a far less fault in Poetry than in Prose.
I, that, as all admit, none but a poet For Poetry, if it be worth muling at all,

e qualified to translate a poem. is worth reading over and over: which it

fence it is that the want of complete will be, if it be sufficiently intelligible, on
acuity (such i.e. as puts the reader a first perusal, to excite vivid and pleas-

ityin possession of the whole sense) ing emotions.
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grace or of agility, or of both. The display of one or other, <

of these qualities, is, in reality, the proper purpose of the %

and there can never bo any disagreeable vanity or affectat

following out the proper purpose of any action. When we
any particular person, that he gives himself many affected ai

graces in Dancing, we mean either that ho exhibits airs and
unsuitable to the nature of the Dance, or that he exaggerates

which arc suitable. Every Dance is, in reality, a succession

and graces of some kind or other, which, if I may say so, i

themselves to be such. The steps, gestures, and motions whl

it were, avow the intention of exhibiting a succession of such ai

graces, are the steps, gestures, and motions which are pecu]

Dancing The distinction between the sounds or to

Singing, and those of Speaking, seems to be of the same kin
that between the steps, <fce.» of Dancing, and those of any
ordinary action. Though in Speaking a person may show ;

agreeable tone of voice, yet if he seems to intend to show it,-

appears to listen to the sound of his own voice, and as it w
tune it into a pleasing modulation, he never fails to offend, as

of a most disagreeable affectation. In Speaking, as in every

ordinary action, we expect and require that the speaker should \

only to the proper purpose of the action,—the clear and d
expression of what ho has to say. In Singing, on the con

every one professes the intention to please by the tone and ci

of his voice ; and he not only appears to be guilty of no disagr

affectation in doing so, but we expect and require that he should
To please by the Choice and Arrangement of agreeable sou*

the proper purpose of all music, vocal as well as instrumental

we always expect that every one should attend to the proper pi

of whatever action he is performing. A person may appear tc

as well as to dance, affectedly ; he may endeavour to plea

sounds and tones which are unsuitable to the nature of the so
he may dwell too much on those which are suitable to it. T1
agreeable affectation appears to consist always, not in attempt
please by a proper, but by some improper modulation of the v

It is only necessary to add, (what seems evidently to have
in the author’s mind, though the Dissertation is left unfinished
Poetry has the same relation to Prose, as Dancing to Walkinj
Singing to Speaking

; and that what has been said of then

apply exactly, mutatia mutemdw, to the other. It is needl
State this at length

; as any one, by going over the passage
cited, merely substituting for 41 Singing,” “Poetry ”—for “ i

big,” “Prom,”—for “voice,” “Language” kc. f will at one
ceive the coincidence.82
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hat has been said will not he thought an unnecessary digres-

by any one who considers (not to mention the direct application

r. Smith’s remarks, to Elocution) the important principle thus

dished in respect of the decorations of style ; viz. that though

possible for a poetical 4 style to be affectedly and offensively

nented, yet the same degree and kind of decoration which is

>nly allowed, but required, in Verse, would in Prose be disgust-

and that the appearance of attention to the Beauty of the

jssion, and to the Arrangement of the words, which in Verse is

itial, is to be carefully avoided in Prose.

id since, as Dr, Smith observes, “ such a design, when it

s, is almost always betrayed;” the safest rule is, never, during

,ct of composition, to study Elegance, or think about it at all.

m author study the best models—mark their beauties of stylo,

dwell upon them, that he may insensibly catch the habit of

jssing himself with Elegance ; and when he has completed any

>osition, he may revise it, and cautiously alter any passage that

kward and harsh, as well as those that are feeble and obscure i

et him never, while writing,
think of any beauties of style ; but

mt himself with such as may occur spontaneously. He should

‘ully study Perspicuity as he goes along
;
he may also,, though

i cautiously, aim, in like manner, at Energy; but if h© is

avouring after Elegance, he will hardly fail to betray that

avour ; and in proportion as he does this, he will be so far from

g pleasure, to good judges, that he will offend more than by

udest simplicity.

Elegance of
style In
prose not to
be thought
of during
the act of
writing.



PART IV.

01? ELOCUTION.

Cha.P, I .—General Considerations rehtive to Elocution.

§ 1 .

On the importance of this branch, it is hardly necessary to
any remark. Pew need to be told that the effect of the
perfect composition may be entirely destroyed, even by a Del;
which does not render it unintelligible that one, whic
inferior both in matter and style, may produce, if better spe
a more powerful effect than another which surpasses it in
those points

;
and that oven such an Elocution as docs not

the effect of what is said, may yet fall far short of doing
justico to it.

.

“ What would you have said,"—observed TEscli
when his recital of his great rival’s celebrated Speech on
Crown was received with a burst of admiration,—" what w
you have said, had you hoard him speak it 1”

Tim subject is far from having failed to engage attention,
the prevailing deficiency of this, more than of any other quali
tion of a perfect Orator, many have complained

;
and several

laboured to remove it : but it may safely be asserted, that 1

endeavours have been, at the very best, entirely unsueoes
Probably not a single instance could be found of any one
has attained, by the study of any system of instruction that
hitherto appeared, a really good Delivery; but there are man
probably nearly as many as have fully tried the experimer
who have by this means been totally spoiled ;—who have £
irrecoverably into an affected style of spouting, worse, ir

respects, than their original mode of Delivery. Many accordi
have, not unreasonably, conceived a disgust for the subject
gether; considering it hopeless that Elocution should be ta
by any rules; and acquiescing in the conclusion that it is t
Raided as entirely a gift of nature, or an accidental acquirer
\«|*aetoee.

.

*

,.,g
» to counteract the prejudice which may result from 1

it needful to profess in tke out

and to lay clar
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e degree of originality in my own. Novelty affords at least

pening for liope; and the only opening, when former attempts

b met with total failure.
1

§ 2 .

'he requisites of Elocution correspond in great measure with
§f0

q
c^t

s

j^
s of

se of Style : Correct Enunciation
,
in opposition both to indis-

1

•t utterance, and to vulga/r and ‘provincial pronunciation, may
considered as answering to Purity, Grammatical Propriety,

absence of Obsolete#or otherwise Unintelligible words. These
lities, of Style, and of Elocution, being equally required in

imon conversation, do not fall within the proper province of

itoric. The three qualities, again, which have been treated of,

ler the head of Style, viz. Perspicuity, Energy, and Elegance,

f be regarded as equally requisites of Elocution ; which, in

er to be perfect, must convey the meaning clearly, forcibly, and
eeably.

§ 3 .

More, however, I enter upon any separate examination of Reading and

se requisites, it will be necessary to premise a few remarks on
8pe$' * l,g *

distinction between the two branches of Delivery ; viz*, Read-
aloud, and Speaking. The object of correct Reading is, to

.vey to the hearers, through the medium of the car, what is

.veyed to the reader by the eye ;—to put them in the same
lation with him who has the book before him;—to exhibit to

m, in short, by the voice, not only each word, but also all the

ps, paragraphs, italic characters, notes of interrogation, &c.
2

ich his sight presents to him. His voice seems to indicate to

m, “ thus and thus it is written in the book or manuscript

ore me.”

Impressive reading superadds to this, some degree of adaptation impressive

the tones of voice to the character of the subject, and of the
ro<wUng*

le.
* ,

, ........ ,p ,,

....

This is, in substance, one of Bacon’s
torisms.

It may be said, indeed, that even
rable Reading aloud, supplies more
a is exhibited by a book to the eye

}

:e though italics, e,g. indicate which
*d is to receive the emphasis, they do
point out the tone in which it is to be
flounced j which may be essential even
he right understanding of the sentence.
?. in such a sentence as in Genesis i.

od said, Let there be light
j and there

light here we can in.dicate indeed
:be eye that the stress is to be upon
m; ” but it may be pronounced in
erent tones j one of which would alter
sense, by implying that there torn light
mdy.

This is true indeed $ and it is also true,
that the very words themselves are not
always presented to the eye with the same
distinctions as are to be conveyed to the
ear

| as, e.g.
u abuse,” “refuse,” “pro-

ject,” and many others, are pronounced
differently, as nouns and as verbs. This
ambiguity, however, in our written signs,
as well as the other, relative to the em-
phatic words. are Imperfections which will
not mislead a moderately practised reader.
My meaning, in saying that such Reading
as I am speaking of puts the hearers in the
same situation as if the book were before
them, is to be understood on the suppo-
sition of their being able not only to read,
but to read so as to take in the mil sense
of what is written.

I;
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What is often termedJim Reading seems to convey, in ad<

to these, a kind of admonition to the hearers respecting the

ings which the composition ought to excite in them: it ap
to say, "This deserves your admiration ;—this is sublime

is pathetic, &c.”

speaking. Rut Speaking, i. e. natural speaking, when the Speaker is t

mg his own sentiments, and is thinking exclusively of then

something in it distinct from all this : it conveys, by the s<

which reach the ear, the idea, that what is said is the imme
effusion of the Speaker’s own mind, whichJm is desirous of im
mg to others* A decisive proof of which is, that if any one
hears the voice of another, to whom he 5s an utter strang

suppose in the next room—without being able to catch the j

of what is said, he will hardly ever be for a moment at a lc

decide whether he is Reading or Speaking; and this, thougl

hearer may not be one who has ever paid any critical attenti

the various modulations of the human voice. So wide is fch<

fcrencc of the tones employed on these two occasions, h
subject what it may.3

Attention The difference of effect produced is proportionally great

withsym- personal sympathy felt towards one who appears to be deliv
iwtthy. his own sentiments, is such, that it usually rivets the after

even involuntarily, though to a discourse which appears h
worthy of it* It is not easy for an auditor to fall asleep whi
is hearing even perhaps feeble reasoning clothed in indiffi

language, delivered extemporaneously, and in an unaffected s

whereas it is common for men to find a difficulty in keeping t

selves awake, while listening even to a good dissertation, oJ

same length, or even shorter, on a subject, not uninterestin

them, when read
,
though with propriety, and not in a Into

manner. And the thoughts, even of those not disposed f
drowsy, are apt to wander, unless they use an effort from till

time to prevent it
; while, on the other hand, it is notes

difficult to withdraw our attention, even from a trifling talk

whom we are weary, and to occupy the mind with reflectioi

its own.
Of the two branches of Elocution which have been

mentioned, it might at first sight appear as if one only, th

* “At every sentence let them ask them-
selves this question

; How should I otter
were I tpeaMng It as my own imme-

diate sentiments ?~I have often tried an
^arfipeftt to show the treat difference
hegweea these two modes of utterance, the
mltMl and tile artificial , which was, that

;
* ******* of vivacity deiiver-

Utafe sentiments with energy, and of

Sato? finish
thatvarloty of to**®* whlch

relative to the topic of conversation
it was surprising to seewhat an tom
Chengs therewas ha his Delivery, fre

moment he began to read. A dll

pitch of voice took placeof his nature
and a tedious uniformity of cadenci
ceeded to a spirited variety? insomuc
a blind man could, hardly conceft
person who read to he the same wh
Just been speaking.’*—Sheridan, a
Beading,
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Speaker, came tinder the province of Rhetoric. But it will

evident, on consideration, that both must be, to a certain ?ng, con-

nt, regarded as connected with our present subject; not merely ^
e
h
c

e\
e

0

d
rî #

ith

nse many of the same principles are applicable to both,

because any one who delivers (as is so commonly the case)

dtten composition of his own, may be reckoned as belonging

ither class
; as a Reader who is the author of what he reads,

is a Speaker who supplies the deficiency of his memory by
ing. And again, in the (less common) case where a speaker

lelivering without book, and from memory alone, a written

position, either his own or another’s, though this cannot

brietness be called Reading, yet the tone of it will be very

ly to resemble that of Reading. In the other case,—that

re the author is actually reading his own composition,—he

be still more likely, notwithstanding its being his own, to

roach, in the Delivery of it, to the Elocution of a Reader;

,
on the other hand, it is possible for him, even without

Lally deceiving the hearers into the belief that he is speaking

>mpore, to approach indefinitely near to that style.

'he difficulty however of doing this, to one who has the

ing actually before him, is considerable : and it is of course

greater when the composition is not his own. And as it is

tent from what has been said, that this (as it may be called)

emporaneous style of Elocution, is—in any case where it is

improper—much the more impressive, it becomes an
resting inquiry, how the difficulty in question may be best

nounted.

§±.

ittle, if any, attention has been bestowed on this point by the

bers on Elocution
;
the distinction above pointed out between Elocution,

ding and Speaking, having seldom, or never, been precisely

ed, and dwelt on. ... Several however have written elaborately

“good Reading,” or on Elocution, generally; and it is not to

denied, that some ingenious and (in themselves) valuable

larks have been thrown out relative to such qualities in Elocu-

t as might be classed under the three heads I have laid down,
Perspicuity, Energy, and Elegance : but there is one principle

ning through all their precepts, which being, according to my
vs, radically erroneous, must (if those views be correct) vitiate

ry system founded on it. The principle I mean is, that in

er to acquire the best style of Delivery, it is requisite to fix

attention on the voice;—to study analytically the emphases,
es, pauses, degrees of loudness, <fcc., which give the proper
ct to each passage that is well delivered—to frame rules

aded on the observation of these—and then, in practice,

ii
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Excellence
in mutter
iuid tn de-

deliberately and carefully to conform the utterance to theitff

so as to form a complete artificial system of Elocution.
* That such a plan not only directs m into a circuitous

difficult path, towards an object which may be reached
shorter and sferaighter, but also, in most instances, comp
fails ‘of that very object, and even produces, oftener. th&fj

effects the very reverse of what is designed, is a doctrt
which it will be necessary to offer some reasons; especially
is undeniable that the system here reprobated, as employed i

case of ElomMm, is precisely that recommended and taui
this very Treatise, in respect of the conduct of Arguments.
analyzing the best compositions, and observing what kin
arguments, and what modes of arranging them, in each
prove most successful, general rules have been framed, whi
author is recommended studiously to observe in Compos:
and this is precisely the procedure which, in Elocutu
deprecate.

The reason for making such a difference in these two ca

,t.m in ue~
,

this : whoever (as Dr. A. Smith remarks in the passage
!

aimed at
citec*4) «PP®aw to he attending to his own utterance, whicl
almost inevitably tn) the case with every one who is doing
sure to give offence, and to be censured for an affected deli

because every om is expected to attend exclusively to the p
object of the action he is engaged in; which, in this case, i

expression of the thougto^~not the sound of the expresi
Whoever therefore ltwrilflind endeavours to apply in pra
any artificial rules of Elocution, so as deliberately to mod
his voice conformably to the principles he has adopted, (hoi
just they may be in themselves,) will hardly ever fail to b
his intention

; which always gives offence when perceived. 1
meats, on the contrary, must be deliberately framed. Wh
any one’s course of reasoning be sound and judicious, or not
necessary, and it is expected, that it should be the resu
thought. No one, as Dr* Smith observes, is charged
affectation for giving his attention to the proper object o
action he is engaged in* As therefore the proper object o:

Orator is to adduce convincing Arguments, and topic
Persuasion, there is nothing offensive in his appearing delibei
to aim at this object* He may indeed weaken the force of
is urged^by too great an appearance of elaborate compositic
by exciting suspicion of rhetorical trick; but he is so far
feing mpected to pay no attention to the sense of what be

* most powerful argument would lose much of its i

*tere supposed t > have been thrown out usually, m
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dom. Here therefore tlie employment of a regular system
founded on just principles) can produce no such ill effect as in

i case of Elocution : since the habitual attention which that

plies, to the choice and arrangement of arguments, is such as

st ' take place, at any rate; whether it he conducted on any
bled principles or not. The only difference is, that he who
ceeds on a correct system, will think and deliberate concerning

course of his Beasoning, to better pwrpose, than he who does

i : he will do well and easily
,
what the other does ill, and with

re labour. Both alike must bestow their attention on the

titer of what they say, if they would produce any effect
;
both

not only allowed, but expected to do so.

Che two opposite modes of proceeding therefore, which are

ommended in respect of these two points, (the Argument and
Delivery,) are, in fact, both the result of the same circum-

ace
;

viz., that the speaker is expected to bestow his whole
nation on the proper business of his speech

;
which is, not the

•cution, but the matter. 6

§5-

Vhen however I protest against all artificial systems of Elocu- Natural stylo

i, and all direct attention to Delivery, at the time, it must not
01 * ocwtun *

supposed that a general inattention to that point is recom-

lded; or that the most perfect Elocution is to be attained by
er thinking at all on the subject

;
though it may safely be

:med that even this negative plan would succeed far better

n a studied modulation. But it is evident that if any one
hes to assume the Speaker as far as possible, L e., to deliver a

tten composition with some degree of the manner and effect

me that is extemporaneous, he will have a considerable diffi-

sy to surmount : since though this may be called, in a certain

3e, the Natural Manner, it is far from being what he will

.rally, i.e., spontaneously, fall into. It is by no means natural

any one to read as if he were not reading, but speaking.

1 again, even when any one is reading what he does not wish

deliver as his own composition, as, for instance, a portion of

Scriptures, or the Liturgy, it is evident that this may be
.e better or worse, in infinite degrees

;
and that though

sording to the views here taken) a studied attention to the

nds uttered, at thb time of uttering them, leads to an affected

, offensive delivery, yet, on the other hand, an utterly careless

ler cannot be a good one.

Style occupies in some respects an at the time of composing, and how far tho
mediate place between these two ? in appearance of such attention is tolerated,

; degree each quality of it should or has been already treated of in the precede
Id not be made an object of attention ing Part.

Q
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Chat. II.

—

Artificial and Natural Methods compared*

§ 1 .

Heading. With a view to Perspicuity then,—the first requisite h

Delivery, viz. that quality which makes the meaning fully ui

stood by the hearers,—the great point is, that the Reside:

confine our attention for the present to that branch) should aj

to understand what he reads. If the composition be, in i

intelligible to the persons addressed, he will make them

understand it, by so delivering it. But to this end, it is

enough that he should himself aciimlly understand it:

possible, notwithstanding, to read it m if he did not. An
like manner with a view to the quality* which has been here c

Energy, it is not sufficient that he should himself feel, an

impressed with the force of what he utters; he may, not''

standing, deliver it as if he were unimpressed.

§ 2 .

Sheridan. The remedy that has beeifcommonly proposed for these del

is to point out in such a work, for Instance, as the Liturgy, u

words ought to be marked as emphatic,—in what places the '

is to be suspended, raised, lowered, <fcc. One of the best wi

on the subject, Sheridan, in bis u Lectures on the Art of I

mg,” 6 (whose remarks on many points coincide with the prine

here laid down, though he differs from me on the main que:

—as to the System to be practically followed with a view tc

proposed object,) adopted a peculiar set of marks for denoting

different pauses, emphases, &c., and applied these, with ac<

panying explanatory observations, to the greater part of

Liturgy, ana to an Essay subjoined;7 recommending that

habit should be formed of regulating tbe voice by his marks;

that afterwards readers should “ write out such parts as they i

to deliver properly, without any of the usual stops; and, i

'having considered them well, mark the pauses and emphase

the new signs which have been annexed to them, according tc

best of their judgment,” &c. #
To the adoption of any such artificial scheme there are t

weighty objections
;

first, that the proposed -system must n<

sadly be imperfect; secondly, that if it were perfect, it would
circuitous path to the object in view; and thirdly, that eve

8 See note, ch. i. § 3. It is tp be ob- Walker’s 5 but to alt such systems
served, however, that most of the obj<sc- rally ; as may be seen from what is a

Uoiis I have adduced do not apply to this the present section.
brUiabsystem in particular? to Sheri- r See Appendix pSTJ.
dan’s, for instance, a3 distinguished from
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7

h those objections were removed, the object would not be
ctually obtained.

first, such a system must necessarily be imperfect
;
because

ugh the emphatic word in each sentence may easily be pointed mni system,

in writing, no variety of marks that could be invented-—not

n musical Notation8—would suffice to indicate the different
9 in which the different emphatic words should be pronounced;

ugh on this depends frequently the whole force, and even sense

he expression. Take, as an instance, the words of Macbeth
he witches’ cave, when he is addressed by one of the Spirits

ch they raise, " Macbeth ! Macbeth ! Macbeth 1” on which he
laims, "Had I three ears I’d hear thee;” no one would dis-

s that the stress is to be laid on the word "three;” and thus
di might be indicated to the reader’s eye ; but if he had no
ig else to trust to, he might chance to deliver the passage m
i a manner as to be utterly absurd; for it is possible to pro
nee the emphatic word " three,” in such a tone as to indicate

»

u since he has but two ears he cannot hear.” Again, the
>wing passage, (Mark iv. 21,) " Is a candle brought to be put
er a bushel, or under a bed,” I have heard so pronounced as
nply that there is no other alternative

:

and yet the emphasis
laid on the right words. It would be moreover a task almost
illy hopeless to attempt adequately to convey, by any written
ks, precise directions as to the rate,—the degree of rapidity
lowness,—with which each sentence and clause should be de~
•ed. Longer and shorter pauses may indeed be easily denoted

;

marks may be used, similar to those in music, to indicate,
irally, quick, slow, or moderate time; but it is evident that
variations which actually take place are infinite—far beyond
b any marks could suggest; and that much of the force of
b is said depends on the degree of rapidity with which it is

red; chiefly on the relative rapidity of one part in comparison
lother. For instance, in such a sentence as the following, in
of the Psalms, which one may usually hear read at one uni-
i rate; "All men that see it shall say, This hath God done; for
shall perceive that it is his work ;” the four words, " this
God clone,

^ though monosyllables, ought to occupy very
* *ess time iriPtitterance than all the rest of the verse together,
idly, But were it even possible to bring to the highest per- OlrtroUmuh
on the proposed system of marks, it would still be a circuitous SSnlf*
to the desired end. Suppose it could be completely indi- w<*m.

1 to the eye, in what tone each word and sentence should be
ounced according to the several occasions, the learner might

id even in Music, the Notation, leaves much to he supplied by the inteHLmore complete than any gene©, taste, and feeling’ of the perfonS.:ould be adapted to Speaking yet » See drat note, ch. i. * 3.
P

Q 2
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ask, “ But why should this tone suit the awful,—this, the path

—this, the narrative style } why is this mode of delivery ado]

for a command,—this, for an exhortation,—this, for a supp

tion r &e. The only answer that could be given, is, that t

tones, emphases, are a part of the language that nature

custom, which is a second nature, suggests spontaneously t

different modes of giving expression to the different thong

feelings, and designs, which are present to the mind of any

who, without study, is speaking in earnest his own sentiim

Then, if this be the case, why not leave nature to do her

work ? Impress but the mind fully with the sentiments, h
be uttered; withdraw the attention from the sound, ami fix i

the sense; and nature, or habit, will spontaneously suggest

proper delivery- That this will be the ease, is not only true,

is the very supposition on which the artificial system proce

for it professes to teach the mode of delivery naturally ada

to each occasion. It is surely, therefore, a circuitous path th

proposed, when the learner is directed, first to consider how

passage ought to be read l e. what mode of delivering each

of it would spontaneously occur to him, if he were attending

elusively to the matter of it (and this is what, it appears to

should atom be studied, and most attentively studied);—the]

observe all the modulations, &c. of voice, which take place in

a delivery; then, to note these down, by established mark

writing; and, lastly, to pronounce according to these marks,

seems like recommending, for the purpose of raising the hand t<

mouth, that he should first observe, when performing that a<

without thought of anything else, what muscles are contract©

in what degrees,—and in what order
;
then, that he

#

should

down these observations ;
and lastly, that he should, in confor:

with these notes, contract each 'muscle in due degree an

proper order
;
to the end that ho may be enabled, after all,

lift his hand to his mouth; which by supposition he had air

done. Such instruction is like that bestowed by Moliere’s

dantic tutor upon his Bourgeois OmtUhomm,
who was taugl:

his infinite surprise and delight, what configurations of the m
* he employed in pronouncing the several letters of the alpb

which he had been accustomed to utter all his life, without h
ing how .

10

Appearance 3. Lastly, waiving both the above objections, if a person <

*earn ^us to rea<* anc* sPe&k, as it were, by note, with the i

artSciai
fluency an<* accuracy as are attainable in the case of singing,

system, the desired object of a perfectly natural as well as correct fi

** Qu*e$t-ce que vous faitis quand vow
prononcesttQ? Maistjedis, 0/”—an answer,
which, if not savouring of Philosophical

analysis, gave at toast a good pri

solution or the problem.
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on, would never be in this way attained. The reader’s attention

sing fixed on his own voice, (which in singing, and there only,

allowed and expected,) the inevitable consequence would be
Lat he would betray inore or less his studied and artificial De-
very ;

and would, in the same degree, manifest an offensive

Fectation.

It should be observed, however, that, in the reading of the

iturgy especially, so many gross faults are become quite familiar

> many, from what they are accustomed to hear, if not from their

wn practice, as to render it peculiarly difficult to unlearn, or
ren detect them ;

and as an aid towards the exposure of such
ults, there may be great advantage in studying Sheridan’s ob-

rvations and directions respecting the delivery of it
;
provided

re be taken, in practice, to keep clear of his faulty principle, by
itkdrawing the attention from the sound of the voice, as care-

lly as he recommends It to be directed to that point.

§3.

The practical rule then to be adopted, in conformity with the Natural

inciples here maintained, is, not only to pay no studied atten- Sowtobe
on to the Voice, but studiously to withdraw the thoughts from 80Cured*

,
and to dwell as intently as possible on the Sense, trusting to

ituro to suggest spontaneously the proper emphases and tones.

Many persons are so far impressed with the truth of the doc-

ine here inculcated, as to acknowledge that u
it is a great fault

r a reader to be too much occupied with thoughts respecting his

vn voice;” and thus they think to steer a middle course between
)posite extremes. But it should be remembered that this middle
>urse entirely nullifies the whole advantage proposed by the plan
commended. A reader is sure to pay too much attention to his

)ice, not only if he pays any at all

,

but if he docs not strenuously

hour to withdraw his attention from it altogether.

He who not only understands fully what he is reading, but is

irnestly occupying his mind with the matter of it, will be likely

read as if he understood it, and thus to make others under-
and it ;

n and in like manner, with a vie# to the impressiveness

; the delivery, he who not only feels it, but is exclusively ab-

11 Who, for instance, that was really who Is not praying, i.e. addressing- the
inking of a resurrection from the dead, Deity, but addressing the audience

, and
mid ever tell any one that our Lord reciting a form of words for their in-
rose again from the dead (which is struction : and such is generally the case
common a mode of reading the Creed,) with those who are commended as “ fine
if He had done so more than once ? readers” of the Liturgy, Extemporaneous
It is to be observed, however, that it is prayers again are generally delivered, with
)t enough for a reader to have his mind spirit indeed, but (after the first few sea-
red on the nubjeat

;

without regard to the tcnccs) not as prayers, but as exhortations
ernion, &c. It is possible to read a prayer to the congregation,
ell, with the tone and maimer of a man
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sorbed with that feeling, will be likely to read as if be felt it,

to communicate the impression to bis hearers. But this cai

be the case if he is occupied with the thought of what their oph

will be of his reading, and, how his voice ought to be regula

—if, in short, he is thinking of hjmwlj] and, of course, in

same degree, abstracting his attention from that which ougb

occupy it exclusively.

It is not, indeed, desirable, that in reading the Bible, for

ample, or anything which is not intended to appear as his <

composition, he should deliver what are, avowedly, allot!

sentiments, in the same style, as if they were such as arose in

own mind ; but it is desirable that he should deliver them i

he were reporting another’s sentiments, which were both f

understood, and felt in all their force by the reporter ; and

only way to do this effectually,—with such modulations of v<

&c. as are suitable to each word and passage,—is to fix his n
earnestly on the meaning, and leave nature and habit to sug

the utterance.

H*
Some may, perhaps, suppose that this amounts to the s

thing as taking no pains at all; and if, with tins impression, i

attempt to try the experiment of a natural Delivery, their

success will probably lead them to censure the proposed met]

for the failure resulting from their own mistake. In truth, it 1

no means a very easy task, to fix the attention on the meaning

the manner and to the degree now proposed. The thoughts of

who is reading anything very familiar to him, are apt to wax

to other subjects, though perhaps such as are connected with i

which is before him. If, again, it be something new to him
is apt (not indeed to wander to another subject, but) to get

start, as it were, of his readers, and to be thinking, while uttej

each sentence, not of that, but of the sentence which comes n

And in both cases, if he is careful to avoid those faults, an

desirous of reading well, it is a matter of no small difficulty,

calls for a constant effort, to prevent the mind from wandering

another direction
;

viz. into thoughts respecting bis own voie<

respecting the effect produced by each sound,—the approba

be hopes for from the bearers, <fec. And this is the prevai

fault of those who are commonly said to take great pains in t

reading; pains which will always be taken in vain with a viev

the true object to be aimed at, as long as the effortw thusapp
in a wrong direction. With a view, indeed, to a*very diffei

object, the approbation bestowed on the reading, this artifi

delivery will often be more successful than the natural. Pomp
spouting, and many other descriptions of unnatural tone
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asured cadence, are frequently admired by many as excellent

ding; which admiration is itself a proof tliat it is not deserved;

when the delivery is really good, the hearers (except any one

0 may deliberately set himself to observe and criticise) never

nk about it.
,
but are exclusively occupied with the sense it

iveys, and the feelings it excites.

Still more to increase the difficulty of the method here recoin- A<ivant)w‘H

nded, (for it is no less wise than honest to take a fair view of JPo”hui(wn>y

ficulties,) this circumstance is to be noticed, that he who is

leavouring to bring it into practice, is in a great degree pre- manner,

ded from the advantage of imitation. A person who hears

1 approves a good reader in the Natural mannery may, indeed,

far imitate him with advantage, as to adopt his -plan
,
of fixing

attention on the matter, and not thinking about his voice;

t this very plan, evidently, by its nature, precludes any further

itation; for if, while reading, he is thinking of copying the

inner of his model, he will, for that very reason, be unlike that

del; the main principle of the proposed method being, care-

ly to exclude every such thought. Whereas any artificial

item may as easily be learned by imitation as the notes of a
ig‘

Practice also (i. e. private practice for the sake of learning) is

ich more difficult in the proposed method
;
because, the rule im wwVy*

ing, to use such a delivery as is suited, not only to the matter

what is said, but also, of course, to the place and occasion

,

and ofihmmttmii

is, not by any studied modulations, but according to the spon-
mmnm

icous suggestions of the matter, place, and occasion, to one
lose mind is fully and exclusively occupied with these, it follows,

at he who would practise this method in private, must, by a
*ong effort of a vivid imagination, figure to himself a place and
occasion which are not present

; otherwise, he will either be
Inking ofhis delivery

,
(which is fatal to his proposed object,) or

ie will use a delivery suited to the situation in which he actually

and not, to that for which he would prepare himself. Any
stem, on the contrary, of studied emphasis and regulation of the
ice, may he learned in private practice, as easily as singing.

§ A

It has been thought best, as has been above said, to state fairly
jJS*

e difficulties of a regular training in really good elocution; not, iwfeutikm.

course, with a view to discourage exertion for an object so xm*
rtant, but as a reason for labouring the more sedulously to
ercome those difficulties.

In fact, nothing tends more to discourage assiduous study in

is department, than the ill effect produced by the faulty methods
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commonly in use. For when it is found—as it too often will—that those who have taken most pains in the study, act

themselves even worse than those who have wholly neglected

the natural result will be, that, instead of inquiring whetht
better plan might not be adopted, men will he apt to sit tic

contented with the ordinary slovenly style of delivery, suppos
that whatever superiority any one may manifest is altogethc

gift of nature.

Accordingly, little or no care is usually taken, either in schc

or in private families, to teach young persons to read well W
is called the “ English-master” in most seminaries, is usuall]

person of very humble qualifications
;
and for the most part, eit)

contents himself with making his pupils “ mind their stops,”

else teaches them an affected spout. And the consequence
that, of men otherwise well-educated, a considerable number j

found to have acquired an offensively artificial delivery, and a

greater number, a habit of reading as if they neither felt nor ei

understood what they read.

And even men of good sense and good taste, often acqui

through undesigned and unconscious imitation
,
an absurd style

reading those passages which they have been from infancy ace
tomed to hear ill-read by others. To the members of our Chiu
accordingly, the difficulty of reading the Liturgy with spirit,

even with propriety, is greatly enhanced by the long establish

and inveterate faults to which almost every one’s cars are becoi

familiar; so that such a delivery as would shock any one of ev

moderate taste, in any other composition, he will, in this, be life

to tolerate, and to practise. Soma, e.g. in the Litany, m
u have mercy upon us, miserable sinners f and others, “ ha
mercy upon us, miserable sinners both laying the stress on
wrong word, and making the pause in the wrong place, so as

disconnect “ us” and “miserable sinners;” which the context i

quires us to combine. Every one, in expressing his own natui

sentiments, would say, “ have mercy upon us-miserable-singers.
Many are apt even to commit so gross an error, as to lay t'

chief stress on the words which denote the most important thing

without any consideration of the emphatic word of each sentenc
e. g. in the Absolution, many read, “ let us beseech Him to gra
us true repentance;” because, forsooth, “ true repentance” is i

important thing; not considering that, as it has been just me
tioned, it is not the new idea, and that to which the attentk
should be directed by the emphasis

;
the sense being, that sin

God pardoneth all that have true repentance, therefore, t

should “beseech Him to grant it to us”
addition to the other difficulties of reading the Liturgy we

it shbuld be mentioned, that prayer, thanksgiving, and the El
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l "when avowedly not of our own composition, should bo deli-

id as (what in truth they ought to be) the genuine sentiments

ur own minds at the moment of utterance; which is not the

with the Scriptures, or with anything pise that is read, not

essing to be the speaker’s own composition,

ut the department of education I am speaking of, instead

>eing entrusted to such persons as usually conduct it, is one

ih calls for the assiduous attention of some one well-qualified

oint of good taste and sound judgment. Let young persons

ccustomed much to reading aloud to a parent or other teacher

i qualified, and who shall be ready to point out and correct Jjfljjwirt

faults they may commit; and let this be done in strict con- jpvxiciocu*

lity with the principles above laid down,
^

Let the instructor, ti,m *

rdingly, remember that the pupils’ attention is then, and then

r
9
to be called to the sounds uttered, when the fault is one

ch he would wish corrected (and which indeed ho should be

ly to correct) in the utterance of ordinary conversation. E. G.

ly young persons have habits,—and such as, not seldom, grow

with them,—either of an indistinct pronunciation, which

:es .the vowels audible, while the consonants arc slurred, 1 * or of

-)ping the voice toAvard the close of each sentence so as to be

dy inaudible, or of rising into a scream, or of too rapid and

ied an utterance, or of some provincial vulgarity, 4e. All

1 faults should,—as has been said,—be corrected not in reading

r
9
but in ordinary speaking.

»ut on the other hand, all those faults of delivery, which,

igh common in reading, do not occur in ordinary speaking,

stitute a distinct class, and must be carefully indeed corrected,

in a totally different manner. For hardly any one in ordinary

rersation speaks as if he did not understand, or did not really

,n, what he is saying. In reference therefore to comet reading,

respect of the sense,) and mipresdve reading,—such m shall

fey the true import, and full force, of what is said,—the appeal

it be made to the learner’s own mind; and his attention should

trawnfrom the sound, to the seme of what he is reading. And
instructor should give admonitions, when needed, not, m in

other case, by saying “ You have pronounced that word wrong;
rounce it so and so:” or “You read too quick,” 4e< ; but
3ad that passage as if you understood it; read this suitably to

mmand, that, to an interrogation
, 4c. ; express the soon*'

—

exultation—the earnestness, 4c. of that passage, m if you were
ressing such a feeling of your own in your own words,” 4c.

'hat such an exercise as this, under a judicious guide, will

e most beneficial results, I am convinced from experience,

A. useful maxim as to this point, Is, to “take care of the consonant*, anti the
sis will take care of themselvc8. ,,,
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And if the study of Elocution, thus conducted, were made,
manifestly ought to he, an indispensable part of a liberal e

tion, I have no doubt that good reading would be no longc
exception, but the rule. For though the method I have
recommending, will not, as I have said, so readily and so <

accomplish Its object, as the opposite method does its own 6
on the other hand this latter is in reality no benefit at all, 1

great evil
;
while, on the other plan, the student is at leasi

on the right course, and will be in the way of indefinite!)

proving himself in after-life.

Learning by It is almost superfluous to remark, how utterly at variance
rot6,

all that I have been here recommending, is the practice of se

children to leam by heart and recite, before they are able tc

derstand, poems, chapters of the Bible, collects, to which
attach little or no meaning, while they repeat the words by
A habit of reading in an artificial tone, offensive to those of

taste, and tending to Impair the force of what is so read, is

natural result—though far from the worst13—of such a pra<

If any who have been thus brought up are found, in after-lb

have a good elocution,—and, I may add, to have their intelle

and moral powers unimpaired,— this must be, not in conseqr

of such a training, but in spite of it.

Chat. III .—Considerations arisingfrom the Differences

between Heading and Speaking*

§ 1 -

Some additional objections to the method I have recomraen
and some further remarks on the counterbalancing advantage

it, will be introduced presently, when I shall have first on
some observations on Speaking

,
and on that branch of Rea

which the most nearly approaches to it.

When any one delivers a written composition, of which h
or is supposed to profess himself, the author, he has peculiar <

culries to encounter, if his object be to approach as near!

possible to the extemporaneous style. It is indeed imposi

to produce the./^ effect of that style, while the audience
aware that the words he utters are before him : but he may
proach indefinitely near to such an effect ; and in proportion
ae succeeds in this object, the impression produced will be
greater.

n See Appendix [O],
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:t has been already remarked, how easy it is for the hearers to

p up their attention,—indeed, how difficult for them to with-

er it,—when they are addressed by one who is really speaking

hem in a natural and earnest manner; though perhaps the

sourse may be encumbered with a good deal of the repetition,

twardness of expression, and other faults, incident to extem-

aneous language
;
and though it be prolonged for an hour or

>, and yet contain no more matter than a good writer could

'e clearly expressed in a discourse of half an hour; which last,

ead to them, would not, without some effort on their part, have

cully detained their attention. The advantage in point of style,

angement, &c. of written, over extemporaneous discourses,

ch at least as any but the most accomplished orators can pro-

ie,) is sufficiently evident ;
14 and it is evident also that other

vantages, such as have been just alluded to, belong to the latter,

lich is to be preferred on each occasion, and by each orator, it

& not belong to the present discussion to inquire
;
but it is

dently of the highest importance, to combine
,
as far as possible,

each case, the advantages of both.

A. perfect familiarity with the rules laid down in the First Part

this Treatise, would be likely, it is hoped, to give the exfcem-

raneous orator that habit of quickly methodizing his thoughts

a given subject, which is essential (at least where no very long

^meditation is allowed) to give to a speech something of the

ight of argument, and clearness of arrangement, which charac-

‘ize good Writing.
15 In order to attain the corresponding ad-

ntage,—to impart to the delivery of a written discourse, some-
ng of the vivacity and interesting effect of real, earnest, speaking,

3 plan to be pursued, conformably with the principles I have

sn maintaining, is, for the reader to draw off his mind as much
possible from the thought that he is reading, as well as from

thought respecting his own utterance;—to fix his mind as

rnestly as possible on the matter
,
and to strive to adopt as his

m, and as his own at the moment of utterance, every sentiment

delivers;—and to say it to the audience, in the manner which

b occasion and subject spontaneously suggest to him who has

* Practice in public speaking generally,
iractice in speaking on the particular
jject in hand,—and (on each occasion)
meditation of the matter, and arrange-
mt, are aU circumstances of great con-
jnence to a speaker.
Nothing bat* a miraculous gift can su-
rsede these advantages. The Apostles,
:ordingly, were forbidden tome any pre

-

ditation, being assured that it
“ should

given them, in that same hour, what
jy should say;” and, when they found,
effect, this promise fulfilled to them, they

had experience, within themselves, of a
sensible miracle.

18 Accordingly, it may he remarked, that,

(contrary to what might at first sight bo
supposed,) though the preceding parts, as
well asthe present, are hitended for general
application, yet it is to the extemporary
speaker that the rules laid down in the
former Part (supposing them correct) will

be the most peculiarly useful : white the
suggestions offered in this last, respecting
Elocution, are more especially designed for
the use of the reader.

Comparative
advantages
of written
and extem-
porary
addresses.
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abstracted his mind both from all consideration of himselj

from the consideration that he is reading,

§ 2 .

The advantage of this Natural Manner— v’.c. the mi

which one naturally falls into who is really speaking, in eai

and with a mind twdmively intent on what he has to say—

be estimated from this consideration
;
that there are few (as

remarked in the preceding chapter) who do not speak so

give effect to what they are saying, Home, indeed, do this 1

better than others. Home have, m I observed above, in ord:

conversation, an indistinct or incorrect pronunciation,—an

barrassed and hesitating utterance, or a bad choice of words
hardly any one fails to deliver (when speaking earnestly) wh
does say, so as to convey the. sense, and the force of it, much
completely than even n good reader would, if those same v

were written down and read. The latter might, Indeed, be 3

approved; hut that is not the present question
; which is,

corning the impression made cm the hearers’ minds. It is

the polish of tint blade that is to be considered, or the grace

which it is brandished, but the keenness of the edge, and

weight of the stroke.

There is, indeed, as 1 have said, a wide difference betweer

ferent men, in respect of the degrees of impressiveness with w
in earnest conversation, they deliver their sentiments; hut it

safely be laid down, that he who delivers a written compos
with the same degree of spirit and energy with which he w
naturally speak on the same subject, has attained, not in<

necessarily, absolute perfection, but the utmost excellence at

able by him. Any attempt to outdo his own Natural mm
will inevitably lead to something worse than failure.

On the contrary, it can hardly be denied that the elocutie

most readers, even when delivering their own compositions,
(

pose, in the Pulpit,) is such as to convey the notion, at the

best, not that the preacher is expressing his own real sentimi

hut that he is making known to lus audience what is writte:

the book before him ; and, whether the composition is profess

the reader’s own, or not, the usual mode of delivery, though g
and decent, is so remote from the energetic style of real Nat
Speech, as to furnish, if one may so speak, a kind of rum
comment on all that is uttered, which says, “ I do not m
think, or feel, all this; I only mean to recite it with propi
and decorum:” and what is usually called fine Beading, «

superadds to this, (as has been above remarked,) a kind of ad
nation to the hearers, that they ought to believe, to feel, and to
mire, whatis read.
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§ 3.

b is easy to anticipate an objection which many will urge Natural

.nst, what they will call, a colloquial style of delivery; viz. Sbe'con”
0*

i it is undignified, and unsuitable to the solemnity of a serious, founded^th

especially, of a religious discourse. The objection is founded
e am iar ’

i mistake. Those who urge it, derive all their notions of a

rural Delivery from two, irrelevant, instances
;
that of ordinary

versation
,
the usual objects of which, and consequently its

al tone, are comparatively light ;—and, that of the coarse and
ravagant rant of vulgar fanatical preachers. But to conclude

b the objections against either of these styles, would apply to

Natural delivery of a man of sense and taste, speaking ear-

tly, on
t
a serious subject, and on a solemn occasion,—or that

would naturally adopt, and is here advised to adopt, such a

Le as those objected to, is no less absurd than, if any one, being

ommended to walk in a natural and unstudied manner, rather

,n in a dancing step, (to employ Dr. A. Smith’s illustration,) or

nmal march, should infer that the natural gait of- a clown fol-

ding the plough, or of a child in its gambols, were proposed as

dels to be imitated in walking across a room. Should any one,

being told that both tragic-acting and comic-acting ought to

a natural representation of man, interpret this to mean, that

agedy ought to be performed exactly like Comedy, he would be

>ught very absurd, if he were supposed to be speaking seriously,

is evident, that what is natural in one ease, or for one person,

ty be, in a different one, very unnatural. It would not be by

y means natural to an educated and sober-minded man, to speak

:e an illiterate enthusiast; or to discourse on the most important

itters in the tone of familiar conversation respecting the trifling

ourrences of the day. Any one who does but notice the style

which a man of ability, and of good choice of words, and utter-

ce, delivers his sentiments in private
,
when he is, for instance,

rnestly and seriously admonishing a friend,—defending the

iths of religion,—or speaking on any other grave subject on

rich he is intent,—may easily observe how different his tone is

)m that of light and familiar conversation,—how far from defi-

ant in the dignified seriousness which befits the case. Even a

ranger to the language might guess that he was not engaged on

Ly frivolous topic. And yet, when an opportunity occurs of

serving how he delivers a written discourse, of his own con-
dition, on perhaps the very same, or a similar subject, will it

>t often be perceived how comparatively stiff, languid, and un~

ipressive is the effect 1

It may be said indeed, that a sermon should not be delivered
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before a congregation assembled in a place of worship, i:

' name style as one would employ in conversing across a table

equal seriousness on the same subject. This is undoubtedly

and it is evident that, it has hem implied in what has hero been

the Natural manner having been described as accommodate*
only to the subject

,
but to the plac<% occasion, and all other cit

stances; so that he who should preach exactly as if he
speaking in private, though with the utmost earnestness, o

same subject, would, so far, he drparttag from the genuine Nn
maimer. But it may be safely asserted, that even this wou
far the less fault of the two. He who appears, unmindful, in

of the place and occasion, but deeply impressed with the m
and utterly forgetful of himselj] would produce a much str<

effect than one, who, going into tln&opposite extreme, is, in

mindful of the place and tin* occasion, but not fully occupied

the subject, (though ho may strive to appear so;) being p
engaged in thoughts respecting Ins own voice. The latter w
indeed, he the less likely to incur censure

; but the other v
produce the deeper impression.

The object, however, to be aimed at, (audit is not unattaimi

is to avoid hath faults ;—to keep the mind impressed both
the matter spoken, and with all the circumstances also of

case ; so that the voice may spontaneously accommodate itse

all; carefully avoiding all studied modulations, and, in short

thoughts of self; which, in proportion as they intrude, will

fail to diminish the effect

§ 4 .

It must be admitted, indeed, that the different kinds of Nat
delivery of any one individual on different subjects and occasi

various as they are, do yet hear a much greater resembkno
each other, than any of them does to the Artificial-style use

employed in reading
;
a proof of which is, that a person famili

acquainted with the speaker, will seldom fail to recognise his «
amidst all the variations of it, when he is speaking naturally
earnestly ; though it will often happen that, if he have n<

before heard him read
,
he will be at a loss, when he happens £

dentally to hear without seeing him, to know who it is tha
reading; so widely docs the artificial cadence and intona
differ in many points from the natural And a consequent
this is, that the natural manner, however perfect,—how<
exactly accommodated to the subject, place, and occasion,-—1

*

even when these are the most solemn, in some degree remind
hearers of the tone of conversation. Amidst all the differ^
that wfll exist, this one point of resemblance,—that of the ddftf
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g unforced and unstudied,—will be likely, in some degree, to

te them. Those who are good judges will perceive at once,

the rest, after being a little accustomed to the Natural

ner, that there is not necessarily anything irreverent or in-

>rous in it
;
but that, on the contrary, it conveys the idea of

speaker’s being deeply impressed with that which is his proper

ness. But, for a time, many will be disposed to find fault with

i a kind of elocution; and, in particular, to complain of its

eating a want of respect for the audience. Yet even while

disadvantage continues, a preacher of this kind may be

Lred that the doctrine, he delivers is much more forcibly im-

ised, even on those who censure his style of delivering it, than

mid be in the other way.

^ discourse delivered in thjs style has been known to elicit the

ark, from one of the lower orders, who had never been accus-

ed to anything of the kind, that u
it was an excellent sermon,

it was great pity it had not been preached:” a censure which
ht to have been very satisfactory to the preacher. Had he
>loyed a pompous spout, or modulated whine, it is probable

1 an auditor would have admired his preaching
,
but would have

wn and thought little or nothing about the matter of what
taught.

Vhick of the two objects ought to be preferred by a Christian

dster on Christian principles, is a question, not indeed hard to

de, but foreign to the present discussion. It is important,

rever, to remark, that an Orator is bound, as such, not merely

moral, but (if such an expression may be used) on rhetoncal

tciples, to be mainly, and indeed exclusively, intent on carry-*

his point; not, on gaining approbation, or even avoiding

sure, except with a view to that point. He should, as it were,

pt as a motto, the reply of Themistocles to the Spartan com-
ider, Eurybiades, who lifted his staff to chastise the earnestness

hi which his own opinion was controverted ;
“ Strike, but hear

! would not, indeed, undertake to maintain (like Quinctilian)

} no one can be an Orator who is not a virtuous man
;
but

re certainly is a kind of moral excellence implied in that re-

Lciation of all effort after display,—in that forgetfulness of self,

vhich is absolutely necessary, both in the manner of writing,

. in the delivery, to give the full force to what is said.

§ 5 .
,

besides the inconvenience just mentioned,—the censure, which
proposed style of elocution will be liable to, from perhaps the
jority of hearers, till they shall have become somewhat accus-
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tomed to it,—this circumstance also ought to be mentior

what many, perhaps, would reckon (or at least feel) to be <

the disadvantages of it
; that, after ail, even when no disap

tion is incurred, no pram will be bestowed, (except by obsi

critics,) on a truly Natural delivery
;
on the contrary, the

perfect it is, the more will it withdraw, from itself, to the

ments find sentiments delivered, the attention of all but

who are studiously directing their view to the mode of utte

with a design to criticise or to learn. The credit, on the cor;

of having a very Hue elocution, is to be obtained at the expe:

a very moderate share of pains
;

though at the expense

inevitably, of much of the force of what is said*

§ &

One inconvenience, which will at first lie experienced

person who, after having been long accustomed to the Art

delivery, begins to adopt* the Natural, is, that he will he likeh

denly to feel an embarrassed, bashful, and, as it is frequently c

nervous sensation, to which he had before been comparator

stranger. He will find himself in a new situation,—standing 1

his audience in a different character,—stripped, as it were, <

sheltering veil of a conventional and artificial delivery ;—in i

delivering to them his thoughts, as one man speaking to

men
5
not, as before, merely muling in public

*

And he wil

that he attracts a much greater share of their attention, not

by the novelty of a manner to which moat congregations are

accustomed, but also, (even supposing them to have been a

tomed to extemporary discourses,) from their perceiving t

selves to be personally addrmed
f
and feeling that he is not m

reciting something before them, but saying it to them,

speaker and the hearers will thus be brought Into a new
closer relation to each other : and the increased interest

excited in the audience, will cause the Speaker to feel himse

a different situation;—in one which is a greater trial of his

fxdencc, and which renders it more difficult than before to
'

draw his attention from himself. It is hardly necessai

observe that this very change of feelings experienced b)>

speaker, ought to convince him the more, if the causes of i

which I have just alluded) be attentively considered, ho# i

greater impression this manner is likely to produce. As he

be likely to feel much of the bashfulness which a really ex

porary speaker has to struggle against, so, he may produce i

of a similar effect. 16

u The question between preaching ex-
tempore and from a written discourse* it
does not property fall within the province

of this treatise to discuss on any bn
may be called rhetorical princip* es. 3

be worth while however to remark
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ffcer all, however, the effect will never be completely the same,

omposition delivered from writing, and one actually extem-

tneous, will always produce feelings, both in the hearer and

speaker, considerably different; even on the supposition of

r being word for word the same, and delivered so exactly in

same tone, that by the ear alone no difference could be

cted : still the audience will be differently affected, according

leir knowledge that the words uttered, are, or are not, written

n and before the speaker’s eyes. And the consciousness of

will produce a corresponding effect on the mind, of the

,fcer. For were this not so, any one who, on any subject, can

ik (as many can) fluently and correctly in private conversa-

, would find no greater difficulty in saying the same things

ire a large congregation, than in reading to them a written

curse.

§ 7-

und here it may be worth while briefly to inquire into the

jes of that remarkable phenomenon, as it may justly be bashfuinew

ranted, that a person who is able with facility to - express his „jdrM,ing

timents in private to a friend, in such language, and in such, a

iner, as would be perfectly suitable to a certain audience,

finds it extremely difficult to address to that audience the very

le words, in the same manner ;
and is, in many instances,

ter completely struck dumb, or greatly embarrassed, wben be

!iupts it. Most persons are so farrdlia/r with the fact, as

dly to have ever considered that it requires explanation, but

aottiye consideration shows it to be a very curious, as well as

jortant one ;
and of which no explanation, as far as I know,

been attempted* It cannot he from any superior deference

Lch the speaker thinks it right to feel for the judgment of the

rers ;
for it will often happen that the single friend, to whom

fe abk* to speak faentiy, shall be one whose good opinion hti

re values, and whose wisdom he is more disposed to look up to,

nthat of alltho others together* The speaker may even fed

t he himself has a decided and acknowledged superiority over

iry one of the audience; and that he should not be the least

died in addressing any two or three of them, separately; yet

1 all of them, collectively, will often inspire Mm with a kind of

sad*

tally, that onewho possesses the power
sparing and arranging his matter,

retaioingit mhis memory, and expres-

p it fluently In well-chosen language,

smpore,—in. short, who is qualified to

luce the best effects of this hind of

mhin&—should remember, as a set-off

last its advantages, that he may he
ling out an example and encourage-

ment to others who are not thus qualified.

He may perhaps find himself dted as

approving of extemporary preaching, and
appealed to as an authority, and imitated

by those who perhaps resemble him only in

fluency, and who, by not merely speaking

extempore, bat also thinking extempore,

leave some of their hearers disgusted, and
the rest nnedlfted.
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j-p^
Closely allied ih Its causes with the pheenomenon I am '>££

dermg, is that other curious fact, that the very same senMmii
expressed in the same manner, will often have a far *
powerful effect on a large audience, than they would have oa k
one or two of these very persons, separately. That is in a m
degree true of all men, which was said of the Athenians that ffi
were like sheep, of which a flock is more easily driven thlfi
single one.

“
. , °!!l£

r ^markable circumstance, connected with the forevoir
is the difference in respect of the stylo which is suitable resix
tively, in addressing a multitude, and two or three even of t
same persons. A much bolder, as well as less accurate, kind
language is both allowable and advisable, in speaking te a <xf
sidemblo number; as Aristotle lias remarked, in speaking
the Graphic and AffonMc styles,—the former, suited to t
closet, the latter, to public speaking before a large aa^hl
And he ingeniously compares them to the different styles’
painting; the greater the crowd, he says, the more distant is*i
view

;
so that in scene-painting, for ffistanoe, coarser and Ml

touches are required, and the nice finish, which would delight
close spectator, would be lost. He does not, however, accotoifffi

the phenomena in question. .
; . v

’ **
'

,

•

’The solution of them will be found by attention to a'yei
curious and complex play of sympathies which takes place in
large assembly

, and, (within certain limits,) the more, in pn
portion to its mmilmrs. First, it is to Ins observed that we ai

disposed to sympathize with any emotion which wo believe 1

exist in the mind of any one present
; and lienee, if wo are at tl

same time otherwise disposed to feel that emotion, such dispoe
tion is in consequence heightened. In the next place, we n<
only ourselves feel this tendency, but we are sensible that otb?
do the same; and thus, wo sympathise not only with the bttu

emotions of the rest, but also with their sympathy towards u
Any_ emotion accordingly which we feel, is«till further heighten?
by the knowledge that there are others present who not only fe
the same, hut feel it the more strongly in consequence e€ the
sympathy with ourselves. Lastly, we are sensible that thos
around us sympathise not only with ourselves, but with eae

!

ll®o; and as we enter into this heightened fefeling of tbeii
• i

1

, the stimulus to our own minds is therapy still fur#

if ttm ZwMorow affords the most obvioqs illustrate

» «atoi«te,»booiE itt.
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bese principles, from the circumstance that the effects produced illustration

so open and palpable. If anything of this nature occurs, you cas?ofthe
disposed, by the character of the thing itself, to laugh: but Ludicrous,

ch more, if any one else is known to be present whom you
lk likely to be diverted with it ; even though that other should

know of your presence
;
but much more still, if he does know

because you are then aware that sympathy with your emotion
ghtens his : and most of all will the disposition to laugh be
reased, if many are present; because each is then aware that

y all sympathize with each other, as well as with himself. It

nardly necessary to mention the exact correspondence of the
b with the above explanation. So important, in this case, is

operation of the causes here noticed, that hardly any one ever

ghs when he is quite alone
;
or if he does, he will find on con-

eration, that it is from a conception of the presence of some
apanion whom he thinks likely to have been amused, had he
:n present, and to whom he thinks of describing, or repeating,

at had diverted himself. Indeed, in other cases, as -well as the

3 just instanced, almost every one is aware of the infectious

lure of any emotion excited in a large assembly. It may be
npared to the increase of sound by a number of echoes, or of light,

a number of mirrors ; or to the blaze of a heap of'firebfcndsy

h of which would speedily have gone out if kindled separately, *

3 which, when thrown together, help to kindle each other.

The application of what has been said to the case before us is

ficiently obvious. * In addressing a large assembly, you know
it each of them sympathizes both with your own anxiety to

juit yourself well, and also with the same feeling in the minds
the rfisti * You know also, that every slip you may be. guilty

that may tej|d to excite ridicule, pity, disgust, &c., makes the

onger impression on each of the hearers, from their mutual

npathy, and their consciousness of it. This augments your
xiety. Next, you know that each hearer, putting himself

utally, in the speaker’s place
,

18 sympathizes with this augmented
sdety : which id by this thought increased still further. And
you become at all embarrassed, the knowledge that there are so

my to sympathize, not only with that embarrassment, but also

fch each other’s feelings on the perception of it, heightens your

ifusieh to the utmost.
19

1 Hence it is that shy persons are, as is it creates,—the ridicule to which it exposes
jtferof common remark, the more dis- him, &c., and, exhort him to try to make a
ised by this infinhity when in company better appearance, Ac., ali which is pouring1

h those who are subject to the same. oil on the fire which we are seeking to
1 It may be remarked, by way of co- quench. If they could induce him (pursu-

ary from what has been here said, how ing just the opposite coarse) to think less

idicious is the method commonly em- of the appearance he makes, and not to be
red by those who wish to cure a young occupied with the idea of what others are
son of Bashromess. They tell him thinking of him, they would be administer-

essantly of the unfavourable impression ing the specific remedy for the disease.

B 2
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Til© gam© causes will account for a skilful orator’s being 4

to rouse so much more easily, and more powerfully, the passi

of a muUUmh ; they inflame each other by mutual sympathy,;

mutual consciousness of it And hence it is that a bolder k

of language is suitable to such an audience
; a passage which

the closet, might, just at the first glance, tend to excite awe, c<

passion, indignation, or any other such emotion, but which
on a moment’s cool reflection, appear extravagant, may hfy |
suitable for the Agonistic style ; because, tyfore that moment’s
lection could take place in each hearer’s mmd, he would be ail

that every one around him sympathised in that first emoti

which wou|jI thus become so much heightened as to predude, i

great degree* the ingress of any counteracting sentiment' ’

!

If one could suppose such a case as that of a speaker, (him

aware of the circumstance,) addressing a multitude, each of wh
believed himself to be the wh hearer, it is probable that little

no embarrassment would be felt, and a much more sober, c&

’and finished style of language would be adopted*
, ;vj

And here it may be observed, incidentally, that a person

superior ability will often, through the operation of this ril

sympathy, operate powerfully on his own mind, in heighten]

some passion, or fortifying some prejudice of his own* He ^

act on others, who in turn will re-act on him.

I have already remarked (Part II, Chap. I* § 2.) on the dang

to a person of great ingenuity, of being himself, unless earefu

on his guard, misled by it : since though it requires greater si

to mislead him than an ordinary man, he himself possesses tl

superior skill It is no feeble blow that will destroy a gsm

but if a giant resolve to kill himself, it is a giant that deals i

blow. And then, the man of pre-eminent ability, has, in 1

supposed case, Imjudgrmnt blinded by the very passion wW
calls forth all his argumentative skill But in addition to tik

such a man is qualified strongly to influence (whether in a put
speech or in private conversation) those whose abilities are infer

to his own; and they again, by adopting and sympthkmg wi

his passion or prejudice, heighten it in himself. He will, n&i

rally, be disposed to overrate their judgment when it eoinci<

with his own; and thence, to find himself confirmed in what
thinks and feels, by listening to what is, in fact, the echo of 3

own voice 2 and thus; what is in reality self-reliance, preset

itself in the specious garb of modest deference for the opinion

<-.0aqtni-

TMs accordingly is a danger which any mat of imperior fott
sedulously guard agmnst in Ms intercourse withpmM

for mstanee, of Ms own fim%~who m MCImtoWmp* ;/T \ .
.»
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§ 9.

Che impossibility of bringing the delivery of a written compo- sympathy

on completely to a level with real extemporary speaking, temporane-

Dugh, as has been said, it may approach indefinitely near to
^surmount-

h an effect,) is explained on the same principle. Besides that inghisdiffi-

andience are more sure that the thoughts they hear expressed,

the genuine emanation of the speaker's mind at the moment,20

ir attention and interest are the more excited by their sym-
hy with one whom they perceive to be carried forward solely

his own unaided and unremitted efforts, without having any
)k to refer to ; they view him as a swimmer supported by his

n constant exertions
;
and in every such case, if the feat be

11 accomplished, the surmounting of the difficulty affords great

itification; especially to those who are conscious that they could

; do the same. And one proof, that part of the pleasure con-

red does arise from this source, is, that as the spectators of an
libition of supposed unusual skill in. swimming, would instantly

hdraw most of their interest and admiration, if tlfey perceived

it the performer was supported by corks, or the like ; so would
5 feelings alter of the hearers of a supposed extemporaneous

course, as soon as they should perceive, or even suspect, that

> orator had it written down before him.

i 10.

The way in which the respective inconveniences of both kinds Bemedy

discourses may best be avoided, is evident from what has been
propose(1

eady said. Let both the extemporary Speaker, and the Header

Ms own compositions, "study to avoid, as far as possible, all

Dughts of self, earnestly fixing the mind on the matter of what
delivered; and the one will feel the less, of that embarrassment

dch arises from the thought of what opinion the hearers will

m of him; while the other will appear to be speaking, because

actually will he speaking, the sentiments, not indeed which at

it time first arise in his own mind, but wMch are then really

ment to, and occupy his mind.
•y

. ,

'
•

’

* *

Cam. IY.—Practiced Deductionsfrom theforegoing views.

;
;

§ 1 - *

Ora of the consequences of the adoption of the mode of elocu-^gln

Jtions
>n here recommended, is, that he who endeavours to employ it suitable to

U find a growing reluctance to the delivery, as his own, of any
l̂
“^ral

o It is not meant by this that an extern- frames each sentence at the moment, he
rary speaker necessarily composes (in must, at that moment, have the sentiment
pect of his matter) extempore, or that which, is expressed in it strongly present
professes to do so * but only, that if he to his mind.
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hut his own compositions. Conclusions, indeed, and argument
may freely borrow; but lie will be led to compose his ov*S
courses, from finding that he cannot deliver those of anom|
Ms own satisfaction, without laboriously studying them, tu

actor does his part, so m to make them, in some measure, his c

And with this view, he will generally find It advisable to m
ducc many alterations in the expression, not with any thboj|
improving the style, absolute?*/, but only with a view to hisj

delivery. And indeed, even ins own previous compositions

will he led to alter almost as mucin in point of expression

order to accommodate them to the Natural manner of deliv

Much that would pleas© in the closet,—much of the Graphics'

described by Aristotle, will be kid aside for the Agonistic

a style somewhat more blunt and homely,—more simple, {

apparently, unstudied in Its structure, and at the same time, m
daringly energetic. And if again he is desirous of fitting

discourses for the press, he will find It expedient to reverse- i

process, and alter the style afresh. In many instances acco

ragly, the perusal of a manuscript sermon would afford, from
observation of its style, a tolerably good ground of eonject

as to the author's customary elocution. For instance, a m
4

elocution suits the more full, and a slow one, the more cone

style; and great variations in the degree of rapidity of deliv

are suited to the corresponding variations In the style.

A mere mrmon~reader> on the contrary, will avoid this inti

vetuence, and this labour; he will be able to deliver anotk
discourses nearly as well as Ids own

; and may send bis own
the press, without the necessity of any great preparation ; hut
will purchase these advantages at the expense of xn#e than h
the force which might have been given to the sentiments utter*

And ie will have no right to complain that Ids discourses, thou,

replete perhaps with good sense, learning, and eloquence, are i

mved with languid apathy, or that many are seduced from tb<

attendance on this teaching, by the empty rant of an illiters

fanatic.
.

Much of these evils must indeed ho expected, after i

to remain ; but he does not give himself a fair chance for din

nlshing them, unless ho does justice to his own arguments, i

struetions, and exhortations, by speaking them, in the dr
effectual way, to the hearts of his hearers; that is, as utter

naturallyfrom his own.
seen somewhere mt anecdote of some eelcbrated lMp

, ; being ashed by a divine, “ How is it that people listen with i

v emotion to what you say, which they know to be all fltt

beridei that it would be no concern of ihmrs* even if AMS
* whik.r&y m with comparative apathy, from us, tenths-

p

Wmlmm ‘ the most important to themT The mm
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is,
“ Because we deliver fiction like truth, and you deliver truth

;e fiction.”

The principles here laid down may help to explain a remark- Effects of

le fact which is usually attributed to other than the true causes, counted fo*>

xe powerful effects often produced by some fanatical preachers,

>t superior in pious and sincere zeal, and inferior in learning, in
>od sense, and in taste, to men who are listened to with compa-*
tive apathy, are frequently considered as a proof of Superior
oquence; though an eloquence tarnished by barbarism, and ex-
avagant mannerism. Now may not such effects result, not from
ly superior powers in the preacher, but merely from the intrinsic

eauty and sublimity, and the measureless importance of the
ibject ? But why then, it may be replied, does not the other
readier, whose subject is the very same, produce the same effect 1

he answer is, because he is but half-attended to. The ordinary
leasured cadence of reading, is not* only in itself dull, but is what
len arefamiliarly accustomed to : religion itself also, is a sub-

set so familiar, in a certain sense, (familiar^ that is, to the ear,)

s to be trite, even to those who know and think little about it.

jet but the attention be thoroughly roused, and intently fixed on
uch a stupendous subject, and that subject itself will produce the
nost overpowering emotion. And not only unaffected earnestness

>f manner, but, perhaps, even still more, any uncouth oddity, and
wen ridiculous extravagance, will, by the stimulus of fiovelty,

lave the effect of thus rousing the hearers from their ordinary

ethargy. So that a preacher of little or no real eloquence, will

sometimes, on such a subject, produce the effects of the greatest

eloquence, by merely forcing the hearers (often, even by the ex-

cessively glaring faults of his style and delivery) to attend, to a
subject which no one can really attend to unmoved.

It will not of course be supposed that my intention is to re-

commend the adoption of extravagant rant. The good effects

which it undoubtedly does sometimes produce, incidentally, on
some, Is more than counterbalanced by the mischievous conse-

quences to others.

§ 2.

One important practical maxim resulting from the views here Practice of

taken, is the decided condemnation of all recitation of speeches by IchoSsln-”

school-boys
; a practice so much approved and recommended by lupous,

many, with a view to preparing youths for Public-Speaking in

after-life. It is to be condemned, however, (supposing the fore-

going principle correct,) not as useless merely, but absolutely

pernicious, with a view to that object. The justness, indeed, of

this opinion will, doubtless, be disputed; but its consistency with

the plan I have been recommending, is almost too obvious to be
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insisted on. In any one who should think a de&?
desirable, it would he an obvious absurdity to think of aftrfi

it by practising that which is the most completely artificial,

there is, as is evident, much difficulty to be surmounted, even

one who is delivering, on a serious occasion, Ins own compositi

before he can completely succeed in abstracting his mind from
thoughts of his own voice,—of the judgment of the audience

Ills performance, &o., and in fixing it on the Matter, Occasi<

and Place,—on every circumstance which ought to give t

character to his elocution,

—

how much must this difficulty be i

hanced, when neither the sentiments he is to utter, nor t;

character he is to assume, arc his own, or even supposed to he £

or anywise connected with him;—when neither the place,:'!

occasion, nor the audience, which are actuaUy present, have an
thing to do with the substance of what is said ! It is thereto

almost inevitable, that he will studiously form to himself an an
Jmtd manner which ^especially if he succeed in it) will probabl

cling to him through life, even when he is delivering his ow
compositions on real occasions. The very best that can he ea

pected, is, that he should become an accomplished actor,—pee

sensing the plastic power of putting himself, in imagination, &

completely into the situation of him whom he personates, and®
adopting for the moment, so perfectly, all the sentiments an<

views of that character, m to express himself exactly as such <

Kn would have done, in the supposed situation* Few m
j to attain such perfection

;
but he who shall have succeeded

in accomplishing this, will have taken a most circuitous rout® tc

hi® proposed object, if that object be, not to qualify himself foi

the Stage, but to be able impressively to deliver in public, on

real, and important occasions, his own sentiments- He will have

been carefully learning to mmme, what, when the real occasion

occurs, need not be assumed, but only mummed, Nothing surely

can be more preposterous than labouring to acquire the art of

pretending to be, what he is not, and, to feel, what he does not,

in order that he may be enabled, on a real emergency, to pretend

to be and to feel just what the occasion requires and suggests: in

short, to personate himself, *

The Barmecide, in the Ardmn Nights, who amused himself

by setting down his guest to m imaginary feast, and trying bis

skillin imitating, at an empty table, the actions of eating and
Mnking, did not propose this as an advisable mode of instructing

Mm .hour to perform most actions in reality*

,

,
:
W mmhmre uaed tfamprmtifm of « a

wMcfcilaiw pemmfeemuSopMoaS

company may form of Urem; ecMttittm*'/
ism ©I Wnf watched *»d acnrlMfaiMl-w-'-

,
every vmSan® *e*U**e, together
extrema anxiety for approbation, SS%'-

.errMli
j*4

-
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Let all studied recitation therefore,—every kind of speaking
rich from its nature must necessarily be artificial,—be carefully

oided, by one whose object is to attain the only truly impres-
the Natural Delivery.

It should be observed, that the censure here pronounced on
hool-recitations, and all exercises of the like nature, relates,

iclusively, to the effect produced on the style of Elocution* With Acting of

iy other objects that may be proposed, the present work has, sdfooLboyfc.

viously, no concern. Nor can it be doubted that a familiarity

[th the purest forms of the Latin and Greek languages, may be
eatly promoted by committing to memory, and studying, not
ily to understand, but to recite with propriety, the best orations

td plays in those languages. The familiar knowledge, too, and
mporary adoption of the characters and sentiments, can hardly
il to produce a powerful effect on the moral character. If the
ectators of a play which strongly interests them are in any
gree disposed (as the Poet expresses it) to “ live o’er each scene,

id be what they behold,” much more may this be expected in

e actor, who studies to give the fullest effect to his performance,
r fancying himself, as far as possible, the person he represents.

22

it let no one seek to attain a natural, simple, and forcible Elo-

tion, by a practice which, the more he applies to it, will carry

m still the farther from the object he aims at.

What has been said may perhaps be considered by some as

•plicable only in the case where the design is merely to * qualify

man for extemporaneous speaking ;—not for delivering a written

® If there are any, as I must hope there
5 not a few, who would deprecate such
esult from the acting of Terence’s plays
school-boys, and who yet patronize the
ictice, I cannot but express my un-
gned wonder at their doing so. Can
sy doubt that some effect is likely to be
educed on a young and unformed mind,
warder in passions than in reason, by
aot reading merely—not learning by
irl merely—but Studying as ah actor,

d striving to define# with effect, the part
an accomplished debauchee ? And this

y, such a character as Terence’s poetical

dice never fails to crown with success
d applause. The foulest obscenity, such
would create disgust’ in any delicate

nd, would probably be less likely to
rrupt the principles, than the more
ntleman-like profligacy, which is not
;rely represented, but recommended in

rence j and which approaches but too
arly to what the youth may find exem-
fled in some persons among the higher
isses in this country.
WUl it be answered, that because the
me boys aretaught to say their catechism
are sent to Chapel—and are given to

tderstand that they are not to take Pam-
ilus as a model, a sufficient safeguard is

thus provided, against the effects of an
assiduous effort to gain applause by a lively
and spirited representation of such a cha-
racter ? I can only reply, in the words of
Thucydides, "We give you joy of your
innocence, but covet not your silliness;”

—

MAKAPrSANTEX 'YMttN TO AIIE1POKAKON,
OY ZHAOYMEN TO AOPON.

I am aware that I run a risk of giving
offence by these remarks ; hut a sense of
duty forbids their suppression. If the
practice is capable of vindication, let it

receive one; if not, let it be abolished.
It is now (1846) a good many years since

this remonstrance was first published;
during which interval the work has gone
through several editions. I cannot but
suppose, therefore, that some refutation of
my reasoning would, before now, have
been at least attempted, (which as far as I

know, no one ever did attempt,) were it

not felt and practically acknowledged by
the parties concerned to be unanswerable.

Let the experiment be tried, of placing in
the hands of the Mothers of the hoys,
when they come to witness the exhibition,

a close translation of the play their sons
are acting. I will be satisfied to abide by
the decision of the right-minded and judi-

cious among them.
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diacourwj with the effect of one that is actually extemporane
I'or it may be ui^fwl, that be who attempt* ikw, must be,

1

wrtaia extent, an Actor : he may indeed redly think, and stwn
feci lit the moment, nil that he is saying; hut though, thus
mt disguise is needed, he cannot, without a distinct effort, del:
wlrnt he is, in fact, reading, with the air of one who is nolti
mg, hut is framing each sentence as he delivers it; andkmnao do this, it may he said, practice Is m|tiMte; not s
practice indeed as that of ordinary school -recitations, which hi
directly contrary tendency

; hut such as might be adopted on
principles above kid down. And it must be admitted, (ind
the remark has Won frequently mode in the forgoing pages )t
the task of him who delivers a written discourse Is very differ
from that of the truly extemporary speaker, supposing the obj
l« to produce at all a similar effect. For, as I have formerly
aerved, wlwt has been here called the Natural Delivery, is -tl

which is mtirnd to tfm retd Spoakar alone; anti is by no met
what will spontaneously suggest itself to one who has (oven ;

own) written words before him. To attain the delivery I h«
been recommending, he must make a strong and continual eff
so to withdraw his mind, not only from studied modulation
Voice, but from the consciousness that he is reading,—and so
absorb himself, as it were, not only in the general sentiments, l
in each separate expression, as to make it thoroughly his own
the moment of utterance. And I am far from supposing that
doing this he will not improve by practice; indeed I have i

along implied, that no one can expect at once to attain perfect!m it But whether any such system of recitation as would affo
heneficml practice could be adopted at schools, I am more dbuhtft
Supposing the established mode of spouting to be totally e:

ploded, and every effort used to make a boy deliver a Speech
Cssaar, for instance, or Lear, in the natural manner, i& aoeordii
to the ifaM&ri view

#

of wliat Is natural,—still, the learner h®
self will be reciting in a manner, to Mm, wholly artificial; #
merely because he is reading, or repeating from memory, what1
is endeavouring to utter as if extempore;—nor again, merelt ft

cause the comrximtion is another**!, ami the circumstances fictitiouj

but became the composition, the situation, and the drcumstahei
<xmd mt have been his own. A School-boy has no natural 'm

express himself on the topics on which he ie mad
.

.toddmmpbecauac os yet these topte formm partof theforiH
the object proposed, to* tu atoll

,
fo* delivering well, on real occasions, Me own, or $mk mm

‘225r‘
^P^ifone, will have been defeatedrand wesW

and corrupted, by a studied elocution, wha
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trould have been, in after life, bis own natural mode of expressing

limself on sucb occasions.
^ .

However serviceable practice may be, there is none, I think,

hat will not do. more harm than good, except the practice of

eciting, either on real occasions, or on such as one can fully con-

serve and enter into, expressions either actually his own, or at least

uch as he would naturally have uttered on the occasion. Should

he School-boy be limited to the recitation of compositions of his

>wn, or of a fellow-student, and that too, compositions not written

is a task on a given subject, (on such subjects at least as are

isually set for exercises,23
)
but on some real occasion interesting

x) a youthful mind, (e. g. of some recent occurrence, or the like,)

i system of practice might perhaps be adopted which would prove

leneficial.

Such exercises as these, however, would make but a sorry dis-

play, in comparison of the customary declamations. The pomp

and circumstance” of annual public recitations has much that is

attractive to Masters, Parents, and Scholars j
and it is easily

believed, by those who wish to believe it, that for a boy who is

destined hereafter to speak in public, the practice of making public

speeches, and of taking great pains to deliver them well, must be

a very beneficial exercise.

§ 3.

The last circumstance to be noticed among the results of the Natural

mode of delivery recommended, is, that the speaker will find it more easily

much easier in this Natural manner, to make himself heard: he beard,

will be heard, that is, much more distinctly—at a greater distance,

and with far less exertion and fatigue to himself. This is the

more necessary to be mentioned, because it is a common, if not

prevailing opinion, that the reverse of this is the fact. There are

pot a few who assign as a reason for their adoption of a
^

certain

unnatural tone and measured cadence, that it is necessary, in order

to be heard by a large congregation. But though such an artificial

voice and utterance will often appear to produce a louder sownd,

(which is the circumstance that probably deceives such persona,)

yet a natural voice and delivery, provided it be clear, though it be

less laboured, and may even seem low to those who are near at

hand, will be distinctly heard at a much greater distance. The

only decisive proof of this must be sought in experience
j
which

will not fail to convince of the truth of it any one who will fairly

make the trial.
t

. . ,

The requisite degree of loudness will be best obtained, con-

aa See Introd. $ 5.
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formably with the principles here inculcated, not by thinkiii

about the voice, but by looking at the most distant of the bearer
and addressing ones self especially to him. The voice rises spot

famously, when wo are speaking to a person who is not very nea
It should be added, that a speaker’s being well heard does nc

depend near so much on the loudmm of the sounds, as on the!

distinctness; and especially on the clear pronunciation of the cor<

s&mtUs*
That the organs, of voice are much less strained and fatigue

by the natural action which takes place in real speaking, than b
any other, '(besides that it is what might be expected &prfoti$ i

evident from dally experience* An extemporary Speaker
usually be much less exhausted in two hours, than an elab#i|
reciter (though less distinctly heard) will be in one* Eveh’tll

ordinary tone of reading aloud is so much more fatiguiug’*®^

that of conversation, that feeble patients are frequently unable t<

continue it for a quarter of an hour without great exhaustion

even though they may feci no inconvenience from talking, Will

few or no pauses, and in no lower voice, for more than doubfe

that time.
24

§ 4 .

N»puw« He then who shall determine to aim at the Natural manner,

*»»£«*• though he will have to contend with considerable difficulties and

vimtta®*
discouragements, will not be without corresponding advantages,

in the course he is pursuing*

He will be at first, indeed, repressed to a greater degree than'

another, by emotions of baahfulness ; but it will be more speedily

and more completely subdued) the very system pursued, since it

forbids all thoughts of ml/, striking at the root of the evil.

He will, Indeed, on the outset, incur censure, not only critical

but moral ;—he will be blamed for using a colloquial delivery;

and the censure will very likely be, as far as relates to his earliest

efforts, not wholly undeserved
;
for bis manner toill probably at

first too much resemble that of conversation, though of serious

and earnest conversation
;
hut by perseverance he may be sure of

avoiding deserved, and of mitigating, and ultimately overcoming,

undeserved, censure.
*

He will, indeed, never be praised for a u very fine delivery

* but his matter will not lose the approbation it may deserve, asm

a* «w« eaa at will enJurfe or diminish
the area of the Cheat, and atop, accelerate,
or rotardthe»ctofmp1ranon. When wo
.alfe^atoodr bremhln*,

.

•. I terns the mttmttm

i& mm *t*p to* ita |a^grea».>t*--MAVd*V ;i

;

Phpsidoftp, r- J07.
n may be added that there it a disease

ofthe larynx to which those jwofeiwlotmwy -

engaged in read!a gr ahntd are often sol^eci

'

hat which, m t have learnt from medical
mm, la. seldom or »@fer foaod among
Pleadersm$ other extemporary sjmfcm
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ill be tbe more sure of being beard and attended to. He will

>t, indeed, meet with many who can be regarded as models of

Le Natural manner; and those he does meet with, he will be

:ecluded, by the nature of the system, from minutely imitating;

it he will have the advantage of carrying with him an Infallible

wide, as long as he is carefulto follow the suggestions of Nature

;

istaining from all thoughts respecting his own utterance, and

sing his mind intently on the business he is engaged in.

And though he must not expect to attain perfection at once,

e may be assured that, while he steadily adheres to this plan, he

, in the right road to it
;
instead of becoming,—-as on the other

lan,—more and more artificial, the longer he studies. And every

Ivance he makes will produce a proportional effect ; it will give

im more and more of that hold on the attention, the understand-

ig, and the feelings of the audience, which no studied modulation

an ever attain. Others indeed may be more successful in

scaping censure, and ensuring admiration ;
but be will far more

urpass them, in respect of the proper object of the Orator, which

3, to carry his point.

§ 5.

Much need not be said on the subject of Action, which is at Action*

resent so little approved, or, designedly, employed, in this

ountry, that it is hardly to be reckoned as any part of the

)rator’s art.

Action, however, seems to be natural to man, when speaking

sarnostly : but the state of the case at present seems to be, that

he disgust excited, on the one hand, by awkward and ungraceful

notions, and, on the other, by studied gesticulations, has led to

he general disuse of action altogether ;
and has induced men to

‘orm the habit (for it certainly is a formed habit) of keeping

hemselves quite still, or nearly so, when speaking. This is

supposed to be, and perhaps is, the more rational and dignified

vay of speaking : but so strong is the tendency to indicate vehe-

ment internal emotion by some kind of outward gesture, that

hose who do not encourage or allow themselves in any, frequently

all unconsciously into some awkward trick of swinging the body,

25

biding a paper, twisting a string, or the like. But when any one

.s reading, or even speaking, in the Artificial manner, there is disused,

ittle or nothing of this tendency
;
precisely because the mind is

not occupied by that strong internal emotion which occasions it.

And the prevalence of this (the artificial) manner may reasonably

be conjectured to have led to the disuse of all gesticulation, even

» of one of the ancient Roman Orators Orators, whose favourite action is rising

It was satirically remarked, (on account of on tiptoe, it wo uld perhaps have been said,

Ms having this habit,) that he must have that they had been accustomed to address

learned to speak in a bout. Of some other their audience over a high wall.
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in extemporary speakers
;
because if any one, whose delivery

artificial, dues use action, it will of course be like his voice, studi

and artificial ; and savouring still more of disgusting affectatk

from the circumstance that it evidently might he entirely omitted'

And hence, the practice came to be generally disapproved $
exploded.

It need only be observed, that, in conformity with the princip

maintained throughout this Book, no care should, in any case,

taken to use graceful or appropriate action
;
which, if not p<

foctly unstudied, will always be (as has been just remarked) ini

lernble. But if any one spontaneously falls into any gestui

that are unbecoming, care should thm be taken to break t

habit; and that, not only in public speaking, but on all occasion

The case, indeed, is the same with utterance; if any one has,

common discourse, an indistinct, hesitating, provincial, or oth

wise faulty delivery, hw Natural manner certainly is not what

should adopt in public speaking
; but he should endeavour,

care, to remedy the defect, not in public speaking only, but

ordinary conversation also. And so also, with respect to attitu<

and gestures. It is in these points, principally, if not exclusive

that the remarks of an intelligent friend will be beneficial

If, again, any one finds himself naturally and sjKmtaneously 1

to use, in speaking, a moderate degree of action, which he fir

from the observation of others not to be ungraceful or inapp

priate, there is no reason that he should study to repress t;

tendency.

§ 6.

juste It would be inconsistent with the principle just kid down,

prftcJteth* Oliver any precepts for gesture : because the observance of ev

word*. the best conceivable precepts, would, by destroying the natu

appearance, be fatal to their object : but there is a remark, wh
is worthy of attention, from the illustration it affords of \

erroneousness, in detail, as well as in principle, of the ordim

systems of instruction in this point. Boys are generally taught

employ the prescribed action either after, or during the utterai

of the words it is to enforce. The best and most appropri:

action must, from this circumstance alone, necessarily appea

feeble affectation. It suggests the idea of a person speaking

those who do not fully understand the language, and striving

signs to explain the meaning of what he has been saying. 1

tery same gesture, had it come at the proper, that is, thenar

. Gmtm Inter memm mmphwda ii$com,

Mt eramtm t

Ofmimtt}
. et #witt mm merepepmer
r ^ ©ornate inti*.”

UORA.CB, MmPod*
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'nt of time, might, perhaps, have added greatly to the effect

;

. had it preceded somewhat the utterance of the words. That

always the natural order of action. An emotion
,

27 struggling

utterance, produces a tendency to a bodily gesture, to express

it emotion more quickly than words can be framed ; the words

low, as soon as they can be spoken. And this being always the

:e with a real, earnest, unstudied speaker, this mode of placing

i action foremost, gives (if it be otherwise appropriate) the

pearance of earnest; emotion actually present in the mind. And
i reverse of this natural order would alone be sufficient to con-

:t the action of Demosthenes himself into unsuccessful and

iculous pantomime.

97 “Format enim Natura prius nos intus ad omnem
Fortunarum habitum ; juvat, aut impellit ad tram

:

Aut ad humum rncerore gravi deducit t et angit:

Post effert animi motus interprets lingua
Horace, Ars Poet
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[A.] Pages 6, 101, 211.

)mnino hoc volumus, locos omnes, quorum frequens esi. usus

sive ad probationes et refutationes, sive ad suasiones et dissua-

iones, sive ad laudes et vituperia spectent) meditatos jam haberi,

losque ultimis ingenii viribus, et tanquam improbe, et prorsus

>raeter veritatem, attolli et deprimi. Modum autem hujus col-

ectionis, tarn ad usum, quam ad brevitatem, optimum fore cense-

nus, si hujusmodi "loci coutrabautur in sententias quasdam acutas

st concisas ; tanquam glomos quosdam, quorum fila in fusiorem

liscursum, cum res postalat, explicari possint.
* * * Ejus

generis, cum plurima parata habeamus, aliqua ad exemplum pro-

>onere visum est. Ea autem antitheta rerum nominamus.

[It is worth observing that several of these commonplaces of

Bacon have become Proverbs; and others of them are well cal-

julated to become so. And most of the Proverbs that are in use

n various languages are of a similar character to these.

Considering that Proverbs have been current in all ages and

countries, it is a curious circumstance that so much difference of

opinion should exist as to the utility, and as to the design of them.

Borne are accustomed to speak as if Proverbs contained a sort of

joncentrated essence of the wisdom of all Ages, which will enable

iny one to judge and act aright on every emergency. Others on

}he contrary represent them as fit only to furnish occasionally a

motto for a book, a theme for a school-boy’s exercise, or a copy

for children learning to write.

To me,»both these opinions appear erroneous.

That Proverbs are not generally regarded, by those who use

bhem, as, necessarily, propositions of universal and acknowledged

truth, like mathematical axioms, is plain from the circumstance

that many of those most in use, are,—like these commonplaces

of Bacon,—opposed to each other ;
as e. g.

“ Take care of the

pence, and the pounds will take care of themselves to u Be not

penny-wise and pound-foolish and again, u The more haste the

worse speed or,
u Wait awhile, that we may make an end the

sooner;” to “ Take time by the forelock/’ or “ Time and tide for

no man bide,” <fcc.
*

It seems, I think, to be practically understood, that a Proverb

is merely a compendious expression of seme principle, which will

usually be, in different cases, and with or without certain modi-

8
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ficaiioftH, true or false, applicable or inapplicable. When tha
Proverb is introduced, the speaker usually employs it as a Maj
pr<-mh*\ ami is understood to imply, as a Minor, that the princi
thus n frrrcd to is uppHmhk in the existing ease. And what
gained by the employment. of the Proverb, is, that his judgme
and his reason for it, are conveyed—through the use of a w
kumm form of expression, clearly, and at the same time in
incomparably thorier #/«» than ifhe had had to explain his me
mg in expressions framed fur the occasion. And the brevity tl

obtained Is often still further increased by suppressing the j

statement even of the very Proverb itself, If a very common q
and merely alluding to it in a word or two.

Proverbs accordingly are somewhat analogous to those medi
Formulas which, being in frequent use, are kept reikly-made
in the chemists* shops, and which often save the framing o
distinct Prescription.

Ami the usefulness of this brevity will not be thought, by i

one,well conversant with Reasoning, to consist merely in

saving </ breath, paper, or time. Brevity, when it does notm
obscurity, conduces much to the oppodte effect, and muses 1

meaning to las far more clearly apprehended than it would hi

been in a longer expression. More than half the cases probat
in which men either misapprehend what is said, or confuse <

question with another, or are misled by any fallacy, are traces
in great measure to a want of sufficient cmmmm of expx
sbm]

NOHIUTAH.
FED.

* * #
v NoMKtas laurea, qua tempus
homines coronal

Antnjuitatem etiam in mo-
numentis mortuis vencrarnur

:

quanto magis in vivis ?
* * #

Nobilitas virtutem invidua
aubducit, gratia tradit.

;

OONTEA.
Haro ex virtuto nobiliti

rarius ex nobilitato virtue.

Nobiles majorum depre

tione, ad veniam, arepius uti

tur, quam suffragatione, ad 1

nores.

Tanta solct esse indust

hominum novorum, ut nobi

pm illis tanquam status vi

antur.

Nobiles in studio respect*

uimis ssepe: quod mali curse

esi
[" Nobilitatem nemo a

temuit, nisi cui ahest : nea

jactitat, nfei cut nihil aliud

quogIorietur.,n]
^ attributed to Bishop Warburton.

,
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JUVENTUS.

PRO. CONTRA.
* * Juventus poenitentise cam-

Senes sibi sapiunt magis

;

aliis et reipublicse minus.

Si conspici daretur, magis de-

format animos, quam corpora,

senectus.

Senes omnia metuunt, prseter

Deos.

UXOR ET

PRO.

CJbaritas reipublicse incipit a

Familia.

Uxor et liberi disciplina quse-

3am bumanitatis ;
et coelibes

jetrici et seyeri.

Coelibatus et orbitas ad nil

iliud conferunt, qnam ad fugam.
* * *

pus.

Ingenitus est juvenibus se-

nilis auctoritatis contemptus

;

ut quisque suo periculo sapiat.

Tempus, ad quse consilia non
advocatur, nec rata liabet.

* # *

LIBERI.

CONTRA.

Qui uxorem duxit, et liberos

suscepit, obsides fortunse dedit.
* * •*

Brutorum eternitas soboles

;

yirorum fama, merita, et insti-

tuta.

(Economics rationes publicas

plerunque evertunt.

#
DIYITIAB.

PRO.

Divitias contemnunt, qui

lesperant.
* * -X-

Dum pbilosopbi dubitant,

itrum ad virtutem an volupta-

;em omnia sint referenda, col-

ige instnlmenta utriusque.

Yirtus per divitias yertitur

,n commune bonum.
* # #

CONTRA.

Divitiarum magnarum yel

custodia est, yel dispensatio

qusedam, yel fama; at nullus

usus.

Annon vides lapillis, et id

genus deliciis, fingi pretia, ufc

possit esse aliquis magnarum
divitiarum usus ?

Multi, dum divitiis suis omnia
yenalia fore crediderunt, ipsi in

primis venierunt.

'Non aliud divitias dixerim,

quam impedimenta virtutis :

nam virtuti et necessarise sunt,

et graves.

Divitise bona ancilla, pessima

domina.

2
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HONOURS.
fro.

* *

Honor©* foduttt et virtutes

ot vitm ronspicua; itaqu© ilks

pmvocant, haw refnenant
Hon novit quispkro, quan-

tum in yirtutifl cuniu profecerit,

mini hononm el caxitpum prm-
beaut npcrtum.

• # #

CONTRA,

Bum honores appetimus, I

bertalem cxuimus,
3 101lores dant fere potestatei

mmm rerum, qua* optima coi

ditto est nolle, proxima no

posse.

Hononxm ascensus arduu

static* fabric*, regressua pw
ceps*

Qui in honor© sunt, vulj

opinionem mutuentur oportc

ut seipsos beat©* patent,

XMPRRIA.
mO. CONTRA.

Felicitate frui, magnum bo- Quatn miscrum, habere t

nnm e*t
j
sod earn efc aliis im- fere, quod appetas j infinil

periiri, posse, adhuc majua. qxno inctuas 1

LAUgL KXIST1MATXO.

im
Tirtutls radii reflexi kudos,
Lams honor Is est, ad quern

liberis suffrages pervenitur.

Honor©* diverse a diverek
politiis ©onferantur; sod kudos
ubique sunt Ubertatk

# m f
He mireris, si vulgtis verius

loquatur, quam honoratiorcs

;

quia etiam tutius loquitur*

CONTRA,

Fama deterior judex, qua

nunek.
Fama veluti fluvius, levia i

tollit, solida mergit
Infimaram vlrtutum api

vulgus laus est, medkrum a

miratio, supremarum sense;

nullus.
'

' ML
m * •

NATtTEA.
FRO,

Consuetudo contra naturam,
quasi tyrannis qumdam est : ©t
iki, m kvi occasion© corruit.

CONTRA#

Oogitamus secundum nal

ram ;
loquimur secundum pr

eepta; sed agimus secundi

©oneuetudmem.
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PORTUNA

261

PRO.

Yirtutes apertse laudes pa-

Lunt, occultse, fortunas.
^

Fortuna veluti galaxia; hoc

st, nodus quarandum obscura-

am virtutum, sine nomine.

CONTRA.

Stultitia unius, fortuna alte-

rius.
# * #

VITA
PRO.

Prsestat ad omnia, etiam ad

irtutem, curriculum longum,

juam breve.

Absque spatiis vitae majori-

ms, nec perficere datur, nec

>erdiscere, nec poenitere.

CONTRA.

Non invenias inter humanos

affectum tarn pusillum, qui si

intendatur paulo vehementius,

non mortis metum superet.

SUPERSTITIO.

PRO. CONTRA.

Qui zelo peccant, non pro- TJt simise, similitudo cum

mndi, sed tamen amandi sunt. homine, deformitatem addit

:

* * * ita superstitioni, similitudo cum
religione.

Prsestat nullam habere de

diis opinionem, quam contume-

liosam.

SUPERBIA

PRO.

Superbia etiam vitiis inso-

ciabilis ;
atque ut venenum

veneno, ita haud pauca vitia

superbia expelluntur.

Facilis, etiam alienis vitiis

obnoxius est : superbus tantum

suis.

CONTRA.

Hedera virtutum ac bonorum

omnium, superbia.

Csetera vitia virtutibus tan-

tum contraria; superbia sola

contagiosa.

INVIDIA.

PRO.

Invidia in rebuspublicis, tan-

quam salubris ostracismus.

CONTRA.

Nemo virtuti invidiam re-

conciliaverit prseter mortem.

Invidia virtutes laboribus

exereet, ut Juno Herculem.
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IMPUDICITIA*
PRO, CONTRA.

Omncs, tit Paris, qui forma
optionem faciunt, prudcntue. et

potenti® jacturam faciunt.

GLORIA VANA*
PRO. CONTRA.

Qui suits Inudes appctit, alio- * # #

nun aiuml appctit utilitates. Turpo est proco solicitare

anrillam ; est autem virtutis

aneiila laus«

FOETITUDO.
PRO.

Nil ant in voluptatc solidum,

aut in virtute muniturn, ubi

timer infestat.

Caster® virtutos nos a domi-
natu liberant vitiorum

;
forti-

tude sola a dominatu fortun®.

CONTRA. * A #

Vitas Bum prodigus, aliened

pcrieuloHUH.

Virtus ferreeo cetatis forti-

tude.

CONSTANTtA.
pm

Bails rirtutum constantia.

Miser est, qui qualis ipse

futuras sit, non now.
'Etiam %vxtiis decus aspirat

constantly

Si ad fortunes inconstantiam
aceedat etiam inconstantia men-
tis, in quantis tenebris vivitur!

' Fortuna, tanquam Proteus, si

perseveres, ad formam redit.

CONTRA.
Constantia, ut janitrix mo-

rosa, raulta utilia indicia abigit.

JSquum est, ut constantia

res adversas bene toleret ; napp

fere inducit. •«

^
\>

;

'

Stultitia brevissima optima.

SOIBOTIA, CONTEMPLATIO.

Xw*
Ea demum voluptas est se-

cundum naturam, cujus non est

^mnes affectus pravi, falsie
. |:gplt.. atqueeadem

CONTRA.
Contemplatio, speciosa in

ertia.

Bene eogitare, non mult<

melius est* quam tome som
mare. .. ;/
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LITERS.

i

PRO.

Lectio est conversatio cum.

udentibus ; actio fere cum
iltis.

'Non inutiles scientise existi-

mdse sunt, quarum in se nul-

3 est usus, si ingenia acuant,

ordinent.

CONTRA.
Quse unquam ars docuit tern-

pestiyum artis usum ?

Artis saepissime ineptus usus

est, ne sit nullus.

PROMPTITTJDO.
PRO. CONTRA.

Opportuna prudentia non est, * * *

ise celeris non est. Oujus consilia non maturat
Qui cito errat, cito errorem deliberatio, nec prudentiam
nendat. aetas.

POPULARITAS.
PRO. CONTRA.

Qui ipsi magni yiri sunt, ne- Infima assentatio est assen-

unem unum fere babent, quern tatio vulgi.

ereantur, sed populum.

DISSIMULATIO.
PRO.

Dissimulatio, compendiaria

ipientia.

Sepes consiliorum, dissimu-

itio.

Qui indissimulanter omnia
git, seque decipit; nam plu-

imi, aut non capiunt, aut non
redunt.

CONTRA.
Quibus artes civiles supra

captum ingenii sunt, iis dissi-

mulatio pro prudentia erit.

Qui dissimulat, praecipuo ad
agendum instrumento se privat,

Le. fide.

Dissimulatio dissimulationem

invitat.

CEREMONL®, PUNCTI, APEECTATIO.

PRO.

Si et in yerbis yulgo pare-

nus, quidni in babitu, et gestu ?

Yirtus et prudentia sine

iunctis, velut peregrinse linguae

runt ; nam yulgo non intelli-

juntur.

Puncti translatio sunt yir-

mtis in linguam yemaculam.

CONTRA.
Quid deformius, quam see-

nam in vitam transferre ?

Magis placent cerussatae

buccae, et calamistrata coma
quam cerussati et calamistrati

mores.
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AMICITIA.

PBO. CONTRA.

Pessima solitudo, non veras Qui amicitias arctas copulat,

Babere amicitias. novas necessitates sibi imponit.

Digna males fidei ultio, ami- Animi imbecilli est, partiri

citiis privari. fortunam.

YINDIOTA.
PRO. CONTRA.

Yindicta privata, justitia Qni injuriam fecit, princi-

agrestis. pium malo dedit; qui reddidit,

Qui vim rependit, legem modum abstulit.

tantum violat, non bominem. Yindicta, quo magis naturalise

Utilis metus ultionis privates; eo magis coercenda.

nam leges nimlum saspe dor- Qui facile injuriam reddit, is

miunt. fortasse tempore, non voluntate

posterior erat.

INNOVATIO.
PRO. CONTRA.

Omnis medicina innovatio.

Qui nova remedia fugit, nova
mala operitur,

Novator maximus tempus:
quidni igitur tempus imitemur I

Morosa morum retentio, res

twbulaata est, seque ac novitas.

Cum per se res mutentur in
detenus, si consilio in melius
nett- mutentur, quis finis erit

mall

Nullus auctor placet, prseter

tempus. ^
Nulla novitas absque injuria ;

nam preesentia convellit.

Ques usu obtinuere, si non
bona, at saltern apta inter se
sunt. '

Quis novator tempus imit%
tur, quod novationes ita insi-

nuat, ut sensus fallant ?

Quod prester spem evenit, cui

prodest, minus acceptum; cui

obest, magis molestum.

MORA.

%
CONTRA.

j' *ytuna multa festinanti Occasio instar Sibyllee mirtuit
qulbus mor&ntem donat. oblatum, pretium auget.

Celeritas, Orel galea.

.

-

h im

^

aagpt

SCSPICIO. •

..
.

CONTBA.
. ....

Suspicio fidem absolvit.
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VERBA LEG-IS.

PKO. CONTRA.

ISTon est interpretation sed Ex omnibus verbis eliciendus

inatio, quae recedit a litera. est sensus, qui interpretetur

Cum receditur a litera, judex singula.

,nsit in legislatorem. Pessima tyrannis lex m
equuleo.

PRO TESTIBUS CONTRA ARGUMENTA.

PRO. CONTRA.

Secundum oratorem, non se- Si testibus credendum sit

ndum causam pronunciat, qui contra argumenta, sumcit, tan-

nxmentis nititur. turn judicem esse non surdurn.

Tutum foret argumentis ere- Iis probatiombus tutissimo

re, si homines nihil absurdi creditur, quee rarissime menu-

jerent.
" untur.

Argumenta, cum sint contra

itimonia, hoc prsestant, ut res

ira videatur, non autem ut

»n yera.

[AA.] Introd. § 4. p. 11.

« Sometimes men will tell us that they prefer a^ viatwral and

Hess eloquence, and that very diligent preparation /s incon-

stent with such qualities. We verily believe that this fallacy,

ough it lurks under an almost transparent ambiguity, is of most

^judicial consequence. Nature and Art, so far from being

ways opposed, are often the very same thing. Thus, to adduce

familiar example, and closely related to the present subject -it

natural for a man who feels that he has not given adequate

cpression to a thought, though he may have used the first words

iffffested, to attempt it again and again. He, each time, ap-

roximates nearer to the mark, and at length desists, satisfied

ther that he has done what he wishes, or that he cannot per-

tly do it, as the case may he. A writer, with this end, is con*

nually transposing clauses, reconstructing sentences, striking

at one word and putting in another. All this may be said to

e art, or the deliberate application of means to ends
;
but is it

rt inconsistent with nature ? It is just such art as this that we

sk of the preacher and no other; simply that he shall take dui-

ent heed to do what he has to do as well as he can. Let him
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S' the

UC iural.
n° ** thiS^ 6V6r make

,

“4 s!n'ila

f
falI««y l“>*fcs «nder the unmeaning phrases whiate often bestowed upon simplicity. We love simplicity as muas any of its eulogists can do; but we should probably difabout the meaning of the word. While some mentlk^tfspeak naturally were to speak like a Natural, others talk as ifspeak with simplicity meant to speak like a simpleton Trsunpheity does not consist in what is trite, bald, or eommonpESo far as regards the thought, it means not whatTKobvious to every body, but what, though not obvious is imm“ 80°- W
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that such knowledge should be acquired by every one designed
for such an office, and that all' universities and colleges should
furnish the means of communicating it, we have no manner of
doubt.” * * * * * * *

" Youthful vanity and inexperience alone sufficiently account
for the greater part of the deviations from propriety, simplicity,

and common sense, now adverted to. Those who laud Nature in

opposition to Art, are too apt to forget that this very vanity
forms a part of it. It is natural for a youth, whether with or

without cultivation, to fall into these errors; and all experience
loudly proclaims that, on such a point, nature alone is no safe

guide. Who, that has arrived at maturity in intellect, taste, and
feeling, does not recollect how hard it was in early life to put the

extinguisher upon a fine metaphor or dazzling expression—-to
reject tinsel, however worthless, if it did but glare; and epithets,

however superfluous, if they but sounded grand?—how hard it

was to forget one’s self, and to become sincerely intent upon the

best, simplest, strongest, briefest mode of communicating what
we deemed important truth to the minds of others'? Surely it is

not a little ridiculous then, when so obvious a solution offers itself,

to charge the faults of young speakers upon the very precepts

which condemn them. It is sufficient to vindicate the utility of

such precepts, if they tend only in some measure to correct the

errors they cannot entirely suppress
;
and to abridge the duration

of follies which they cannot wholly prevent.
“ But it is further said, that, somehow or other, any such

system of instruction does injury, by laying upon the intellect a

sort of constraint, and substituting a stiff mechanical movement
for the flexibility and freedom of nature.

“ We reply, that if the system of instruction he too minute, or

if the pupil be told to employ it mechanically, we can easily con-

ceive that such effects will follow; hut not otherwise. We
plead for no system of minute technical rules; still less for

the formal application of any system whatever. But to imbue

the mind with great general principles, leaving them to operate

imperceptibly upon the formation of habit, and to suggest, with-

out distinct consciousness of their presence, the lesson which the

occasion demands, is a very different thing, and is all we contend

for. One would think, to hear some men talk, that it was pro-

posed to instruct a youth to adjust beforehand the number of

sentences* of which each paragraph should consist, and the lengths

into which the sentences should he cut—to determine how many
should be perfect periods, and how many should not—what
allowance of antitheses, interrogatives, and notes of admiration,

shall be given to each page—where he shall stick on a metonymy
or a metaphor, and how many niches he shall reserve for gilded
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ornaments. "Who is pleading for any suck nonsense as this? A
that we contend for is, that no public speaker should be destitu

of a clear perception of those principles of man’s nature on whic

conviction and persuasion depend; and of those proprieties <

style which ought to characterise all discourses which are design*

to effect these objects. General as all this knowledge must b
we cannot help thinking that it would be most advantageou

One great good it would undoubtedly in many cases effect;—!

would prevent men from setting out torong, or abridge the amour
or duration of their errors ;—in other words, prevent the forme

tion of vicious habits, or tend to correct them when forme<

Nothing is more common than for a speaker to set out with fals

notions as to the style which effective public speaking requires-

to suppose it something very remote from what .is simple an
natural. Still more arc led into similar errors by their vanitj

The young especially are apt to despise the true style for wha
are its chief excellences—-its simplicity and severity. Let then

once be taught its great superiority to every other, and they will a

least be protected from involuntary errors, and less likely to yiel<

to the seductions of vanity. Such a knowledge would also (per

haps the most important benefit of all) involve a knowledge of th<

best models, and secure timely appreciation of them.
u But it is frequently urged that, after all, the practical vahu

of all the great lessons of criticism must be learned from expo

rience, and that mere instruction can do little. Be it so. Is thii

any reason why that little should he withheld! Besides, is i

nothing to put a youth in the right way?— to abridge tin

lessons of experience ?—-to facilitate the formation of good habits

and to prevent the growth of had ones?—to diminish the pro
b&bilitics of failure, and to increase those of success? Is there

any reason why we should suffer the young speaker to grope oui

his way by the use of the load-line alone, when we could give bin
the aid of the chart and compass

;
or to find his way to truth ai

last by a series of painful blunders, when any part of the troubh
might be spared him? Cun any one doubt that a great speakei

might he able to give a young beginner many profitable hint*

which would save hunt both much time and many errors, anc

make the lessons of experience not only a great deal shorter, bul

vastly less troublesome T—Udirib. Mwim, (Oct. 1840.) pp. 94-98

[B*] F*wt I, Ghwp. iL § 2. p. 31*

. . , * i there is a distinction to be made between the

wma&wal and the merely improbable

:

a fiction is unnatural, when
tl&sirIs some assignable reason agamst the events taking place as

—when meii are represented as acting contrary to the
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laracter assigned them, or to human nature in general; as when
young lady of seventeen, brought up in ease, luxury, and re-

.rement,with no companions but the narrow-minded and illiterate,

isplays (as a heroine usually does) under the most trying circum-

bances, such wisdom, fortitude, and knowledge of the world, as
he best instructors and the best examples can rarely produce
uthout the aid of more mature age and longer experience.3—On
be other hand, a fiction is still improbable

, though not unnatural,
rhen there is no reason to be assigned why things should not take
lace as represented, except that the overbalance of chcmces is

gainst it. The hero m&ets, in his utmost distress, most oppor-
unely with the very person to whom he had formerly done a
ignal service, and who happens to communicate to him a piece

>f intelligence which sets all to rights. Why should he not meet
dm as well as any one else

1

? all that can be said is, that there is

to reason why he should. The infant who is saved from a wreck,
nd who afterwards becomes such a constellation of virtues and
accomplishments, turns out to be no other than the nephew of the
rery gentleman on whose estate the waves had cast him, and whose
ovely daughter he had so long sighed for in vain : there is no
•eason to be given, except from the calculation of chances, why
le should not have been thrown on one part of the coast as well

ts another. Nay, it would be nothing unnatural, though the

nost determined novel-reader would be shocked at its impro-
bability, if all the hero’s enemies, while they were conspiring his

•uin, were to be struck dead together by a lucky flash of lightning

:

pet many denouements which are decidedly unnatural, are better

tolerated than this would be. We shall, perhaps, best explain

bur meaning by examples, taken from a novel of great merit in

many respects. When Lord Glenthorn, in whom a most un-

favourable education has acted on a most unfavourable disposition,

liter a life of torpor, broken only by short sallies of forced exer-

tion, on a sudden reverse of fortune, displays at once the most
persevering diligence in the most repulsive studies ; and in middle

ife, without any previous habits of exertion, any hope of early

business, or the example of friends, or the stimulus of actual want,

bo urge him, outstrips every competitor, though every competitor

bas every advantage against him; this is vmnatural.—When Lord
Glenthorn, the instant he is stripped of his estates, meets, falls in

love with, and is conditionally accepted by, the very lady who is

remotely entitled to those estates; when the instant he has ful-

3 Or, one might add, when a lad bom such an education, this is grossly inl-

and reared in. a Workhouse filled with natural; though many readers may fail to

reprobates, and afterwards further trained perceive the fault, or at least, the magni-
among hardened thieves, exhibits a cha- tude of it, through the fallacy noticed in

racter just the reverse of what all reason the Text,

and all experience would anticipate from
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filled the conditions of their marriage, the family of the person

,, Vessel of the estates becomes extinct, and by the concurrence

of rircumstances, against every one of which the chances were

enormous, the hero is re-instated m all lus old domains, this is

“^nSthSft which we have been pointing out may be

„,.m>ived in the events of real life; when anything takes

place of such a nature as we should call, in a fiction, merely in,

probable, because there are many chances against it, we call it a

lucky or unlucky accident, a singular coincidence, something very

extraordinary, odd, curious, &c.; whereas anything which, n a

fiction would he called unnatural, when it actually occurs, (and

such things do occur,) is still called unnatural, inexplicable, un-

iuitehfe, inconceivable, Ac., epithets which are not applied to

events that have Merely tbobalancoofcWes ginst^hem.
^

Quarterly Rwim,
N<x xlvni* pp. 3M, 355. Ihe whole axtio^

ImThwnrepublished in Lockhart’s edition of the Works of &r W,

St (who however is not the author), vol. xvm. p. 209. Mmel

laneous Pross Works.

[C.] Part I. Chap ii. § 2. p. 32. 4

The following is the passage from the 8th Lectwre on Politico

**85351*« have Merited theM
of a supposed race of savages, subsisting on the spontaneous prc

ductioim of the earth, and the precarious supplies of hunting an

fishing ;
and have then traced the steps by which the vanousari

of life would gradually have arisen, and advanced more and m i

towaM^perfecfcion.
h(wing acquired more skill than h

neighbours in the making of bows and arrows, or darts, wou

find it advantageous both for them and for lumself, to dew

himself to this manufacture, and to exchange those implemen

for the food procured by others, instead of employing
:

the pursuit of game. Another, from a similar cause, wou

occupy himself exclusively m the construction of lmts, or

canoes; another, in the preparing of skins f^clothmg,&c^ Ai

the division of labour having thim begun the advantages of

would he so apparent, that it would rapidly he extended, m

would occasion each person to introduce improveTnen m
art to whichm would have chiefly confined his attention, Inc

who had studied the haunts and thehabits of certain kinds oi yn

'% hud nafde a trade of supplying the community W3

State C, fe ds® Appendix to the forme* editions, is to helOi
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iem, would be led to domesticate such species as were adapted

>r it, in order to secure a supply of provisions, when the chase

dght prove insufficient. Those who had especially studied the

[aces of growth, and times of ripening, of such wild fruits, or

ier vegetable productions, as were in request, would be induced

> secure themselves a readier supply, by cultivating them in

litable spots. And thus the Society being divided into Husband-
Len, Shepherds, and Artificers of various kinds, exchanging the

roduce of their various labours, would advance, with more or less

ieadiness and rapidity, towards the higher stages of civilization.”
^ * # * * *

“ On this subject I will take the liberty of citing a passage

om a very well-written and instructive book, the account of tiie
r

ew Zealanders, in the Library of Entertaining Knowledge; a

issage, which is the more valuable to our present purpose, mas-

tuch as the writer is not treating of the 'subject with any view

hatever to the evidences of religion, and is apparently quite un-

mscious of the argument which (as I shall presently show) may
3 deduced from what he says.
“ f The especial distinction of the savage, and that which, more

tan any other thing, keeps him a savage, is his ignorance of

tters. This places the community almost in the same situation

ith a herd of the lower animals, in so far as the accumulation of

aowledge, or in other words, any kind of movement forward, is

mcerned ;
for it is only by means of the art of writing, that the

aowledge acquired by the experience of one generation can be

roperly stored up, so that none of it shall be lost, for the use of

1 that are to follow.. Among savages, for want of this admirable

ethod of preservation, there is reason to believe the fund of know-
dge possessed by the community instead of growing, generally

.minishes with time. If we except the absolutely necessary

is of life, which are in daily use and cannot be forgotten, the

dsting generation seldom seems to possess anything derived

om the past. Hence, the oldest man of the tribe is always

oked up to as the wisest ; simply because he has lived the

ngest
;

it being felt that an individual has scarcely a chance of

lowing anything more than his own experience has taught him.

ccordingly the New Zealanders, for example, seem to have been

\ quite as advanced a state when Tasmcm discovered the country

!» 1642, as they were when Cook visited it, 127 yeours after,
“ It may be remarked, however, with reference Jp this state-

.ent, that the absence, of written records is, though a very im~
>rtant, rather a secondary than a primary obstacle. It is one
ranch of that general characteristic of the savage, improvidence,

you suppose the case of a savage taught to read and write, but

lowed to remain, in all other respects, the same careless, thought-
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lens kind of Being, and afterwards left to himself, be would most
likely forget his acquisition ; and would certainly, by neglecting

to teach it to his children, suffer it to be lost in the next gene-

ration. On the oilier hand, if you conceive such a case (which

certainly is conceivable, and 1 am disposed to think it a real

one) m that of a people ignorant of this art, but acquiring in

mmw degree ft thoughtful and provident character, I have little

doubt that their desire, thence arising, to record permanently their

lawn, practical maxima, and discoveries, would gradually lead them,

first to the use of memorial - verses, and afterwards to some kind of

miiterm! symbols, such m picture-writing, and then hieroglyphics;

which might gradually be still further improved into Writing

properly m 'Called#
11

* #

[IX] Part L Chap. 11 1 Lp. 43.

« To say, that numerous old manuscripts exist; that they

admit of classification and date, and other characteristics; to

apeak of evidence, derived from contemporary history, from the

monument# iff art, from national manners and customs; to assert

that there have been persons qualified for the task, who have

examined duly these several branches of evidence, and have given

a satisfactory report of that research, is to make ft statement con-

cerning the evidence of Christianity, which is intelligible indeed,

but ii not itniilf the evidence,—not itself the proof, of which you

mmk> Bo far from this being the else, we cannot but feel, that

the author who is guiding us, and pointing out these pillars of

our faith, at they appear engraved on his chart of evidence, can

JiimsrU; whatever be bis learning, be personally acquainted with

but ft very small portion. The most industrious and able scholar,

after spending a life on some individual point of evidence, the

collation of manuscripts, the Illustration* derived from uninspired

authors, translations, or whatever the inquiry be, must, after all,

(it would mm%,) rest by far the greater part of Ms faith, imme-

diately on the testimony of others; m thousand* in turn will

rest their faith on hi* testimony, to the existence of such proof as

It* \m examined, There is no educated Christian who is not

taught to appreciate the force of that proof in favour of the

fpxmimmesii of the New Testament, which may he derived from

Ike consent of ancient copies, and the quotation* found m a long

In# of father*, and other writer*: and yet not one m a thousand.

#vtr md§ the work* of the father*, or see* a manusmpb or is even

; c&patdt? of deciphering out, ifpresented to'Mm. He admit* the very

;;
'j&mtwrk of hi* faith on the assertion ofteosewho professte^ve

these point* : and even the most learned are no further

to tM§ #**% than to tee partied branch of
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deli they have studied. Kay, even in their use of this, it will

surprising, when we come to reflect on it, how great a portion

ist be examined only through statements resting on the

itimony of others.
" Nor is it a question which can be waived, by throwing the

ight of disproof on those who cavil and deny. It turns upon
i use which is made, more or less, by all, of the positive proofs

*ed in defence of Christianity. Christianity is established
;
and

may be fair to bid its assailants prove, that it is not what it

ifesses to be, the presumption and prescriptive title being on
side; but Christianity does not intrench itself within this

tress: it brings out into the field an array of evidences to esta-

3h that which, on the former view of the case, its adherents are

>posed not to be called on to maintain. It boasts of the sacred

ume having been transmitted pure by means of manuscripts

;

1 by asserting the antiquity, the freedom from corruption, and
independence and agreement of the several classes of these,

Christian contends for the existence of his religion at the time
en Christ and the apostles lived. Ancient writings are ap-

Jed to, and quotations cited by various authors from the New
lament are adduced, which go to prove the same. Even pro-
e history is made to furnish contemporary evidence of the first

s of Christianity. Now it is the way in which this evidence is

ployed that is the point to be considered
;
the question is, in

it sense all this can be called evidence to the mass of Christians,

this, is, in short, positive proof; and he who has examined
uuscripts, or read the works in question, has gone through the
lonstration

; but be who has not, (and this is the case with all,

king a very few exceptions,) has not gone through the process
proof himself, but takes the conclusion on the word of others,
believes those who inform him, that they, or others, have ex-
ned manuscripts, read the fathers, compared profane history
b holy writ* Can this be called reasonable faith I or, at least,

we not pretend to be believing on proofs of various kinds,
'

m, in fact, our belief rests on the bare assertions of others?
It is very important that the case should be set in its true

•t, because, supposing the Christian ministry able, and at leisure,
nvestigate and sift the Christian evidence for themselves, the
.e cannot be done by the barrister, the physician, the profes-
tal man of whatever department besides theology, however
bled by education ; and then, what is to be the lot of the great
is of the people? They, clearly, are incompetent even to follow
he several steps of proof which each proposition would require,

y take it for granted, if they apply the evidence at all, that
e things are so, because wiser persons than they say it is so.
he same spirit as the question was put of old, c Have any of the
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rulers believed on Christ? but this people who knoweth not the
law are cursed/ Christians must generally, it would seem, be-
lieve in Christ, because their spiritual rulers do, and reject the
infidels views, because these people are pronounced accursed.

Nay, the supposition of the clergy themselves having the qualifi-

cation, and the opportunity to go through the process of proof, is

only a supposition. They often want either or both; audit is

impossible that it should not be so. The labour of a life is

scarcely sufficient to examine for one’s self one branch alone of
such evidence, Tor the greater part, few men, however learned,

have satisfied themselves by going through the proof. They have
admitted the main assertions, because proved by others.

“ And is this conviction then reasonable? Is it more than the
adoption of truth on the authority of another? It is. The
principle on which all these assertions are received, is not that
they have been made by this or that credible individual or body
of persons, who have gone through the proof—this may have its

weight with the critical and learned—but the main principle

adopted by all, intelligible by all, and reasonable in itself, is, that

these assertions are set forth, bearing on their face a challenge of
refutation. The assertions are like witnesses placed in a box to
be confronted. Scepticism, infidelity, and scoffing, form the very
groundwork of our faith. As long as these are known to exist

and to assail it, so long are we sure that any untenable asser-

tion may and will be refuted. The benefit accruing to Chris-
tianity in this respect from the occasional success of those who
have found flaws in the several parts of evidence, is invaluable.

We believe what is not disproved, most reasonably, because we
know that there are those abroad who are doing their utmost to

disprove it. We believe the witness, not because we know him
and esteem him, but because he is confronted, cross-examined,
suspected, and assailed by arts fair and unfair. It is not his
authority, but the reasonableness of the case. It becomes con-
viction well-grounded, and not assent to man’s words.

“ At the same rime nothing has perhaps more contributed to
perplex the Christian inquirer, than the impression which vague
language creates of our conviction arising, not out of the applica-
tion of this^ principle to the external and monumental evidences
of Christianity, but out of the examination of the evidence itself.

The mind feels disappointed and unsatisfied, not because it has
hot ground for belief, but because it misnames it. The man who
has not examined any branch of evidence for himself, may,
according to the principle above stated, very reasonably believe
^ of it; but his belief does not arise immediately
oil*W Stymie not the same frame of mind which would be created

tomifiation for himself. It may be more, or it may
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less, a sure source of conviction ; but the discontent is ocea-

ned, not by this circumstance, but by supposing that it is one

these things that does, or ought to, influence us, when in fact

is the other; by putting ourselves in the attitude of mind
ich belongs to the witness, instead of that which belongs to the

itander. We .very well know how the unbroken testimony of

iters during eighteen centuries to the truth of Christianity

£ht to make us feel, if we had ascertained the fact by an ex-

ination of their writings
;
and we are surprised at finding that

are not in that frame of mind
;
forgetting that our use of the

dence may be founded on a different principle.”

—

Hinds, on

\

piration.

[DD.] Part I. Chap. ii. § 4. p. 46.

Che following extracts are from the fifth Lecture on Political

momy, being the portion alluded to in the text.
: When we dismiss for a moment all antecedent conjectures,

, look around us for instances, we find, I think I may confl-

tly affirm, no one recorded, of a tribe of savages, properly so

ed, rising into a civilized state, without instruction and assist-

3 from people already civilized. And we have
,
on the other

d, accounts of various savage tribes, in different parts of the

)e, who have been visited from time to time at considerable

rvals, but have had no settled intercourse with civilized people,

who appear to continue, as far as can be ascertained, in the

e uncultivated condition Ho savage tribe appears

ave risen into civilization, except through the aid of others

were civilized. We have, I think, in this case all the liis-

?al evidence that a negative is susceptible of ; viz. we have the

pledge of numerous cases in which such a change has not

n place, and of none where it has; while we have every

on to expect, that, if it had occurred, it would have been
rded There are several circumstances which have
[need to keep out of sight the important fact I have been
ling fo. The chief of these probably is, the vagueness with
h the term ‘ Savage* is applied. I do not profess, and indeed
evidently mot possible, to draw a line by which we may de-

ine precisely to whom that title is, and is not, applicable;

» there is a series of almost insensible gradations between the
esfc and the lowest state of human society. Her is any such
rboundary-line needed for our present purpose. It is suffi-

if we admit, what is probably very far short of the truth,

those who are in as low a state as some tribes with which we
requmnted

,
are incapable of emerging from it, by their own

fisted efforts. ...... There will be no reason, I think,
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for believing, that there is any exception to the positions I have
here laid down: the impossibility of men’s emerging unaided
from a completely savage state ;

and, consequently, the descent of
such as are in that state (supposing mankind to have sprung from
a single pair) from ancestors less barbarous, and from whom they
have degenerated.

u Records of this descent, and of this degeneracy, it is, from
the nature of the case, not likely we should possess

; but several

indications of the fact may often be found among savage nations.

Some have even traditions to that effect ; and almost all possess

some one or two arts not of a piece with their general rudeness,

and which plainly appear to be remnants of a different state of
things

; being such, that the first invention of them implies a
degree of ingenuity beyond what the savages who retain those

arts, now possess As to the causes which have occa-

sioned any portions of mankind thus to degenerate, we are, of

course, in most instances, left to mere conjecture; but there

seems little reason to doubt, that the principal cause has been
war. A people perpetually harassed by predatory hostile incur-

sions, and still more, one compelled to fly their country and take

refuge in mountains or forests/ or to wander to some distant

unoccupied region, (and this we know to have been anciently a
common occurrence,) must of course be likely to sink in point of

civilization. They must, amidst a series of painful struggles for

mere existence, have their attention drawn off from all other sub-

jects; they must be deprived of the materials and the opportu-

nities for practising many of the arts, till the knowledge of them
is lost; and their children must grow up, in each successive gene-

ration, more and more uninstrueted, and disposed to be satisfied

with a» life approaching to that of the brutes But
whatever may lave been the causes which in each instance have
tended to barbarize each nation, of this we may, I think, be well
assured, that though, if it have not sunk below a certain point,

it may, under favourable circumstances, be expected to rise again,

and gradually even more than recover the lost ground ; on the

other hand, there is a stage of degradation from which it cmnot
emerge, but through the means of intercourse with some more
civilized people. The turbulent and unrestrained passions—the
indolence—and, above all, the want of forethought, which are
®^meteristlc of savages, naturally tend to prevent, and, as expe-
rience seems to show, always have prevented, that process of
gradual advancement from taking place, which was sketched out

ibe opening of this Lecture; except when the savage is stimu-
the m ample, and supported by the guidance and instate-

%)lMu a
;

periot to himself.

Silvagio.
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“ Any one who dislikes the conclusions to which these views
ad, will probably set himself to contend against the arguments
hick prove it unlikely that savages should civilize themselves

;

it how will he get over th e fact, that they never yet have done
is? That they never cpm

}
is a theory; and something may

ways be said, well or ill, against any theory; but facts are stub-

>rn things
;
and that no authenticated instance can be produced

savages that ever did emerge unaided from that state, is no
eory, but a statement, hitherto uncontradicted, of a matter of

ct.

a Isrow if this be the case, when, and how, did civilization first

gin ? If man when first created was left, like the brutes, to the

laided exercise of his natural powers of body and mind—those

wers which are common to the European and to the New Hol-
nder—how conies it that the European is not now in the con-

fcion of the New Hollander ? As the soil itself, and the climate,

New-Holland are excellently adapted to the growth of corn,

id yet (as com is not indigenous there) could never have borne
iy to the end of the" world, if it had not been brought thither

im another country, and sown
;

so, the savage himself, though
> may be, as it were, a soil capable of receiving the seeds of

vilization, can never, in the first instance, produce it, as of

ontaneous growth; and unless those seeds be introduced from
me other quarter, must remain for ever in the sterility of bar-

rism. And from what quarter then could this first beginning
civilization have been supplied to the earliest race of mankind %

ccording to the present course of nature, the first introducer of

ltivation among savages, is, and must be, Man, in a more im~
oved state: in the beginning therefore of the human race, this,

xce there was no man to effect it, must have been the work of

wther Being There must have been, in short, a Revelation

ade, to the first, or to some subsequent generation, of our
ecies. And this miracle (for such it is, as being an impossibility

cording to the present course of nature) is attested, independently
the authority of Scripture, and consequently in confirmation of

e Scripture-Accounts, by the fact, that civilized man exists at

e present day.
" Taking this view of the subject, we have no need to dwell -

l the utility—the importance—the antecedent probability—* of a
svelation : it is established as a fact, of which a monument is

isting before our eyes. Divine instruction is proved to be
tcessary, not merely for an end which we thmlc desirable, or which
? think agreeable to Divine wisdom and goodness, but, for m
id which we know has been attained. That Man could not have
ode himself, is appealed to as a proof of the agency of a divine

mtor: and that Mankind could not in the first instance have
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civilized themselves, is a proof, exactly of the same kind, and of

equal strength, of the agency of a divine Imtructor.

“ You will, I suspect, find this argument press so hard on the

adversaries of religion, that they will he not unlikely to attempt

evading its force, by calling on you to produce an instance of

some one art, peculiar to civilized men, and which it may he
proved could not have been derived but from inspiration. But
this is a manifest evasion of the argument. For, so far from
representing as peculiar to civilized men all arts that seem beyond
the power of savages to invent, I have remarked the direct con-

trary : which indeed is just what might have been expected, sup-

posing savages to be, as I have contended, in a degenerated state.
u The argument really employed (and all attempts to misre-

present it are but fresh presumptions that it is unanswerable)

consists in an appeal, not to any particular art or arts, but to a
civilized condition generally. If this was not the work of a divine

instructor, produce cm instance, if you can, of a nation of savages

who have civilized themselves!”

The arguments urged against these conclusions by writers not
deficient in intelligence are such as to furnish no small confirma-

tion to any unbiassed mind
;
being what no man of sense would

resort to, except when very hard-pressed indeed. B, G. It has
been urged that no super-human instruction in any of the arts of

life could ever have been afforded to Man, because the Jews, who
are supposed to have been peculiarly favoured with revelations

respecting religion, were, in the days of Solomon, ignorant that

the diameter of a circle is less than one-third of the circumference.

This is inferred from what is said in the Second Book of Chronicles
(eh. ii v. 2), though the inference is somewhat hasty ; since the
difference is so minute between one-third of the circumference
and the diameter, (which is less than and more than of the
circumference,) that practically it may generally be disregarded
altogether ; and many a person well-aware of the geometrical
truth, will yet, in describing some building, &c., speak as if the
circumference were treble the diameter; even as he might speak
of'a straight line from one place to another on the earth’s surface

;

though well knowing that in reality the line must be not quite
straight, hut a very small arch of a circle. However, let it he
supposed that the Jews were thus ignorant: the conclusion thence
drawn is such as, in any other subject, would be laughed to scorn.
B'G* A. man has his several sons educated for the different pro-
fessions he designs them for ; the Church, the Law, Medicine, the
mmj

f 4c., and then if it he found that the Lawyer is no ana-
the Bailor has but little knowledge of Law and Me-

.^p^anithat the Clergyman does not understand navigation,
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ais objector would be bound, on his own principle, to infer that

ae father cannot have provided any education at all for any of

is children !

More recently, the assertion has been made that a solution has

een found of the problem I proposed ;—that there is an instance

f Savages civilizing themselves without external aid. Such, it

as been said, Vere the tribe of American Indians called the

landans, hear the Eocky Mountains
;
who have been described by

Ir. Gatlin as having possessed a considerable degree of eiviliza-

ion, though surrounded by savage tribes. These latter, not long

go, fell upon and destroyed the whole remnant of the tribe, after

3 had been thinned by small-pox.

Now all that is wanted, in reference to the case here produced,

3—precisely the very thing that is wanted in all others—proof
hat they had been Savages, and had civilized themselves. And
bis, which is the very point at issue

,
instead of being proved, is

aken for granted 1 Such is the short and easy refutation which
Science,” we are told, furnishes of the position I was main-

lining !

It is assumed, 1st, that these Mandans were of the same Race
rith the Savage tribes around them; 2ndly, that the state in

rtiich all of them had originally been was that of Savages; and
rdly, that the Mandans raised themselves from that state without
ny external aid. And of no one of those assumptions is there,

r can there be found, even a shadow of proof ! To assume at

leasure any premisses whatever that may suit one’s purpose, is

ertainly neither Baconian nor Aristotelian “ Science.”

1st. How do we know that these Mandans were of the same
lace as their neighbours 1 I had an opportunity, in a casual in-

erview with Mr. Catlin, of asking his opinion on this point; he
ostantly replied that he had never doubted their being a different

lace: their complexion, he said,—their very remarkable and
leciiliar kind of hair,—their customs and whole character,—all

adicated a distinct Nation.

They may, for aught we know, have been a remnant either of

he aboriginal inhabitants of the region, or of some colony which
Lad been fixed there

;
the others having been destroyed—as these

landans ultimately were—by the surrounding Savages.

2nd. Again, if we suppose, in defiance of all indications to the
ontrary, that this tribe did belong to the same Bace as their

teighbours, and that consequently all were, once, at the same
evel, how do we know that this may not have been the higher
evel, from which the others had degenerated %

3rdly, and lastly, supposing that the Mandans did emerge from
he Savage state, how do we know that this may not have been
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through the aid of some strangers coming among them—like the
Manco-capac of Peru—from some more civilized Country, perhaps
long before the days of Columbus ?

Of all these different suppositions there is not one that is not
incomparably more probable (since there are recorded instances

of the like) than that which is so coolly assumed*

On the whole, the reasoning employed in this case much re-

sembles that of some of the Alchymists. When they found a few
grains of gold in a large mass of ore of some base metal, they took
for granted that the whole had been originally one kind of metal

;

and also, that this one was, not gold, of which part had degene-
rated into lead, but lead, of which part had ripened into gold; and
thence they easily inferred the possibility of transmutation.

Such attempts at refutation as this, serve to show the strength

of the position assailed. The position however was one which it

was necessary to assail somehow or other, from its being fatal to

the attempt made to revive Lamarck’s theory of the spontaneous
transition of one species into another of a higher character; the

lowest animalcules having, it seems, in many generations, ripened

into fish, thence into reptiles, beasts, and men. Of the earlier

stages of these supposed transmutations I never had occasion to

treat; but the view I took of the condition of Savages, w breaks
the pitcher” (as the Greek proverb expresses it)

11 at the very
threshold.” Supposing the animalcule safely conducted, by a
series of hold conjectures, through the several transmutations,

till from an Ape it became a Man, there is, as I have shown, an
insuperable difficulty in the last step of all, from the Savage to

the Civilized-Man.

There is however in truth, a similar difficulty—or rather, im-
possibility—in every preceding stage. The theory proceeds
throughout on unsupported and most improbable conjectures.

One, and only one, fact is alleged that is open to the test of ex-
periment

;
on the reality of which fact therefore the whole theory

may be considered as staked. It is asserted that Oats, if kept
constantly mown down during the summer, will, the next year,

become Bye. And this being the only instance adduced that Is

not, confessedly, a mere conjecture, it is consequently the basis

—

supposing it established—of all the conjectures thrown out. Now
I would suggest to some of our Agriculturists to offer a trial of
th& experiment, proposing to the speculators a wager on its sue-
eesk If the Oats do become Bye, the conjectures as to other
suoh transmutations will at least be worth listening to : should it

prow—as I hare no doubt it will—a failure, the key-stone of the
^hele structure will have beep taken away.
sfw he worth while to add, that I have seen it suggested—

a hasty conjecture—that there may perhaps be dif*
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it Species or Varieties of Mankind ;
of which some are capable

riginating civilization by their own natural powers, while

rs are only capable of receiving it by instruction. What I

chiefly to point out, is, that admitting—and it would be a

b deal to admit—the possibility of the supposition, it would
5 unsolved the main problem; to produce an instcmce of

ges who hav# civilized themselves. None can be found: and
lupposed capability of self-civilization, if* it has ever existed,

,s never to have been called into play.

f the hypothesis itself, the utmost that can be said is, that it

ot be demonstrated to be impossible. There is not only no
f of it whatever, but all the evidence that the case admits of
. the opposite side.

reat as are the differences in respect of size, colour, and out-
' appearance, in those different Races of Animals (such as

and horses of different breeds) which are capable,—as we
7 is the case with the human Races—of free intermixture,
> is no case, I think, of so great and essential a difference in

>, as there would be between the supposed two varieties of

;
the “ Self-civilizing,” and Man such as we know to exist,

difference indeed would hardly be less than between Man
Brute. If a good Physiologist were convinced of the exist-

of two such Races, (whether called Species or Varieties,) one
em, a Being, capable—when left, wholly untrained, to the
spontaneous exercise of his natural endowments,— of

ging from the Savage state, so as to acquire, in the course of
ssive generations, the highest point of civilization, and the
*, such as actual experience presents to us, he would, I think,
n to this latter an intermediate place between the self-

zing Man and the Oran-otang; and nearly equi-dlstant from
: and he would not conceive the possibility of an intermix*
of any two of the three Races.

rwever, allowing the abstract possibility of the conjecture I
been alluding to, the main argument, as I have said, re-

s untouched.
.

If Man generally, or some particular Race, be
>le of u

self-civilization,” in either case it may be expected
some record, or tradition, or monument, of the actual oecur-
i of such an event, should be found ; and all attempts to find
lave failed.

e Dr. Taylok’s WaPwral History ofSociety*

[DDD,] Pcurt I. Chap. ii. § 4. p, 46.

Fitnesses are divided into incompetent, suspicious, {mrdmh*
and sufficient, (vollgultig.) Children under the age of eight
,
those who have accepted any reward or promise for their
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evidence, those who have an immediate and certain interest in
the success or failure of the prosecution, those who have been
accused of calumny, of giving false information or of perjury, and
have been convicted or not fully acquitted, and those who, in any
material part of their evidence, have been guilty of falsehood or
of inconsistency, are all incompetent witnesses. Their evidence
is to he rejected in toto. Persons under the age of eighteen, the
injured party, informers, (unless officially bound to inform,) ac-
complices, persons connected with the party for whom they depose
by blood, by marriage, by friendship, by office, or by dependence—persons opposed to the party against whom they depose, by
strife or by hatred, those who may obtain by the result of the
inquiry any remote or contingent benefit, persons of suspicious
character, persons unknown to the court, and those whose manner
gives the appearance of insincerity or of partiality—are all suspi-
cious witnesses*

“ The testimony of two sufficient witnesses, stating not mere
inferences, but facts which they have perceived with their own
senses, amounts to proof. That of one sufficient witness amounts
to half-proof.

“ Two suspicions witnesses, whose testimony agrees, are equal
to one sufficient witness. Therefore the testimony of two
suspicious witnesses agreeing with that of one sufficient witness,
or the testimony of four suspicious witnesses by themselves,
amounts to proof.

“ When the evidence on each side, taken par $e
}
amounts to

proof, the decision is to be in favour of the accused. In other
cases, contradictory testimonies neutralize one another. So that
if there be two sufficient witnesses on one side, and two suspicious
witnesses on the other, it is as if there were a single sufficient
witness, and consequently a half-proof. But if the number of
sufficient witnesses had been three, it would have amounted to
proof— the two suspicious witnesses merely neutralizing the
evidence of one of the three sufficient witnesses, and therefore
still leaving the fact proved. So, the testimony of seven suspicious
witnesses, opposed only by three similar witnesses, amounts to
proof -that of six to half-proof. Circumstantial evidence amounts
to proof when each fact of which it consists is fully proved, (that
is to say, by two sufficient witnesses, or by one such witness andwo suspicious ones, or by four suspicious ones,) and when these

C
??I

not tonally accounted for on any hypothesis except
that of the prisoner’s guilt .

6 If any other explanation is possible,
though it may be improbable, or if the facts are imperfectly proved,
tne circumstantial evidence is imperfect.

7 The Code does not state

•

‘ ‘ ‘

1

1

* ***> **». t Art. s$7»
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i its usual arithmetical preciseness, the gradations in value of

perfect circumstantial evidence. It seems, however, that it

j amount to half-proof; for (by Art 324) if it coalesce with

set evidence amounting to half-proof, the mixture amounts to

)le proof. The most complete circumstantial evidence, how-

r, does not authorise the infliction of death. 8

r Let us see how such rules may work. A man meets two
ers in a path through a wood. Soon after he has passed and
; sight of them, he hears screams. He turns back and finds

: of them lying senseless on the ground, and sees the other

ning away. He overtakes him, and finds on him the purse

. watch of the wounded man, who, by this time, is dead. The
rderer and robber, unless he will confess, must escape. In the

b place, the evidence is only circumstantial—no one saw him
e the fatal blow; and secondly, as there is only one witness,

re is only a half-proof even of the circumstances to which the

ness deposes. We will suppose, however, that the wounded
a revives, and deposes that the prisoner demanded his watch
l purse, and on his refusal struck him down, and took them,

sn then the prisoner, unless, we repeat it, he will confess, can-

; be convicted even of the robbery. For the only direct

denee is that of the injured person, and he is, as we have
n, a suspicious witness; his testimony, therefore, amounts
only half of a half-proof, and as that of the other witness

ounts to only a half-proof, the prisoner must he discharged

defect of evidence. Well might Feuerbach say, that

.ess a man choose to perpetrate his crimes in public, or to con-

3 them, he need not fear a conviction.”

—

Mdwtib . Rev., Oct.

id, pp. 328—330.

Another Country might have been mentioned, in which though
at stress is kid by many persons on the utility of Oaths

,

and
ich outcry is raised at any proposal for doing away with the
tnerous Oaths of office, <fcc. that are required, as if the safety of
s Community depended on these, yet, at the same time, with
ange inconsistency, it is taken for granted that every individual

diout exception, is—not merely likely, but— certain
,
to be ready

perjwre himself for the value of a penny: the evidence of any
3 in a cause in which he has cm interest

,

however small, being
b merely regarded with suspicion, but totally rejected and dis-

owed.

As for promissory Oaths of office, it would have been beside the
rpose of this treatise to enter on the question how far any one
likely to be induced to do his duty, by swearing to do so, wio
>uld not have been induced by a sense of duty itself:—bow far

fir*
any king is likely to have been induced by the Oath taken

8 Art. 330.
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at Ins Coronation (which, be it remembered, he can defer or
wholly omit, at his own pleasure) to be more attentive to* his
duties as a sovereign than he felt bound to be before*
The objections which have been brought against Oaths of this

class, lie against them, in fact, rather as promisee, than simply as
Oaths. A man is then only, strictly speaking, bound by (i £ ^
consequence of) a promise, when he engages to do something
which he was not bound to previously; as” to deliver such and
such articles of merchandise at a stipulated price,—to vote fora
certain candidate, &c* But any promise to fulfil a jrrmiom obli-
gation, should be understood (and it would be much better that
it should be so expressed) as merely a declaration, that he <mm
and is sensible of that obligation; which he does not-—as in the
other case—then take upon him* But Oaths of Office are often
made to supply topics for rhetorical purposes, in the worst sense
of the word* A man will try to convince others, and often, him-
self also, that the course he prefers is one to which he is bound by
Oath; and will maintain or insinuate that all who do not agree
with him, are perjured.

In reference to this point I subjoin a passage from a Charge
containing the substance of a Speech in the House of Lords on
the question of the increased grant to Maynooth College :

—

“ The Solemn vow by which we are bound to ‘ banish and
drive out all erroneous and strange doctrines, contrary to God’s
word/ has been again and again brought forward on this and on
several other analogous occasions; and it has been either dis-
tinctly asserted, or by implication insinuated, that any one who
has taken that vow, cannot, without a violation of it, support*
such a measure as the one lately passed. For there are some, I
am sorry to say, among the loudest censurera of Rommh claims
to infallibility, who yet have such full confidence in (Jveir oum in-
fallibility, as to make no scruple of imputing breach of a vow to
any one who does not interpret that vow in the same sense with
themselves. And since such imputations are, I suppose, listened
to by some persons, (as may be inferred from their being on so
many occasions, and so pertinaciously, urged,) I feel bound to
protest against them, in behalf not only of myself but also of
many ofmy brother-Clergy who think with me on these points, and
among whom are to be found some of the most truly pious and
able, and unostentatiously zealous and useful Christian ministers.

. l am not, I trust, more forgetful of the tows I have made
ttum those whose mterpretation of them is utterly at variance
Wtthmme. But, from their interpretation would follow com-
sywwes, from which not only I* but probably most of them-
Brim also would recoil. We have vowed not merely not to
promote and encourage, but to ‘ banish and drive out, erroneous
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brines.’ This vow therefore cannot, at any rate, be fulfilled by
ply voting against a pecuniary grant. We are actively to

ive out doctrines contrary to God’s word.’ But whence are

to drive them out? and by what means'? Is it by penal laws,

y secular coercion,—by the point of the bayonet,—that we
to drive out neligious error? And again, is it from these

ads—from the soil of the British empire—that we are bound
vanish false doctrines? This can only be effectually done by
isliing the professors of them; as Ferdinand and Isabella

elled from Spain the Moors and Jews. And are these the

,sures which Christian Bishops, and other Clergy, are bound
ecommend, and the Legislature, to adopt?

We have heard of late much complaint of the unscriptural

immoral, and indeed seditious and dangerous doctrines taught

toman Catholic Seminaries; and we have been called upon,

hat ground, by virtue of our vows, to—vote against an m-
sed grant to such seminaries ! Manifestly, if the statements
dmitted and the reasoning assented to, we must not stop

e. All allowances to Roman Catholic Chaplains of regiments,

i, and workhouses, must be stopped; as well as the grants

endowments enjoyed by Roman Catholic Ministers, in the

mies and dependencies. Nor can we consistently stop at the
drawing of all grants to Roman Catholic Seminaries: we
it call for the total suppression of the Seminaries. 1STor will

i this be enough ; we must go on to prohibit the teaching, in

way, or in any place, at home or abroad,9 of the obnoxious
irines : in short, we must urge the total suppression of the
aan Catholic religion, by the forcible expulsion of all its ad-
nata.

If such were the vow proposed to me, sooner than fulfil or
ertake so unchristian an engagement, I would resign my office,

would abandon my profession,—I would abjure the Church
imposed suchVows. But I have always considered the vows

ive taken as binding me,--—or rather as reminding '4b£

r,—to drive out, as far as lies in me, erroneous doctrines from
own Church, and especially from that portion of it committed
ly own immediate superintendence*

By instruction,—by admonition and remonstrance,—and
lly by ecclesiastical censure, when applicable and necessary

—

shop is bound to endeavour to drive away from among those
lis own Communion, i

all strange doctrines contrary to God’s
rdJ Over those of another Communion I claim no control
I have expressed, openly, in many works which are before

Public, my utter disapprobation of what appear to me ©rro-

9 See Speech of the Lord Bishop of St. David’s.
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neons doctrines, end have given my reasons for thinking them

such : without indeed any polemical bitterness, hut without any

suppression, through fear of man’s censure, of what 1 hold to be

God’s truth 1 endeavouring, according to the Apostolic precepts,

to be 'gentle unto all men, in meekness instructing them that

oppose themselves,’ and ' speaking the truth in love.

“ But though I presume not to pass any authoritative censure

on the members of other Communions, I have exerted myself, I

think 1 may say, as zealously as any of my brethren, to banish

strange doctrines from our own Communion, and to counteract

the disingenuous procedure of those who hold the doctrines of

one Church and the emoluments of another.

« It i» thus that 1 have always interpreted the vows alluded to.

But were the other interpretation of them to be adopted, no

man of logical mind could stop short of consequences which most,

I believe and trust, of those who urge such arguments, would

themselves shrink from.”

The following extract from a number (published about the same

time) of a clever Periodical, contains some just remarks on some

of the points above noticed.

" Among other apparitions of sophisms supposed defunct, the

Coronation-oath-argument has been resuscitated in the course of

the Mayndoth debate, and oven in the solemn shai>e of a protest

in the House of Lords ! Reasonable men interpret the Corona-

lion-oath as binding the King not to encroach on t/w laws by his

prerogative. The opponents of the increased allowance to May-

nooth view it as binding him to refuse his assent to certain laws:

they deem the oath a means of restricting the royal prerogative

and diminishing the liberty of the subject at the same time. This

view is the Standing consolation of politicians beaten in argument:

they seek to persuade themselves, that though the King be con-

vinced, and the People be convinced, yet neither one nor other,

nor both together, can act upon their convictions notwitlistanding.

“ The consolation, it is true, does not last long: for the im-

possibility is always achieved. The Coronation-oath, in their

acceptation of it, may be compared to the mirage of the Desert.

The mirage looks like a vast lake, in which the traveller will be

drowned if he advances but when be does advance to the place

of the supposed water, he finds dry land, and the lake still before

him
j
which again and again recedes as he marches on.

^

George

the Third took the Coronation-oath, which some maintain binds

.
'the- Eng' to allow of no change in what pertains, to religion: he

^
found no perjury in relaxing the penal laws, and granting the

ancMse to Roman Catholics $
but .ho stuck at Emanej-

'’pmm* ! i '4» 'Lake/ George the fourth, after much
pawning in Ms fathers lake, stepped on m fer
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emancipation, with dry clothes : there he stopped. William
Fourth was threatened with being overwhelmed in the sea of

ary, and losing his crown, Pharaoh-like, in the waves, if he
oted to the Church Temporalities Act : he reached this point,

ever* and the shore
; the receding mirage being yet at some

mce before him* And now the Queen is to be over head and
in perjury, and lose her crown, for assenting to the Maynooth

it
;
and she will be threatened with the like again and again,

naking still further advances in the same direction. When
L we get over this low arid region of prejudiced sophistry, in

jh the mirage is perennial?

If there were a shadow of reason in the allegation that the

en has forfeited the crown by recognizing the Koman
lolics, Ireland would have been forfeited at the [Reformation

;

2> the Kings of England for a long time claimed that country

gift from the Pope, on the condition of bringing it into sub-

on to him. And the case of the Pope was even stronger,

iament may interpret or relax conditions imposed by Parlia-

,t
;

it cannot be supposed that Parliament would bind a King
sfuse his assent to a bill passed through Parliament. But the

e and the Irish nation did not give their sanction to the

mnation
;

and therefore, on this hypothesis, may fairly

and the forfeit.

If the interpretation of the Coronation-oath, put forth by
e with such apparent seriousness, should ever prevail, there

Id still be one resource left for English kings wishing to deal

ly by their subjects. From this interpretation it follows that

lave in the realm two kinds of regal government—that of an

rowned and that of a crowned King. The latter is bound to

ain things, which the former is not. Every King has at the

let his choice which of these two he will be; for he is King

mce; and may reign as long as he likes without being

raed, or may decline it altogether.”
'

*![
.

i
....

[E.] Part I. Chapr ii. § 92. p. 59.

Analogy does not mean the similarity of two thingst but the

larity, or sameness of two relations. There must be more

i two things to give rise to two relations: there must b© at

b three ;
and in most cases there are four. Thus A may be

B, but there is no analogy between A and B: it is an abuse

he word to speak so, and it leads to much confusion of

lght. If A has the same relation to B which C has to D,

i there is an analogy. If the first relation be well known,

iay serve to explain the second, which is less known t and the

Lfifer of name from ore of the terms in the relation best known
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to its corresponding term in the other, causes no confusion, kit

on the contrary tends to remind us of the similarity that exists

in these relations ;
and so assists the mind instead of misleading it.

« jn fch;8 manner things most vmMht and discordant in tm£r

nature may ho strictly analogous to one another. Thus a certain

proposition may he called the basis of a system, Tlic proposition

is to the system what the basis is to a building. It serves a

similar office and purpose : and this last relation being well known

is of use to illustrate the other which was less known. IS, (3, The

system rests upon it: it is useless to proceed with the argument

till this is well established: if this were removed, the system must

fall The only cautions requisite in the use of this kind of analogy

are’ first not to proceed to a comparison of the corresponding

terms as they are intrinsically in themselves or in their own nature,

hut merely as they are in relation to the other terms respectively;

and secondly, not to presume that because the relation is the

same or similar in one or two points, therefore it is the same or

ThePiRST of these errors cannot be committed in the instance

before us, because the two things are of such different nature® that

they have no one point of resemblance.
^

But^when the first and the

third term are not only corresponding in relation, but chance also

to he of a kindred nature, or when, from the circumstance of one

lw»mg visible and the other invisible, their discrepancies do not

strike us, it often happens that a comparison is pursued betweer

the things tlwmekm; and this is one cause of the promiscuoui

use of the terms similitude and analogy. As for example, wher

Locke, having once established the comparison, proceeds to tail

of Ideas as if they were really images in the ramd, or traces ii

. the brain. « m
"

« It is from observing this tendency in men to regard tk

metaphorical or analogous name as bringing along with it some

thing of the nature of the thing it originally signified* that Itt

. Stewart is led to make the remark, not hm original than jm
that it is well for the* understanding, though It may be a loss t

the fancy, when a metaphorical word has lost its iKiaigree10—tha

|% when it no longer excites the primary idea denoted by it* an

is reduced by custom to a plain and direct appellation in it

secondary sense. He suggests also 11 with equal ingenuity, i

oases where wprds have not yet been worn down to this use, th

» p k o an i m
i eb n fesIs here given of

* i m
is

'

l Stewturt’e writings,
(mm

nr. mwmet. rotj
djskp.lr. * 4, to m* w*jm
mom* * \m mot AmOogte, 4*ml>»rtffin

n'ozptim* *** hi T»is r

rmlot w$Wi l.ato to batteM**& is set attract far oMtof
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ipedient of varying our metaphor when speaking of the same
bject, as a preservative against this dangerous and encroaching

ror. Of the utility of this practice I have no doubt: and I

.ink it may be regarded as an advantage of the same kind, that

.e parables of the New Testament are drawn from such a great

versity of objects, as to check the propensity in man, especially

. matters of religion, to attach some mystical character to the

aages so employed, and to look upon them as emblems possessing

i intrinsic virtue, or at least a secret affinity with those spiritual

uths, to the illustration of which they are made subservient.
cc When the points in which the similarity of relation holds are

F secondary importance— when instead of being essential and
.laraeteristie, they arc slight and superficial—-the analogy is often

died a metaphor, and often a similitude, as being addressed

ither to the fancy than to the judgment, and intended rather to

dorn and illustrate, than to explain. But it would perhaps be

etter to avoid the name similitude in these cases, and to regard

hem as beings what they really are, analogies

,

although subsist-

ig in points of inferior moment.
“ Thus when the swallow is called the herald of summer, or a

hip is said to plough the waves, it is easy to resolve the phrase

ato the form of abuilogy or proportion: the swallow is to the

ummer what the herald is to his prince; he announces his ap-

roach. So the action of a ship is to the sea, what the action of

.
plough is to the land. But because in these cases the relation

sfcmcifal rather than real> that is, it consists not in essential

joints but in xnere circumstances of inferior importance, we leave

uch things to the province of taste or amusement, and no con-

iderate man ever attempts to reason from them.
u 6 1 am not of the mind of those speculators/ said Mr. Burke,

who seem assured that all States have the same period of in-

fancy, manhood, and decrepitude, that are found in individuals.

Parallels of this sort rather furnish similitudes to illustrate or to

idorn, than supply analogies from whence to reason. The objects

vhich are attempted to be force<| into an analogy are not found

n the same classes of existence. Individuals are physical beings

—commonwealths are not physical but moral essences/12

a A remarkable example of this kind is that argument of Top-

ady against free-will, who, after quoting the text, Ye also as
fmdy Moms <we btdM wp a spiritual housed triumphantly ex-

claims, e this is giving free-will a stab under the fifth rib : for can

atones hew themselves, and build themselves in a regular house V
* 14

u Even when we attribute to inanimate things the qualities of

animals, the same analysis may he adopted as before. Thus the

13 Letter# on a Regicide Peace, p. 4. l Jefc- 5
*

, ,H Christian and Philosophical Necessity Asserted, p. 56. See 1 Cor. xlv. 4,

U
* '
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rage of the ma denotes a similarity of effect to the effect of rage

in animals. This is even more the work of fancy than the ex-

ample before given ; for in reducing it to the form of a proportion

one term is wholly supplied by the imagination. We do not
really believe there is a principle in the sea producing these effects,

answering to rage in animals, but the imagination suggests such
a principle, and transfers the name of rage to it.

“ In those cases where the analogy is traced between things

pmfedly heterogeneous there is little clanger of confounding the

idea with that of similitude. But when the subjects we are com-
paring are of a kindred nature

t,
so that the things spoken of not

only stand in the same relation, but also bear a close resemblance

to each other, then it is we are most apt to confound them to-

gether, and to substitute resemblance for analogy. Thus because

the heart or the tooth of an animal not only serves the same office

to the animal that the heart or the tooth of a man does to him,

but is also an object very nearly resembling it in structure and
outward appearance, we are apt to imagine that the same name
is given to it solely on tins last account. But if we pursue the

inquiry throughout the animal creation, we shall find that the

form of the corresponding parts is infinitely varied, although the

analogy remains the same : till at length we arrive at such diver-

sities, that it is only persons conversant with comparative anatomy
who can readily detect the analogy. And long before the dif-

ference has reached this length in popular discourse the analogical

name is dropped, and the scientific use of it in such cases sounds
pedantic to unlearned ears. Thus the beak of a bird answers to

the tooth of man, and the shell of a lobster to the bones mf other

animals. If the use and office remain the name, no diversity of

form impairs the analogy : but we ought from such examples to

learn, even when similitude of form do®* exist, not to regard it as

the true ground of the comparison we make, and of our affixing

the same name.
“ Thus too when we speak of qualities of things which are not

cognizable by our senses except in their effects, we bestow the
same name on account of a real or supposed analogy, not on
account of any similarity in the qualities themselves, which may
or may not exist according as the things we mmtk ofare more or
teas ofa kindred nature. Sagacity, courage, fidelity, love, jealousy,

revenge, are all predicated of brute animals not less than of
man, although they are not things or existences themselves,
but certain attributes or affections in them, exhibiting symptoms
and producing effects corresponding with the symptoms and
Acts attendant upon those qualities in ourselves. In these

*1 more than in the former, we are prone to confound
;f$s$mblance—becanse as these things hate no form
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or existence of their own—as the whole essence of them consists

in their relation to something else— if the rdatiom he alike, the

Hangs are necessarily alike, and we naturally slide into that form

)f speaking which makes no distinction between.analogy and re-

semblance: but even then we regard the qualities as identical,

>nly in proportion as the 'nature of the respective subjects to

vhich they belong may be regarded as the same.

« The second error above noticed as carefully to be avoided in

ihe use of analogy is, when wo do not indeed treat the correspond-

ing terms as resembling one another in their own nature, but

vhen we presume that a similarity of relation subsists in other

mints besides those which are the foundation of the analogy.

« When the analogy consists in slight or superficial circum-

stances, still more when it is fanciful only, no attempt whatever

jhould be made to reason from it; as was exemplified in the

manage produced from Burke's writings: but even when the

malogy is solid and well-founded we are liable to fall into error,

f wo suppose it to extend farther than it really does. Errors of

;his nature are often committed by men of lively fancies, or of

irdont minds, and they are the more seducing, because they set

>ut not only with a show of reason, but with reason and truth

icfcually on their side.

“ Thus because a just analogy has been discerned between the

nefcropolis of a country and the heart in the animal body, it has

men sometimes contended that its increased ake is a disease—

ihat it may impale some of its most important functions—or

wen be the means of its dissolution.

“Another frequent example of this second error is found in the

ise of the same titles of office or dignity in different nations or

n distant times. Although the relation denoted by them be the

mme in <m§ or in several important particulars, yet it scarcely

wer holds throughout ;
and the most false notions are in conse-

jueneo entertained by people of the nature of these corresponding

offices in every country but their own, We bare known what

mischief has been produced by the adoption of the phrase, ‘ ser-

vant of the people/ although it cannot be denied that in some

Mints the duty of the magistrate is the same as the duty of a

iervant10—that his time, for Instance, his thoughts, his abilities,

» “The * Smwnt*' that we read of In Master* and Servant*, to these times and
;he Bible, and in other translation* of thin Country j forgetting that the Analogy
indent hooka, are so called by Analogy to la not complete, and extends no farther

servants among mt aud that Analogy than the point above mentioned For the

consists In the offievs which a * servant * ancient * servants* (except when expressly

performs, In waiting on his master, and spoken of as hired servants) were Stew#;
ioittg his bidding. It la In this respect a part of the Master s pametdom.”
hat the one description of 1 servant* cor- For a remarkable instance of the kind of

responds panews’J to the other. And mistake the author is speaking of, see

reoce some person* have been led to Appendix to Dogic, Art, *<ioi>.”

ipply all that Is said in Scripture respecting

u 2
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should bo devoted to the benefit of the people—and again, on the

other hand, because the duty of a subject towards his sovereign

coincides in many respects with the duty of a child towards his

parent, some speculative writers have hastily concluded that the

institution of monarchy is equally founded in nature, and possesses

the same inherent authority with the parental

-

Copleston’s
Four Dlmmrms on the Doctrine# of Necessity and Predestination.

note to Disc, III. p. 122— 130.

[F.] Part I. Chap. Sfi. § 8, p. 87,

u No man is so obstinate an admirer of the old times, as to

deny that medicine, surgery, botany, chemistry, engineering, navi-

gation, are better understood now than in any former age. We
conceive that it is the same with political science. Lite those

other sciences which we have mentioned, it has always been work-

ing itself dourer and clearer, and depositing impurity after im-»

purity. There was a time when the most powerful of human
intellects were deluded by the gibberish of the astrologer and the

ttlehymist ;
and just so there whs a time when the most enlightened

and virtuous statesmen thought it the first duty of a government

to persecute heretics, to found monasteries, to make war on

Saracens. But time advances, facts accumulate, doubts arise.

Faint glimpses of truth begin to appear, and shine more and

more unto the perfect day. The highest intellects, like the tops

of mountains, are the first to catch and to reflect the dawn. They
are bright while the level below is still in darkness. But soon

the light, which at first illuminated only the loftiest eminences,

descends on the plain, and penetrates to the deepest valley. First

come hints, then fragments of systems, then defective systems,

then complete and harmonious systems. The sound opinion, held

for a time by one bold speculator, becomes the opinion of a small

minority, of a strong minority, of a majority—of mankind. Thus,

the great progress goes on, till schoolboys laugh at the jargon

which imposed on Bacon,—till country rectors condemn the

illiberality and intolerance of Sir Thomas More.*—Mdinh. Rmm
}

July, IBM, p. 282.
" *

“ We have said that the history of England is the history of

progress, and, when we take a comprehensive view of it, it is so.

But, when examined in small separate portions, it may with mom
propriety be called a history of actions and reactions. We havi

often thought that the motion of the public mind in our country

resembles that of the sea when the tide m rising. Each auccoMfoc

Wave rushes forward, breaks, and rolls back; but the great flood

^ HWffiy coming in. A person who looked on the waters only

fOMi moment might fancy that they were retiring, or that they
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eyed no fixed law, but were rushing capriciously to and fro.

it when he keeps his eye on them for a quarter of an hour, and
js one sea-mark disappear after another, it is impossible for

n to doubt of the general direction in which the, ocean is moved.

,st such has been the course of events in England. In the

story of the national mind, which is, in truth, the history of the

tion, we must carefully distinguish that recoil which regularly

[lows every advance from a great general ebb. If we take short

bervals—if we compare 1 640 and 1 660, 1 680 and 1 685, 1708 and

12, 1,782 and 1794, we find a retrogression. But if we take

nturies,—if, for example, we compare 1794 with 1660, or with

>85,—we cannot doubt in which direction society is proceeding.”

Edinb . Meview,
July, 1839, pp. 228, 289.

This last passage closely resembles the following one in the

tetures on Political Economy.
a Another point which is attainable is, to perceive, amidst all

.6 admixture of evil, and all the seeming disorder of conflicting

^encies, a general tendency nevertheless towards the aceomplish-

ent of wise and beneficent designs.

"As in contemplating an ebbing tide, we are sometimes in

>ubt, on a short inspection, whether the sea is really receding,

icause, from time to time, a wave will dash further up the shore

tan those which had preceded it, but if we continue our ob~

rvation long enough, we see plainly, that the boundary of the

nd is on the whole advancing
;
so here, by extending our view

rer many countries and through several ages, we may distinctly

sreeive the tendencies which would have escaped a more confined

search.”

—

Led. iv. p. 106.

The following from the Edinburgh JRcview, 16 is an admirable

>ecimen of illustrative argument :

—

"A blade which is designed both to shave and to carve will

jrtainly not shave so well as a razor, or carve so well as a carv-

lg-knife. An academy of painting, which should also be a bank,

'ould in all probability exhibit very bad pictures and discount

ery bad bills. A gas company, which should also be an infant-

diool society, would, we apprehend, light the streets ill, and

sach the children ill. On this principle, we think that govern-

ment should be organized solely with a view to its main end; and

bat no part of its efficiency for that end should be sacrificed in

rder to promote any other end, however excellent.
“ But does it follow from hence that governments ought never

o promote any end other than their main end 'l In no wise,

’hough it is desirable that every institution should have a main

nd, and should be so formed as to be in the highest degree effi-

Lent for that main end ;
yet if, without any sacrifice of its efficiency

w No. cxacxix. April, 1830.
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for that end, it can promote any other good end, it ought to do

so* Thus, the end for which a hospital is built is the relief of the

sick, not the beautifying of the street To sacrifice the health of

the sick to splendour of architectural effect—to place the building

in a had air only that it may present a more commanding front

to a great public pluee—to make the wards hotter or cooler than

they ought to be, in order that the columns and windows of the

exterior may please the passers-by, would he monstrous. But if,

without any sacrifice ol the chief object, the hospital can be made

an ornament to the metropolis, it would be absurd not to make

it so.
,

« In the same manner, if a government can, without any sacri-

fice of its main end, promote any other good end, it ought to do

so. The encouragement of the fine arts, for example, is by no

means the main end of government; and it would he absurd, in

constituting a government, to bestow a thought on the question,

whether it would be a government likely to train Raphaels and

Domenichmos. But it by no means follows that it is improper

for a government to form a national gallery of pictures. The

same may be said of patronage bestowed on learned men—-of the

publication of archives—of the eolleeiing of libraries, menageries,

plants, fossils, antiques—of journeys and voyages for purposes of

geographical discovery or astronomical observation^ It is not

for these ends that government is constituted But it may well

happen that a government may have at its command resources

which will enable it, #witbout any injury to its main end, to serve

these collateral ends far more effectually than any individual or

any voluntary association could do. If so, government ought to

serve these collateral ends.

“ It is still more evidently the duty of government to promote

—always in subordination to its main end—everything which is

useful as a means for the attaining of that main end The im-

provement of steam navigation, for example, is by no means a

i

uimary object of government. But as steam vessels are useful

or the purpose of national defence, and for the purpose of facili-

tating intercourse between distant provinces, and thereby conso-

lidating the force of the empire, it may ha the hounden duty of

' government to encourage ingenious men to perfect an invention

which so directly tends to make the state more efficient for its

great primary end. #
“ ifow, on both these grounds, the instruction of the people

may with propriety engage the care of the government.”

—

pp. 273—275 .

“We may illustrate our view of the policy which governments

Ought to pursue with respect to religious instruction, by recurring

to the anidogy of a hospital Religious instruction is not the
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ain end for which, a hospital is built ; and to introduce into a

>spital any regulations prejudicial to the health of the patients,

i the plea of promoting their spiritual improvement—to send a

siting preacher to a man who has just beei^ ordered by the

lysician to lie quiet and try to get a little sleep—to impose a

rich observance of Lent on a convalescent who has been advised

> eat heartily of nourishing food—to direct, as the bigoted Plus

ic Fifth actually did, that no medical assistance should he given

) any person who declined spiritual attendance—would be the

lost extravagant folly. Yet it by no means follows that it would

ot be right to have a chaplain to attend the sick, and to pay such

chaplain out of the hospital funds. Whether it will be proper

o have such a chaplain at all, and of what religious persuasion

uch a chaplain ought to he, must depend on circumstances,

.''here may be a town in which it would be impossible to set up

,

good hospital without the help of people of different opinions.

Lml religious parties may run so high, that, though people of

lifferent opinions are willing to contribute for the relief of the

ick, they will not concur in the choice of any one chaplain. The

ugh churchman insists that, if there is a paid chaplain, he shall

;>e a high churchman. The evangelicals stickle for an evangelical

Here it would evidently bo absurd and cruel to let a useful and

uimane design, about which all are agreed, fall to the ground,

because all cannot agree about something else. The governors

must either appoint two chaplains, and pay them both, or they

must appoint none: and every one of them must, in his indivi-

dual capacity, do what he can for the purpose of providing the

sick with such religious instruction and consolation as will, in his

opinion, be most useful to them.
(( We should say the same of government. Government is not

an institution for the propagation of religion, any more than St

George’s hospital is an institution for the propagation of religion.

And the most absurd and pernicious consequences would follow,

if government should pursue, as its primary end, that which can

never be more than its secondary end; though intrinsically more

important than its primary end. But a government which con-

siders the religious instruction of the people as a secondary end,

and follows out that principle faithfully, will, we think, be likely

to do much good, and little harm.”—pp. 275, 276.

[G.] Part L Chop, ill § 3. p. 88.

« Theirs” (the New-Testament-writers) “ is a history of miracles;

the historical picture of the scene in which the Spirit of God was

poured on all flesh, and signs and wonders, visions and dreams,

were part of the essentials of their narratives. How is all this
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related f With the same absence of high colouring and extrava-

gant description with which other writers notice the ordinary

occurrences of the world: partly no doubt for the like reason,

that they were really familiar with miracles
,
partly too because

to them these miracles had long been contemplated only as sub-

servient measures to the great object and busine«s,of their ministry
—4he salvation of men’s souls. On the subject of miracles, the

means to this great end, they speak in calm, unimpassioned lan-

guage; on man’s sins, change of heart, on hope, faith, and charity;

On the objects in short to be effected, they exhaust all their feel-

ings and eloquence. Their history, from the narrative of our
Lord’s persecutions to those of Paul, the abomination of the Jews,

embraces scenes and personages winch claim from the ordinary

reader a continual effusion of sorrow or wonder, or indignation,

In writers who were friends of the parties, and adherents of the

cause for which they did and suffered m great things, the absence

of it is on ordinary grounds inconceivable. Look at the account

even of the crucifixion. Not one burst of indignation or sympathy
mixes with the details of the narrative. Stephen the first martyr

is atoned, and tine account comprised in these few words, * They
atoned Stephen, calling upon Clod, and saying, Lord Jesus, receive

my spirit’ The varied ami immense labours and sufferings of

the apostles arc slightly hinted at, or else related in this dry and
frigid way. ‘ And when they had called the ajxmtles, and beaten

them, they commanded that they should not apeak in the name of

Jesus, and let them go.’ 17 * And there came thither certain Jews
from Antioch and Icomum, who persuaded the people, and, having

stoned Paul, drew him out of the city, supposing he had been
dead. Howbeit, as the disciples stood round about him, Im tom
up, and came into the city ; and the next day lie departed with
Barnabas to J>erbe.ng Had these authors no feeling I Had their

mode of life bereaved them of the common sympathies and sensi-

bilities of human nature 1 Bead such passages as St* Paul’s parting

address to the elders of Miletus; the same apostle’s recommenda-
tion of the offending member of the Corinthian Church to pardon

;

and, more than all, the occasional hursts of conflicting feeling, in

which anxious apprehension for the faith and good behaviour of
his converts is mixed with the pleasing recollection of their con-
version, and the minister and the man arc alike strongly displayed

;

and it will be plain that Christianity exercised no benumbing in-

fluence on the heart. Ho: their whole soul was occupied with
one object, which predominated over all the means subservient to

% however great those means' might be. In tim dorm, tMjdkfe
hmMrnd which mmt b wmtfmrmi; in the criew

or defeat, the general $m only the. petition toh mrtwl?
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and the deactand the instruments of death fall a/round him un-

heeded. On the salvation of men, on this one point, the witnesses

of Christ and the ministers of his Spirit, expended all their energy

of feeling and expression. All that occurred—mischance, perse-

cution, and miracle—were glanced at by the eye of faith only in
.

subserviency to this mark of the prize of their high calling, as

working together*for good, and all exempt from the associations

which would attach to such events and scenes, when contemplated

by themselves, and with the short-sightedness of uninspired men.

Miracles were not to them objects of wonder, nor mischances a

subject of sorrow and lamentation. They did all, they suffered

all, to the glory of God.”

—

London Review
,
No. ii. p. 345.

[H.] Part II. Chap . ii. § 2. p. 124.

“First, as to proximity of time
,
every one knows, that any

melancholy incident is the more affecting that it is recent. Hence

it is become common with story-tellers, that they may make a

deeper impression on the hearers, to introduce remarks like these

;

that the tale which they relate is not old, that it happened but

lately, or in their own time, or that they are yet living who had

a part in it, or were witnesses of it. Proximity of time regards

not only the past, but the future. An event that will probably

soon happen, hath greater influence upon us than what will pro-

bably happen a long time hence. I have hitherto proceeded on

the hypothesis, that the orator rouses the passions of his hearers,

by exhibiting some past transaction; but ^e must acknowledge

that passion may be as strongly excited by his reasonings con-

cerning an event yet to come. In the judiciary orations there is

greater scope for the former—in the deliberative, for the latter \

though in each kind there may occasionally be scope for both.

All the seven circumstances enumerated are applicable, and have

equal weight, whether they relate to the future or to the past,

The only exception that I know of is, that probability and plausi-

bility are scarcely distinguishable, when used in reference to events

in futurity. A| in these there is no access for testimony, what

constitutes the principal distinction is quite excluded. In com-

paring the influence of the past upon our minds with that of the

’ future, it appears in general, that if the evidence, the importance,

and the distance of the objects, be equal, the latter will be greater

than the former. The reason, I imagine, is, we are conscious,

that as every moment, the future, which seems placed before us,

is approaching; and the past, which lies, as it were, behind, is

retiring; our nearness or relation to the one constantly increaseth

as the other decreaseth. There is something like attraction m
the first case, and repulsion in the second. This tends to interest
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us more in the future tlmn in the past, and consequently to the
present view aggrandizes the one, and diminishes the other.

“ What, nevertheless, gives the past a very considerable advan-
tage, is its being generally susceptible of much stronger evidence

than the future* The lights of the mind are, if I may ho express

myself, in an opposite situation to the lights of the body. These
discover clearly the prospect lying before us, but not the ground
we have already passed. By the memory, on the contrary, that

great luminary of the mind, things past are exhibited in retro-

spect; we have no correspondent faculty to irradiate the future;

and even in matters which fall not within the reach of our
memory, past events are often clearly discoverable by testimony,

and by effects at present existing; whereas we have nothing

equivalent to found our arguments up<m m reasoning about things

to come* It is for this reason that the future is considered as the

province of conjecture and uncertainty*
u Local OotmtueiaUf the fifth in the above enumeration, hath a

more powerful effect than proximity of time. Duration and
space are two things (call them entities, or attributes, or what you
please) m some respects the most like, and in some respects the

most unlike, to one another. They resemble in continuity,

divisibility, infinity, in their being deemed essential to the ex-

istence of other things, and in the doubts that have been raised as

to their having a real or independent existence id their own* They
differ in that the latter k permanent, whereas the very essence of

the former consfctethm transitoriness; the parts of the one are all

successive, of the other all coexistent. The greater portions of

time are all distinguished by the memorable things which have
been transacted in them, the smaller portions by the revolutions

of the heavenly bodies i the portions of place, great and small,

(for we do not here consider the regions of the" fixed^stars and
planets,) are distinguished by the 'various tracts of"* land and
water, into which the earth is divided and subdivided

; the one
distinction intelligible, the other sensible; the one chiefly known
to the inquisitive, the other in a great measure obvious to all

“ Hence perhaps it arises, that the latter is considered as a
firmer ground of relation than the former. Who ii not more
curious to know the notable transactions which have happened in

Me own country from the earliest antiquity, than to be acquainted
with thosewhich have happened in the remotest regions of the globe
during the century wherein ho lives? It must be owned, however,
that the former circumstance is more frequently auh?d by that of

personal relation than the latter. Connexion of place not only
Includes vicina ge, but every other local relation, such m being in

i u u isr the same government with us, in a State that is

\

ii
;

'jp si in * Ooun^y well known to u% and the like.
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Of the influence of this connexion in operating on our passions we
have daily proofs. With how much indifference, at least with
how slight and transient emotion, do we read in newspapers the
accounts of the most deplorable accidents in countries distant and
unknown! How much, on the contrary, are we alarmed and
agitated on being informed that any such accident hath happened
in our own neighbourhood, and that, even though we be totally

unacquainted with the persons concerned

!

“ Still greater is the power of relation to the persons concerned,

which was the sixth circumstance mentioned, as this tie is more
direct than that which attacketk us to the scene of action. It is

the persons, not the place, that are the immediate objects of the

passions, love or hatred, pity or anger, envy or contempt. Rela-

tion to the actors commonly produces an effect contrary to that

produced by relation to the sufferers, the first in extenuation, the

second in aggravation, of the crime alleged. The first makes
for the apologist, the second for the accuser. This, I say, is com-;

monly the case, not always. A remote relation to the actors,

when the offence is heinous, especially if the sufferers be more
nearly related, will sometimes rather aggravate than extenuate

the guilt in our estimation. But it is impossible with any pre-

cision to reduce these effects to rules
;
so much depending on the

different tempers and sentiments of different audiences. Personal

relations are of various kinds. Some have generally greater in-

fluence than others ; some again have greater influence with one
person, others with another. They are consanguinity, affinity,

friendship, acquaintance, being fellow-citizens, countrymen, of the

same surname, language, religion, occupation, and innumerable

others.

“ But of all the connexive circumstances, the most powerful is

interest, which is the last. Of all relations, personal relation, by
bringing the object very near, most enlivens that sympathy which

attaches us to the concerns of others
;
interest in the effects brings

the object, if I may say so, into contact with us, and makes the

mind cling to it, as a concern of its own. Sympathy is but a

reflected feeling, and therefore, in ordinary cases, must be weaker

than the original. Though the mirror be ever so true, a lover

will not be obliged to it for presenting him with the figure of his

mistress, when he hath an opportunity of gazing on her person.

Nor will the orator place his chief confidence in the assistance of

the social and sympathetic affections, when he hath it in his

power to arm the selfish.

“ Men universally, from a just conception of the difference,

have, when self is concerned, given a different name to what seems

originally the same passion in a higher degree. Injury, to whom-
soever offered, is to every man that observes it, and whose sense
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of right is not debauchee! by vicious practice, the natural object

of indignation. Indignation always implies rmmtnmd
, or a

desire of retaliating on the injurious person, so far at least as to
make him repent the wrong he hath committed Tins indigna-

tion in the person injured, is, from our knowledge of mankind,
supposed to be, not indeed universally, but generally so much
stronger, that it ought to be distinguished by another appellation,

and is accordingly denominated rewnye. In like manner, bene-
ficence, on whomsoever exercised, is the natural object of our km;
love always implies benn^dmee, or a desire of promoting the happi-
ness of the beneficent person

;
but thin passion in the person

benefited is conceived to be so imieb greater, and to infer so
strong an obligation to a return of good offices to Ins benefactor,

that it merits to be distinguished by the title gmtitwk. Now
by this circumstance of interest in the effects, the speaker, from,

engaging pity in his favour, can proceed to operate on a more

!

powerful principle, mlf-prrmnmthn. The Immmhnm of his

maters he can work up into gratitude
^ their indynation into

revenge.
u The two last-mentioned circumstances, personal relation and

interest, are not without influence, as was hinted in the enumera-
tion, though they regard the speaker only, and not the hearers.

The reason is, a person present with m, whom we mm and hear,

and who hy words, and looks, and gestures, gives the liveliest

signs of his feelings, has the surest and most immediate claim

upon our sympathy. We become infected with his passions. We
are hurried along by them, and not allowed leisure to distinguish

between his relation and our relation, his interest and our interest”

Campbell's Mhetoric, pp. 184—190. (Book i» chap. 7. § 5*

parts 4, 5, 6, 7.)

[I.] Part II. Chap, il § 2. p, 125.

A good illustration of what has been said Is supplied by the
following extract from Mr. Milmaids Hampton Lectures, (Lecture
VL p. 269.)—•“ Conceive then the apostles of Jesus Christ, the
tentmaker or the fisherman, entering, as strangers, into one of the
splendid cities of Syria, Ask Minor, or Greece. Conceive them,
I mean, as unendowed with miraculous powers, having adopted
their itinerant system of teaching from human motives, ana for

human purposes alone. As they pass along to the remote ami
obscure quarter, where they expect to meet with precarious

.

hospitality among^ their countryman, they survey the strength of
<

'

:

ftf.(^aMkhed religion, which it is their avowed purpose to over-
throw, Everywhere they behold temples on which the utmost

expenditure has been lavished by succeeding
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generations; idols of the most exquisite workmanship, to which,
even if the religious feeling of adoration is enfeebled, the people
are strongly attached by national or local vanity. They meet pro-
cessions, in which the idle find perpetual occupation, the young
excitement, the voluptuous a continual stimulant to their passions.
They behold a priesthood, numerous, sometimes wealthy ; nor are
these alone wedded by interest to the established faith; many of
the trades, like those of the makers of silver shrines in Ephesus,
are pledged to the support of that to which they owe their main-
tenance, They pass a magnificent theatre, on the splendour and
success of which the popularity of the existing authorities mainly
depends; and in which the serious exhibitions are essentially
religious, the lighter as intimately connected with the indulgence
of the baser passions. They behold another public building,
where even worse feelings, the cruel and the sanguinary, are
pampered by the animating contests of wild beasts and of gla-
diators, in which they themselves may shortly play a dreadful part,

Butcher’d to make a Roman holyday !

Show and spectacle are the characteristic enjoyments of the whole
people, and every show and spectacle is either sacred to the re-

ligious feelings, or incentive to the lusts of the flesh; those feelings
which must be entirely eradicated, those lusts which must be
brought into total subjection to the law of Christ. They en-
counter likewise itinerant jugglers, diviners, magicians, who impose
upon the credulous, and excite the contempt of the enlightened:
in the first case, dangerous rivals to those who should attempt to
propagate a new faith by.imposture and deception; in the latter,

naturally tending to prejudice the mind against all miraculous
pretensions whatever : here, like Elymas, endeavouring to outdo
the signs

%
and wonders of the apostles

; there, throwing suspicion
on all asserted supernatural agency, by the frequency and clumsi-

ness of their delusions. They meet philosophers, frequently itine-

rant like themselves
; or teachers of new religions, priests of Isis

and Serapis, who have brought into equal discredit what might
otherwise have appeared a proof of philanthropy, the performing
laborious journeys at the sacrifice of personal ease and comfort for

the moral and religious improvement of mankind; or at least

have so accustomed the public mind to similar pretensions, as to
take away every attraction from their boldness or novelty. There

also the teachers of the different mysteries, which would engross

all the anxiety of the inquisitive, perhaps excite, even if they did

not satisfy, the hopes of the more pure and lofty minded.- Such
must have been among the obstacles which would force them-
selves on the calmer moments of the most ardent

;
such the over-

powering difficulties) of which it would be impossible to overlook
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the importance, or elude the force; winch required no sober
calculation to estimate, no laborious inquiry to discover; which
met and confronted them wherever they went, and which, either

In desperate presumption, or deliberate reliance on their own
preternatural powers, they must have contemned and defied

** The commencement of their labours was usually dishearten-

ing, and ill-calculated to keep alive the fiame of ungrounded
enthusiasm. They begin their operations in the narrow and
secluded synagogue of their own countrymen. The novelty of
their doctrine, and curiosity, secure them at first a patient atten-

tion ;
but as the more offensive tenets are developed, the most

fierce and violent passions arc awakened. Scorn and hatred are

seen working in the clouded brows and agitated countenances of
the leaders i if here and there one is pricked to the heart

,
it re-

quires considerable moral courage to acknowledge his conviction;

and the new teachers arc cither cast forth from the indignant

assembly of their own people, liable to all the punishments which
they arc permitted to inflict, scourged and beaten; or, if they

succeed in forming a party, they give rise to a furious schism;

and thus appear before the heathen with the dangerous notoriety

of having caused a violent tumult, and broken the public peace

by their turbulent and contentious harangues ; at all events, dis-

claimed by that very people on whose traditions they profess to

build their doctrines, and to whose Scriptures they appeal in justi-

fication of their pretensions. They endure, they persevere, they

continue to sustain thy contest against Judaism and paganism.

It is still their deliberate, ostensible, and avowed object to over-

throw all this vast system of idolatry
; to tear up by the roots all

ancient prejudices
; to silence shrines, sanctified by the veneration

of ages as oracular; to consign all those gorgeous temples to

decay, and all those images to contempt
;
to wean the people from

every barbarous and dissolute amusement.** * * *

“ But in one respect it is impossible now to conceive the ex-

tent, to which the apostles of the crucified 3mm shocked all the
feelings of mankind. The public establishment of Christianity,

the adoration of ages, the reverence of nations, has thrown around
the crow of Christ an indelible and inalienable sanctity. No
effort of the imagination can dissipate the illusion of dignity

which lias gathered round it; it has been so long dissevered from
all its coarse and humiliating associations, that it cannot be cast

back and desecrated into its state of opprobrium and contempt
To the most daring unbeliever among ourselves, it is the symbol,

theabsurd, and irrational, he may conceive, but still the ancient

and venerable symbol, of a powerful tod influential religion : whal
was it to the Jew and to the heathen % tike basest, the most Ae

tfib# criminal-1 the proverbial terroi
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of the wretched slave ! it was to them
;
what the most despicable

and revolting instrument of public execution is to us. Yet to the
cross of Christ, men turned from deities in which were embodied
every attribute of strength, power, and dignity; jn an incredibly
short space of time multitudes gave up the splendour, the pride,
and the power of paganism, to adore a Being who was thus humi-
liated beneath the meanest of mankind, who had become, according
bo the literal interpretation of the prophecy, a very scorn of men,

%nd an outcast of the people.”

—

Milman’s Bampton Lectures,

Lect. vi. p. 279.

[K.] Part II. Chap. ii. § 4. p. 128.

“ Such is our yoke and our burden ! Let him, who has thought
It too hard and too heavy to bear, be prepared to state it boldly
when he shall appear side by side with the poor and mistaken
[ndian before the throne of God at the day of judgment. The
ooor heathen may come forward with his wounded limbs and
weltering body, saying, ‘ I thought thee an austere master, de-
ighting in the miseries of thy creatures, and* I have accordingly
Drought thee the torn remnants of a body which I have tortured

In thy service/ And the Christian will come forward, and say,

I knew that thou didst die to save me from such sufferings and
torments, and that thou only commandedst me to keep my body
n temperance, soberness, and chastity, and I thought it too hard
for me; and I have accordingly brought

#
thee the refuse and

sweepings of a body that has been corrupted and brutalized in

;he service of profligacy and drunkenness,—even the body which
ihou didst declare should be the temple of thy Holy Spirit/ The
Door Indian will, perhaps, show his hands, reeking with the blood
>f his children, saying, f I thought this was the sacrifice with
which God was well-pleased / and you, the Christian, will come
brward with blood upon thy hands also, * I knew that thou gavest

iky Son for my sacrifice, and commandedst me to lead my off-

spring in the way of everlasting life; but the command was too

lard for me, to teach them thy statutes and to set them my humble
sxample : I have let them go the broad way to destruction, and
heir blood is upon my hand—and my heart—and my head/
the Indian will come forward, and say, ‘ Behold, I am come from
he wood, the desert, and the wilderness, where I fled from the

heedful society of my fellow-mortals, because I thought it was
^leasing in thy sight/ And the Christian will come forward, and
ay, ' Behold, I come from my comfortable home and the com-
aunion of my brethren, which thou hast graciously permitted me
o enjoy; but I thought it too hard to give them a share of those

ilessings which thou hast bestowed upon me; I thought it teo
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liard to give them a portion of my time, my trouble, my fortune

or my interest; I thought it too hard to keep my tongue fron

cursing and reviling, my heart from hatred, and my hand fron

violence and revenge.’ What will be the answer of the Judge t

the poor Indian noun can presume to say. That he was sadl;

mistaken in the means of salvation, and that what he had don

could never purchase him everlasting life, is beyond a doubt; bu

yet the Judge may say, ‘ Come unto me, thou heavy-laden, and

will give theo the rest which thou couldst not purchase for thj

self.’ But, to the Christian, ' Thou, who hadst my easy yoke, an

my light burden; thou, for whom all was already purchased:’

—

Thank God ! it is not yet pronounced Iwgono ! ami fly for th

life, i" WoU'k’h Sermon# (Item tt Inn), Sermon X. pp. $71—373,

« Suppose it were suddenly revealed to any one among yo

that he, and he alone of alt that walk noon the face of this eartl

was destined to receive the benefit of his Kedecmer’s atonemen

and that all the rest of mankind was lost—and lost to all eternity

it is hard to say what would he the first sensation excited in thi

man’s mind by the intelligence. It is indeed probable it woul

be joy—to think that all his tears respecting his eternal destir

were now no more ;
that all the forebodings of the mnul and im

givings of the heart— all’* the solemn stir which wo feel risk

within us whenever we look forward to a dark futurity,-—to fe

that all these had now subsided for ever,—to know that he sb«

stand in the everlasting sunshine of the love of God
1

#

It mm
haps impossible that all this should not cull forth an immecha

feeling# delight : but if you wish the sensation to continue, y<

must go to the wilderness; you must beware how you <m

within sight of a human being, or within sound of a human vole

you must recollect that you arc now ohm upon the earth j
or,

you want society, you had better look for it among the beasts

the BeLd than among the ruined species to which you belong

unless indeed the Almighty, in pity to your desolation, shoo

send his angels before the appointed time, that you might lea

to forget in their society the outcast objects of your former syi

g
tides.

,

But to go abroad into human society,—to walk amom

rings who are now no longer your fellow-creatures,—to feel t

charity of your common nature rising in your heart, and to he

to crush it within you like a sin, - to reach forth your hand

perform one of th© common kindnesses of humanity, ami to 1

It '' Withered by the recollection, that however you may niltigat

’ present pang, the everlasting' pang is irreversible ;
to turn aw

m despair from these children whom you have now come

bless imd to save (we hope and trust both here and for ever 1)

v Itwould be too much for you; at all events, it would.

Sl| .ie#ate a degree of exertion within the utmost range
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human energy, or a degree of pain within the farthest limit of
human endurance, to which you would not submit, that you might
have one companion on your lonely way from this world to the
mansions of happiness. But suppose, at that moment, that the
angel who brought thb first intelligence returns to tell you that
there are Beings upon this earth who may yet be saved,—that
he was before mistaken, no matter how,—perhaps he was your
guardian angel, and darted from the throne of grace with the in-

telligence of your salvation without waiting to hear the fate* of
the rest of mankind,—no matter how,—but he comes to tell you
that there are Beings upon the earth who are within the reach of
your Bedeemer’s love, and of your own,—that some of them are
now before you, and their everlasting destiny is placed in your
hands ; then, what would first occur to your mind 1—privations,

t—dangers,—difficulties ? No; hut you would say
,

H Lord, what
shall I do h Shall' I traverse earth and sea, through misery and
torment, that of those whom thou hast given me I may not lose

one?’”

—

Ibid. Sermon XL pp. 391—393.

[L.] Fart III. Chop, i, § 6. p. 177.

In Dr. Campbell’s ingenious dissertation (Rhetoric, hook iL

chap. 6.),
“ on the causes that nonsense often escapes being de-

tected, both by the Writer and the reader,” he remarks (sect, 2 .),

that u there are particularly three sorts of writing, wherein we are

Liable to be imposed upon by words without meaning
"The first is, where there is an exuberance of metaphor. No-

thing is more certain than that this trope, when temperately and
appositely used, serves to add light to the expression, and energy
to the sentiment. On the contrary, when vaguely and intern-

perately used, nothing can serve more effectually to cloud the
sense, where there is sense, and by consequence to conceal the
defect, where there is no sense to show. And this is the case,

not only where there is in the same sentence a mixture of dis-

cordant metaphors, but also where the metaphoric style is too
Long continued, and too far pursued.

[
JJt modicus autem atque

ypportmmm tramlatioms ume ilhistrat orationem; itafreqixms et

obsmrat ettcedio complet; contmuus vero in allegoriam et cmigmata
sodt. Quint, lib. viii, c. 6.] The reason is obvious. In com-
mon^speech the words are the immediate signs of the thought.
But it is not so here; for when a person, instead of adopting
metaphors that come naturally and opportunely in his way, rum-
mages the whole world in quest of them, and piles them one upon
another, when he cannot so properly be said to use metaphor, as

bo talk in metaphor, or rather when from metaphor he runs into

allegory, and thence into enigma, his words are not the imme-

V
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diate signs of his thought; they are at best but the signs of the

signs of his thought. His writing may then be called, what
Spenser not unjustly styled his Fairy Queen, a perpetual allegory

or dark conceit * Most readers will account It much to bestow a
transient glance on the literal sense, which lies nearest,, but wili

never think of that meaning more remote, which- the figures them-

selves are intended to signify. It is no wonder then that this

sense, for the discovery of which it is necessary to see through a
double veil, should, where it is, more readily escape our observa-

tion, and that where it is wanting, we should not so quickly

miss it.”

# # # # *

“ There is, in respect of the two meanings, considerable variety

to be found in the tropical Style. In just allegory and similitude

there is always a propriety, or, if you choose to call it, congruity,

in the literal sense, as well as a distinct meaning or sentiment

suggested, which is called the figurative sense. Examples of this

are unnecessary. Again, where the figurative sense is unexcep-

tionable, there is sometimes an incongruity in the expression of

the literal sense. This is always the case in mixed metaphor, a
thing not unfrequent even in good writers. Thus, when Addison

remarks that 1 there is not a single view of human nature, winch

is pot sufficient to extinguish the seeds of pride/ he expresses a

true sentiment somewhat incongruously; for the terms extinguish

and seeds here metaphorically used, do not suit each other. In

like manner, there is something incongruous in the mixture of

tropes employed in the following passage from Lord BoUngbroke

:

‘ Nothing less than the hearts of bis people will content a patriot

Prince, nor will he think his ifvrom established, till it is established

there' Yet the thought is excellent. But in neither of these

examples does the incongruity of the expression hurt the perspi-

cuity of the sentence* Sometimes, indeed, the literal meaning
involves a direct absurdity. When this is tlie case, as in the

quotation from The Principles of Painting given in the preceding

chapter, it is natural for the reader to suppose that there must be

something under it ; for it is not easy to say how absurdly even

just sentiments will sometimes be expressed. But when no such

^
hidden sense can be discovered, what, in the first view conveyed

“
to our minds a glaring absurdity, is rightly on reflection denomi-
nated nonsense. We are satisfied that De Piles neither thought,

nor w anted his readers to think, that Eubens was really the on-,

peri gratia
(
and God the copier. This then was not his

a;

s
|g| jfeh&t he actually thought and wanted them to

‘

\J $k asibie to elicit from his words. His words then

,
es

"
* In respect of their literal import, but

pftlse autW’s'intenMom
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te It may t>e proper here to observe, that some are apt to con-

>und the terms absurdity and nonsense as synonymous; which

ley manifestly are not. An absurdity, in the strict acceptation,

a proposition either intuitively or demonstratively false. Of
lis kind are these $ “ Three and two make seven.’ 'All the

lgles of a triangle are greater than two right angles.’ That the

rmer is false we know by intuition; that the latter is so we are

>le to demonstrate. But the term is further extended to denote

notorious falsehood. If one should affirm, that 'at the vernal

[uinox the sun rises in the north and sets in the south/ we
.ould not hesitate to say, that he advances an absurdity

; but
ill what he affirms has a meaning; insomuch, that on hearing

e sentence we pronounce its falsity. Now nonsense is that

:iereof we cannot say either that it is true, or that it is false,

rus, when the Teutonic Theosopher enounces, that f
all the voices

the celestial joyfulness, qualify, commix, and harmonize in the

e which was from eternity in the good quality/ I should think

equally impertinent to aver the falsity as the truth of this

unciation. Per, though the words grammatically form a sen-

ice, they exhibit to the understanding no judgment, and conse-

ently admit neither assent nor dissent. In the former instances

jay the meaning, or what they affirm is absurd; in the last in-

nee I say there is no meaning, and therefore properly nothing

affirmed. In popular language, I own, the terms absurdity

I nonsense are not so accurately distinguished. Absurd posi-

ns are sometimes called nonsensical. It is not common, on the

Ler hand, to say of downright nonsense, that it comprises an
mrdity.

#
"

Further, in the literal sense there may be nothing unsuitable,

i yet the reader may be at a loss to find a figurative meaning,

which hhi expressions can with justice be applied. Writers

noderately attached to the florid, or highly figured diction, are

ep misled by a desire of flourishing on the several attributes

i metaphor which they have pompqusly ushered into the dis-

rse, without taking the trouble to examine whether there be
t qualities in the subject, to which these attributes can with
tice and perspicuity be applied. This immoderate use of
taphor,” Dr. Campbell observes, “ is the principal Source of all

nonsense of Orators and Poets.
' The second species of writing wherein we are liable to be lin-

ed on by words without meaning, is that wherein the terms
st frequently occurring denote things which are of a compli-

ed nature, and to which the mind is not sufficiently familiarized

ny of those notions which are called by Philosophers mixed
des, come under this denomination. Of these the instances

numerous in every tongue; such as government, church, state,

x 2
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nnlitv newer, commerce, legislature, jurisdiction, pro-
constitution, considerably increase tbe
portion, symmetry, g • uaraeaning use of such terms,

o! so indeterminate,

and consequently equrrocai,
r^dw may slide from one sense of

either by lumse or y 5

he fau into such applications

the term to another, till by degrees ^ PP.^^
of it as will m

, danger of terminating in this, if tbe
that we are in much greater^tenger o

some
°
affinit to 0Be

difierent meaning of^ same
when there

f “°
„
“ { wide sten and what few writers are m any danger

S“ifis besides, what^vill not so readily escape the observation

of tht£«£ So much for the second cause of deception, which

£t£ chief source of all the nonsense of writers on pohtics and

third and last, and, I may add, the principal species of

a
- ,* rj -wherein we are exposed to this illusion, by the abuse

Swords is that in which the terms employed are very abstract,

a <umawmentlv of very extensive signification. It is an ob-

jurgation that plainly ariseth from the nature and structure d

knsruage and may be deduced as a corollary from what hath beer

S/the use of artificial signs, that the more general any namf

in as it Aomnrebends tbe more individuals under it, and conse

quently requires the more extensive knowledge in the mmd <b*

would rightly apprehend it, the more it mnst have of indistinct

I^aT.d°obscuritv Thus the word lion is more distinctly appre

by tbe mind than 'the word beast, beast than ardmm

xsimai than being. But there is, in what are called abstract sub

iecte, a still greater fund of obscurity than that ansmg from th

Cent mentkinof the most general terms. Names must h

(Sued to those qualities as considered abstractedly, wlnchneve

subsist independently, or bj themselves, but which constitute th

generic characters and the specific differences of things. An

Ids leads to a manner which is in many instances remote troi

the use of speech, and therefore must be of more difficu

r- ,
conception.” (Book ii. sect, 2 . pp. 102,

1 .02.) .
,

Itm truly to be regretted tbat au author wbo bas written, i

'.'.V.*: >L • j wirr+tvi-n O -pA.W TYPLOrASt SO Stliklllff

,A

fciifk', subject* should witbin a few pages so striking

if : $ errors be bas been treating of, by indulging in

1
1 | ; Taogpi^ nMob could not even to himself me

II is z 4 5 % n r ^ilien be says tbat a man wl

j
' If , i i «p without ' any other '

kind

|

‘

i 1 |

"j q Itai e vOr, however contrad

r i i
.
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absolute indifference to truth and error/’ he cannot mean that a
false conclusion could be logically proved from true premises;

since, ignorant as he was of the subject, he was aware, and has
in another place distyictly acknowledged, that tlfis is not the case;

nor, could he mean merely that a false conclusion could be proved
from a false premiss, since that would evidently be a nugatory and
ridiculous objection. He seems to have had, in truth, no meanmg
at all; though like the authors he had been so ably criticising, he
was perfectly unaware of the emptiness of what he was saying.

[M.] Part III. Chap. ii. § 8. p. 199.

<c Moses stretched forth bis hand, and the waters were divided,

and became a wall unto the children of Israel, on the right hand
and on the left. Moses smote the rock with his rod, and the

waters flowed withal, and the children of Israel were refreshed in

the wilderness, and were saved from death But what was there

in the arm of Moses, that the sea should obey it and stand still ?

Or what in the rod of Moses, that it should turn the flinty rock
into a living fountain 1 Let me freely, though reverently, speak

to you of the patriarch Moses. He was indeed great, because he
was indeed good, in his generation. But except in the matter of

his goodness—except in his superior faith and trust in his Maker
—except in his more ready obedience to the holy desires which
the Spirit of the Lord inspired into his soul, he was no more than

the rest of the Israelites, and the rest of men. Like them, like

us, like every human being that is born of woman, he was com-
passed with infirmities, and tried v£th afflictions, and subject to

terror, and surrounded with soxtow Of himself he was able to

do nothing, but all the mighty acts which he did, he did because
* it was God which worked in him both to will and to do of his

good pleasure/ and because Moses did not resist the will of God,

or neglect or abuse the power with which he was endued. If to

the Jew God was very liberal, we Ipve the promise of Ms beloved

Son, that to Christians, in all spiritual and necessary things, he
will he still more so. Over the world without us he will perhaps

give us no power—because we are not called upon to save a

people. But we afire called upon to save ourselves, and he will

f
ive us a power over the rebellious world that is within us.

tretch forth but your hands in faith and sincerity to God, and
surely he will separate between you and your lusts. He will

divide the tumultuous sea of your passions, and open for you a

way to escape from your enemies into the lAnd>#' eternity. He
will cause* the waves thereof to stand still and harmless on your

right hand and on your left, and make you to walk in safety and

unhurt through the overflowings of ungodliness, which, withouf
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Ills controlling arm* would have drowned your souk in perdition

and destruction. Be ye never so faint ami weary in the wilder*

ness of sin, yet If in humility you smite upon your breast* and
say* Gcal be merciful to me a sinner i he will melt the atony heart

within you* and turning it into a fountain of piety and love—of

love to man and love to your Maker—refresh you with the living

waters of the comfort of the Spirit, and strengthen you by its

power for your pilgrimage through life.”—Benson’s First Course

of Ilukmfi, Lccturdfor 1820. Loot. XIV. pp* 844—840.

[N.] Part IV. Chap, in § 2. p. 220.

“ For the benefttwf those who are desirous of getting over their

bad habits* and discharging that important part of the sacred

office* the Beading the Liturgy with due decorum* I shall first

enter into a minute examination of some parts of the Service

and afterwards deliver the rest accompanied by such marks m
will enable the reader* in a short time, and with moderate pains

to make himself master of the whole.
“ But first it will be necessary to explain the marks which yol

will hereafter see throughout the rest or this course. They are o

two kinds
;
one* to point out the emphatic words, for which ]

shall use the Grave accent of the Greek ['}.

* '

#< The other to point out the different pauses or stops, for wind
I shall use the following marks

;

f For the shortest pause, marking an incomplete line, thus'. »

' u For the second, double the time of the former, two"*
r

,! u Attain* the third or full <stop, three"'.
“ When I would mark a pause longer than any belonging t

the usual'-itopSj it shall -be by two horizontal Hues* m thus a*

.

: “When! would point out a syllable that is to be*dwelt o:

some time, I shall use this-*, or a short horizontal over fch

Syllable.
u When a syllable should be rapidly uttered, thus * or a cmrv

turned upwards; the usual marks of long and short in Prosody.
u The Exhortation I have often heard delivered in the followin

manner s

v:w''^ brethren, the Scripture moveth m in sundi
places to acknowledge and confess our manifold sins and wieke*

,

ness. And that we should not dissemble nor eloke them befo:

“tfea fee# of Almighty God our Heavenly Father,, but confess the:

WiKh m penitent and obedient heart, to the end %b
sbf^n, fbidlvcn^ of them* by his infinite goodne

' ought at III times' humbly toe
adwledge our sins before God* yet eught we most chiefly Sb to d

t tocher, -fit render tliinks for t:
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great benefits we have received at his hands, to set forth his most

worthy praise, to hear his most holy word, and to ask those things

that are^equisite and necessary, as well for the body as the soul.

Wherefore I pray and beseech you, as many as*are here present

to accompany me with a pure heart and humble voice to the

throne of the heavenly grace, saying alter me.*

“ In the latter part of the first period, ‘ but confess them with

an humble lowly penitent and obedient heart, to the end that we

may obtain, forgiveness of tlie same, by Ins infinite goodness an

mercy,’ there are several faults committed. In the first place the

four epithets preceding the word ‘ heart, are huddled together,

SpXZil i» » monotone, dtegroaH. to th. «», »d «»-

voting to the sense; whereas took won! nsmg in three *>*"• the

other ought to be marked by a proportional rising of the notes

faffi vSVand, in the last, there should be such a note used

as would declare it at the same time to be the kst— with an

humbl6 lowly' penitent and obedient heart# At first view it

may appear, that the words ‘ humble’ and ‘ lowly are synonymous,

v„7 fin. word < lowly
1
certainly implies a greater degree of humi

SLIrinth. tSd'hnmhlV The word 'penitent’ «-***;

lows is of stronger import than either ;
and the word obedient,

Sfy ng a perfect resignation to the will of God, m consequence

offhumiliation and repentance, furnishes the el,max But rf

the dimax in the words be not accompanied by a suitable climax

in the notes of the voice, it cannot be made manifest. In the

following part of the sentence, 'to the bud that we may obtain

forgiveness of the stofe/ there are nsnally three emphsaes laid on

the words end, dbtaJm, some, where there should not be any, an

ii. milv 'emnhatic word, forgiveness, is slightly passed ove ,

% STbe read-' to the end that we may obtain for-.

JvSwle same,’ keeping the words,^*^“2
Sosely together, and not disuniting them, both to the prejudice

of the Sense and Cadence, &c. &c._
T we teeom-

<c r gyi now read the whole, m the manner 1 have

m Anfled &ncl if you will give attention to the marks, yon will b

Tihlmanner when you cotne to practise m your
rew!1iiS ^Dearly belbved brethren !- The Scripture

Prl , , sJF'tgyndrv places' to acknowledge and confess our

Sold"™ »d wicLLy, »d fct we £Sy
K““bS'“X"WS JhSJlowly -d

same' bv his infinite goodness and mercy . ““‘JJnOj
Jill time.' hAwy t.

• mi
.1ZSPZ3&&**! ->r—

£
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at his hands" to set forth' hw most worthy pridse" to h&ari Ms
most holy w&rcF and to ask those things' which arc requisite and
necessary' as well for the body '

m

the soul'". Wherefore I,pray
and beseech yob as mhny m arc here present' to accompany me'
with a pvire heart' and humble voicd to the throne of the heavenly

grac£\ saying/ At.?—Rhkiuoan. Art of liaulhuj Prom*

The generality of the remarks respecting the way in which
each passage of the Liturgy should be read, are correct ; though

the mode recommended for attaining the proposed end, is totally

different from what is suggested in the present treatise. In some
points, however* the author is mistaken as to the emphatic words:

0
. y, in the Lord's Prayer* he directs the following passage to be

read thus; 14 thy will' bb don6 on earth' as it Is' in Heaven/ with

the emphasis on the words “ be" and u
is/ these, however, are

not the emphatic words, and do not even mist in tJm Origmxl
Greeks but arc supplied by the translator; the latter of then*

might, indeed* he omitted altogether without any detriment to the

sense
;

“ thy will lie done* as in heaven, so also on earth," which

is a more literal translation, is perfectly intelligible.

A passage again, in the second Commandment, he directs fob#
read, according indeed to the usual mode, both of reading and
pointing it,

—“ visit the sins of the fathers' upon the children'

unto the third" and fourth generation of them that Mite me/
which mod© of reading destroys the sense, by making a pause at
“ children/ and none at “ generation / for this implies that the

third and fourth generations, who suffer these judgments, are

tfmmdim such as hate the Lord, instead of being merely, as is

meant to be expressed, the chitjlrm of such. ** Ofthem that hate

me/ is a genitive governed not bv “ generation," hut by# children/

The passage should therefore he read (according to Sheridan’s

marks) “visit the sins of the fathers' upon the children 'unto the

third and fourth generation' of them that hate me / i #. visit the

sins of the fathers who hate me, upon the third and fourth gene-

rations of their descendants.

The same sanction is given to an equally common fault in read,

ing the fifth Commandment; u that thy days may he long in the

land' which the Lord thy God giveth thee,” The pause should

evidently he at “ foray/ not at u fowl,” No one would say in

ordinary conversation, “ I hope you will find enjoyment in tins

garden'— which you have planted.” He has also strangely

omitted an emi I mh on the word u covet/ in the tenth Command*
E .. 1 \wmmt In the negative' or prohibitory com*

i y& !

; Ci telt of accenting: the. word 11

i ? k while to remark, that in some casei

at of tfc# nfitfo OWSfaftiki
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the Copula ought to be made the emphatic word
;

(i. e, the “ isf
if the proposition be affirmative, the “ not,” if negative

;)
viz. where

the proposition may be considered as in opposition to its contra-

dictory.20 If, e. g. it had been a question whether we ought to

steal or not, the commandment, in answer to that, would have
been rightly pronounced, “ thou shalt not steal:” but the

,
question

being, what things we are forbidden to do, the answer is, that “ to

steal” is one of them, “ thou shalt not steal” In such a case as

this, the proposition is considered as opposed, not to its contra-

tMctory
,
but to one with a different Predicate .* the question being,

not, which Copula (negative or affirmative) shall be employed,

but what shall be affirmed or denied of the subject; e. g. “it is

lawful to beg; but not to *steal;” in such a case, the Predicate,

not the Copula
,
will be the emphatic word.

One fault worth noticing on account of its commonness is the

placing of the emphasis on “ neighbour” in the ninth and tenth

Commandments
;
as if there might be some persons precluded

from the benefit of the prohibitions. One would think the man
to whom our Lord addressed the parable of the good Samaritan,

had been used to this mode of delivery, by his asking “ and who
is my neighbour ?'m

The i&ual pronunciation of one part of the “Apostles’ Creed”
is probably founded on some misapprehension of the sense of it:22

“ The Holy Catholic Church, the Communion of Saints,” is com-
monly read as if these were two distinct articles

;
instead of the

latter clause being merely an explanation of the former; “The
holy Catholic Church, [viz.] the Communion of Saints.”

[0.] Part IV. Chap . ii § 5 . p . ‘234.

“ It need hardly he observed how important it is, with a view
to these objects,” (the training of children in sound and practical

religious knowledge) “ to abstain carefully from the practice, still

too prevalent, though much less so, we believe, than formerly, of

compelling, or encouraging, or even allowing children to learn by
rote, forms of prayer, catechisms, hymns, or in short anything
connected with morality and religion, when they attach no mean-
ing to the words they utter.
• “ It is done on the plea that they will hereafter learn the mean-
ing of what they have been thus taught, and will be able to make

20 Nor is this properly an exception to
the above rule? for, in such cases, that
which is expressed m the Copula, is, in

Bense, the Predicate j the question being
fn fact whether- 'true” or “ false*’ shall be
predicated of a certain assertion.
* I have heard again of aorae persons

among the lower Orders who, practically,

lay the stress on " against*” thinking it

allowable to give false evidence in any
one’s favour.

22 See Sir Peter (afterwards Lord) King’s
History of the Apostles* Creed $ a work
much more valuable (in proportion to its

size) than most that are studied by theo-
logians.
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n prod Uni ubc of it. But no at tempt at economy of time can be

more injudicious. • Let any child, whose capacity is so far matured

na to enable him to comprehend an explanation, e. g. of the Lord’s

Prayer, have it then put before him for the, first time, and when
he is made acquainted with the meaning of it, set to learn it by

heart
;
amt can any one doubt that in less than Isilf a day’s appli-

cation, lie would be able to repeat it fluently 1 And the same

would be the ease with other forms. All that is learnt by rote

hy a child before he is competent to attach a meaning to the words

he utters, would not, if all put together, amount to so much as

would cost him, when able to understand it, a week’s labour, to

learn perfectly. But it may cost the toil—often the vain toil

—

of many years, to unlearn the habit of formalism; of repeating

words by rote without attending to their meaning : a habit which

every oue conversant with education knows to be, in all subjects

most readily acquired by children, and with difficulty avoided,

even with the utmost rare of the teacher ; but which such a plan

must inevitably tend to generate.

“lUs often said, and very truly, that it is important to form

early habits of piety ; but to train a child in one kind of habit, is

not the most likely way of forming the opposite habit; and no-

thing can be more contrary to true piety than the superstition

(for such in fact it is) of attaching efficacy to the repetition of a

certain form of words, as of a charm, independent of the under-

standing and of the heart.88

« It is also said, with equal truth, that we ought to take

advantage of the facility which children possess of learning

words; but to infer from thence, that Providence designs us to

make such a use (or rather abuse) of this gift, as we have been

censuring, is as if we were to take advantage of the readiness

with Which a new-born babe swallows whatever is put into its

** ** We have spoken with so much com-
mendation of the Hint* on fCart# Mdum.
tfan [Mr*, HoftraVf, that we feel bound
to notice incidentally a point in which we
think the author, if not herself mistaken,
la likely to lead her readera Into a mistake.
* Public Woasxtr. Silence, » mytt the
ahthor, * setf.subjection, and a serious de-
portment, both in family and public wor-
ship, ought to he strictly enforced in early

. hfe,,wTtk ta better that children should
.

attend, till they am capable ofbehavior
ftH* pbpse * manner, gtatafceeCtad retard
for the &ibbfttb, m t for the eervfcoes of

&%l- Vit w-v. i

i * ' onill i

tlngulshed from superstition# formalism,

we should wait for hla being not only
* capable of behaving with outward de-

corum, hot also of understanding" and
joining In the Servlet,

** W« would alif* deprecate, by the way,
the practice {which tils. writer seems to

f that reverence
i f: I in of primary
hi-

from indulging in their usual eportwon the

Lord*# Hay* which ha# a manifest ten-

dency to associate with that festival ideas

of gloom and restraint * and also to ten#,
rate the too common notion that Clod

require* of ns only mi day in seven, and
that scrupulous privation on that day will

afford licencetm the rest of the week* We
are tpeaklag, ba.it. otmtrved, of the dArh*
Mmi: festival

.
of. ,fi*e lord’# Itay* Those

who thlnk fhemkcivas. .bound % the pre-

'Mde oftha .to the

he dayt© which those precepts
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outh, to dose it with ardent spirits, instead of wholesome food

id necessary medicine. The readiness with which children learn

id remember words, is in truth a most important advantage, if

dtlv employed ;
viz. if applied to the acquiring of that mass of

hat may be called arbitrary knowledge of insulated facts, winch

"hich is necessary in after life; when the acquisition of it would

SrjssttSi stsS* f
555 -jss

lortins to any that could possibly be detrimental to his lutur

SlX.eligiou, » '

Sfo. XL Art. V. “Juvenile Library, pp. 4.U,

§ 1- P-[GG.] Part II. Chap. , 115 .

“ «n (rreat is the outcry which it has been the fashion among

S™thTv”“w0KlbZWmiiSit
0

“ffl-XS Sal. It

ssesar-',w-|S -

-

1%%i22£2!SJ2GZ
ought manifestly to have no seat m a de^^7^SVwhat
is constituted for the express and sole purpose ofcomideri^ wua^

measures are conducive to the public good;—

m

’ T sav the f public good, because, of course, by p

iSLtSi» »****

BES&3S
seese?askwWw
political expediency, let any one say what is.
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“ But Rome persons am m muck at variance with the doetrh
of our (Jhuroh on this point,—and I may add, with all SOur
moralists,-—as to speak of expediency as something that is, ,may he, at mrmrm with diUij. If any one really holds that
can over he expedient to violate the injunefiona of duty —that 1who does ho is mt sacrificing a greater good tq a less, (which awould admit to bo inexpedient,)— that it can he really advai
tageous to do what is morally wrong,—and will come forward an
acknowledge that to he his belief, I have only to protest for mown part, with the deepest abhorrence, against what 1 conceive f
he aojmifligato a principle. It shocks all the notions of moralt
that I have been accustomed from childhood to entertain, to mm
of expediency being possibly or conceivably opposed to rectitud,

Ihere are indeed many questions of expediency in whic
morality has no concern, one way or the other, In what wai
for example, a husbandman shop Id cultivate his field, or in wha
branch of trade a merchant should invest his capital, ar© question
of expediency in which there is usually no moral right or wrom
on either side. But where them u moral right and wrong, it cai
never he expedient to dime the wrong. If the husbandman o:
the merchant should seek to gain increased profits by defr&udim
ms neighbour, this would be at variance with cxj>edicncy, becausi
It would bo sacrificing a greater good to a less. < for what wouk
it prqfU a man it ho should gain the whole world, and lose Mtown soul f

,

14

1

Relieve, however, that the greater part of those who raise i
clamour agamnt expediency mean, in reality, mi apparent, but
false and delusive expediency that which is rqyrmmltutm m,
pmltent, but in truth is not so. But if this be their meaning if
would surely be better, with a view to cutting short empty de-
clamation, and understanding clearly whatever matter- is undir
discussion, that they should express, distinctly, and according to
the ordinary use of language, what they do mean. It would be
thought absurd for a man to declaim against * virtue,

1

and then at
length to explain that what he meant was not rmd virtue, but an
Hypocritical semblance of it ; or to argue against the use of ‘

coin.’
meaning all the tune, not real genuine coin, but fraudulent conn*

And surely it is not at all more reasonable for any one
to declaim against * expediency,’ if what he means be, not what is
W^Mciieaicnt, but what is erroneously mistaken for it.”

—

Chwrg*
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bility, (dreaded by a certain class of 1 Benson, (extract from,) Appendix [M].
persons,) part ii, ch. iii. § 2.

ccessible arguments, (to the un-
learned,) p. i. ch. iii. § 8.

.ction, p. iv. ch. iv. § 6. *

.dversaries, (testimony of,) p. i. ch. ii.

§4.
Avice to a Reviewer, p. i, ch. iii. § 7.

advocate, (office of,) p. i. ch. i. § 1.

, (endeavour of, to convince

us that he thinks what he says,)

p. ii, ch. iii. § 8.

— (habits formed by the oc-

cupation,) p. ii. ch. iii. § 5.

dlegory, p. i, ch. ii. § 3.

analogy, p. i. ch. ii. § 7.

mtiguarians, (eltimate of their autho-

rity,) p. ii. ch. iii. § 0.

antithesis, p. iii, ch. ii. § 14.

Approach, (argument by,) p. i. ch. ii.

§ 6 .

V priori, (argument,) p. i. ch. ii. § 2.

Argument, (distinguished from propo-

sition,) p. i. ch. i. § 3.

—r——,
(satisfactory and compul-

sory,) p. i. ch. iii. § 1.

Aristotle, (his definition of Rhetoric,)

Introd, § 4.

-——,
(Ms distinction between real

and invented examples*) p. i. ch. ii.

§ 8 .

Arrangement, (of arguments,) p. i.

ch. iii. § 4.

•, (of words,) p. iii. ch. i. § 8.

and ch. ii. § 11.

Arrogance, (what,) p. i. ch. iii. § 2.

Articles, (how to he interpreted when
drawn up by an Assembly,) p. i. ch.

iii. § 2. »

Assembly, (documents proceeding

from, how to be interpreted,) p. i.

ch. iii. § 2.

Bashfulness, (in public speaking,)

p, iv. ch. iii. § 7, 8.

Belief, (coincident with disbelief,) p. i.

ch. ii. § 5.

Burden of proof, p, i, ch. iii. § 2.

Burke, (extract from,) p. iii. ch. ii. § 8.

Butler, Bp., (his style,) p. iii. ch. iii.

§ 2 .

Campbell, Dr., (extracts from,) Ap-
pendix [D] and [H],

Catlin, (his account of the Mandan-
Indians,) Appendix [DDD],

Cause, (argument from,) p; i. ch. ii.

§

Chances, (calculation of,) p. h ch. ii.

§ 4, 5.

Character, (bf Speaker,) p. ii. oh. i.

§ 3. and ch. iii. § 1.

, (of persons to he addressed,)

p. ii. ch. iii. § 1.

Cicero, (omits to state when, and why
he begins with his proofs,) p. i,

ch. iii. § 6.

Climax, (use of,) p. ii. ch. ii. § 4.

Common Sense, p. i. ch. ii. § 6.

9 (when apt to he laid

aside,) p. iii. ch. ii. § 6.

Comparison, (use of, in exciting any
feeling,) p. ii, ch. ii. § 4.

, or Simile, p. iii. ch. ii. § 3.

Composition, (fallacy of,) p. i. ch, ii,

§ 4.

Conciseness, p. iii. ch. ii. § 7.

Conclusion, (when to come first,) p. i.

ch. iii. § 5.

Conscious, (manner*) p. iv. ch. iv. § 2.

p. 248, note.

Consistency, (mistakes respecting,)

p. ii. ch. iii. § 5.

Conviction, (distinguished from Per-

suasion,) p. ii. ch. i. § 1.

Copleston, Bp., (on Analogy,) Ap-
pendix [E],

f (Letter of Lord Dudley to*)

p. i. ch. iii. § 2.

(his share in reviving the

study of Logic,) p. i. chi iii. § 2,

Council, (joint compositions of, how-

to be interpreted,) p. i, ch, iii. § 2.
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Credulity, (coincident with Incre-
dulity,) p. i. ch. ii. § 5.

Crowded, (style,) p. Hi. ch. ii. § 9.
Debating Societies, (advantages and

disadvantages of,) Introd. § 0.
Deference, p. i. ch. Six. § 2.
Delivery, p. iv, ch. iv. § 1.

Dickinson, Bp., (“ Remains” of.) p, i.

eli. Hi. §7.
Direct ( Argument), p. 1 ch, ii. § I. and

oh. Hi, § 6.

Diversion of Feelings, p. ii. ch* if. § 0,
Dividing (a question), p. I ch, Hi. § 4.
Doubt, (opposite to what,) p, h oh, ii,

Dudley, Lord, (his statement of a pre-
sumption against logical studies,)
p. K oh. ill. I a,

Edinburgh Review, (extracts from,)
Jntrod. § 0. and Appendix [F],

Effect, (Argument from,) p, i. ch, it,

I 3.

Elegance, (of style,)p.m,ch.Hi,§ 1
, 2 .

Eloquence, (reputation for, its conse-
quences,) p, ii. ch. Hi. 9 2.

Emphasis, p. Iv. ch. ii. § 2.
Energy, (of style,) p. Hi, oh. ii. § 1,

&o.
Envy, (hard to be counteracted,) p. ii.

oh. iii. § 1. ,

Epithets, p. iii. ch. it. § A
Example, p. j. ch. ii. § 6.

- (corresponding ter a geome-
trical) diagram, p. i. ch. ii. § 7.

Exercises, Introd. § 5.

Expediency, (true character of,) p. H.
ch. 1 § 2. and Appendix [GO],

Experience, (Argument from,) p. i.

. oh, ii. | 0. ..

» (Authority derived from,)
p. ii. ch. iii. § 5.

Extempore speaking, (character of,)
p. iv. ch. i. § 3.

prayers, (apt to be deli-
vered not as prayers,) p. iv. ch. ii.

§ 3. note.

Fable, p. i. ch. ii. § 8.

Fact, (matters of,) p. i. ch. ii, § 4. and
8.

-

tLdr
sometimes $ttm m

of

Free-trade, (questions relating
p. 1. oh. ii. § 7.

8

Gender, p. iii. oh. ii. § 2.
General. terms, p. Hi. ch. ii. § 1 .

Good-will, (essential to the 8p"ea
character^ p. ii. ch. iii, § 3?

Hampden, (Bampton Lecture,) i

ch. ii, § 6. r
} J

Hinds, Dr., (extracts from,) Appc

Historic Doubts, (referred to,)
On iii, |7.

}

Illustration, p. 1 ch. it § 7. and cl

§ 3.

Imagination, p. ii. ch. ii. § 2.
Imitation, p. Hi, ch. ii. § 5.

Inconsistency, p. H. ch. Hi. § 5,
Indirect, (Argument,) p, L ch. ii.

and oh. iii. § 7.

Induction, p. i ch. ii. § 0.
Ingenuity, (liability to be mislec

one’s own,) p. ii. ch, i. § 2,
Instruction, (distinguished from (

viotion strictly so called,) p, i. c

Integrity, (of the speaker’s characi
p. ii. ch* Hi, § 3.

Intellect, (dreaded by some perso
p. ii. ch. Hi. § 2,

Interrogation, p, iii. ch. ii. § 15.
Ironical form, p. i. ch. iii. § 7.

Johnson, Dr., (style of,) p.iii.cb.ii.

Language, (a necessary instrumen
Reasoning,) Introd, § 4.

Loose sentences, p. iii. cb. ii. § 12
Ludicrous, (a refuted sophism oJ

becomes so,) p. I ch. iii. § 7.

Mandan-Indians, (rashly assumed
have raised themselves ‘'from
savage state,) Appendix [DDD],

Manifesto, (see Council.)
Mathematics, (contempt formerly

stowed on the study,) Introd. § 4

Metaphor, p. Hi. ch. ii. § 8 .

Metonymy, p. Hi, ch. ii. § 3.

Milman, (extract from,) Appendix [

Milton, (his opinion of exercises
composition,) Introd. § 5.

Natural delivery, p. iv. ch. H. iii. &<
Natural representations liable to
taught unnatural, p. i. ch, it % i

Negative probabilities, p.i. eh.il §4,
NpumRsm, introd. § 4- ‘

Of wo|^0f (energy depend*

%%
»eaeous estimate ofthe val
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Objections, p. cb. iii. §7.

Omissions, (force of,) p. i. ch. ii. § 4.

Opinion, (see Fact.)

Oratory, (spurious,) p. iii. ch, i. § 4,

5, a.

Paley, (Horoe Paulinse^p. i. oh. ii.

§ 4. and p. i. ch. iii. § 1.

Parable, p. i. cb. ii. & 7.

Paradox, p. i. ch. iii. § 2.

Parity of reasoning, p. i. ch. ii. § 6.

Party-spirit, p. ii. ch. iii. § 3.

Passions, p. ii. ch. i. § 3.

Pepys, Bp., (on negative proofs,) p. i*

ch. ii. § 4.

Periods, p. iii. ch. ii. § 12.

Personification, p. iii. ch. ii. § 3.^

Perspicuity, p. iii. ch. i. § 2, &c.

Persuasion, (analysis of,) p. ii. ch. i.

§ 1 -

Plain, (ambiguity of the word,) p. iii.

ch. i. §3 * •*'

Plausible, p. i. ch. ii. § 2.

Plays, (acting of, at schools,) p. iv. ch,

iv. § 2.

Pleader, (see Advocate.)

Poetry, (characteristic of,) p. iii. ch. iii.

§ 3.

political Economy, (extract from Leo-

tures on,) Appendix [C] and [DBD].
Practice, (in composition,) Introd. § 5.

Presumptions, p. i. ch. iii. § 2.

Professions, (Lecture on,) appended to

p. ii.

Prolixity, p. iii. ch. i, § 2. and ch. ii.

§7.
Proper terms, p. iii. ch. ii. § 1.

Propositions, (to find,) p. i. ch. i. § 3.

Quarterly Review, (extract from,) Ap-
pendix [B].

Ranting, (mistakes respecting it,) p. iv.

ch. iii. § 3.— -t, (effects of, accounted for,)

p. iv. ch. iv. § 1,

Reading, p. iv. cb. i. § 3. and ch. iii.

§ 1 .

Recapitulation, p. 1. ch. iii. § 9.

Recitation, p. iv. ch. iv. § 2,

Refutation* p. i. cb. iii. § 7.

-—~ j‘ too forcible, § 8.

Repetition, (conducive to perspicuity,)

p. iii. ch. i. § 2.

Rhetoric, (why in greater repute among
the Ancients,) Introd. % 3, 4;

THE

Rhetorician, (art of, practised by a wise

man on himself,) p. ii. ch. i. § 2.

Ridicule, (how to be employed, and

met,) p. ii. ch. iii. § 6.

Robinson Crusoe, (why apparently na-

tural,) p. i. ch. li. § 2.

Rote, (learning by, its effects,) p. iv.

ch. ii. § 5. .»

Sequence, (physical and logical,) p. L
ch. ii. § 3.

Sermons, (common-place,) p. iii. ch. iii.

§ 2 *

Sheridan, (his principles of elocution,)

p. iv. ch. ii. § 2.

, (extract from,) Appendix

[M].
V *

Sign, p. i. ch. u. § 3.

Simile, p. iii. ch. ii. § 3.

Smith, Adam, (extracts from,) p. I.

ch. ii. § 8. and p. i, ch. iii, § l. and

p, iii. ch. iii* § 4.

[

Sound, (imitative,) p. iii. cb. ii. § 5.

Speaking, (distinguished from Read-

ing,) p. iv. ch. i. § 3. and ch. iii. § 1.

Spurious eloquence, p. iii. ch. i» §4, ft#

Subjects, (for learners.) Introd. § ft.

Substantives, (excessive us© of,) p. Iii-

ch. ii. § 8.

Suggestive (style), p. iii. ch, ii. § 9..

Sympathy, (reflex,) p. iv. ch. iii, § 8.

Tautology, p. iii. ch. Ii. § 8.

Technical terms, Introd. § 4. and p. iii#

ch. ii, §41.

Terence, (tendency of the acting of hie

plays,) p, iv. ch. iv. § 2,

Testimony, p. i. ch. ii. § 4.

Theological Style, p. iii ch, ii § 0*

Tone, p. iv. ch, i. § S, note, and ch, Ii

§ 2,

Tradition, p, i. ch. iii. § 2.

Tropes, p. iii ch. ii. § 2.

Unlearned, (see Accessible.)

Unnatural representation# likely In

appear natural, p. L ohu ii § 2.

Verbosity, p. iii ch. ii. § 8.

Waiving (a question), p. i ch, iii. § ft. *

Will, (how influenced,) p. ii. ch, L § 1.

Williams, Roger, (one of the earliest

and soundest advocates for liberty

of conscience,) p. L ch. iii. § ii

Wisdom, (as consisting in correct per-

ception of analogies.) p, h oh. ii. § 7,

Wolfe, (extracts IVom,) Appendix [KJ.

END.


